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CONG RATULATIONS
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CONGRATULATIONS....
Congralulalions on your purchase and wecome 1o Cessna ownersh pL Your
Cessna has been designed and conslrucled 1o gve you the most in pedormance,
value and corniorl.

Ths Pilot's Operatlrig Handbook has been prepared as a guide lo hep you gel
the most utilty from your airplane. ll conlains lniormation abo!l your airplane's
equipment, operat ng procedLrres, periormance and suggested servlce and care.
P

ease study

1

carefully and

lse

it as a refeTence.

The wordwde Cessna Organ zalion and Cessna Cuslomer Servlce are
prepared to serve you. The lollowlng servces are offered by each Cessna
Serv ce Slat on:

.

THE CESSNA AIRPLANE WARRANTIES, whch provde coverage for parls and
labor, are uphed through Cessna Service Slations worldwide. Warranty
provis ons and other important informal on are conialned in ihe Customer Care
Program Handbook supplied wilh yoLrr airplane. The Cuslorner Care Card
assigned to you al delvery wl establish your ellgibilly under warranty and
should be presented to your ocal Cessna Seavice Stal on at the time of
warranty service.

.

FACTORY TRAINED PERSONNEL

lo

provlde you

wlh

courleous, experl

service.

.

FACTORY APPBOVED SEBVICE EOUIPMENT

Io

provide you etficlenl and

accLrrale workmanship.

. A STOCK

OF GENUINE CESSNA SERVICE PARTS are ava able when you

need thern.

.

INFORI\,4ATION FOR SERVICING CESSNA
AIRPLANES. Cessna Service Stations have all of lhe cufienl Ma nlenance
l\,4anua s, lllustraled Parls Catalogs and var ous olher support p!bl calions

THE LATEST AUIHORITATIVE

prodJced by Cessna A rcrafr Conpa_y.

A currenl Cessna Service Slalion Direclory accompan es your new airplane.l
The Directory s revsed annually, and a currenl copy can be obtained from ycurl
nearesl Cessna Service Stat on.

We urge

al

Cessna owners/operalors lo utiljze the benefits available wilhin the

Cessna Organizalion.

May 30/00
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I\,4ODEL 1 72S

PERFORMANCE.SPECI FICATIONS
(Continued)
L.

WING LOADING: Lbs/Sq Ft
POWER LOADING Lbs/HP
FUEL CAPACITY
OIL CAPACITY
ENGINE: Textron Lycoming
180 BHP at 2700 RPM

14.7
14.2

.

56 GAL
8 OTS

lo-360-L2A
76 lN.

-

NOTE

Speed performance is shown for an airplane equipped with
speed fairings which increase the speeds by approximalely
2 knots. There is a corresponding difference in range, while
all other performance figures are unchanged when speed
fairings are installed.

The above performance figures are based on airplane weights at
2550 pounds, standard atmospheric conditions, level, hard-surfaced
dry runways and no wind. They are calculated values derived from

flight tests conducted by The Cessna Aircraft Company under
carefully documented conditions and will vary with individual
airplanes and numerous factors affecting flight performance.
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COVERAGE
The Pilot's Operating Handbook in the airplane at the time of
delivery f rom The Cessna Aircraft Company contains information
applicable to the Model 172S airplane by serial number and
registration number shown on the Title Page. This handbook is
applicable

to

airplane serial number 17258001 and On. All

information is based on data available at the time of publication.

This handbook consists of nine sections that cover all
of a standard-equipped airplane. Following
Section 8 are the Supplements, Section 9, which provide
expanded operational procedures tor the avionics equipment
operational aspects

(both standard and optional), and provides information on special
operations.

Supplements are individual documents, and may be issued or
revised without regard to revision dates which apply to the POH
itselJ. These supplements conlain a Log of Effective Pages, which
should be used to determine the status of each supplement.

ORIGINAL ISSUE AND REVISIONS
This Pilot's Operating Handbook and FAA Approved Airplane
is comprised of the original issue and any
subsequent revisions. To ensure that inlormation in this manual is
current, the revisions must be incorporated as they are issued.
This manual was originally issued on July 8, 1998. As revisions
are issued, they will be noted in the Log of Effective Pages table.
The part number of this manual has also been designed to
further aid the owner/operator in determinjng lhe revision level of
any POH. Reler to the example below for a breakdown:

Flight Manual

1725 PHUS

OO

E

Revision Level (Revision 0, Original lssue)
Manual (Pilot's Operating Handbook, U.S.)
Airplane Model ('1725)

May 30/00
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COVE RAG E/REVIS IONS

It is the responsibility of the owner to maintain this handbook in al
current status when it is being used for operational purposes._
Owners should contact their locai Cessna Service Station whåneverl
the revision status of their handbook is in question.

Revisions are distributed to owners of U.S. Reoistered aircraft
according to FAA records at the time ol revision issuance, and to

Internationally Registered aircraft according

to

Cessna Owner

Advjsory records at the time of issuance. Revisions should be read
carelully upon receipt and incorporated in this POH.

REVISION FILING INSTRUCTIONS
REGULAR REVISIONS

Pages to be removed or inserted in the Pilots' Operating
Handbook and FAA Approved Airplane Flight Manual are
determined by the Log of Effective Pages located in this section.
This log contains the page number and date of issue for each page
within the POH. At original issue, all pages will conlain the same
date. As revisions to the POH occur, these dates will change on
effected pages. When two pages display the same page number,
the page with the latest date shall be inserted into the POH. The
date on the Log Of Effective Pages shall also agree wilh the latest
date of the page in question.
TEMPORARY REVISIONS

Under limited circumstances, temporary revisions lo the POH
may be issued. These temporary revisions are to be filed in the
applicable section in accordance with filing instructions appearing
on the first page of the temporary revision.

a

temporary revision is accomplished by
at revision time or by a superseding
temporary revision. ln order to accurately track the status of
temporary revisions as they pertain to a POH, a Temporary Revision
List will be located previous to this section when required. This list
will indicate the date the temporary revision was incorporated into
the POH, thus authorizing the recession of the temporary revision.

The recession of

incorporation into the POH

[,4ay 30/00

v
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IDENTIFYING REVISED MATERIAL
Additions or revisions to the text in an existing section will be
identified by a vertical line (revision bar) adjacent to the applicable
revised area on the outer margin of the page.

When technical changes cause unchanged text to appear on a
ditferent page, a revision bar will be placed ln the outer lower
margin of lhe page, opposite the page number and date of the
page, providing no other revision bar appears on the page. These
pages will display the current revision date as found in the Original
lssue and Revisions paragraph of this section.

When extensive technical changes are made

to text in

an

existing section that requires extensive revision, revision bars will
appear the full length of text.
New art added to an existing section will be identified by a single
pointing hand indicator adjacent to the figure title and figure
number. Existing art which is revised will have a pointing hand
adjacent to the portion of the art which has changed.

WARNINGS, CAUTIONS AND NOTES
Throughout the text, warnings, cautions and notes pertaining to
airplane handling and operations are utilized. These adjuncts to the
text are used to highlight or emphasize important points.
WARNING - Calls attention to use of methods, procedures or
limits which must be followed precisely to avoid inlury or death to
persons.

CAUTION Calls attention to methods,

procedures

or

limits

which must be followed to avoid damage to equipment.

NOTE

-

Calls attention to additional procedures or information

pertaining to the text.

v

t
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NOTE

1 :

SECTION 1
GENERAL

WING SPAN SHOWN WITH STROBE LIGHTS
INSTALLED,

NOTE 2:

WHEEL BASE LENGTH IS 65'.

NOTE 3:

PROPELLER GROUND CLEABANCE IS 11 1/4".

NOTE 4:

WING AREA IS 174 SQUARE FEET.

NOTE 5:

MINIMUIV TURNING RADIUS (- PIVOT POINT TO

oUTBoARD WtNG TtP) tS 27'-5 1/2".
NOTE 6:

NORI,4AL GROUND ATTITUDE IS SHOWN WITH
NOSE STRUT SHOWING APPROXII\,IATELY 2" OF
STRUT, AND WINGS LEVEL.

0510T1005

TF
Revision 4

Figure 1-1. Three View - Normal Ground
Attitude (Sheel 2)
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INTRODUCTION

I

This handbook contains 9 sections, and includes the material
required to be furnished to the pilot by FAR Part 23. lt also contains
lsupplemental data supplied by Cessna Aircraft Company.
Section 1 provides basic data and information of general interesl.

It also

contains definitions

or

explanations

of

symbols,

abbreviations, and terminology commonly used.

DESCRIPTIVE DATA
ENGINE
Number of Engines: 1.
Engine Manufacturer: Textron Lycoming.
Engine Model Number: 10-360-L2A.
Engine Type: Normally aspirated, direct drive, air-cooled,
horizontally opposed, fuel injected, four cylinder
engine with 360 cu. in. displacement.
Horsepower Rating and Engine Speed: 180 rated BHP
at 2700 RPN4.
PROPELLEH
Propeller Manufacturer: McCauley Propeller Systems.
Propeller Model Number: 1A170E/JHA7660.
Number of Blades: 2.
Propeller Diameter: 76 inches.
Propeller Type: Fixed pitch.
FUEL

[,

wanruruc

USE OF UNAPPROVED FUELS MAY RESULT IN
DAMAGE TO THE ENGINE AND FUEL SYSTEM

COMPONENTS, RESULTING
ENGINE FAILURE.

IN

POSSIBLE

Approved Fuel Grades (and Colors):
100LL Grade Aviation Fuel (Blue).
100 Grade Aviation Fuel (Green).

1-4
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SECTION 1
GENERAL
NOTE

lsopropyl alcohol or diethylene glycol monomethyl ether
(DiEGME) may be added to the fuel supply. Additive
concentrations shall not exceed 1% for isopropyl alcohol or
0.10% to 0.15% for DiEGME. Refer to Section I for
additional information.
Fuel Capacity:

\!-

Total
Total

Capacity:

Usable:

56.0 U.S. gallons.
53.0 U.S. gallons.

Total Capacily Each Tank: 28.0 U.S. gallons.
Total Usable Each Tank: 26.5 U.S. oallons.
NOTE

To ensure maximum fuel capacity and minimize

cross-

feeding when refueling, always park the airplane in a wingslevel, normal ground attitude and place the fuel selector in
the Left or Right position. Refer to Figure 1-1 for normal
ground attitude dimensions.

olL
Oil Specification:

\-

MIL-L-6082

or SAE J1966 Aviation Grade Straight Mineral Oil:l

Used when the airplane was delivered from the factory and should

be used to replenish the supply during the first 25 hours. This oil
should be drained and the filter changed after lhe lirst 25 hours of
operation. Ref ill the engine with l\4lL-L-6082 or SAE J1966 Aviation I
Grade Straight Mineral Oil and continue to use until a total of 50
hours has accumulated or oil consumption has stabilized.

'

MIL-L-22851 or SAE J1899 Aviation Grade Ashless Dispersant
Oil: Oil conforming to the latest revision and/or supplements to
Textron Lycoming Service lnstruction No. 1014, must be used after
lirst 50 hours or once oil consumption has stabilized.

Revision 4
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Recommended Viscosity for Temperature Range:
Temperature

MIL-L-6082
or
SAE Jl966
Straight
Mineral Oil
SAE Grade

Above 27'C (80"F)

MIL-L-22851 or SAE
J1899
Ashless Dispersant
SAE Grade

15W-50, 20W-50 or 60

Above 16'C (60"F)

50

40 or 50

1"C (30"F) to 32"C (90'F)

40

40

-18"C (0"F) to 21"C (70'F)

30

30, 40 or 20W-40

Below -12'C (10'F)

20

30 or 20W-30

20w-50

20W 50 or 1 5W 50

-18"C (0"F) to 32'C (90'F)
AllTen'rperatures

15W 50 or 20W 50

NOTE

When operating temperatures overlap, use the lighter
grade of oil.
Oil Capacity:
Sump: 8 U.S. Quarts
I Total:9 U.S. Quarts
MAXIMUM CERTIFICATED WEIGHTS
Ramp

Weight

Normal Category: 2558 lbs.
Utility Category: 2208 lbs.

Takeotf

Weight

Normal Category: 2550 lbs.
Utility Category: 2200 lbs.

Landing

Weight

Normal Category: 2550 lbs.
Utility Category: 2200 lbs.

1-6
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Weight in Baggage Compartment, Normal Category:
Baggage Area 1 (Station 82 to 108): 120 lbs. See note below.
BaggageArea2 (Station 108to 142): 50 lbs. See note below.
NOTE

The maximum combined weight capacity for Baggage Area
1 and Baggage Area 2 is 120 lbs.

Weighl in Baggage Compartment, Utility Category:
ln this category, the rear seat must not be occupied and the
baggage compartment must be empty.

STANDARD AIRPLANE WEIGHTS

\.-

Standard Empty Weight:
Maximum Useful Load, Normal Caiegory
l\,4aximum Useful Load, Utility Category:

1663
895
545

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

I
I
I

CABIN AND ENTRY DIMENSIONS
Detailed dimensions of the cabin interior and entry door openings
are illustrated in Section 6.
BAGGAGE SPACE AND ENTRY DIMENSIONS
Dimensions o{ the baggage area and baggage door opening are
illustrated in detail in Section 6.

._

SPEC|F|C LOADTNGS
Wing Loading: 14.7 lbs./sq. ft.
Power Loading: '14.2 lbs./hp.
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SYMBOLS, ABBREVIATIONS AND TERMINOLOGY
GENEBAL AIBSPEED TERMINOLOGY AND SYMBOLS
KCAS

Knots Calibrated Airspeed is indicated airspeed
corrected for position and instrument error and
expressed in knots. Knots calibrated airspeed is equal
to KTAS in standard atmosphere at sea level.

KIAS

Knots lndicated Airspeed is the speed shown on the
airspeed indicator and expressed in knots.

KTAS

Knots True Airspeed is the airspeed expressed in
knots relative to undisturbed air which is KCAS
corrected for altitude and temperature.

Maneuvering Speed

ls the

maximum speed at

which full or abrupt control movements may be used
without overstressing the airf rame.

Vre

Maximum Flap Extended Speed is the highest
speed permissible with wing tlaps in a prescribed
extended position.

Vruo

Maximum Structural Cruising Speed is the speed
that should not be exceeded except in smooth air,
then only with caution.

Vrue

Never Exceed Speed is the speed limit that may not
be exceeded at any time.

Vg

Stalling Speed

or the minimum steady tlight
speed is the minimum speed at which the airplane is
controllable.

Vso

Stalling Speed

or the

minimum steady llight

speed is the minimum speed at which the airplane is
controllable in the landing configuration at the most
forward center of gravity.

Best Anole-ol-Climb Soeed is the soeed which
results in-the greatest qain of altitude'in a given
horizontal d stanae.

Best Rate-ot-Climb Speed is the speed which
results in the greatest gain in altltude in a given time.

l',
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METEOROLOGICAL TERMINOLOGY
OAT

Outside Air Temperature is the free air static
temperature. lt may be expressed in either degrees
Celsius or degrees Fahrenheit.

Standard

Slandard Temperature is 15'C at sea level

Temperature pressure altitude and decreases by 2'C for each
1000 feet of altitude.

Pressure

Altitude

Pressure Altitude is the altitude read lrom an
altimeter when the altimeteas barometric scale has
been set to 29.92 inches of mercury (1 013 mb).

ENGINE POWER TERMINOLOGY

BHP

Brake Horsepower is the power developed by the
e

RPM

Static
RPM

nqine.

Revolutions Per Minute is engine speed.
Static RPM is engine speed attained during a tull
throttle engine runup when the airplane is on the
ground and stationary.

MAP

Manitold Absolute Pressure

is the

absolute

pressure measured in the engine induction system.

MAP

is

measured

in units of inches of

mercury

(inHG).
Lean

Decreased proportion of fuel in the fuel-air mixture

Mixture

supplied to the engine. As air density decreases,
the amount of fuel required by the engine decreases
for a given throttle setting. Adjusting the fuel-air
mixlure to provide a smaller portion of fuel is known
as "leaning" the mixture.

Rich
f.4

ixtu re

Full Fich

lncreased proportion of fuel in the fuel-air mixture
supplied to the engine. As air density increases, the
amount of fuel required by the engine increases for
a given throltle setting. Adjusting the fuel-air mixture
to provide a greater portion of Juel is known as
"richening" the mixture.

Mixture control full forward (pushed in, full control
travel, toward the panel).

ldle

Cutoff

Revision 4

Mixture control full aft (pulled oul, full control travel,
away from lhe panel).
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ENGINE POWER TEBMINOLOGY (Continued)

Full
Throttle
Closed
Throttle

Throttle full forward (pushed in, full control travel,
ioward the panel) Also known as "full open" throttle.
Throttle full aft (pulled out, full control travel, away
from the panel). Also known as the throttle "idle"
Position.

AIBPLANE PEBFOBMANCE AND FLIGHT PLANNING
TEBMINOLOGY

Demonstrated
Crosswind
Velocity

Demonstrated Crosswind Velocity is the velocity
of the crosswind component for which adequate
control of the airplane during takeoff and landing
was actually demonstrated during certiflcation tests.
The value shown is not considered to be limiting.

Fuel Usable Fuel is the fuel available for flight planning.
Unusable Unusable Fuel is the quantity of fuel that can not be
Fuel
safely used in flight.
GPH
Gallons Per Hour is the amount of fuel consumed
Usable

per hour.

NIMPG

Nautical Miles Per Gallon is the distance which can
be expected per gallon of fuel consumed at a

specific engine power -setting and/or

flight

configuration.

S
Course
Datum

1-10

g is acceleration due to gravity.
Course Datum is the compass reference used by
the aulopilot, along with course deviation, to provide
lateral control when tracking a navigation signal.
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WEIGHT AND BALANCE TERMINOLOGY

Reference

Reference Datum is an imaginary vertical plane from

Datum

which

Station

Station is a location along the airplane fuselage given
in terms of the distance from the reference datum.

Arm

Arm is the horizontal distance from the

Moment

Moment is the product of the weight of an item

all

horizontal distances

balance purposes.

are measured

for

reference
datum to the center of gravity (C.G.) of an item.

Center of
Gravity
(C G )

multiplied by its arm. (Moment divided by the constant
'1000 is used in this handbook to simplify balance
calculations by reducing the number ol digits.)

Cenler of Gravity is the point at which an airplane, or
equipment, would balance if suspended. lts distance
from the reference datum is found by dividing the
total moment by the total weight of the airplane.
Center ol Gravity Arm is the arm obtained by
adding the airplane's individual moments and dividing
the sum by the total weight.

Arm

Center ol Gravity Limits are the extreme center of
gravity locations within which the airplane must be

C.G.

Limits

operated al a given weight.

Standard

Empty
Weight
Basic

Standard Empty Weight is the weight of a standard
airplane, including unusable fuel, full operating fluids
and full engine oil.

Empty Basic Empty Weight is the standard

Weight
Useful

empty weight

plus the weight of optional equipment.

Load Uselul Load is the

difference between ramp weight

and the basic empty weight.

MAC

MAC (Mean Aerodynamic Chord) is the chord of an
imaginary reclangular airfoil having the same pilching
momenls throughout the flight range as that of the
actual wing.

July 8/98
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WEIGHT AND BALANCE TEBMINOLOGY (Continued)

Maximum

Maximum Ramp Weight is the maximum weight
approved for ground maneuver, and includes the
weight of fuel used for start, taxi and runup.

Maximum

Maximum Takeott Weight is the maximum weight
approved for the start of the takeoff roll.

Ramp
Weight

Takeoff
Weight

L4aximum

Landing

Maximum Landing Weight is the maximum weight
approved for the landing touchdown.

Weight

Tare

Tare is the weight of chocks, blocks, stands, etc.
used when weighing an airplane, and is included in
the scale readings. Tare is deducted from the scale
reading to obtain the actual (net) airplane weight.
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GEN ERA

METRIC/IMPERIAL/U.S, CONVERSION CHARTS
The following charts have been provided to help international
operators convert U.S. measurement supplied with the Pilot's
Operating Handbook into metric and imperial measurements.

The standard followed for measurement unils shown, is the
National lnstitute of Standards Technology (NIST), Publication 81 1,
"Guide for the Use of the International Syslem of Units (Sl)."
Please reJer to the following pages for these charts.
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(Kilograms x 2.205 =

Pounds)

(Pounds x .454 = Kilograms)

KILOGRAMS INTO POUNDS
KILOGRAMMES EN LIVRES
kg

0

2
lb.

3

4

5

6

b.

tb.

b.

tb.

tb.

2.2A5

4.449

8.819

11.023

7
b

I

9

't7.631

19.842

tb

'15.432

tb

10

22.446 24.251

26.456

6.614
28.660

35 274

37.479 3S.683

41_888

44.093

46.291

48.502

50.706

30.865
52.911

33.069

20

55.1r 6

57 32A

59.525

61.729

63.934

30

66.r 39
88.185

68.343
90.390

70.548 12.753 74.957

77.162

79.366

92.594

94.799

97.003

99.208

101.41

81.571
103.62

83.776
105.82

85 980
108.03

110.23
132.28

112.44
134.48

114.64

116.85

119.05

130.07

141 .10

123.46
r45.51

127.47

i3889

121.25
143.30

125.66

r36.69

147.71

154.32
176.31
198.42

156 53
118.57
204.62

158.73
180.78

160.94

163.l4
1

169.76
191.80

152.12
17 4.17

r82.98

167.55
189.60

194.01

196.21

202.43

205.03

207.24

165.35
187.39
209.44

149 91
171.96

211.64

213.85

216.05

218.26

r00 224.46

222.67

224 a7

227 0A

229 2a

23r.49

233.69

235 90 238 10

240.30

0

40
50
60
70

80
90

85.19

POUNDS INTO KILOGRAMS
LIVRES EN KILOGRAMMES
tb.

0

4

3

2

1

5

7

6

9

B

G

kg

kg

kg

kg

kg

kg

kg

hg

hg

0

o.454

0.907

1.361

1.8r 4

2.268

3.1/5

3.629

4.O42

5.897
10.433

6.350
10.886

6.804
11.340

2_/22
7.257

7.711
12.241

Li 65
12.141

8.618
13.154

r4.969

'15.422

15.876

1t.793
r6.329

16.783

17.237

19.504

19.958

24.412

20.865

2r.3r9 21.772

17.690
22.226

10

4.536

4.990

5.443

20

9.A72

9.525

30

r3.608

14 061

9.979
14.515

40

18.144

18.597

19.051

50 22.640
60 27.216
t0 31.152
80 36.2a7

23.133

23.587 24.440 24.494 24.948 25.401 25.855
27.669 24.123 24.576 29.030 29.484 29.937 30 39r
32.205 32.659 33.112 33 566 34.019 34.473 34.927

26.303
30 844

38 r02

90

40.823

36.741
41.277

100

45.359

45.813

37.195
41.731

42.141

42.638

46.266

46.724

47.17 4

Figure

1-14

26.162
31.298

35.380

39.009

39.463

39 9r6

40.370

43 091

43.545

43.999

44.452

44.906

47.627

48 081

48 534

48 988

1-2. Weight Conversions (Sheet 1 of 2)
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(Kilograms x 2.205 = Pounds)
POUNDS

(Pounds x .454 = Kilograms)
KILOGRAMS

220

100

210

95

200

90

190

85

180

80

170

75

160
70

150

140
130

60

120

55

110

50

100

45

90

40

80
70
60
50

40
30

\-Figure 1-2
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35
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25
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15
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0

0
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(Meters x 3.281 =

Feet)

(Feet x .305 = l\.4eters)

METERS INTO FEET
METRES EN PIEDS
0

m

feet
0

2

1

3

feet

feei

feet

3.281

9.842

4

5

te-"1

6

22.956 26.247

29.528

55.774
88.582

59 055

62.336

91 863
124.67
157.48

95.144
127.95
160.76

32.808

36.08S

42.651

45 932

49.212

68.897

72.178 75.459

42.o21

101.71

104.99

108 21

78.74A
111.55

I14.83

52.493
85.302
11811

40

65.617
98.425
131.23

134.51

131

l9

141 08

r44 36

141.64

150 92

50

164.0.{

167.32
200.13
232.94
265 75

173 86
206.69

180.45

195.85
229.66
262.41

170.60
203.11

171.16

60
70

239.50

213 25
246.06

183.73
216.53

295.21

298.56

236.22
269.03
301.84

209.91
242.78
275.59

305 r2 308.40

274.87
311.68

328 08

331 36

334 64

337 93

344.49

100

feet

feet
19.685

10

272.31

feet

feet

2A

80
90

B

13.I23 16.404

6.562
39.370

30

I

7

341.21

121.39
154.24

leet

187.01

190 29

r

249.34
282.15

219 82
252.62
285.43

223. tO
255.90
2aa.11

226.38
259.19
291.58

93.57

314 96

318.24

321.52

32.1.80

347.77

351 05

354 33

357 61

6

7

I

9

FEET INTO METERS
PIEDS EN METRES
ft

0

2

1

5

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

0.305

0.6r0

0.9r 4

1.219

1.524

1.829

2.43a

2.7 43

3.353

3.658

3.962

4.267

4.572

4.877

6.706

7.010
10.058

7.315
10.363

7.620

7.925
10.973

5.486
8.534

5.791

6.401

2.134
5.182
8.230
11

14.021

14.326

17.069
20.117

17.37 4

17 678

24.422

24.728

9.449
12.497

9.754
12.842 13.i06

15.5.{5

15.850
18.898

18.593
21.641

iiE

4

3

13.411

10.668
13.716

16.154

r6.459

16.754

19 242

19.507

rg.8r2

.278

.582
r4.630
11

24.689
27.737

21.946 22.250 22.555 22.864 23.r 65 23.474 23.774
24.954 25.298 25.603 25.908 26.213 26.518 26.822
2A 442 2a 346 28.651
28.956 29.261 29.566 29.810

30.785

31.090

31.394

31 699

32.004

32 309

m

8.839
11.887
14.935
17.983
2r.031
24.O79
27. t27
30.175

32.614 32.918

Figure 1-3. Length Conversions (Sheet 1 of 2)
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(Feetx.305=Meters)

(Meters x 3.281 = Feet)
I\4

ETE RS

100

320
95

300

90

280

85

260

80

240
70

220

65

200

60

180

55

160

50
45

140
120

40
.JC

100

30

80

25

60

20
15

40
20
0

Figure 1-3
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(Centimeters x .394 =

lnches)

(lnches x 2.54 = Centimeters)

CENTIMETERS INTO INCHES
CENTIMETRES EN POUCES
cm

0

0

F

10

2

3

4

n.

ln.

n.

0.39,1

0.787

1.181

4.331

4.724

I

8.661

5 118
9.055

5
tn.

1.575
5.512
9.449

20
30
40

7.A74
I1.811

268
12.205

12.598

15.748

16.142

r

50
60

20.472 20.866 21.260
24 409 24.803 25.197
21.559 27.953 28.346 28740 29131
3r.496 31.890 32.2A3 32671 33 071
35 433 35 827 36.220 36.614 37.008

1A

80
90

r00

19.685
23.622

39.370

6.535

24.016

44.157

40 551

40 945

7

I

8

tn.

n,

tn,

tn,

1.969
5.906

2.362

2.756

3.543

6.299

6.693

3 150
7.487

9 843

10.236

i0.630

11.424
r4.961

1t.411
r5.354

r8.898

19.291

12.992 13.386 13 780
r6.929 17.323 17.717

24.479

39.764

6

14.173 14.567
18.110 r8.504

21.654 22.447

22.835
26.378 26772
29.524 29.921 30.315 30.709
33.465 33.858 34.252 34.646
37.402 37 795 38.189 38.583
25.591

41 339

22.441

25.984

41.732

42. t26

42 520

7

I

7.4aA

23.228

27.164
31.142
35.039
38.976

42.913

INCHES INTO CENTIMETERS
POUCES EN CENTIMETHES
0

rn.

2

3

5

6

I

cm

cm

cm

cm

cm

cm

cm

cTn

5.08

7.62

10.16

12.70

17.14

20.32

22.96

30.48
55.88

33.02
58.42

35.56

43.18
68.58

45.72
71.12

48 26
73.66

81.28
106.68

83 a2
109.22

38.10
63.50
88.90

15.24
40.64

132 08
157.48
182.88

134.62
r 60.02
185.42

20514 248.28
228.64

231.14

r00 254.04

256.54

t0

25.40

2.54
27.94

20
30

50.80
16.20

53.34
78.74

40

101.60

144.14

50

127.AO

129 54

60

152.40

154.94

1A

171 80

0

80
90

180 34

60.96
86.36

66.04

I11.76 1r4.30

91 44
116.84

r

137.16

39.70
165.10
r

210.82

62.56
187.96
213 36

r90.50
215.90

233.68

236 22

238.76

259 08

261.62

264.16

r

cm

93.98

96.52

99 06

r9.38

12192

124.46

142.24

144.18

167.6.1

170.r

I

147.32
172.72

149.86
175.26

193.04

195.58

198.12

200.66
226.A6

241.34

214.44
243.84

246.38

248.92

251.46

266.14

269.24

211.78

274.32

276 A6

FigLre 1-4. Length Conversions (Sheer 1 ot 2)
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lnches)

(lnches x 2.54 = Centimeters)

INCHES CENTIMETERS
25
24
23
22
21

20
19
18
17
'16

14
13
'12
11
'10

o
8

7
6

4

Units x '10, 1 00, elc.

.t
2
0585T1028
1

0

Figure 1-4. Length Conversions (Sheet 2)
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(Statute M les

x

1

.609-Kilometers)

(Kilometers x.622=Statute l\,4iles)

(Statute Miles x.869=Nautical Miles) (Nautical Miles x1 .15=Statute Miles)
(Nautical Miles x 1 .852=Kilometers)
(Kilometers x.s4=Nautical Miles)

NAUTICAL

STATUTE
MILES
115

MILES

100

100
180

110
105
100

90

90

85

85

80

80

95

90
85
80

160
150
140

75
70

70

130

65

b5

120

60

60

1'10

65

AA

55
50

45

100

50

50

45

45

40

40

90

70

J3

40

60

35

30

30

30

25

25

20

20

15

15

30

10

10

)o
--

5

10

0

0

25
20
15
10
5
0

Figure
-20

170

70

60

't

KILOI\4ETERS

0

50

40

Units x 10, 100, etc.
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GENERAL

(lmperia Gallons x 4.546 =

Liters)

(L

ters x .22 = lmper al Gallons)

LITERS INTO IMPERIAL GALLONS
LITBES EN GALLONS IMPERIAL
Lt

0

te

2

1

4

3

5

7

6

8

9

IG

IG

IG

IG

IG

IG

IG

IG

4.224

0.440

0 880

1.100

1.320

1 540

1.760

1 980

3.080

3.300

3.520

3.744

3.960

5.939

6.159

4.180
6.379

8.139
10.339

8.359
10.559

10.779

IG

2 424

2.644

2A

2.244
4.444

0.660
2.860

4.624

4.840

5.059

5.279

30

6 59S

6 819

7.039

7.259

7.419

7.699

5.719
7.919

4A

8.799

I

I

239

9.459

9.679

9.899

10 119

50
60

r0.999

'11.219

1i.439
r3.639

i2.099 12.319 12 539 12.759
14.474 14.298 14.518 14.138 14.958

12.979

13.4r9

11.659
13.859

11 879

15.618

15.838

17.374

17.814 18.038

16.058
18.258

16.274

80
90

13.199
15.398
17.598
19.798

20.018

20.454

100

21.998

22.214 22.438 22.658 22 a7A

0

10

7A

019

20.23A

8.579

I5.178

16.498

16.718

16 938

14.474 18.698
20.674 20.898

18.918
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22.73A

27.276

31.422
71.241

12274

36.368
41.427
127.29

168.20
213.66

172.75

'111.29

218.21

222.75

50.006
95.465
140.93

54.552 59.097

18.1S4
63.643

145 41

104.56
150.02

109.10
154.s6

159.11

118.20
163.66

186.38

190.93

1S5.48

2AA.A2

244 57

20s.I1

23 t .84

236.39
281 85

244.94
286.40

245.48

250.03
295.49

322.16
368 22
413.68

321.31

331.86
377.32

414.23

422.77

381.86
427 32

459 14

463 69

468.23

472.78

100.01

290.94
336.40

68 189
113.65

40.914
86.373
131.83

254.57

259.12

263.67

264.21

304.58
350.04

386.41

300 03
345.49
390.95

431.87

436.41

395.50
440.96

309.13
354.59
400.04
445.50

313 67
359.13
404.59
450.05

477 33

481.47

446.42

490.96

495

340.95

Figure 1 -6. Volume Conversions (Sheet
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(lmperial Gallons x 4.4546 = Litres)
(Litres x .22 = lmperial Gallons)
100

IMPERIAL
GALLONS

95
90

440

LTTERS

420
400
380

80

75

360
340

70

320

65

300

60

55

260
240
220

45

200

40

180

35

160

140
25

20
15
'10

120
100

80
60
40
20

0

0

Units x 10, 100, etc.
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Figure 1 -6. Volume Conversions (Sheet 2 ot 3)
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(lmperial Gallons x 1.2 = U.S. Gallons)
(U.S. Gallons x .833 = Imperial Gallons)
(U.S. Gallons x 3.785 = Liters)
(Liters x .264 = U.S. Gallons)

U' S'

IMPERIAL

LITERS

oArtottS ioo , 120 GALLONS 1oo
9s+ 360
e5f 115
90+ 340
eo+110
105
85+ 320
851r oo
8o -l- soo
80* ss
75I zao
75+90
Toazoo
70+85
bc 240
65 [80
60Izzo
601zo
uul eoo
55-l os
50
50+60

+sf

55

45

.'t?3

40

35-1 +o

35 -.1

30f

30ags
25+ 30
20+25

rsf

't5

l01ro

May 30/00
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5+20

0 L0

Figure

140

ro_]_40
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160
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Units
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x
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TEMPERATURE CONVERSIONS
(" F-32) x 5/9 = "C

.F l.c

'Cx9/5+32='F
"F | .C

160

30

180

2A

200

10

220

0

240

t0

260

20

280
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300
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110
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150

160
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AVGAS Specific Gravity = .72

(LitersX.72 = Kilograms) - (Kilograms X 1.389 = Liters)
(LitersX 1.58 = Pounds) - (PoundsX.633 = Liters)
POUNDS

LITERS
100
95

LITEBS

100
150

90

140
85

20
AVGAS FUEL

130

80

120

15
10

05
00

70

110

65

100

95
90
85

90

80

80

70

70

65
60

60

50

45

KILOGRAMS

40

85
80
75
7Q

65

60
55
50

55
50
30

40

25

30

25
20

20

tc

15

10

10

10

0

20

Units

x

1

0, '100, etc.

0
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INTRODUCTION
Section

2

includes operating limitations, instrument markings,

and basic placards necessary for the safe operation of the airplane,

its

engine, standard systems and standard equipment. The
in this section and in Section t have been
approved by the Federal Aviation Administration. Observance of
these operating limitations is required by Federal Aviation
limitations included
Regulations.
NOTE

Refer to the Supplements, Section 9, of this Pilot's
Operating Handbook for amended operating limitations,
operating procedures, performance data and olher
necessary information for airplanes equipped with specific

I

options.
NOTE

The airspeeds listed in the Airspeed Limitations chart
(Figure 2-1) and the Airspeed Indicator l\,4arkings chart
(Figure 2-2) are based on Airspeed Calibration data shown
in Section 5 with the normal static source. lf the alternate

static source is being used, ample margins should be
observed to allow for the airspeed calibration variations
between the normal and alternate static sources as shown
in Section 5.

The Cessna Model 172S
Certificate No.

May 30/00

3A12.

is

certificated under FAA Typel

I
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AIRSPEED LIMITATIONS
Airspeed limitations and their operational significance are shown
in Figure 2-1. Maneuvering speeds shown apply to normal category
operations. The utility category maneuvering speed is 98 KIAS at
2200 pounds.
REMARKS

KCAS KIAS

SYMBOL

SPEED

vrue

Never Exceed Speed

160

163

vruo

l\4aximum Structural

126

129 Do not exceed this
speed except in
smooth air, and then
only with caution.

Cruising Speed

Maneuvering
Speed:
2550 Pounds
2200 Pounds
1900 Pounds

vre

Maximum Flap
Extended Speed:
'10' Flaps

Do not make .full or
95
88

105
98
90

abrupt control
movements above
this speed.

107

110

Do not exceed this
speed with flaps

1Q2

10'to 30' Flaps
lvlaximum

Do not exceed this
speed in any
operation.

down.
160

Window Open

Do not exceed this
speed with windows

Speed

0pen.

Figure 2-1. Airspeed Limitations
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AIRSPEED INDICATOR MARKINGS
Airspeed indicator markings and their color code significance are
shown in Figure 2-2.
MARKING

KIAS
VALUE
OR RANGE

White Arc

40-85

Full Flap Operating Range. Lower
limit is maximum weight VSn in
landing configuration. Uppeir limit is
maximum speed permissible with
flaps extended.

Green Arc

48 -129

Normal Operatinq Range. Lower
limit is maximum weight VSr at most
forward C.G. with f laps retracted.
Upper limit is maximum structural
cruising speed.

Yellow Arc

1

29-163

Operations must be conducted with
caution and only in smooth air.

163

L4aximum speed for all operations.

Bed Line

SIGNIFICANCE

POWERPLANT LIMITATIONS

'..-

Engine L4anufacturer: Textron Lycoming.
Engine [,4odel Number: |O'360-L2A.
Maximum Power: 180 BHP rating.
Engine Operating Limits for Takeoff and Conlinuous Operations:
l\,4aximum Engine Speed: 2700 RPM.
NOTE

The static RPM range at full throttle is 2300 - 2400 RPL4.
Maximum Oil Temperature: 245"F (1 18"C).
Oil Pressure, Minimum: 20 PSl.

Maximum:

Revision 4
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15 PSl.
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Fuel Grade: See Fuel Limitations.
Oil Grade (Specif ication):

I
I
I
I

N4|L-L-6082 or SAE J1966 Aviation Grade Straight Mineral Oil or

lVlL-L-22851 or SAE J]899 Ashless Dispersant Oil. Oil must
comply with the latest revision and/or supplement for Textron

Lycoming Service Instruction No. 1014.
Propeller Manufacturer: McCauley Propeller Systems.
Propeller Model Number: 1A1 70ElJHA7660.
Propeller Diameter :
Maximum 76 inches.
Minimum: 75 inch minimum.

POWERPLANT INSTRUMENT MARKINGS
Powerplant instrument markings and their color code significance
are shown in Figure 2-3.
RED LINE

INSTRUMENT

(MTNTMUM)

GREEN ARC

RED

LINE

(NOBMAL

(MAx)

OPERATING)

Tachometer:
Sea Level
5000 Feel
'10,000 Feet

21
21
21

oir

00 to 2500 RPM
00 to 2600 RPM
00 to 2700 RPM

2700

100 to 245'F

245.F

50 to 90 PSI

115

Temperature

Oil Pressure

20 PSI

PSI

Fuel Quantiiy

0
(1

.5 Gal. Unusable

Each Tank)

Fuel Flow

0 to 12 GPH

Vacuum Gage

4.5 - 5.5 in.Hg

Figure 2 3. Powerplant lnslument Markings
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WEIGHT LIMITS
NORMAL CATEGOBY

-

Maximum Ramp Weight: 2558 lbs.
Maximum Takeoff Weight: 2550 lbs.
Maximum Landing Weight: 2550 lbs.
Maximum Weight in Baggage Compartment:
Baggage Area 1 - Stalion 82 to 108: 120 lbs.
Baggage Area 2 - Station 108 to 142:50 lbs.
NOTE

The maximum combined weight capacity for baggage areas
1 and 2 is 120 lbs.

UTILITY CATEGORY
Maximum Ramp Weight: 2208 lbs.
Maximum Takeoff Weight: 2200 lbs.
Maximum Landing Weight: 2200 lbs.

Maximum Weighl in Baggage Compartment: ln the utility category,
the baggage compartment must be empty and rear seat must not be
occupied.

CENTER OF GRAVITY LIMITS
NORMAL CATEGORY
Center of Gravity Range:

Forward: 35.0 inches aft of datum at 1950 lbs. or less, with
straight line variation to 41.0 inches aft of datum at
2550 lbs.

Aft:

47.3 inches aft of datum at all weights.

Reference Datum: Lower portion of front face of firewall.

Jul 8/98
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UTILITY CATEGORY
Center of Gravity Range:

Forward: 35.0 inches aft ot datum at 1950 lbs. or less, with
straight line variation to 37.5 inches aft of datum at
2200 lbs.

Aft:

40.5 inches alt of datum at all weights.

Relerence Datum: Lower portion ot front face of firewall.

MANEUVER LIMITS
NORMAL CATEGORY

This airplane is certificated in both the normal and

utility

category. The normal category is applicable to aircraft intended for
non aerobatic operations. These include any maneuvers incidental
to normal flying, stalls (except whip stalls), lazy eights, chandelles,
and turns in which the angle of bank is not more than 60".

NORMAL CATEGORY MANEUVERS AND RECOMMENDED ENTRY SPEED-

Chandelles
Lazy Eights
Steep Turns

Stalls (Except Whip
*

105 Knots
105 Knots

Stalls)

.

95 Knots
Slow Deceleration

Abrupt use ol the controls is prohibited above 105 KIAS.

28

Jul 8/98
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UTILITY CATEGORY
This airplane is not designed for purely aerobatic flighl. However,

in the acquisition of various certificales such as commercial pilot

and flight instructor, certain maneuvers are required by the FAA. All
of these maneuvers are permitted in this airplane when operated in
the utility category.

ln the utility category, the rear seat must not be occupied and the
baggage compartment must be empty .
UTILITY CATEGOBY MANEUVERS AND RECOMMENDED ENTRY

SPEED'

Chandelles
Lazy Eights
Steep Turns
Spins ..
Stalls (Except Whip

'105 Knots

105 Knots

Stalls)

.

95 Knots
Slow Deceleration
Slow Deceleration

. Abrupt use
ol the controls is prohibited above 98 knots.

Aerobatics that may impose high loads should not be attempted.
The important thing to bear in mind in flight maneuvers is that the
airplane is clean in aerodynamic design and will build up speed
quickly with the nose down. Proper speed control is an essential requirement for execution ol any maneuver, and care should always
be exercised to avoid excessive speed which in turn can impose ex,
cessive loads. In the execution of all maneuvers, avoid abrupt use
of conlrols.

Jul 8/98
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FLIGHT LOAD FACTOR LIMITS
NORMAL CATEGOHY
Flight Load Factors ([,4aximum Takeofi Weight - 2550 lbs.):
.Flaps
+3.89, -1.529
'Flaps
+3.0g

Up
Down

*The design load factors are 150%
of the above, and in all cases,
the structure meets or exceeds design loads.
UTILITY CATEGORY
Flight Load Factors (Maximum Takeoff Weight 2200 lbs.):
-Flaps
+4.49, -1 .769
*Flaps

Up
Down

r3.0g

*The design load factors are 150%
ot the above, and in all cases,
the structure meets or exceeds design loads.

KINDS OF OPERATION LIMITS
The airplane as delivered is equipped for day VFR and may be
equipped for night VFR and/or IFR operations. FAR part 91
eslablishes the minimum required instrumentation and equipment
lor these operations. The reference to types of llight operations on
the operating limitations placard reflects equipment installed at the
time ot Airworthiness Certificate issuance.
Flight into known icing conditions is prohibited.

2-10
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FUEL LIMITATIONS
Total Fuel: 56 U.S. gallons (2 tanks at 28.0 gallons each).
Usable Fuel (all llight conditions):53.0 U.S. gallons.
Unusable Fuel: 3.0 U.S. gallons (1.5 gallons each tank).
NOTE

To ensure maximum fuel capacity and minimize

cross-

feeding when refueling, always park the airplane in a wingslevel, normal ground attitude and place the fuel selector in
the Lefi or Right position. Befer to Figure 1-1 {or normal
ground attitude definition.

ADDITIONAL FUEL LIMITATIONS
Takeoff and land with the luel selector valve handle in the BOTH
position.
Maximum slip or skid duratjon with one tank dry: 30 seconds.
Operation on either LEFT or RIGHT tank limited to level flight only.

With 1/4 tank or less, prolonged uncoordinated
when operating on either left or right lank.

flight is prohibited

Fuel remaining in the tank a{ter the fuel quantity indicator reads 0
(red line) cannot be sa{ely used in flight.
Approved Fuel Grades (and Colors):
1

00LL Grade Aviation Fuel (Blue).

'100 Grade Aviation Fuel (Green).

OTHER LIMITATIONS
FLAP LIMITATIONS
Approved Takeoff Range:
Approved Landing Range:

Jul 8/98
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PLACARDS
The following inlormation must be displayed in the form of composite or individual placards.

1.

ln full view of the pilot: (The 'DAY NIGHT-VFR,IFR" entry,
shown on the example below, will vary as the airplane is
equipped).

The markings and placards installed in this airplane

contain

operating limitations which must be complied with when operating
this airplane in the Normal Category. Other operating limitations
which must be complied with when operating this airplane in this

category or in the Utility Category are contained in the Pilot's
Operating Handbook and FAA Approved Airplane Flight Manual.
Normal

Category

No acrobatic maneuvers, including spins,
approved.

Utility Category

No acrobatic maneuvers approved,
except those listed in the Pilot's
Operating Handbook.

Baggage compartment and rear seat
must not be occupied.
Spin Recovery

Opposite rudder

-

forward elevator

-

neutralize controls.
Flight into known icing conditions prohibited.

This airplane is certified for the following flight operations as of
dale of original airworthiness certificate:
DAY-NIGHT-VFR-IFR

Revision 4
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2.

On the fuel selector valve:
TAKEOFF
LANDING

BOTH

53.0 GAL.

ALL FLIGHT
ATTITUDES

FUEL

SELECTOR
RIGHT
26.5 GAL.
LEVEL
FLIGHT
ONLY

LEFT
26.5 GAL.
LEVEL
FLIGHT
ONLY

3.

Near fuel tank filler cap:
FUEL
lOOLU1OO IVIN. GRADE AVIATION GASOLINE

CAP

4.

CAP. 26.5 U.S. GAL. USABLE
U.S. GAL USABLE TO BOTTOIV
OF FILLER INDICATOB TAB

17.5

On Jlap control indicalor:

0' to 10'

110 KIAS

(Partial flap range with blue color
code; also, mechanical detent at 10".)

10' to 30"

85 KIAS

(White color code; also, mechanical
detent at 20'.)

Jul 8/98
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In baggage compartment:

120 POUNDS N4AXIMUM BAGGAGE
FORWARD OF BAGGAGE DOOR LATCH
50 POUNDS MAXIIVUI\4
BAGGAGE AFT OF BAGGAGE DOOR LATCH
I,4AXI[.4UM 120 POUNDS COMBINED

FOR ADDITIONAL LOADING INSTRUCTIONS

SEE WEIGHT AND BALANCE DATA

6.

A calibration card must be provided to indicate the accuracy
of the magnetic compass in 30" increments.

7

On the oil tiller cap:

8
8.

otL
OTS

On control lock:
CAUTIONI
CONTROL LOCK
REMOVE BEFORE STARTING ENGINE

9.

Near airspeed indicator:
MANEUVERING SPEED - 105 KIAS

2-14
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On the Upper Right Side of the Aft Cabin Parlition:
EMERGENCY LOCATOR TRANSMITTER
INSTALLED AFT OF THIS PARTITION
MUST BE SERVICED IN ACCORDANCE
WITH FAR PART 91 .207

11.

On lorward face of firewall adjacent to the battery:

CAUTION 24 VOLTS D.C,
THIS AIRCRAFT IS EOUIPPED WITH ALTERNATOR
AND A NEGATIVE GROUND SYSTEIV.
OBSERVE PROPER POLARITY.
REVERSE POLARITY WILL DAIV1AGE ELECTRICAL
COM PONENTS.

12.

On the upper right instrument panel:
SMOKING PROH IBITED

lRevision +
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INTRODUCTION
Section 3 provides checklist and amplified procedures for coping
with emergencies that may occur. Emergencies caused by airplane

extremely rare if proper preflight
inspections and maintenance are pracliced. Enroute weather
emergencies can be minimized or eliminated by careful flight
planning and good judgment when unexpected weather is
encountered. However, should an emergency arise, the basic
quidelines described in this section should be considered and
applied as necessary to correcl the problem. Emergency procedures
associaled with standard avionics, the ELT, or any optional systemst

or engine mallunctions are

can be found in the Supplements, Section

9.

I

AIRSPEEDS
AIFSPEEDS FOR EMEBGENCY OPEBATION
Engine Failure After Takeoff:

WingFlapsUp ....
Wing Flaps Down . .

Maneuvering Speed:
2550 Lbs
2200 Lbs

70 KIAS
65 KIAS

1900 Lbs

05
98
90
68
65

WingFlapsUp ....
Wing Flaps Down . .

70 KIAS
65 KIAS

Maximum Glide ..
Precautionary Landing With Engine Power
Landing Without Engine Power:

May 30/00

1

KIAS
KIAS
KIAS
KIAS
KIAS
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURES CHECKLIST
Procedures in the Emergency Procedures Checklist portion of
this section shown in bold taced type are immediate action items
which should be committed to memory.

ENGINE FAILURES
ENGINE FAILURE DURING TAKEOFF ROLL

1. Throttle

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

-

IDLE.

Brakes- APPLY.
Wing Flaps -- RETRACT.
l\.4ixture -- IDLE CUT OFF.
lgnition Switch -- OFF.
lvlaster Switch OFF.

'

ENGINE FAILURE IMMEDIATELY AFTEB TAKEOFF
1

. Airspeed -- 70 KIAS (f laps

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

l.

o

UP).

65 KIAS (flaps DOWN).
l/ixture' IDLE CUT OFF.
Fuel Shutoff Valve -- OFF (Pull Full Out).
lgnition Switch -- OFF.
Wing Flaps -- AS REQUIRED.
lvlaster Switch -- OFF.
Cabin Door -- UNLATCH.
Land -' STRAIGHT AHEAD.
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ENGINE FAILURE DURING FLIGHT (Bestart Procedures)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

- 68 KIAS.
Fuel Shutoff Valve - ON (push tull in).
Fuel Selector Valve - BOTH.

Airspeed

Auxiliary Fuel Pump Switch - ON.
Mixture -- RICH (it restarl has not occurred).
lgnition Switch -- BOTH (or START if propeller is stopped).
NOTE

lf the propeller is windmilling, the engine will restart
automatically within a few seconds. lf the propeller

has stopped (possible

at low

speeds), turn the

ignition swilch to START, advance the throttle slowly

from idle and lean the mixture from full rich as
required for smooth operation.

7. Auxiliary Fuel Pump Switch -- OFF.
NOTE

.-

lf the fuel tlow indicator immediately drops to

zero

(indicating an engine-driven fuel pump failure), return
the Auxiliary Fuel Pump Switch to the ON position.

FORCED LANDINGS

.-

EMERGENCY LANDING WITHOUT ENGINE POWER
'1. Passenger Seat Backs -- |\,4OST UPRIGHT POSITION.

2. Seats and Seat Belts SECURE.
3. Airspeed -- 70 KIAS (flaps UP).

65 KIAS (flaps DOWN).

4. L4ixture -- IDLE CUT OFF.
5. Fuel Shutoff Valve -- OFF (Pull Full Out).
6. lgnition Switch -- OFF.
7. Wing Flaps -- AS REQUIRED (30'recommended).
8. l\,4aster Switch -- OFF (when landing is assured).
9. Doors -- UNLATCH PRIOR TO TOUCHDOWN.
10. Touchdown -- SLIGHTLY TAIL LOW.

11. Brakes -- APPLY HEAVILY.
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PBECAUTIONAFY LANDING WITH ENGINE POWER

1. Passenger Seat Backs -- |\4OST UPRIGHT POSITION.
2. Seats and Seat Belts -- SECURE.
3. Airspeed -- 65 KIAS.
4. Wing Flaps -- 20".
5. Selected Field -- FLY OVER, noting terrain and obstructions,
then retract flaps upon reaching a safe altitude and airspeed.

6. Avionics Master Switch and Electrical Switches
7. Wing Flaps - 30" (on final approach).
8. Airspeed -- 65 KIAS.
9. l\4aster Switch -- OFF.

-

OFF.

0. Doors -- UNLATCH PRIOR TO TOUCHDOWN.
1. Touchdown -- SLIGHTLY TAIL LOW.

2. lgnition Switch -- OFF.
3. Brakes '- APPLY HEAVILY.
DITCHING
1

. Radio -- TRANSMIT MAYDAY on

121

.5 MHz, giving location

and intentions and SQUAWK 7700.

2. Heavy Objects (in baggage area) -- SECUBE OR JETTISON
(if possible).

3.
4.
5.
6.

Passenger Seat Backs MOST UPRIGHT POSITION.
Seats and Seat Belts -- SECURE.
Wing Flaps - 20" to 30'.
Power -- ESTABLISH 300 FT/MlN DESCENT AT 55 KIAS.
NOTE

lf no power is available, approach at 70 KIAS with flaps

up

or at 65 KIAS with 10" f laps.

7. Approach High Winds, Heavy Seas -- INTO THE WIND.
Light Winds, Heavy Swells 'PARALLEL TO
SWELLS-

8. Cabin Doors -- UNLATCH.
9. Touchdown LEVEL ATTITUDE AT ESTABLISHED RATE OF
DESCENT,

0. Face -- CUSHION at touchdown with tolded coat.
'1
1 . ELT -- Activate.
l2.Airplane EVACUATE through cabin doors. lf necessary,
open window and flood cabin to equalize pressure so doors
1

can be opened.
13. Life Vests and Rafl -- INFLATE WHEN CLEAR OF AIRPLANE.

Lu
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FIRES
DURING STABT ON GROUND

1. lgnition Switch - START, Continue Cranking to get a startl
which would suck the Jlames and accumulated fuel into the
engine.
lf engine starts:

2. Power -- 1800 RPM lor a few minutes.
3. Engine - SHUTDOWN and inspect for damage.
ll engine fails to start:

4. ThrOttIE - FULL OPEN.
5. Mixture - IDLE CUT OFF.
6. Cranking - CONTINUE.
7. Fuel Shutofi Valve - OFF (Pull Full Out).
8. Auxiliary Fuel Pump Switch -- OFF.
9. Fire Extinguisher -- ACTIVATE.

I

10. Engine - SECURE,
a. Master Switch - OFF.
b. Ignition Switch -- OFF
11. Parking Brake -- RELEASE.
12. Airplane -- EVACUATE.
13. Fire -- EXTINGUISH using fire extinguisher, wool blanket, or
dirt.
14. Fire Damage -- INSPECT, repair damage or replace damaged
components or wiring before conducting another llight.
ENGINE FIRE IN FLIGHT
1 . Mixture -- IDLE CUT OFF.
2. Fuel Shutoff Valve - Pull Out (OFF).
3. Auxiliary Fuel Pump Switch -- OFF.
4. Master Switch - OFF.
I
5. Cabin Heat and Air -- OFF (except overhead vents).
6. Airspeed -- 100 KIAS (lf fire is not extinguished, increase glide

-

which
speed to find an airspeed - within airspeed limitations
will provide an incombustible mixture).
7, Forced Landing -- EXECUTE (as described in Emergency
Landing Without Engine Power).
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ELECTRICAL FIRE IN FLIGHT
1 . Master Switch - OFF.
2. Vents, Cabin Air, Heat - CLOSED.
3. Fire Extinguisher - ACTIVATE.
4. Avionics Master Switch -- OFF.
5. All Other Switches (except ignition switch) - OFF.

Iwnnrurruc
AFTEB DISCHARGING FIBE EXTINGUISHER AND

ASCERTAINING

THAT FIBE HAS

BEEN

EXTINGUISHED, VENTILATE THE CABIN.

6. Vents/Cabin Air/Heat -- OPEN when it is ascertained that f ire
is completely extinguished.

lf fire has been extinguished and electrical power is necessary
for continuance of flight to nearest suitable airport or landing area:
7. Nilaster Switch -- ON.
8. Circuit Breakers -- CHECK for faulty circuit, do not reset.
9. Fadio Switches - OFF.

0. Avionics Master Switch .. ON.
11. Radio/Electrical Switches -- ON one ai a time, with delay after
each until short circuit is localized.
'1

CABIN FIRE
1 . Master Switch - OFF.
2. Vents/Cabin Air/Heat - CLOSED (to avoid drafts).
3. Fire Extinguisher - ACTIVATE.

Iwanrurruo
AFTEB DISCHARGING FIRE EXTINGUISHER AND

ASCERTAINING

THAT FIBE HAS

BEEN

EXTINGUISHED, VENTILATE THE CABIN.

4. Vents/Cabin Air/Heat -- Open when it is ascertained that fire

is

completely extinguished.
5. Land the airplane as soon as possible to inspect for damage.

l,

u
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WING FIRE

1. Landing/Taxi Light Switches - OFF.
2. Navigation Light Switch - OFF.
3. Strobe Light Switch - OFF.
4. Pitot Heat Switch - OFF.
NOTE

Perform a sideslip to keep the flames away from the fuel
tank and cabin. Land as soon as possible using flaps only
as required for final approach and touchdown.

ICING
INADVERTENT ICING ENCOUNTER
'1
. Turn pitot heat switch ON.
2. Turn back or change altitude

to obtain an outside arr

temperature that is less conducive to icing.

3. Pull cabin heat control lull out and open delroster outlets
to obtain maximum windshield defroster airflow. Adjust cabin
air control to get maximum defroster heat and airflow.

4. Watch

for signs of

engine-related icing conditions. An

unexplained loss in engine speed could be caused by ice
blocking the air intake filter, or, in extremely rare instances,
ice completely blocking the fuel injection air reference tubes.
Change the throttle position to obtain maximum RPM. This

may require either advancing or retarding the throttle,
dependent on where ice has accumulated in the system.
Adjust mixture, as required, for maximum RPM.
5. Plan a landing at the nearest airport. With an extremely rapid
ice build up, select a suitable "off airport" landing site.

-I

6. With an ice accumulation of 1/4 inch or more on the wing
leading edges. be prepared for significantly higher stall speed
and a longer landing roll.

7. Leave wing flaps retracted. With a severe ice build up on the
horizontal tail, the change in wing wake airflow direction
caused by wing flap extension could result in a loss of
elevator

eff

ectiveness.

8. Open left window and, if practical, scrape ice from a portion of
the windshield for visibility in the landing approach.

9. Perform a landing approach using a forward slip, if necessary,
for improved visibility.
Revision 4
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10. Approach at 65 to 75 KIAS depending upon the amount of the
accumulation.
1 1 . Perform a landing in level attitude.
STATIC SOURCE BLOCKAGE

(Erroneous lnstrument Reading Suspected)
1. Static Pressure Alternate Source Valve - PULL ON.
2. Airspeed -- Consult appropriate calibration tables in Section

5.

LANDING WITH A FLAT MAIN TIRE
. Approach NORMAL.
2. Wing Flaps -- 30'.
3. Touchdown '- GOOD MAIN TIRE FIRST, hold airplane off flat
'1

I
I

tire as lono as oossible with aileron control.

a. oirectional CoÅtrol -- l\,lAlNTAlN using brake on good wheel as
required.

LANDING WITH A FLAT NOSE TIRE
1 . Approach -- NORMAL.
2. Flaps -- AS REQUIRED.
3. Touchdown -- ON MAINS, hold nose wheel off the ground as

long as possible.

4. When nose wheel touches down, maintain lull up elevator as
airplane slows to stop.
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ELECTRICAL POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM
MALFUNCTIONS

.-

AMMETER SHOWS EXCESSIVE RATE OF CHARGE

(Full Scale
1

Def

lection)

. Alternator -- OFF.

[,

clurroru

WITH THE ALTERNATOR SIDE OF THE MASTER

SWITCH OFF, COMPASS DEVIATIONS OF AS
MUCH AS 25" MAY OCCUR.

2. Nonessential Electrical Equipment -- OFF.
3. Flight -- TERN/INATE as soon as practical.

'!'

LOW VOLTAGE ANNUNCIATOR (VOLTS) ILLUMINATES DURING
FLIGHT (Ammeter lndicates Discharge)
NOTE

lllumination

ol

"VOLTS" on the annunciator panel may

occur during low RPM conditions with an electrical load on
the system such as during a low RPM taxi. Under these
condiiions, the annunciatoiwill go out at higher RP[,4. The
master switch need not be recycled since an overvoltage

condition has not occurred

to

I

deactivate the alternator

system.

-

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Avionics l\.4aster Switch -- OFF.
Alternator Circuit Breaker (ALT FLD) -- CHECK lN.
Nilaster Switch -- OFF (both sides).
N4aster Switch -- ON.
Low Voltage Annunciator (VOLTS) -- CHECK OFF.
Avionics Master Switch -- ON.

lf low voltage annunciator (VOLTS) illuminates

'+

again:

I

I
I

7. Alternator ' OFF.
8. Nonessential Radio and Electrical Equipment' OFF.
9. Flight -- TERN/INATE as soon as practical.
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VACUUM SYSTEM FAILURE
lLeft Vacuum (L VAC) Annunciator or Right Vacuum (VAC

R)

lAnnunciator tttuhinates.

[,

clurroru
IF VACUUM IS NOT WITHIN NORMAL
OPEBATING LIMITS, A FAILURE HAS
OCCURBED IN THE VACUUM SYSTEM AND
PARTIAL PANEL PROCEDUFES MAY BE
REQUIRED FOR CONTINUED FLIGHT.

1. Vacuum Gage
operating limits.

l,

',

-

CHECK to ensure vacuum within normal
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AMPLIFIED
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
The following Amplified Emergency Procedures elaborate upon
information contained in the Emergency Procedures Checklists
portion ol this section. These procedures also include information
not readily adaptable to a checklist format, and material to which a
pilot could not be expected to refer in resolution of a specific
emergency. This information should be reviewed in detail prior to
flying the airplane, as well as reviewed on a regular basis 1o keep
pilot's knowledge of procedures fresh.

ENGINE FAILURE

lf an engine lailure occurs during the takeoff roll, the most
important thing to do is stop the airplane on the remaining runway.
Those extra items on the checklist will provide added safety atter a
failure of this type.
Prompt lowering of the nose to maintain airspeed and establish a
glide attitude is the first response to an engine failure after takeoff.
ln most cases, the landing should be planned straight ahead with
only small changes in direction to avoid obstructions. Altitude and

airspeed are seldom sufficient to execute a 180' gliding turn
necessary to return to the runway. The checklist procedures assume
that adequate time exists to secure the fuel and ignition systems
prior to louchdown.

July 8/98

J. IJ
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Atter an engine failure in flight, the most important course of
laction is to continue flying the airplane. Best glide speed as shown
lin Figure 3-1 should be established as quickly as possible. While
gliding toward a suitable landing area, an effort should be made to
identify the cause of the failure. lf time permits, an engine restart
should be attempted as shown in the checklist. lf the engine cannot
be restarted, a forced landlng without power must be completed.
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Figure 3- 1 . Maximum Glide
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FORCED LANDINGS
lf all attempts to restart the engine fail and a forced landing is
lmminent, select a suitable field and prepare for the landing as
discussed under the Emergency Landing Without Engine Power
checklist. Transmit Mayday message on 121 .5 f,4Hz giving location
and intentions and squawk 7700.

Before attempting an "off airport" landing with engine power
available, one should fly over the landing area at a sa{e but low

altitude

to

inspect the terrain for obstructions and surface
as discussed under the Precautionary

conditions, proceeding

Landing With Engine Power checklist.

Prepare for ditching by securing or jettisoning heavy objects
located in the baggage area and collect folded coats for protection
of occupants' face at touchdown. Transmit Mayday message on
121.5 MHz giving location and intentions and squawk 7700. Avoid
a landing flare because oI dilficulty in judging height over a water
surface. The checklist assumes the availability of power to make a
precautionary water landing. lf power is not available, use of the
airspeeds noted with minimum flap extension will provide a more
favorable attitude for a power off ditching.

In a forced landing situation, do not set the AVIONICS N/ASTER
switch or the airplane |\,4ASTER switch to the OFF position until a
landing is assured. When these switches are in the OFF position,
the airplane electrical systems are de energized.

Before performing a forced landing, especially in remote and
mountainous areas, activate the ELT transmitter by positioning the

to the ON posilion. For complete
information on ELT operation, refer to the Supplements, Section 9.
cockpit-mounted switch

LANDING WITHOUT ELEVATOR CONTROL
Trim for horizontal flight (with an airspeed of approximately 65
KIAS and llaps set to 20") by using throttle and elevator trim
controls. Then do not change the elevator trim control setting;l
control the glide angle by adjusting power exclusively.
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At the landing flare (round-out), the nose down moment resulting
from power reduction is an adverse tactor and the airplane may land
on the nose wheel. Consequently, at flare, the elevator trim control
should be adjusted toward the full nose up position and the power
adjusted so that the airplane will rotate to the horizontal attitude for
touchdown. Close the throttle at touchdown.

FIRES
Although engine fires are extremely rare in flight, the steps of the
appropriate checklist should be followed if one is encountered. After
completion of this procedure, execute a forced landing. Do not
attempt to restart the engine.

The initial indication of an electrical fire is usually the odor of
burning insulation. The checklist for this problem should result in
elimination of the f ire.

EMERGENCY OPERATION IN CLOUDS
(Total Vacuum System Failure)
lf both the vacuum pumps fail in flight, the directional indicator
and attitude indicator will be disabled, and the pilot will have to rely
on the turn coordinator if he inadvertently flies into clouds. lf an
autopilot is installed, it too may be affected. Refer to Section 9,
Supplements, for additronal details concerning autopilot operation.
The following instructions assume that only the electrically powered
turn coordinator js operative, and that the pilot js not completely
proficient in instrument f lying.
EXECUTING A 180'TURN IN CLOUDS

Upon inadvertently entering the clouds, an immediate plan should
be made to turn back as lollows:

1. Note the compass heading.

2. Using the clock, initiate a standard rate left turn, holding the
turn coordinator symbolic airplane wing opposite the lower left
index mark lor 60 seconds. Then roll back to level flight by
leveling the miniature airplane.
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3. Check accuracy of the turn by observing the compass heading
which should be the reciprocal of the original heading.

4. lf necessary, adjust heading primarily with skidding motions
rather than rolling motions so that the compass will read more
accurately.
5. l\.4aintain altitude and airspeed by cautious application of
elevator control. Avoid over controlling by keeping the hands
otf the control wheel as much as possible and steering only
with rudder.
EMERGENCY DESCENT THROUGH CLOUDS
11 conditions prevenl return to VFR flight by a 180. turn, al
descent through a cloud deck to VFB conditions may be
appropriate. lf possible, obtain radio clearance for an emergency
descent through clouds. To guard against a spiral dive, chooie an
easterly or westerly heading to minimize compass card swings due
to changing bank angles. ln addition, keep hands off the control
wheel and steer a straight course with rudder control by monitoring
the turn coordinator. Occasionally check the compass heading and
make minor corrections to hold an approximate course. Betore
descending into the clouds, set up a stabilized letdown condition as

follows:

1 . Apply full rich mixture.
2. Reduce power to set up a 500 to 800 fVmin rate of descent.
3. AdJUSt the elevator trim for a stabilized descent at 70 80 KIAS.
4. Keep hands ofl the control wheel.
5. Monitor turn coordinator and make corrections by rudder

alone.

6. Check trend of compass card movement and make cautious
correctjons with rudder to stop the turn.

7. Upon breaking out of clouds, resume normal cruising flight.
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RECOVERY FBOM SPIRAL DIVE IN THE CLOUDS
lf a spiral is encountered in the clouds, proceed as lollows:

1. Retard throttle to idle position.
2. Stop the turn by using coordinated aileron and rudder control
to align the symbolic airplane in the turn coordinator with the
horizon reference line.

3. Cautiously apply elevator back pressure to slowly reduce the
airspeed to 80 KIAS.

4. Adjust the elevator trim control to maintain an 80 KIAS glide.
5. Keep hands off the control wheel, using rudder control to hold
a straight heading.

6. Clear engine occasionally, but avoid using enough power to
disturb the trimmed glide.

7. Upon breaking out of clouds, resume normal cruising flight.

INADVERTENT FLIGHT INTO ICING CONDITIONS

I

is

prohibited and extremely
Flight into icing conditions
dangerous. An inadvertent encounter with these conditions can best
be handled using the checklist procedures. The best procedure, ol
course, is to turn back or change altitude to escape icing conditions.

During these encounters, an unexplained loss in engine speed
could be caused by ice blocking the air intake filter, or, in extremely

rare instances, ice completely blocking the luel injection

air
reference tubes. ln either case, the throttle should be positioned to
obtain maximum RPM (in some instances, the throttle may need to

be retarded for maximum power). The mixture should then

be

adjusted, as required, to obtain maximum RP[,4.
STATIC SOURCE BLOCKED

lf erroneous readings of the static source instruments (airspeed,
altimeter and vertical speed) are suspected, the static pressure
lalternate source valve should be pulled ON, thereby supplying static
pressure to these instruments trom the cabin.

3-1
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When using the alternate static source, refer to the Alternate
Static Source Airspeed Calibralion table in Section 5, Performance,
for additional information.
Maximum airspeed and altimeter variation from normal is 4 knots
and 30 leet over the normal operating range with the window(s)
closed- See Section 5, Performance, for additional airspeed
calibration data.

SPINS
Should

an

inadvertent spin occur,

procedure should be used:

the following

recovery

1. RETARD THROTTLE TO IDLE POSITION.
2. PLACE AILERONS IN NEUTRAL POSITION.
3. APPLY AND HOLD FULL RUDDER OPPOSITE TO THE
DIRECTION OF ROTATION.

4. JUST AFTER THE RUDDER REACHES THE STOP,

I\,4OVE

THE CONTROL WHEEL BRISKLY FORWARD FAR ENOUGH
TO BREAK THE STALL. Full down elevator may be required
at aft center of gravity loadings to assure optimum recoveries.
5. HOLD THESE CONTROL INPUTS UNTIL ROTATION
STOPS. Premature relaxation of the control inputs may extend
the recovery.
6. AS ROTATION STOPS, NEUTRALIZE RUDDER, AND MAKE
A SI\,4OOTH RECOVERY FROM THE RESULTING DIVE.
NOTE

lf

a visual delermination of lhe
rotation, the symbolic airplane in the lurn

disorientation precludes

direction

of

coordinator may be referred to for this information.

For additional information on spins and spin recovery, see the
discussion under SPINS in Normal Procedures (Section 4).
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ROUGH ENGINE OPERATION
OR LOSS OF POWER
SPARK PLUG FOULING

A slight engine

roughness in flight may be caused by one or

more spark plugs becoming touled by carbon or lead deposits. This
may be verilied by turning the ignition switch momentarily from
BOTH to either L or R position. An obvious power loss in single
ignition operation is evidence of spark plug or magneto trouble.
Assuming that spark plugs are the more likely cause, lean the
mixture to the recommended lean setting for cruising flight. lf the
problem does not clear up in several minutes, determine if a richer

mixture setting will produce smoother operation. lf not, proceed to
the nearest airport for repairs using the BOTH position of the
ignition switch unless extreme roughness dictates the use of a
single ignition position.

MAGNETO MALFUNCTION

A sudden engine roughness or misliring is usually evidence of
magneto problems. Switching from BOTH to either L or R ignition
switch position will identify which magneto is mallunctioning. Select
diflerent power settings and enrichen the mixture to determine if
lcontinued operation on BOTH magnetos is possible. lf not, switch to
the good magneto and proceed to the nearest airport for repairs.
ENGINE.DBIVEN FUEL PUMP FAILURE
Fajlure of the engine-driven fuel pump will result in an immediate
loss of engine power, similar to fuel exhaustion or starvation, but
while operating from a fuel tank containing adequate fuel. A sudden
reduction in indicated fuel flow will occur just before loss of engine
power.

ll the engine-driven tuel pump fails, immediately set the auxiliary
fuel pump switch (FUEL PUMP) to the ON position to restore engine
power. The flight should be terminated as soon as practical and the
engine-driven fuel pump repaired.
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ExcESSrvE FUEL vApoR

TNDTCATIONS
I

Excessive fuel vapor is most likely to be generated during ground

operations when operating

at

higher altitudes,

in unusually warml

temperatures or with more volatile fuel blends. Operation at or nearl

idle RPM (low fuel flow) for extended periods will increase th{
chances oi fuel vapor feneration. (Såe "Leaning For Ground
Operations'. Section

4.)

I

lndicated fuel flow that is not stable (sudden changes greatel
than 1 gal/h| is a sign that fuel vapor may be presenl in ine iystem.l
Fuel flow indications that become less stable (increasing changes)I
may lead lo power surges and power loss if not

corrected.

I

lf injlight vapor is

suspected, smoother engine operation mayl
resull from making the following changes (singly or together): sel
lhe auxiliary luel pump to the ON position, lean the mixture tol
smooth engine operation and select another luel tank. Increasinql
the airspee"d to p;ovide more air flow through the cowling will aid iil
cooling the engine and fuel system

components.

I

LOW OIL PBESSURE

lf the low oil pressure annunciator (OIL PRESS) illuminates and
oil temperalure remains normal, the oil pressure sending unit o
relief vålve may be malfunctioning. Land at the nearest åirport tol
inspect the souice of

trouble.

I

lf a total loss of oil pressure is accompanied by a rise in oil
temperature, there is good reason to suspect an engine failure is
imminent. Reduce engine power jmmediately and select a suitable
forced landing lield. Use only the minimum power required to reach
the desired touchdown spot.
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ELECTRICAL POWER SUPPLY
SYSTEM MALFUNCTIONS
Malfunctions in the electrical power supply system can be
detected by periodic monitoring of the ammeter and low voltage
Iannunciator (VOLTS); however, the cause of these malfunctions is
usually difficult to determine. A broken alternator drive belt or wiring
is most likely the cause of alternator failures, although other factors
could cause the problem. A defective alternator control unit can also
cause malfunctions. Problems of this nature constitute an electrical
emergency and should be dealt with immediately. Electrical power
malfunctions usually fall into two categories: excessive rate ol
charge and insulficient rate of charge. The following paragraphs
describe the recommended remedy for each situatlon.
EXCESSIVE RATE OF CHARGE

After engine starting and heavy electrical usage at low engine
speeds (such as extended taxiing) the battery condition will be low
enough to accept above normal charging during the initial part of a
flight. However, after thirty minutes of cruising flight, the ammeter

should be indicating less than two needle widths of charging
current. lf the charging rate were to remain above this value on a
long flight, the battery would overheat and evaporate the electrolyte

at an excessive rate.
Electronic components ln the electrical system can be adversely
affected by higher than normal voltage. The alternator control unit
includes an overvoltage sensor which normally will automatically

shut down the alternator if the charge voltage

reaches
approximately 31.5 volts. lf the overvoltage sensor malfunctions, as
evidenced by an excessive rate of charge shown on the ammeter,
the alternator should be turned off, nonessential electrical
equipment turned off and the flight terminated as soon as practical.

1,,,
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INSUFFICIENT RATE OF CHARGE
NOTE

The low voltage annunciator (VOLTS) may come on and
ammeter discharge indications may occur during low RPM
conditions with an electrical load on the system, such as
during a low FPM taxi. Under these conditions, the
annunciator will go out at higher

I
I

RPI\,4.

I

lf the overvoltage sensor should shut down the alternator and trip
the alternator circuit breaker (ALT FLD), or if the alternator output isl
low, a discharge rate will be shown on the ammeter followed by
illumination of the low voltage annunciator (VOLTS). Since this mayl
be a "nuisance" trip out, an attempt should be made to reactivate
the alternalor system. To reactivate, set the avionics master switch
to the OFF position, check that the alternator circuit breaker (AL
FLD) is in, then set both sides of the master switch to the OF
position and then to the ON position. lf the problem no longer exists,

normal alternator charging

will resume and the low

voltag

go off. The avionics master switch ma
annunciator (VOLTS) will qo
then be returned to the ON position.

lf the annunciator illuminates again, a malfunction is confirmed.l
ln this event, the fliqht should be terminated and/or the current drain
on the battery minimized because the battery can supply the
eleclrical system for only a limited period of time. Battery power
must be conserved for later operation of the wing flaps and, if the
emergency occurs at night, for possible use of the landing lights
during landing.

OTHER EMERGENCIES
WINDSHIELD DAMAGE

lf a bird strike or other incident should damage the windshield
flight to the point of creating an opening, a significant loss

in
in

performance may be expected. This loss may be minimized in some
cases (depending on amount of damage, altitude, etc.) by opening
the side windows while the airplane is maneuvered for a landing at

lf airplane performance or other adverse
conditions preclude landing at an airport, prepare for an "off airport"
landing in accordance with the Precautionary Landing With Engine
Power or Ditching checklists.
the nearest airport.
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4

provides checklist and amplified procedures for the
normal operalion. Normal procedures associated with_
optional systems can be found in the Suiplements, Section 9.
I

Section

conduct

of

AIRSPEEDS
AIRSPEEDS FOR NOBMAL OPERATION

Unless otherwise noted, the following speeds are based on a

maximum weight of 2550 pounds and may be used for any lesser
weight.
Takeofl:
Normal Climb Out
75-85 KIAS
Short Field Takeoff, Flaps 10', Speed at 50 Feet
56 KIAS
Enroute Climb, Flaps Up:
Normal, Sea Level
75-85 KIAS
Normal, 10,000 Feet . . .
70'80 KIAS
Best Rate-of-Climb, Sea Level
..
74 KIAS
Best Rate of-Climb, 10,000 Feet
72 K|AS
Best Angle-of-Climb, Sea Level
62 KIAS
Best Angle-of-Climb, 10,000 Feet
67 KIAS
Landing Approach:
Normal Approach, Flaps Up
65-75 KIAS
Normal Approach, Flaps 30"
60-70 KIAS
Short Field Approach, Flaps 30"
61 KIAS
Balked Landing:
Maximum Power, Flaps 20"
60 KIAS
Maximum Recommended Turbulent Air Penetration Speed:
2550 Lbs
105 KIAS
2200
.
98 KIAS
1900 Lbs
90 KIAS
Maximum Demonstrated Crosswind Velocity:
Takeoff or Landing .
1 5 KNOTS

Lbs

May 30/00
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NOTE

Visually check airplane for general condition during walkaround inspection. Airplane should be parked in a normal

ground attitude (refer to Figure 1'1) to ensure that fuel
drain valves allow for accurate sampling. Use of the
refueling steps and assist handles will simplify access to
the upper wing surlaces for visual checks and refueling
operations. ln cold weather, remove even small
accumulations of frost, ice or snow from wing, tail and
conlrol surfaces. Also, make sure that control surfaces
contain no internal accumulations of ice or debris. Prior to
flight, check that pitot heater is warm to touch within 30
seconds with battery and pitot heat switches on. lf a night
flight is planned, check operation of all lights, and make
sure a flashlight is available.
Figure 4-1. Pref light Inspection

May 30/00
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CHECKLIST PROCEDURES
PREFLIGHT INSPECTION

c)

cABIN

1. Pitot Tube Cover -- REMOVE. Check for pitot blockage. I
2. Pilot's Operating Handbook - AVAILABLE lN THE AIRPLANE.
3. Airplane Weight and Balance - CHECKED.
4. Parking Brake SET.
5. Control Wheel Lock - REIVOVE.
6. lgnition Switch - OFF.
7. Avionics l\,4aster Switch -- OFF.

\-

Iwanrurruc

\.-'

WHEN TURNING ON THE MASTER SWITCH,
USING AN EXTERNAL POWER SOURCE, OR

\-

PULLING THE PBOPELLEB THROUGH BY HAND,
TBEAT THE PROPELLER AS IF THE IGNITION
SWITCH WERE ON. DO NOT STAND, NOR
ALLOW ANYONE ELSE TO STAND, WITHIN THE
ARC OF THE PROPELLER, SINCE A LOOSE OR

BROKEN WIRE OR A

COMPONENT
MALFUNCTION COULD CAUSE THE PROPELLER
TO ROTATE.

\-

8. Master Switch -- ON.
9. Fuel Quantity Indicators -- CHECK QUANTITY and ENSURE
LOW FUEL ANNUNCIATORS (L LOW FUEL R) ARE
EXTINGUISHED.
0. Avionics Master Switch -- ON.
11. Avionics Cooling Fan -- CHECK AUDIBLY FOR OPERATION.
12. Avionics Master Switch -- OFF.
13. Static Pressure Alternate Source Valve - OFF.
14. Annunciator Panel Switch -- PLACE AND HOLD lN TST
POSITION and ensure all annunciators illuminate.
1

\-
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l5.Annunciator Panel Test Switch -- RELEASE. Check that appropriate annunciators remain on.
NOTE

When Master Switch is turned ON, some annunciators will

flash for approximately 10 seconds before

illuminating

steadily. When panel TST switch is toggled up and held in
position, all remaining lights will flash until the switch is
released.
16. Fuel Selector Valve -- BOTH.

17. Fuel Shutoff Valve -- ON (Push Full ln).
18. Flaps EXTEND.
19.

Pitot Heat -- ON. (Carefully check that pitot tube is warm to

touch within 30 seconds.)
Pitot Heat -- OFF.
l\,4aster Switch .' OFF.
Elevator Trim - SET for takeoff.
Baggage Door -- CHECK, lock with key.

20.
21.
22.
23.
24. Autopilot Static Source Opening

(if installed)

*

CHECK lor

blockage.

@

enneer'rruace

1. Rudder Gust Lock (if installed) -- REMOVE.
2. Tail Tie-Down -- DISCONNECT.
J. Control Surfaces
CHECK freedom

--

of

movement and

security.
4. Trim Tab -- CHECK security.
5. Antennas

--

CHECK for security of attachment and general

condition.

@
'1.

ntCnr wtr'tc Trailing Edge
Aileron

-

CHECK freedom of movement and security.

2 Flap -- CHECK for security and condition.

@ nrcnr
'1

4-8

wrruc

. Wing Tie-Down DISCONNECT.
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2. Main

Wheel Tire -- CHECK for proper inflation and general

condition (weather checks, tread depth and wear, etc...).

Fuel Tank Sump Quick Drain Valves

-- DRAIN at least

a

cupful of fuel (using sampler cup) from each sump location to
check for waler, sediment, and proper luel grade before each

flight and after each refueling. lf water is observed, take
further samples until clear and then genlly rock wings and
lower tail to the ground to move anv additional contaminants
to the sampling [oints. Take repeat'ed samples from all fuell
drain points until all contamination has been removed. lfI
contaminanls are still present, refer to WARNING below and
do not fly airplane.

[,

wanrurrue

IF, AFTER REPEATED SAMPLING, EVIDENCE OF
CONTAMINATION STILL EXISTS, THE AIRPLANE

SHOULD NOT BE FLOWN. TANKS SHOULD BE
DRAINED AND SYSTEM PURGED BY QUALIFIED
MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL. ALL EVIDENCE OF
CONTAMINATION MUST BE REMOVED BEFORE
FURTHER FLIGHT.
4. Fuel Quantity -- CHECK VISUALLY for desired level.
5. Fuel Filler Cap -- SECURE and VENT UNOBSTRUCTED.

@ Hose
1. Fuel Strainer Quick Drain Valve (Located on bottom of
fuselage) -- DRAIN at least a cupful of fuel (using sampler
cup) from valve to check for waler, sediment, and proper fuel
grade before each flight and after each refueling. lf water is
observed, take further samples until clear and then genlly rock
wings and lower tail to the ground to move any additional
contaminants to the sampling points. Take repeated samples

I'

'11,':5;i#ff :',fl l::'1"J#"?ffi X,ååo' :]l
contaminants are still present, refer to WABNING above and

3:,T.,11,'l"i,ff

do not fly the airplane.
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2. Engine Oil DipsticldFiller Cap -- CHECK oil level, then check
dipsticlvfiller cap SECURE. Do not operate with less than
live quarts. Fill to eight quarts for extended flight.
3. Engine Cooling Air lnlets -- CLEAR ol obstructions.
4. Propeller and Spinner - CHECK for nicks and security.
5. Air Filter -- CHECK for restrictions by dust or other foreign
matter.

6. Nose Wheel Strut and Tire -- CHECK for proper inflation ol
strut and general condition (weather checks, lread depth and
wear, etc...) of tire.

7. Left Static Source Opening '- CHECK for blockage.

@ r-errwrr'rc
1. Fuel Quantity -- CHECK VISUALLY for desired level.

t

3.

Fuel Filler Cap -- SECURE and VENT UNOBSTRUCTED.

Fuel Tank Sump Quick Drain Valves -- DRAIN at least a

cupful of luel (using sampler cup) lrom each sump location to
check for water, sediment, and proper fuel grade before each

flight and afler each re{ueling. lf water is observed, take
further samples until clear and then gently rock wings and
lower tail to the ground to move any additional contaminanls
to the sampling points. Take repeated samples from all fuel
drain points until all contamination has been removed. lf
contaminants are still present, refer to WARNING on page 4-9
and do not fly airplane.
4. Main Wheel Tire -- CHECK for proper inflation and general
condition (weather checks, tread depth and wear, etc...).

410
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@ lerr

NORI\,441 PROCEDURES

wtruc Leading Edge

1. Fuel Tank Vent Opening -- CHECK for blockage.
2. Stall Warning Opening -- CHECK for blockage. To check the
system, place a clean handkerchief over the vent opening and
apply suction; a sound from the warning horn will confirm
system operation.

3. Wing Tie-Down -- DISCONNECT.
4. Landing/Taxi Light(s) -- CHECK for condition and cleanliness
of cover.

@ lerr wNC

Traiting Edge

1 . Aileron-- CHECK for f reedom of movement and security.
2. Flap - CHECK for security and condition.

BEFORE STARTING ENGINE
1. Preflight lnspection -- COMPLETE.
2. Passenger Briefing -- COI\.4PLETE.
3. Seats and Seat Belts -- ADJUST and LOCK. Ensure inertia
reel locking.

4. Brakes -- TEST and SET.
5. Circuit Breakers -- CHECK lN.
6. Electrical Equipment -- OFF.

[,

I

cnurrolr

THE AVIONICS MASTER SWITCH MUST BE OFF

DURING ENGINE START

TO

PREVENT

POSSIBLE DAMAGE TO AVIONICS.

7. Avionics Master Switch -- OFF.
8. Fuel Selector Valve -- BOTH.
9. Fuel Shutoif Valve -- ON (push full in).
10. Avionics Circuit Breakers -- CHECK lN.
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STARTING ENGINE (With Battery)

|

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Throttle -- oPEN 1/4 INCH
N4ixture -- IDLE CUTOFF.
Propeller Area -- CLEAR.
L4asler Switch -- ON.
Flashing Beacon -- ON
NOTE

lf engine is warm, omit priming procedure of steps 6,7 and
8 below.

6. Auxiliary Fuel Pump Switch -- ON.
7. l,4ixture SET to FULL RICH (full forward) until stable fuel
flow is indicated (usually 3 to 5 seconds), then set to IDLE
CUTOFF (full aft) position.

8. Auxiliary Fuel Pump Switch -- OFF.
9. lgnition Switch -- START (release when engine starts).
10. Mixture -- ADVANCE smoothly to RICH when engine starts.
NOTE

lf engine floods (engine has been primed too much), turn off
auxiliary fuel pump, place mixture to idle cutotf, open throttle
1/2 to full, and motor (crank) engine. When engine starts,
set mixture to full rich and close throttle promptly.
11. Oil Pressure '- CHECK.
12. Navigation Lights -- ON as required.
13. Avionics lvlaster Switch . ON
14. Radios -- ON.
15. Flaps -- RETRACT.
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Temporary Revision for Cessna Pilot's Operating Handbook and
FAA Approved Airplane Flight Manual

Model 172R, 172R180, and

Publication Affected:

172S

Pilot's Operating Handbook and FAA
Approved Airplane Flight l\4anual.
Serial Numbers

Affected: Airplanes
sB04-24-01

not

incorporating

.

Description of Change:

New Starting Engine Procedure.

Filing lnstructions:

Insert this temporary revision in Model

172R, 172R180, and 172S Pilot's
Operating Handbook and FAA
Approved Airplane Flight lvlanual
adjacent to page 4-12.

This temporary revision must be
removed and discarded when

Removal Instructions:

SB04-24-01 has been incorporated.

STARTING ENGINE
1. Throttle -- oPEN 1/4 INCh

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Mixture -- IDLE CUTOFF.
Propeller Area -- CLEAR.
BAT Side l\,4aster Switch -- ON.
ALT Side Master Switch -- CHECK OFF.
Flashing Beacon -- ON.
NOTE

lf engine is warm, omit priming procedure of steps 7,
8, and 9 below.

7. Auxiliary Fuel Pump Switch -- ON.
8. Mixture -- SET to FULL RICH (full forward) until stabte fuet
flow is indicated (usually 3 to 5 seconds), then set to IDLE

\.-'

CUTOFF (full aft) position.
9' Auxiliary Fuel Pump Switch -- OFF.
10. lgnition Switch - START (release when engine starts).
11. L4ixture - ADVANCE smoothly to RICH when engine starts.
(Continued Next Page)

172PHTRO1

Temporary Revision for Cessna Pilot's Operating Handbook and
FAA Approved Alrplane Flight Manual

STARTING ENGINE (continued)
NOTE

lf engine floods (engine has been primed too much),
verify auxiliary fuel pump off, set mixture to idle
cutofl, open throttle 1/2 to full, and motor (crank)
engine. When engine starts, set mixture to full rich
and close throttle promptly.

12. Oil Pressure -- CHECK.
13. BAT Side Master Switch -- OFF (leave off at least 2 seconds).
14. Both BAT and ALT Sides of Master Switch - ON.
'15. ALT FLD Circuit Breaker CHECK lN.
16. Navigation Lights - ON as required.
1 7. Avionics l\,4aster Switch -- ON.

18. Radios - ON.
19. Flaps -- RETRACT.
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STARTING ENGINE (With External Power)
'1
.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Throttle -- OPEN 1/4 INCH.
Mixture -- IDLE CUTOFF.
Propeller Area -- CLEAR.
lvlaster Switch -- OFF.
External Power -- CONNECT to airplarie receptacle.
l\.4aster Switch -- ON.
Flashinq Beacon -- ON.
NOTE

li engine is warm, omil priming procedure of steps 8,9 and
1

0 below.

8. Auxiliary Fuel Pump Switch -- ON.
9. Mixture -- SET to FULL RICH (full forward) until stable fuel
flow is indicated (usually 3 to 5 seconds), then set to IDLE
CUTOFF ({ull aft) position.
10. Auxiliary Fuel Pump Switch -- OFF.

\!_

11. lgnition Switch -- START (release when engine starts).
12. f,4ixture ADVANCE smoothly to FICH when engine starts.
NOTE

lf engine floods (engine has been primed to much), turn off
auxiliary fuel pump, set mixture in idle cutoff, open throttle
1/2 to tull, and motor (crank) engine. When engine starts,
set mixture to full rich and close throttle promptly.
13. Oil Pressure -- CHECK.
14. External Power -- DISCONNECT from airplane receptacle.
Secure external power door.
15. Eleclrical System -- CHECK FOR PROPER OPERATION.
a. Master Switch * OFF
(disconnects both the battery and alternator from the
system).
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b. Taxi and Landing Light Switches

c.

-

ON.
(to provide an initial electrical load on the system).
Engine RPM REDUCE to idle.
(lvlinimum alternator output occurs at idle.)

-

d. Master Switch -' ON (with taxi and landing lights switched
on).

(The ammeler should indicate in the negative direction,
showing that the alternator output is below the load
requirements, but the battery is supplying current to the
system.)

e. Engine RPM -- INCREASE to approximately 1500 RPI\4
(as engine RPM increases, alternator output should

f.

increase to meet the system load requirements).
Ammeter and Low Voltage Annunciator -- CHECK

(the ammeter should indicate in the positive direction,
showing that the alternator is supplying current and the
Low Voltage Annunciator (VOLTS) should not be lighted).
NOTE

lf the indications, as noted in Step "d" and Step "f", are not
observed, the electrical system is not functioning properly.
Corrective maintenance must be periormed to provide for
proper electrical system operation before flight.
1

6. Navigation Lights -- ON as required.

17. Avionics l\,4aster Switch -- ON
18. Radios -- ON.
1

9. Flaps -- RETRACT.

lo,o
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BEFORE TAKEOFF

\,r

r

1. Parking Brake -- SET.
2. Passenger Seat Backs -- MOST UPRIGHT POSITION.
3. Seats and Seat Belts - CHECK SECURE.
4. Cabin Doors -- CLOSED and LOCKED.
5. Flight controls -- FREE and coBRECT.
6. Flight Instruments -- CHECK and SET.
7. Fuel Quantity -- CHECK.
8. Mixture -. RICH.
9. Fuel Selector Valve -- RECHECK BOTH.
10. Throttle -- 1800 RPI\,4.

a. Magnelos -- CHECK (RPM drop should not exceed 150
RPM on either magneto or 50 RPIV1 differential between
magnetos).

b. Vacuum Gage -- CHECK.

c. Engine Instruments and Ammeter -- CHECK.
11. Annuncialor Panel -- Ensure no annuncialors are illuminated.
12. Throttle -- CHECK IDLE.
13. Throttle -- 1000 RPI\,4 0r LESS.
14. Throttle Friction Lock -- ADJUST.
15. Strobe Lights -- AS DESIRED.

Radios and Avionics -' SET.
NAV/GPS Switch (if installed) -- sET.
Autopilot (if installed) OFF.
L4anual Electric Trim (if installed) -' CHECK.
20. Elevator Trim -- SET lor takeoff.
21. Wing Flaps - SET for takeofJ (0'-10').
22. Brakes -- RELEASE.
16.
17.
18.
19.

'

TAKEOFF
NOBMAL TAKEOFF
1 . Wing Flaps -- 0'-10".
2. Throttle -- FULL OPEN.
3. L4ixture -- RICH (above 3000 feet, LEAN to obtain maximum

RPM).

4. Elevator Control '' LIFT NOSE WHEEL (at 55 KIAS).
5. Climb Speed -- 70-80 KIAS.
6. Wing Flaps -- RETRACT.
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SHORT FIELD TAKEOFF

. Wing Flaps - 10".
2. Brakes .. APPLY.
'1

3- Throttle -- FULL OPEN.
4. Mixture -- RICH (above 3000 feet, LEAN to obtain maximum
RPrV).

5.
6.
7.
8.

|

Brakes -- RELEASE.
Elevator Control -- SLIGHTLY TAIL LOW.
Climb Speed 56 KIAS (until all obstacles are cleared).
Wing Flaps -- RETRACT slowly atter reaching 60 KIAS.

ENROUTE CLIMB
'1
. Airspeed -- 70-85 KIAS.
2. Throttle -- FULL OPEN.
3. Mixture - RICH (above 3000 leet, LEAN to obtain maximum

RPr\4).

CRUISE
'1. Power

--

210Q-2700 RPM

(No more than 75ol. is

recommended).
2. Elevator Trim -- ADJUST.
3. Mixture -- LEAN.

DESCENT
1. Power -- AS DESIRED.
2. Mixture -- ADJUST for smooth operation (full rich lor idle
3.
4.
5.
6.

powe0.
Altimeier -- SET.
NAV/GPS Swi'tch -- SET.
Fuel Selector Valve -- BOTH.

Wing Flaps -- AS DESIRED

(0'-

10'below 110 K|AS, 10" -

30" below 85 KIAS).

BEFORE LANDING
1. Pilot and Passenger Seat Backs

--

MOST

UPRIGHT

POSITION-

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

I

l4-1

6

Seats and Seat Belts -- SECURED and LOCKED.
Fuel Selector Valve -- BOTH.
Mixture -- RICH.
Landing/Taxi Lights -- ON.
Autopilot (if installed) -- OFF.
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LANDING
NORMAL LANDING

1. Airspeed 65-75 KIAS (flaps UP).
2. Wing Flaps -' AS DESIRED (0n10' below

3.
4,
5.
6.

1 1

0 KIAS, 10'-30'

below 85 KIAS).
Airspeed -- 60-70 KIAS (flaps DOWN).
Touchdown -- MAIN WHEELS FIRST.
Landing Roll - LOWER NOSE WHEEL GENTLY.
Braking -- MINIMUM REQUIRED.

SHORT FIELD LANDING
1 . Airspeed -- 65-75 KIAS (flaps UP).
2. Wing Flaps -- FULL DOWN (30').
3. Airspeed '61 KIAS (until flare).
4. Power -- REDUCE to idle after clearing obstacle.
5. Touchdown -- MAIN WHEELS FIRST.
6. Brakes - APPLY HEAVILY.
7. Wing Flaps - RETRACT.

BALKED LANDING
'1. Throttle -- FULL OPEN.

\_

2. Wing Flaps -- RETRACT TO 20".
3. Climb Speed .' 60 KIAS.
4. Wing Flaps -- 1 0" (until obstacles are cleared).
RETRACT (after reaching a safe altitude and 65
K|AS).

AFTER LANDING
1

. Wing Flaps -- UP.

SECURING AIRPLANE

/..
_

1. Parking Brake -- SET.
2. Electrical Equipment, Autopilot (if installed) -- OFF.
3. Avionics lvlaster Switch -- OFF.
4. l\.4ixture -- IDLE CUTOFF (pulled full out).
5. lgnition Switch -- OFF.
6. Master Switch -- OFF.
7. Control Lock -- INSTALL.
8. Fuel Selector Valve - LEFT or RIGHT lo prevent cross
feeding.
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AMPLIFIED PROCEDURES
PREFLIGHT INSPECTION

The Preflight lnspection, described in Figure 4 1 and adiacent
checklist, is required prior to each flight. lf the airplane has been in
extended storage, has had recent major maintenance, or has been
operated from marginal airports,
inspection is recommended.

a

more extensive

exterior

After major maintenance has been performed, the flight and trim

tab controls should be double checked for free and

correct
movement and security. The security of all inspection plates on the
airplane should be checked following periodic inspections. lf the
airplane has been waxed or polished, check the external static
pressure source hole for stoppage.

lf the airplane has been exposed to much ground handling in a
crowded hangar, it should be checked for dents and scratches on
lwings, fuselage, and tail surfaces, damage to navigation and anticollision lights, damage to nose wheel as a result of exceeding tow
limiis, and avionics antennas.

Outside storage for long periods may result in dust and dirt
on the induction air filter, obstructions in alrspeed

accumulation

system lines, water contaminants in fuel tanks

and

insecvbird/rodent nests in any opening. lf any water is detected in
the fuel system, the fuel tank sump quick drain valves, fuel reservoir
quick drain valve, and fuel strainer quick drain valve should all be
thoroughly drained again. Then, the wings should be gently rocked
and the tail lowered to the ground to move any further contaminants
to the sampling points. Repeated samples should then be taken at
all quick drain points untll all contamination has been removed. lf,
atter repeated sampling, evjdence of contamination still exists, the

fuel tanks should be completely drained and the luel

system

cleaned.

Additionally, if the airplane has been stored outside in windy or
gusty areas, or tied down adjacent to taxiing airplanes, special
attention should be paid to control surface stops, hinges, and
brackets to detect the presence of potential wind damage.
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lf the airplane has been operated from muddy fields or in snow or
slush, check the main and nose gear wheel fairings for obstructions
and cleanliness. Operation f rom a gravel or cinder field will require
extra attention to propeller tips and abrasion on leading edges of the
horizontal tail. Stone damage to the propeller can seriously reduce
the fatigue life of the blades.

Airplanes that are operated from rough fields, especially at high
altitudes, are subjected to abnormal landing gear abuse. Frequently
check all components of the landing gear, shock strut, tires, and
brakes. lf the shock strut is insufficiently extended, undue landing
and taxi loads will be subjected on the airpiane structure.

To prevent loss of fuel in flight, make sure the fuel tank filler caps

are tightly sealed after any fuel system check or servicing. Fuel

system vents should also be inspected for obstructions, ice or water,
especially after exposure to cold, wet weather.

STARTING ENGINE
ln cooler weather, the engine compartment temperature drops of{
rapidly following engine shutdown and the injeclor nozzle lines
remain nearly full ol fuel.

However, in warmer weather, engine compartmenl temperatures
may increase rapidly following engine shutdown, and fuel in the
lines will vaporize and escape into the intake manifold. Hot weather
starting procedures depend considerably on how soon the next
engine start is attempted. Within the first 20 to 30 minutes alter
shutdown, the fuel manifold is adequately primed and the empty
injector nozzle lines will fill before the engine dies. However, a{ter
approximately 30 minutes, the vaporized fuel in the manifold will
have nearly dissipated and some slight "priming" could be required
to refill the nozzle lines and keep the engine running after the initial
start. Starting a hot engine is facilitated by advancing the mixture
control promptly to 1/3 open when the engine starts, and thenl
smoothly to full rich as power develops.
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Should the engine tend to die after starting, turn on the auxiliary

fuel pump temporarily and adjust the throttle and/or mixture as
necessary to keep the engine running. ln the event ol over priming
or flooding, turn off the auxiliary fuel pump, open the throttle from
112 lo tull open, and continue cranking with the mixture full lean.
lwhen the erigine starts, smoothly advaice the mixture control to full
rich and retard the throttle to desired idle speed.

lf the enqine is under primed (most likely in cold weather with a

lcold enginej it will not siart at ått, and aåditional priming will

be

necessary.

if the oil pressure gage does not begin to show
within 30 seconds in the summer time and approximately
one minute in very cold weather, stop the engine and investigate.

After starting,
I pressure

Lack of oil pressure can cause serious engine damage.
NOTE

Additional deiails concerning cold weather starting and

operation may

be found under COLD

WEATHER

OPERATION paragraphs in this section.

STARTEB DUTY CYCLE
IBECOMMENDED
I Crant the starter for 10 seconds tollowed by a 20 second cool
down period. This cycle can be repeated two additional times,

followed by a ten minute cool down period before resuming
cranking. After cool down, crank the starter again, three cycles of
10 seconds followed by 20 seconds of cool down. lf the engine still
fails to start, an investigation to determine the cause should be
initiated.
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LEANING FOR GROUND OPERATIONS

1.

For all ground operations, after starting the engine and when
the engine is running smoothlyi

a. set the throttle to 1200 RPl,4.
b. Iean the mixture for maximum BPf,4.
c. set the throttle to an RPI\,4 appropriale for

groun

operations (800 to 1 000 RPM recommended).
NOTE

lf ground operation will be required atter the BEFORE
TAKEOFF checklist is completed, lean the mixture again (as
described above) until ready for the TAKEOFF checklist.
TAXIING
When taxiing,

it is importanl that speed and use of brakes be

held to a minimum and that all controls be utilized (Reler to Figure
4-2, Taxiing Diagram) to maintain directional control and balance.

Taxiing over loose gravel or cinders should be done

at

low

engine speed to avoid abrasion and stone damage to the propeller
tips.
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SE UP AILEBON
LH WING AND
EUTRAL ELEVATOF

USE DOWN AILERON

ON LH WING AND
DOWN ELEVATOR

wrND DTRECTION

]

1

72S

USE UP AILERON
RH WING AND
NEUTRAL ELEVAT

USE DOWN AILERON

ON RH WING AND
DOWN ELEVATOR

)
NOTE

Strong quartering tail winds require caution.
Avoid sudden bursts of the throttle and sharp
braking when the airplane is in this situation.
Use the steerable nose wheel and rudder to
maintain direction.
0585Xr 020

Figurc 4 2. Taxiing Diagram
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BEFORE TAKEOFF
WABM UP

lf the engine idles (approximatley 600 RPM) and accelerates
the airplane is ready for takeoif. Since the engine is
closely cowled for efficient inJlight engine cooling, precautions
should be taken to avoid overheaiing during prolonged engine
operation on the ground. Also, long periods ol idling may cause
smoothly,

fouled spark plugs.
MAGNETO CHECK

The magneto check should be made at '1800 RPM as follows.
l\,4ove ignition switch first to R position and note RPM. Next move
switch back to BOTH to clear the other set of plugs. Then move
switch to the L position, note RPI\,4 and return the switch to the
BOTH position. RPM drop should not exceed 150 RPI\.4 on either
magneto or show greater than 50 RPL4 differential between
magnetos. lf there is a doubt concerning operation o{ the ignition
system, RPM checks at higher engine speeds will usually confirm
whether a deficiency exists.

An absence of RPM drop may be an indication of faulty
grounding of one side of the ignition system or should be cause lor
suspicion that the magneto timing is set in advance of the setting
specif ied.

ALTERNATOR CHECK

Prior to flights where verification of proper alternator and
alternator control unit operation is essential (such as nighl or
instrument flights), a positive verification can be made by loading
the electrical system momentarily (3 to 5 seconds) with the landing
light or by operating the wing flaps during the engine runup (1800
RPM). The ammeter will remain within a needle width of its initial
reading if the alternator and alternalor control unit are operating
propedy.
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LANDING LIGHTS

lf landing lights are to be used to enhance the visibility of the
airplane in the tratfic pattern or enroute, it is recommended that only
the taxi light be used. This wili extend the service life of the landing
light appreciably.
TAKEOFF
POWEF CHECK

It is important to check full throttle engine operation early in the
takeoff roll. Any sign of rough engine operation or sluggish engine
acceleration is good cause for discontinuing the takeotf. lf this
occurs, you are justified in making a thorough full throttle static
runup before another takeoff is attempted. The engine should run
smoothly and turn approximately 2300'2400 RPI\4 with mixture
leaned to provide maximum RPM.

Full throttle run ups over loose gravel are especially harmful to

propeller tips. When takeoffs must be made over a gravel sur{ace, it
is very important that the throttle be advanced slowly. This allows
the airplane to start rolling before high RPI\4 is developed, and the

gravel will be blown back of the propeller rather than pulled into it.
When unavoidable small dents appear in the propeller blades, they
should be immediately correcled as described in Section 8 under
Propeller Care.

Prior to takeoff from fields above 3000 feet elevation, the mixture
should be leaned to give maximum RPM in a full throttle, static
runup.

After full throttle is applied, adjust the throttle lrjction lock
clockwise to prevent the throttle from creeping back lrom a
maximum power position. Similar friction lock adjustments should
be made as required in other flight conditions to maintain a fixed
throttle setting.
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WING FLAP SETTINGS
Normal takeoffs are accomplished wilh wing flaps 0'-10'. Using
10" wing flaps reduces the ground roll and total distance over an
obstacle by approximately 10 percent. Flap deflections greaterl
than 10'are not approved tor takeoff. lf 10" wing flaps are usedl
for takeoff, they should be left down until all obstacles are cleared
and a safe flap retraction speed of 60 KIAS is reached. On a short
field, 10' wing flaps and an obstacle clearance speed of 56 KIAS
should be used.
Soft or rough field takeoffs are performed with 10" f laps by lifting
the airplane off the ground as soon as practical in a slightly tail low
attitude. lf no obstacles are ahead, the airplane should be leveled

ofJ immediately to accelerate to a higher climb speed. When
a soft field with an aft C.G. loading, the elevator trim
should be adjusted towards lhe nose down direction to give

departing

comfortable control wheel forces during the initial climb.
CROSSWIND TAKEOFF

Takeoffs into strong crosswind conditions normally are performed

with the minimum flap setting necessary tor the field length, to
minimize the drift angle immediately after takeoff. With the ailerons
partially deflected into the wind, the airplane is acceleraled to a
speed slightly higher than normal, then pulled off briskly to prevent
possible settling back to the runway while drifting. When clear of the
ground, make a coordinated turn into the wind to correct for drift.

ENROUTE CLIMB
Normal enroute climbs are performed with flaps up and lulll
throttle and at speeds 5 to 10 knots higher than best rate otclimbl
speeds for the best combination of pertormance, visibility and
cooling. The
lne mrxture
mixture snoulo
full flcn
rich below 3ouu
3000 tee!
fee{
engine coolrng.
engrne
should be lull
and may be leaned above 3000 feet for smoother operation or lo
obtain maximum RPM. For maximum rate of climb, use the best
rate-of-climb speeds showing in the Rate of Climb chart in Section

5.

lf an obstruction dictates the use of a steep climb angle, the best
angle-of-climb speed should be used with llaps up and maximum
power. Climbs at speeds lower than the best rate-o{-climb speed
should be of short duration to improve engine cooling.
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75% POWER
ALTITUDE

KTAS

Sea Level

114

11

4000 feet

119

11

8000 feet

124

55% POWER

65'l. POWER
KTAS

NM PG

KTAS

NMPG

.2

108

12.0

101

12.8

.7

112

12.4

104

13.2

12.2

117

12.9

107

13.6

NMPG

Figure 4-3. Cruise Performance Table

LEANING WITH AN EGT INDICATOR

At or below

75o/o

powet in level cruise flight, the exhaust gaq

temperature (EGT) indicator is used to lean the Juel-air mixture fol
best performance or economy. The Cruise Performance charts id

Section

5 are based on the EGT to adjust the mixture td

4-4.

per Fioure
Recommended
lecommended Lean Der
Fiqure 4-r
MIXTURE DESCRIPTION

50' Fich of Peak EGT

RECOMI,4ENDED LEAN

(Pilot's Operating Handbook
BEST ECONOMY

I

EXHAUST GAS
TEMPERATURE
)

Peak EGT

Figure 4-4. EGT Table
Use lhe mixture control vernier adjustment (rotate the knob CCW
to lean the mixture) to slowly lean, from full rich or maximum RPM
mixture, while monitoring the EGT indicator. As the EGT indication
begins to increase, continue to slowly lean the mixture until an EGT
indication decrease is just detectable. Reverse the adjustment

slowly in the rich direction until an EGT indication decrease is
again just detectable, lhen sel the EGT index pointer to malch the
peak indication. The mixture may be leaned slightly to return to
peak EGT or may be further richened to Recommended Lean
mixlure as desired. Continuous operation at mixlure settings
lean of peak EGT is prohibited. Any change in altitude or throltle
position will require that peak EGT be redetermined and the desired

mixture be reset. Under some conditions, engine roughness may
occur at peak EGT. ln this case, operate al Recommended Lean
mixture-

As noted in Figure 4 4, operation at peak EGT provides the best
fuel economy. Operation at peak EGT results in approximately 4%
greater range and approximately a 3 knot decrease in airspeed from
the figures shown in the Performance section of this handbook.
Recommended Lean mixture provides best level cruise performance
(generally close to "best power" or maximum RPM).
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NOTE

The EGT indicator requires several seconds to
respond to mixture adjustments and changes in
extraust gas temperature. More rapid changes in
EGT indication are neither necessary nor desirable.

Determining peak EGT and setting the desired
mixture should take approximately one minute when
the adjustments are made sufliciently slowly and
accurately.

FUEL SAVINGS PROCEDURES FOR FLIGHT

TRAINING

OPERATIONS

For best fuel economy during flight training operations,

the

following procedures are recommended.

1. After engine start and for all ground operations, set the throttle
to 1200 RPM and lean the mixture lor maximum RPM. Leave

the mixture at this setting until beginning the

BEFORE
TAKEOFF checklist. After the BEFORE TAKEOFF checklist is
complete re-lean the mjxture as described above until ready
for the TAKEOFF checklist.

I

2. Lean the mixture for maximum RPM during full throttle climbs
above 3000 feet. The mixture may remain leaned (maximum
RPM at full throttle) for practicing maneuvers such as stalis
and slow flight.

3. Lean the mixture for maximum RPM during all operations at
any altitude, jncluding those below 3000 feet, when using
75% or less power.
NOTE

I

.

When cruising or maneuvering at 807. or less
power, the mixture may be further leaned until the
EGT indicator needle peaks and is then
enrichened 50"F. This is especially applicable to
cross-country training flights, but should be
practiced during transition flight to and from the
practice area as well.

I

.

Using the above recommended procedures can
provide fuel savings in excess of 5% when
compared to typical training operations at full rich
mixture. In addition, the above procedures will
minimize spark plug fouling since the reduction in

fuel consumption results in a proportional reduction
in tetraethyl lead passing through the engine.
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FUEL VAPOR PROCEDUBES

The engine fuel system can become susceptible to Juel vapor
formation on the ground during warm weather. This will generally
occur when the outside ambient air temperature is above 80"F.1
The situation is further aggravaied by the fact that the engine fuel
flows are lower at idle and taxi engine speeds. When vapor occurs
as evidenced by idle engine speed and fuel flow fluctuations, the
following procedures are recommended.

1. With the mixlure full rich, set the throttle at 1800 RPM to 2000
RPM. Maintain this power setting for '1 to 2 minutes or until
smooth engine operation returns.

2. Relard the throtlle to idle to verify normal engine operalion.
3. Advance the throttle to '1200 RPM and lean the mixture as
described under FUEL SAVINGS PROCEDURES FOR
FLIGHT TRAINING OPERATIONS.

4. Just prior to TAKEOFF, apply full throttle, for approximately 10
seconds to verify smooth engine operation for takeoff.
NOTE

is operated above 1800 RPM, the
resulting increased fuel flow also makes for lower fuel
temperatures throughout the engine fuel system. This
increased flow purges the fuel vapor and the cooler fuel
When the engine

minimizes vapor formation.

ln addition to the above procedures, the sections below

shoul

be reviewed and where applicable, adhered to:

2
Section 3 -Section

Section 4

--

Section 7

--

Revision 4

Take note o{ the placard on "When Switching
From Dry Tank".

Take note of the excessive Juel vapor procedure
in both the checklist and the amplified procedure
sections.
Take note ol the hot weather operational notes an
procedures in both the checklist and the amplifie
procedures sections.
Take note of the altitude operational procedure
and the section on auxiliary fuel pump operation.
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STALLS
The stall characteristics are conventional and aural warning is
provided by a stall warning horn which sounds between 5 and-t0
knots above the stall in all configurations.

Power off stall speeds at maximum weight for both lorward and
aft C.G. positions are presented in Section 5.

SPINS
lntentional spins are approved when the airplane is operated in
the utility category. Spins with baggage loadings or occupied rear
seat(s) are not approved.

However, before attempting to perform spins several items
should be carefully considered to assure a safe flight. No spins
should be attempted without lirst having received dual instruction
both in spin entries and spin recoveries lrom a qualified instructor
who is familiar with the spin characteristics of the Cessna 172S.

The cabin should be clean and all loose equipment (including the
microphone and rear seat belts) should be stowed or secured. For a
solo flight in which spins will be conducted, the copilot's seat belt

and shoulder harness should also be secured. Care should be
taken to ensure that the pilot can easily reach the flight controls and
produce maximum control travels.

It is recommended that, where feasible, entries be accomplished
at high enough altitude that recoveries are completed 4000 teet or
more above ground level. At least 1000 feet of altitude loss should
be allowed for a 1-turn spin and recovery, while a 6-turn spin and
recovery may require somewhat more than twice that amount. For
example, the recommended entry altitude for a 6-turn spin would be
6000 teet above ground level. In any case, entries should be
planned so lhat recoveries are completed well above the minimum
1500 feet above ground level required by FAR 91.303. Another
reason for using hlgh altitudes for practicing spins is that a greater
field of view is provided which will assist in maintaining pilot
orientation.

lo .o
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The normal entry is made from a power off stall. As the stall is
approached, the elevator control should be smoothly pulled to the

full aft position. Just prior to reaching the stall "break",

rudder
control in the desired direction of the spin rotation should be applied
so that full rudder deflection is reached almost simultaneously with
reaching full aft elevator. A slightly greater rate of deceleration than
for normal stall entries, application of ailerons in the direction of the

desired spin, and the use ol power at the entry will assure more
consistent and positive entries to the spin. As the airplane begins to
spin, reduce the power to idle and return the ailerons to neutral.
Both elevator and rudder controls should be held full with the spin
until the spin recovery is initiated. An inadvertent relaxation of either
of these controls could result in the development of a nose down
spiral.

For the purpose of training in spins and spin recoveries, a 1 or 2
turn spin is adequate and should be used. Up to 2 turns, the spin
will progress to a fairly rapid rate of rotation and a steep attitude.
Application of recovery controls will produce prompt recoveries
(within '114 turn). During extended spins of two to three turns or
more, the spin will tend to change into a spiral, particularly to the
right. This will be accompanied by an increase in airspeed and
gravity loads on the airplane. lf this occurs, recovery should be
accomplished promptly but smoothly by leveling the wings and
recovering from the resulting dive.

Regardless

of how many turns the spin is held or how it

is

entered, the following recovery technique should be used:

1. VERIFY THAT THROTTLE

IS

IN

IDLE POSITION AND

AILEFONS ARE NEUTRAL.

2. APPLY AND HOLD FULL RUDDER OPPOSITE TO THE
DIRECTION OF ROTATION.

3. JUST AFTER THE RUDDER REACHES THE STOP, MOVE
THE CONTROL WHEEL BRISKLY FOFWARD FAR ENOUGH
TO BREAK THE STALL.

4. HOLD THESE CONTROL INPUTS UNTIL ROTATION
STOPS.

5. AS ROTATION STOPS, NEUTRALIZE RUDDEB, AND MAKE
A SI\,4OOTH RECOVERY FROM THE RESULTING DIVE-
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NOTE

lf disorientation precludes a visual determination of the
direction of rotation, the symbolic airplane in the turn
coordinator may be referred to for this information.

to

Variations in basic airplane rigging or in weight and balance due

installed equipment or right seat occupancy can cause
ditferences in behavlor, particularly in extended spins. These
ditferences are normal and will result in variations in the spin
characteristics and in the spiraling tendencies for spins ot more than
2 turns. However, the recovery technique should always be used
and will result in the most expeditious recovery from any spin.
lntentional spins with flaps extended are prohibited, since the
high speeds which may occur during recovery are potentially
damaging to the flaplwing structure.

LANDING
NORMAL LANDING
Normal landing approaches can be made with power on or power
off with any flap setting desired, Surface winds and air turbulence
are usually the primary factors in determining the most comfortable
approach speeds. Steep slips should be avoided with flap settings
greater than 20'due to a slight tendency for the elevator to oscillate
under certain combinations of airspeed, sideslip angle, and center
o{ gravity loadings.

Actual touchdown should be made with power off and on the
main wheels first to reduce the landing speed and subsequent need
for braking in the landing roll. The nose wheel is lowered to the
runway gently after the speed has diminished to avoid unnecessary
nose gear loads. This procedure is especially important in rough or
soft field landings.

lo
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SHORT FIELD LANDING

For a short field landing in smooth air conditions, make

an

approach at 61 KIAS with 30" flaps using enough power to control
the glide path. (Slightly higher approach speeds should be used
under turbulent air conditions.) After all approach obstacles are
cleared, progressively reduce power and maintain the approach
speed by lowering the nose of the airplane. Touchdown should be
made with power off and on the main wheels first. lmmediately after

touchdown, lower the nose wheel and apply heavy braking as
required. For maximum brake etfectiveness, retract the flaps, hold
the control wheel full back, and apply maximum brake pressure
without sliding the tires.
CROSSWIND LANDING

When landing in

a

strong crosswind, use the minimum flap

setting required lor the field length. lf flap settings greater than 20'

are used in sideslips with {ull rudder deflection, some elevator
oscillation may be felt at normal approach speeds. However, this
does not affecl control of the airplane. Although the crab or
combination method of drift correction may be used, the wing low
method gives the best control. After touchdown, hold a straight
course with the steerable nose wheel and occasional braking if
necessary.

The maximum allowable crosswind velocity is dependent upon
pilot capability as well as airplane limitations. Operation in direct
crosswinds of 15 knots has been demonstrated.
BALKED LANDING

ln a balked landing (go around) climb, reduce the flap setting to
20" immediately after full power is applied. lf obstacles must be
cleared during the go-around climb, reduce the wing flap setting to
10" and maintain a safe airspeed until the obstacles are cleared.
Above 3000 feet, lean the mixture to obtain maximum RPM. After
clearing any obslacles, the flaps may be retracted as the airplane
accelerates to the normal flaps up climb speed.
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COLD WEATHER OPERATION
Special consideration should be given to the operation of the
airplane fuel system during the winter season or prior to any flight in
cold temperatures. Proper preflight draining of the fuel system is
especially important and will eliminate any free water accumulation.
The use of additives such as isopropyl alcohol or diethylene glycol
monomethyl ether may also be desirable. Refer to Section 8 for
in{ormation on the proper use of additives.

Cold weather often causes conditions which require special care
during airplane operations. Even small accumulations of frost, ice,
or snow must be removed, particularly from wing, tail and all control
surfaces to assure satisfactory flight performance and handling.
Also, control surfaces must be free of any internal accumulations of
ice or snow.

lf snow or slush covers the takeoff surface, allowance must be
made tor takeo{f distances which will be increasingly extended as
the snow or slush depth increases. The depth and consistency ol
_this cover can. in fact, prevent takeoft in many instances.

I

[,

wanrurruc

WHEN PULLING THE PROPELLER THROUGH BY
HAND, TREAT IT AS IF THE IGNITION SWITCH IS
TURNED ON. A LOOSE OR BROKEN GROUND

WIRE ON EITHER MAGNETO COULD CAUSE

THE ENGINE TO FIBE.

Prior to starting on cold mornings, it is advisable to pull the
propeller through several times by hand to "break loose" or
"limber" the oil, thus conserving battery energy.

When air temperatures are below 20'F (-6'C), the use of an
external preheater and an external power source are recommended
whenever possible to obtain positive starting and to reduce wear
and abuse to the engine and electrical system. Preheat will thaw the
oil trapped in the oil cooler, which probably will be congealed prior
to starting in extremely cold temperatures.
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When using an external power source, the master switch must be in
the OFF position before connecting the external power source to the
airplane receptacle. See Section 7, Ground Service Plug Recepta
cle for external power source operations.

Cold weather slarting procedures are the same as the normal
starting procedures. Use caution to prevent inadvertent forward
movement of the airplane during starting when parked on snow or
ice.

NOTE
lf the engine does not start during the first few attempts, or if
engine firing diminishes in strength, it is probable that the
spark plugs have been frosted over. Preheat must be used
before another start is attempted.
During cold weather operations, no indication will be apparent on
the oil temperature gage prior to takeoff if outside air temperatures
are very cold. After a suitable warm up period (2 to 5 minutes at
1000 RPM), accelerate the engine several times to higher engine
RPM. lf the engine accelerales smoothly and the oil pressure remains normal and steady, the airplane is ready for takeoff.
WINTERIZATION KIT

A winterization kit is provided and may be utilized when cold weath
er operations are conducted.
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HOT WEATHER OPERATION
Reler to the general warm temperature starting information under
Starting Engine in this section. Avoid prolonged engine operation on

the ground.

NOISE CHARACTERISTICS
AND NOISE REDUCTION
The certificated noise level for the l\,4odel 172S at 2550 pounds
maximum weight is 75.1 dB(A). No determination has been made by
the Federal Aviation Administration thal the noise levels of this
airplane are or should be acceptable or unacceplable lor operation
at, into, or out of, any airport.
The following procedures are suggested to minimize the effect of
airplane noise on the public:

1. Pilots operating airplanes under VFR over outdoor assemblies
of persons, recreational and park areas, and other noise
sensitive areas should make every effort to fly not less than
2000 feet above the surface, weather permittlng, even though
flight at a lower level may be consistent with the provisions of
government regulations.

or approach to an airport, climb after
takeoff and descent for landing should be made so as to avoid
prolonged flight at low altitude near noise sensitive areas.

2. During departure from

NOTE

The above recommended procedures do not apply where
they would conllict with Air Tratfic Control clearances or
instructions, or where, in the pilot's ludgment, an altitude of
less than 2000 feet is necessary to adequately exercise the
duty to see and avoid other airplanes.
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INTRODUCTION
Performance data charts on the following pages are presented so
that you may know what to expect from the airplane under various
conditions, and also, to facilitate the planning of flights in detail and
with reasonabte accuracy. The data in the charts has been
computed from aclual flight tests with the airplane and engine in
good condilion and approximating average piloting techniques.

It should be noted that performance information presented in the
range and endurance profile charts allows for 45 minutes reserve
fuel at the specified power setting. Fuel flow data for cruise is based
on the recommended lean mixture setting at all altitudes. Some
indelerminate variables such as mixture leaning technique, fuel
metering characteristics, engine and propeller condition, and air
turbulence may account for variations of 10y" or more in range and

endurance. Therefore, it is important to utilize all available
information to estimate the fuel required for the particular flight and
to flight plan in a conservative manner.

USE OF PERFORMANCE CHARTS
Performance data is presented in tabular or graphical form to
illustrate the effect of different variables. Sufficiently detailed

information is provided in the tables so that conservative values can
be selected and used to determine the particular performance figure
with reasonable accuracy.

SAMPLE PROBLEM
The following sample tlight problem utilizes informalion from the
various charts to determine the predicted performance data for a
lypical flight. Assume the following information has already been
determined:
AIRPLANE CONFIGURATION:
Takeoff weight
Usable fuel
TAKEOFF CONDITIONS:
Field pressure altitude
Temperature
Wind component along
Field length
July

8/98

2550 Pounds
53 Gallons
'1500 Feet

runway

28"C (16'C Above
Standard)
1 2 Knot Headwind
3500 Feet
5-3
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CRUISE CONDITIONS:
Total distance
Pressure altitude

Temperature
Expected wind enroute

LANDING CONDITIONS:
Field pressure altitude

Temperature
Field length

360 Nautical Miles
7500 Feet
16"C (16'C Above Standard)
10 Knot Headwind
2000 Feet
25"C
3000 Feet

TAKEOFF

The takeoff distance chart, Figure 5-5, should be consulted,

keeping in mind that distances shown are based on the short field
technique. Conservative distances can be established by reading

the chart at the next higher value of weight, altilude

and

temperature. For example, in this particular sample problem, the
takeoff distance information presented for a weight of 2550 pounds,
pressure altitude of 2000 feet and a temperature of 30'C should be
used and resulls in the following:
Ground roll
Total distance to clear a so-foot

obstacle

1285 Feet
2190 Feet

These distances are well within the available takeoff field length.
However, a correction for the effect of wind may be made based on
Note 3 of the takeoff chart. The correction for a 12 knot headwind is:
12 Knots

9 Knots

X :|)a/. = 13% Decrease

This results in the following distances, corrected for wind:
Ground roll, zero wind
Decrease in ground roll
(1285feet X 13%)
Correcled ground roll

5-4

1285
-167
11

18 Feet
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Total distance to clear a
soJoot obstacle, zero wind
Decrease in total distance
(2190 feet X 13%)

2190

- 285

Corrected tolal distance
to clear 50Joot obstacle

1

905 Feet

CRUISE

The cruising altitude should be selected based on

a

consideration ol trip lenglh, winds aloft, and the airplane's
performance. A typical cruising altitude and the expected wind
enroute have been given for this sample problem. However, the
power setting selection for cruise must be determined based on
several considerations. These include the cruise performance
characteristics presented in Figure 5-8, the range profile chart
presented in Figure 5-9, and the endurance profile chart presented
in Figure 5-1 0.

The relatjonship between power and range is illustrated by the
range profile chart. Considerable fuel savjngs and longer range
result when lower power settings are used. For this sample problem,
a cruise power of approximately 65% will be used.

The cruise per{ormance chart, Figure 5-8, is entered at 8000 feet
pressure altitude and 20'C above standard temperature. Thesel
values most nearly correspond 10 the planned altitude and expected
temperature conditions. The engine speed chosen is 2600 RPM,
which results in the following:
Power
True airspeed
Cruise fuel f low

Revision 4

64/.
117 Knots

89GPH
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FUEL REQUIRED

The total fuel requirement for the flight may be estimated using
the performance information in Figure 5-7 and Figure 5-8. For this
sample problem, Figure 5-7 shows that a climb from 2000 feet to
8000 feet requires 2.2 gallons of fuel. The corresponding distance
during the climb is 15 nautical miles. These values are for a
standard temperature and are sufficiently accurate for most flight
planning purposes. However, a lurther correction for the eifect of
temperature may be made as noted on the climb chart. The
approximate effect of a non-standard temperature is to increase the
time, fuel, and distance by 10% for each 10"C above standard
temperature, due to the lower rate of climb. ln this case, assuming a
temperature 16'C above standard (16"C 0"C), the correction
would be:

16'C X
1 0'c

1O% = 167. lncrease

tnis factor included, the fuel estimate would be calculated as
lollows:

lwitn

Fuel to climb, standard

temperature

lncrease due to non-standard

(2.2 X 16%)
Corrected luel to climb

temperature

2.2
0.4
2.6 Gallons

Using a similar procedure for the distance to climb results in 18
nautical miles. (15 nm using chart + 2.4 nm to correct for higher
than standard temperature = 17.4 nm. Rounded up to 18 nm.)
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The resultant cruise distance is:

\_--

Total distance
Climb distance
Cruise distance

360
-18
342 nm

With an expected 10 knot headwind, the ground speed for cruise is
predicted lo be:
117

.

_10

107 Knots
Therefore, the time required for the cruise portion of the trip is:
342 Nautical Miles = 3.2 Hours
107 Knots
The fuel required for cruise is:
3.2 hours X 8.9 gallons/hour = 28.5 Gallons
A 45 minute reserve requires:
45

æ

X 8.9 gallons / hour = 6.7 Gallons

The total estimated fuel required is as follows:
Engine start, taxi, and

Climb
Cruise
Reserve

Total fuel required

takeoff

1.4

2.6
28.5

6.7
39.2 Gallons

Once the {light is underway, ground speed checks will provide a

''\-'

more accurate basis for estimating the time enroute and the
corresponding fuel required to complete the trip with ample reserve.
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LANDING

A procedure similar to takeoff should be used for estimating the
landing distance at the destination airport. Figure 5-1 1 presents
landing distance information for the short field technique. The
distances corresponding to 2000 feet and 30"C are as follows:
Ground roll
Total distance to clear a sOJoot

obstacle

650 Feet
1455 Feet

A correction for the etfect of wind may be made based on Note 2

of the landing chart, using the same procedure as outlined lor
takeo{f.

DEMONSTRATED OPERATING TEMPERATURE
Satisfactory engine cooling has been demonstrated for this

airplane with an outside air temperature 23'C above standard. This
is not to be considered as an operating limitation. Reference should
be made to Section 2 for engine operating limitations.
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AIRSPEED CALIBRATION

NORMAL STATIC SOURCE
CONDITION:

'\--

Power required for level flight or maximum power descent.

FLAPS
UP
KIAS
KCAS

50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160
56 62 70 78 87 97 107 117 127 137 147 157

FLAPS

10'
KIAS

KCAS

40 50 60 70 80 90 100 1'10 51 57 63 71 80 89 99 109 -

FLAPS
30"
KIAS

40 50 60 70 80

KCAS

5056637281A6

85

Figure 5-1. Airspeed Calibration (Sheet 1 ol 2)
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AIRSPEED CALIBRATION

ALTERNATE STATIC SOURCE
CONDITION:
Power required for level flight or maximum power descent.
FLAPS
UP
KIAS

KCAS

50
56

60

70

80

90

100 110 120 130 140 150 160

62

68

76

85

95

105 115 125 134 144 154

FLAPS

10.
KIAS

KCAS

40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 51 55 60 68 77 86 96 105 -

FLAPS

30'
KIAS

KCAS

40 50 60 70 80
49 54 61 69 78

85
83

NOTE:

Windows closed, ventilators closed, cabin heater, cabin air, and
defroster on maximum.

Figure 5 1 . Airspeed Calibration (Sheet 2 of 2)
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TEMPERATURE CONVERSION CHART

F

tll
I
zul

60

(r

I

r-.

40

;ul

uJ

E
A2i-LU

o

DEGREES

. CELSIUS

Fioure 5-2. Temperature Conversion Chart
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STALL SPEEDS AT 2550 POUNDS
Conditions:
Power Off

MOST REARWARD CENTER OF GRAVITY
ANGLE OF BANK
FLAP

0'

SETTING
KIAS
UP

30'

45"

60"

KCAS KIAS KCAS KIAS KCAS KIAS KCAS

48
42
40

10"

30"

50

52
45

48

43

54

57
50
48

OJ

59

57

68
59
57

7'1

68

MOST FORWARD CENTER OF GRAVITY
ANG LE OF BANK

FLAP

0"

SETTING
KIAS
UP

10'

30'

48
43
40

30"

60'

45"

KCAS KIAS KCAS KIAS KCAS KIAS KCAS
51

48

46

57
55
52

57

OJ

68

51

61

61

48

57

57

75
72
68

NOTES:

1.
2.

Altitude loss during a stall recovery may be as much as 230 feet.
KIAS values are approximate.

Figu re 5-3. Stall Speeds
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WIND COMPONENTS
NOTE:

Maridum demonslrared crosswind velæity is 1s knors (nor a ttmiråtion).

35
30

o

25

F<
ouJ

20

F

ztl'l
z

't0

o
o-

5

=
o
o

0

z
u)o=

zr.
Y

o

zo
5-

1
a
F

10
15

0s101520253035
CROSSWIND COMPONENT

. KNOTS

NOTE

Maximum demonstrated crosswind componenl

is

15

knots (not a li.nitation).

058scr 003

Figure 5-4. Crosswind Components
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SHORT FIELD TAKEOFF DISTANCE
AT 2550 POUNDS
CONDITIONS:
Flaps 10'
Full Throttle Prior to Brake Release
Paved, level, dry runway
Zero Wind
Lift Olf
51 KIAS
Speed at 50 Ft: 56 KIAS

:

0'c
Press

Alt
ln

G

rnd Total
Ft To

Roll
Ft

Feet

10"c
crnd Total
Ro

clea r
50 Ft

ll

Ft

Obst

30'c

20"c

Ft TO

clea r
50 Ft

rnd Total
Roll Ft To
Ft
Clear

G

Obst

G

rnd Total

Roll
Ft

Ft TO

clear

40'c
Grnd Total
Roll
Ft

Ft TO
Clea r

50 Ft

50 Ft

50 Ft

Obst

obst

Obst

'1690 1070 181 0 1150

S. L.

860

1465

1000

940

1600 1010 1720 1090

2000

1025

3000
4000

1125 1925 1215 2080 131 0 2240 1410 2420 1515 2605

925
1110

157

1

5

1

850 1170 1990 1260 2135

5000
6000
7000

1495
1645

2910

8000

1820 JZOC 1970

JCC

945

890 1195 2035 1285 2190 1380 2355

2120 1335 2295 1440 2480
2345 1465 2545 1585
2605 1615 2830 1/45 3075

1235

1

1550
1

705

1875

2685

1660

2880

2975 1825 3205
3320 2010 3585

70 1920 3440 2065 3730 2215 4Q45
3575 2120 3880 2280 +zzJ 2450 461 5
31

NOTES:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Short tield techn que as specil ed in Section 4.
Prlor 10 lakeoff from feids above 3000 feet elevalion, lhe mixlure shoud
be leaned 10 give maximum BPNI in a fulllhrottle, static runup.

Decrease dislances 10% ior each

g

knots headwind. For operation with

la I w nds up to 10 knols, increase distances by 10% lor each 2 knots.

For operation on dry, grass runway, ncrease drstances by 15% of the
"ground roll" tigure-

Figure 5-5. Short Field Takeoff Distance (Sheet 1 of 3)
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SHORT FIELD TAKEOFF DISTANCE
AT 24OO POUNDS

'T-

CONDITIONS:
Flaps 10'
Full Throttle Prior to Brake Release
Paved, level, dry runway
Zero Wind
Lift
48 KIAS
Speed at 50 Ft; 54 KIAS

Oli:

0'c
Grnd Total
Roll Ft To
Ft
Clear
50 Ft
Obst

Press
Att
ln
Feet

10"c

20"c

30'c

Grnd Total
Roll Ft To
Ft Clear
50 Fr
Obst

Grnd Total
Roll Ft To
Ft
Clear
50 Ft
Obst

Grnd Total
Roll Ft To
Ft
Clear
50 Ft
Obst
1570

S. L.

745

1275

800

1374

860

1470

000

810

1390

475

1495

940

1505

1010

2000

885

1520

955

1635

1030

1760

1'110

3000
4000

970

1665

1050

1795

1

130

1930

1

5000
6000
7000
8000

40'c
Grnd Total
Rol Ft To
Ft
Clear
50 Ft
Obst
1685

1720

1085

1845

1890

1190

2030

2080

1305

2230

2295

1430

2455

2530

1570

2715

1065

1830

1150

1975

1240

2130

1170

2015

1265

2180

1360

2355

1465

1285

2230

1390

2410 1500

2610

1610

2805

1725

3015

1415

2470 1530 2685

1650

2900

1770

3125

1900

3370

1560

2755 1690 3000

1815

3240 1950

3500

2095

3790

NOTES:

1.
2.

Short field lechnique as spectied in Seclion 4.
Prior to lakeoff Jrom fields above 3000 feel elevation, the mixture shoud
be leaned lo give maximum RP[,4 in a fu I throttle, static runup.

3.

Decrease distances 10% for each

I

knots headwind. For operation with

lail winds up lo 10 knols, increase distances by 10% ior each 2 knots.

4.

For operalion on dry, grass runway, increase distances by 15% of the
"ground ro l' figure.

Figure 5-5. Short Field TakeofJ Distance (Sheet 2 of 3)
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SHORT FIELD TAKEOFF DISTANCE
AT 22OO POUNDS
CONDITIONS:
Flaps 10'
Full Throtle Prior to Brake Release
Paved, level, dry runway
Zero Wind
Lift
44 KIAS
Speed at 50 Ft: 50 KIAS

Oti:

0'c
Press

Alt
ln
Feet

S. L.

Grnd Total
Roll
Ft

10'c

20'c

rnd Total
Ft To

Grnd Total

50 Ft

clea r
50 Ft

Clear
50 Ft

Obst

Obst

Ft TO
Clea r

1055

G

Roll
Ft

Roll
Ft

Ft TO

40'c

30"c
G

rnd Total

Roll
Ft

Ft To

clear
50 Ft

obst

obst

Grnd Total
Roll Ft To
Ft
Clear
50 Ft
Obst

655

1130

705

.1

205

760

1290

815

1380

1000

1145 720

'1230

770

13r 5

830

1410 890

1505

2000

725

1250

785

1340 845

3000
4000

795

1365

860

1465

870

1

490

940

1605 1010

5000

955

1635 1030

765 1110 1900

r 195

2035

6000
7000

1050

1800 1130 '1940 1220 2090

131 0

I000

1274

2240
2475
2745

610

1150

1

925

435 905 1540 975 1650
1570 995 1685 1065 '1805
1725 1090 1855 1165 197 5
'1

985 1245 2145 1340 2305
2195 '1370 2375 1475 2555
1

1435
1

580

540

2175
2395
2650

1695

2950

1400
1

NOTES:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Short iield technique as speciiied in Sectlon 4.

Prior to takeoft from fields above 3000 leet elevation, the mixture should
g ve max mum RPM n a tLtll throllle, stal c runup.
Decrease dlstances l0% tor each 9 knots headwind. For operaton wlh
tail winds Lrp to 10 knots, increase d stances by 10% for each 2 knols.
For operallon on dry, grass runway, increase distances by 15% o{ the

be eaned to

"groLrnd roli' figure.

Figure 5-5. Short Field Takeotf Distance (Sheet 3 of 3)
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MAXIMUM RATE.OF.CLIMB AT 2550 POUNDS

CONDITIONS:
Flaps Up

FullThrottle

PRESS
ALT

\_

RATE OF CLIMB - FPM

FT

CLIMB
SPEED
KIAS

-20.c

0"c

20'c

40"c

S.L.

74

855

785

7't0

645

2000

73

/bu

695

625

560

4000
6000
8000
10,000
12,000

TJ

685

495

575

450

390

465

620
515
405

555

IJ

360

300

240

255

195

135

72

285
180

NOTE:

1.

l\.4ixture leaned above 3,000 feet for maximum RPM.

Figure 5-6. Maximum Rate ol Climb
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TIME, FUEL AND DISTANCE TO CLIMB
AT 2550 POUNDS
CONDITIONS:
Flaps up
Full Throttle
Standard Temperature

PRESS

ALT
FT

CLIMB
SPEED

KIAS

RATE
OF

FROM SEA LEVE
TIME

FPM

IN

FUEL
USED

MIN

GAL

CLIMB

L

DIST

NM

S.L.

74

730

0

0.0

0

1000

IJ

695

1

o.4

2

2000

73

655

J

0.8

4

3000
4000

73

620

4

1.2

6

'1

5000
6000
7000

73

600

6

73

550

I

1.9

'10

505

10

2.2

'13

l.o

16

3.0

19
27

455

.5

8000
9000

410

14

72

360

't7

10,000

72

315

20

3.9

11,000

72

265

24

4.4

12,000

72

220

z6

5.0

8

Ja1

NOTES:

1.

2.
3.
4.

Add I 4 galions ot tJe. tor ergine start, rdxr and lakeofl d owarce.
MixlJ'e leaneo above 3.000leet tor maxim.rm RPM
lncrease tlme, fuel and distance by lO% for each 1O.C above standard temperature.
Distances shown are based on zero wind.

Figure 5'7. Time, Fuel and Distance to Climb
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CRUISE PERFORMANCE
CONDITIONS:
2550 Pounds

Recommended Lean Mixture At All Altitudes (Refer to Section 4,

Cruise)
2O'C BELOW
STANDARD TE I\,1P

PRESS

ALT

RPM

%
BHP

KTAS

GPH

%
BHP

KTAS

GPH

2550
2500

83

117

11.1

77

118

10.5

78

115

10.6

73

115

9.9

2400
2300

69

111

64

110

9.0

61

105

57

1Q4

8.1

/.7

FT

2000

6000

2O'C ABOVE
STANDARD TEMP

%

KTAS

GPH

72

117

9.9

68

115

9.4

60

109

8.5

53

102

7.7

BHP

99

9.6
8.6
7.7

6.9

92

6.9

44

90

6.6

47
42

95

47

89

6.3

2600
2550
2500

83

120 11.1

77

120

10.4

72

119

9.8

79

'1

18

10.6

73

117

9.9

68

117

74

115

10.1

69

'115

9.5

64

114

9.4
8.9

2400
2300
2200

65

110

9.1

61

109
'102

8.5

57

107

8.1

7.7

51

101

7.3

96

7.0

lq

94

6.7

87

6.1

9.8
9.4

2200
2100
4000

STANDARD
TEMPERATURE

50

58

104

8.2

34

51

98

7.4

48

2100

45

91

6.6

42

89

6.4

40

2650
2600

83

122

11.1

77

122

10.4

72

121

78

120 10.6

73

119

68

118

2500
2400
2300
2200

70

115

9.6

65

114

60

112

62

109

8.6

57

108

54

106

7.7

54

103

7.8

51

101

48

99

7.O

48

96

7.1

45

94

43

92

6.4

9.0
8.2
7.4
6.7

Figure 5 8. Cruise Performance (Sheet 1 of 2)
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CRUISE PERFORMANCE
CONDITIONS:
2550 Pounds

Recommended Lean lvlixture At All Altitudes (Refer
Cruise)
20'c I ELOW

PRESS

ALT

sTANDARD TEM

TEIV]PERATURE

RPM
%
BHP

FT

8000

STANDARD
P

2700
2650
2600
2500
2400
2300
2200

10,000 ?700
2650
2600

83
78

KTAS

GPH

125 11.1
122

%
BHP

77

KTAS

124 10.4

%
BHP

KTAS

GPH

71

9.7

6/

123
120

o.t

1

0.5

72

122

'1

0.0

68

119

64

117

8.9

57

111

8.1

74

120

65

114

9.1

61

58

108

8.2

54

'106

9.4
8.6
7.8

51

104

7.4

52

101

48

99

7.1

z+o

97

46

94

6.8

43

92

6.5

41

90

6.8
6.2

78

124

1

0.5

72

122

9.3

0.0

68

9.8
9.4

67

1

123
120

OJ

119

8.9

64

117

9.0
8.2

60

115

IJ

122
119

9.5

ot

113

8.7

55

106

7.9

51

104

49

100

7.2

46

97

12,000 2650
2600
2500

69

121

9.5

64

65

118

9.1

61

58

111

8.3

54

2400
2300

52

105
oa

7.5

49

6.9

44

47

109

7.8

49

102

7.1

6.8

44

95

6.5

119

8.9

8.5

114

8.1

109

8.5
7.8

60
57

117

lltr

107

7.4

102

7.1

+o

100

95

6.6

41

92

6.8
o.J

111

4,

2O'C ABOVE
STANDARD TEMP

qq

69

2500
2400
2300

GPH

to Section

Figure 5-8. Cruise Performance (Sheet 2 of 2)
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RANGE PROFILE
45 MINUTES RESEBVE
53 GALLONS USABLE FUEL
CONDITIONS:
2550 Pounds
Becommended Lean l\,4ixlure lor Cru se Al Al Atitudes
Standard Temperature

Zero Wnd
12,000

0rq
450

RÅNGE - NÅUTICAL MILES
NOTES:

1. Ths

chart alows for the fLrel Lrsed for engine start, taxi, lakeoff and
cimb, and the distance during cllmb.

Flgure 5-9. Bange Prolile

July 8/98
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ENDURANCE PROFILE
45 MINUTES RESEBVE

53 GALLONS USABLE FUEL
CONDITIONS:
2550 Pounds
Recommended Lean Mixlure for Cruise At All A tiludes
Standard Temperature

12000

SL

ENDURANCE
NOTE:

1.

-

HOURS

This chaal alows jor the fuel used for engine slarl, 1åx, lakeotf and
c imb, and the t me dLrr ng climb.

Figure 5-10. Endurance Prof ile
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PERFORMANCE.

SHORT FIELD LANDING DISTANCE
AT 2550 POUNDS

-***

CONDITIONS:
Ftaps 30"'

Power Off
Maximum Braking
Paved, level, dry runway
Zero Wind
Speed at 50 Ft: 61 KIAS

.f

0'c
G

rnd Tota

Ro ll

Press

Ft

Alt
ln
Feet

at

545

100c
I

Ft To
Clea r

Grnd Total
Ro ll

Ft

Ft TO
Clea r

Grnd Total
Roll
Ft

Ft TO

clear

40'c

30'c

20"c
G

rnd Total

Roll
Ft

Ft To
Clea r

Grnd Iotal
Ro ll Ft To
Clea r

Ft

50 Ft

50 Ft

50 Ft

50 Ft

50 Ft

Obst

Obst

Obst

obst

Obst

1290

565' 1320

605

1385

630

1420 650

585

1350

605

1380

625

1

415

1000

565

1320

585

'1350

2000

585

1355

610

1385

3000
4000

610

1385

630

1425

1460

1420 650
450
1 455
670 1 490
675 1 495 695 1530

630

1425

655

1460

675

1495

700

5000
6000
7000

655

1460

680

1500

705

1535

680

1500

705 1540

730

1580

705

1

545

730

1585

8000

735

1

585

760

1

'1

625

1535

725

725

tJ/u

754 1615

755

1620

780

1

570

1660

760 1625 /a5 1 665 810 1 705
630 790 1670 815 1715 840 1755

NOTES:

1.
2.

3.
4.

Short field technique as specified in Section 4.

Decrease distances 10% for each 9 knots headwind. For operation
with lail winds up to 10 knots, increase distances by 10% for each 2
knots.

For operation on dry, grass runway, increase distances by 45% of
the "grourd roll ligure.

lf landing with fiaps up, increase the approach speed by

I

KIAS and

allow for 35% longer disiances.

Figure 5-11. Short Field Landing Distance

I
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INTRODUCTION
This section describes the procedure for establishing the basic
empty weight and moment of the airplane. Sample forms are
provided for reference. Procedures for calculating the weight and
moment for various operations are also provided.
It should be noted that specific information regarding the weight,
arm, moment and installed equipment for this airplane as delivered
from the factory can only be found in the plaslic envelope carried in
the back of this handbook.

Iwanrurruc
IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE PILOT TO

ENSURE THE AIFPLANE IS LOADED
PROPERLY. OPERATION OUTSIDE OF
PRESCRIBED WEIGHT AND BALANCE
LIMITATIONS COULD RESULT IN AN ACCIDENT
AND SERIOUS OR FATAL INJURY.

AIRPLANE WEIGHING PROCEDURES
1

.

Preparation:

a. Inflate tires to recommended operating pressures.
b. Defuet airplane. Refer to the Måintenaince l\,4anual.
I
c. Service engine oil as required lo obtain a normal full
indication (8 quarts on dipstick).

d. Move sliding seats to the most forward position.
e. Raise flaps to the fully retracted position.

f.

Place all control surfaces in neutral position.

g. Remove all non-required items {rom airplane.

2. Leveling:
a. Place scales under each wheel (minimum scale capacity,
soo-pounds nose, 1000 pounds each main).

b. Deflate the nose tire and/or lower or raise lhe nose strut to
properly center the bubble in the level (Refer lo Figure 6-1).

Revision 4
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AIRPLANE WEIGHING FORI\4

REFERENCE
DATUM

(FIREWALL FRONT FACE,
LOWER POBTION)

STA

O.O

NOTE
IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY
OF THE PILOT TO ENSURE
THAT THE AIRPLANE IS
LOADED PROPERLY.

150
u)

H roo
O

z

l^n
J""
å

io

t=r

ul

k

LEVEL AT UPPER DOOR
SILL OR LEVELING
SCREWS ON LEFT SIDF
OF TAILCONE.

-50

=
100

-50 0

50 100 150 200

250

FUSELAGE STATTON (FS) - TNCHES

0585C1010

Figure 6-1. Airplane Weighing Form (Sheet 1 of 2)
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LOCATING CG WITH AIRPLANE ON LANDING GEAF
FOR[.4ULA lor Long]ludina CG:

(x)=

(NOSE GEAR NET

now;:fi

(A)-

WEIGHT)| X

(8)

MEASURING A AND B
MEASIJRE A AND B PER PILOT'S
OPERATING HANDBOOK
NSTRUCTIONS TO ASSIST IN
LOCATING CG WITH AIRPLANE
WE GHED ON LANDING GEAR,

LOCATING PERCENT MAC
FORMIILA lor Percenl MAC:
CG Percent [,4AC

=

(CG Am ol A]rplane) -25.30

LEVELING PROVISIONS
LONGITUDINAL . LEFT SIDE OF
TATLCONE AT FS 108.00 & 142 00

AIRPLANE AS WEIGHED TABLE
SCALE READING

POStTtON

SCALE DRIFT

TARE

NET WEIGHT

LEFT SIDE
RIGHT SIDE
NOSE

AIRPLANE TOTAL AS WEIGHED

BASIC EMPTY WEIGHT AND CENTER-OF-GRAVITY TABLE
ITEM

WEIGHT
POUNDS

(rNcHES)

CG ARM

'18.0

46.0

MOMENT
(TNcH.POUNDS

n000)

AIRPLANE (CALCULATED
OR AS WEIGHED)

iINCLUDES ALL
UNDRAINABLE FLUIDS
AND FULL OIL)
DRAINABLE UNUSABLE

0.83

FUEL AT 6.0 POUNDS PER

GALLON {3 GALLONS)

BASIC EMPTY WEIGHT

Figure 6'1. Airplane Weighing Form (Sheel 2 of 2)
July 8/98
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3. Weighing:
a. Weigh airplane in a closed hangar to avoid errors caused
by air currents.

b. With the airplane level and brakes released, record the
weight shown on each scale. Deduct the tare, iJ any, from
each reading.

4. Measuring:
a. Obtain measurement A by measuring horizontally (along
the airplane centerline) from a line stretched between the
main wheel centers to a plumb bob dropped from the
firewall.

b. Obtain measurement B by measuring horizontally and
parallel to the airplane centerline, from center of nose
wheel axle, lelt side, to a plumb bob dropped from the line
between the main wheel centers. Repeal on right side and
average the measurements.

5. Using weights lrom item 3 and measurements from item 4, the
airplane weight and C.G. can be determined.

6. Basic Empty Weight may be determined by completing Figure
6-1.

WEIGHT AND BALANCE
The tollowing information will enable you to operate your Cessna
within the prescribed weight and center of gravity limitations. To
weight and bala-nce, use the Samfle Låading Problem,
lcalculate
-Loading
Graph, and Center of Gravity Moment Envelope as follows:

Take the basic empty weight and moment from appropriate
weight and balance records carried in your airplane, and enter them

in the column titled YOUR AIRPLANE on the Sample

Loading

Problem.
NOTE

ln addition to the basic empty welght and moment noted on
these records, the C.G. arm (fuselage station) is also shown,
but need not be used on the Sample Loading Problem. The
moment which is shown must be divjded by 1000 and this
value used as the momenv1000 on the loading problem.

Use the Loading Graph to determine the momenv1000 for each
additional item to be carried; then list these on the loading problem.

br)
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Figure 6'2. Sample Weight and Balance Record
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NOTE

Loading Graph information for the pilot, passengers and
baggage is based on seats positioned for average
occupants and baggage loaded in the center of the baggage
areas as shown on the Loading Arrangements diagram. For
loadings which may differ from these, the Sample Loading
Problem lists tuselage stations for these items to indicate
their forward and aft C.G. range limitations (seat travel and
baggage area limitation). Additional moment calculations,
based on the actual weight and C.G. arm (fuselage station)
of the item being loaded, must be made if the position of the
load is different from that shown on the Loading Graph.

Total the weights and moments/1000 and plot these values on
the Center of Gravity Moment Envelope to determine whether the
point {alls within the envelope, and if the loading is acceptable.

BAGGAGE TIE-DOWN

A

nylon baggage nei having tie-down straps is provided as

standard equipment to secure baggage on the cabin floor aft of the
rear seat (baggage area 1) and in lhe aft baggage area (baggage
area 2). Six eyebolts serve as attaching points for the net. Two
eyebolts for the foMard tie-down straps are mounted on the cabin
floor near each sidewall just forward of the baggage door

approximately at station 90; two eyebolts are installed on the cabin
f loor slightly inboard o{ each sidewall approximately at station 107;

and two eyebolts are located below the att window near each
sidewall approximately at station 107. A placard on the baggage

door defines the weight limitations in the baggage areas.

When baggage area 1 is utilized for baggage only, the two
forward floor mounted eyebolts and the two aft floor mounted
eyebolts (or the two eyebolts below the aft window) may be used,
depending on the height of the baggage. When baggage is carried
in the baggage area 2 only, the aft floor mounted eyebolts and the
eyebolts below the aft window should be used. When baggage is
loaded in both areas, all six eyebolts should be utilized.

6-8
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LOADING ARRANGEMENTS
Pilot or passenger center of gravity on adjustable seats
positioned for average occupant. Numbers in
parentheses indicate forward and aft limits of occupant
center ol gravity range.

Arm measured to the center of the areas shown.

NOTES:

1. The usable fuel C.G. arm for integral tanks is located

at station 48.0.
2. The rear cabin wall (approximate station

1 08) or
aft baggage wall (approximate station 142) can
be used as convenient interior reference points
for determining the location of baggage area
fuselage stations.

STATION

(c.G. ARM)

**
'1

**

BAGGAGE

95

AREA

1

08

123

-

BAGGAG E

AREA 2

142

0585X1016

Figure 6-3. Loading Arrangemenls

-
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CABIN HEIGHT MEASUREMENTS

-

49"

TIE - DOWN RINGS (6

rD
I
I

I
I

--e

AFT BAGGAGE ABEA

DOOR OPENING DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

WIDTH

HEIGHT HEIGHT

(roP) (BOTTOM) (FRONT)

CABIN DOORS
BAGGAGE DOOR

32t lz"
15t

lÅ,"

37"
15t

lt"

40tlz"
22"

(REAR)

39'

0585X1023

Figure 6-4. lnternal Cabin Dimensions (Sheet 1 of 2)
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CABIN WIDTH MEASUREMENTS
TNSTRUMENT

eANEL -"ao"

DooRposr

BULKHEAD

142

1lc"

It
10

20

30

Y;L;l
c371lc"l
*zd,ø',|

-- --:

.35
*zd

l*P"

I

,i,-L---'

40

CABIN
STATIONS
(c.G. ARMS)

. LWR WINDOW LINE
't CABIN FLOOR

0585X1023

Figure 6-4. lnternal Cabin Dimensions (Sheel 2 of 2)
July 8/98
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WEIGHT AND MOMENT

TABULATION
SAMPLE

ITEM DESCRIPTION

AIRPLANE

YOU

R

AIRPLANE

Weight Moment
Weight Momenl
( Lb- ins.
(Lb-ins.
(tbs.)
(lbs.)
/

1

000)

/1000)

1. Basic Empty Weight (Use
the data pertaining to

your airplane as it

presently

is

ipped.
unusable fuel

lncludes
f ulloil)

eq u

and

2. Usable Fuel (At

1642

62.6

180

8.6

340
340

12.6
24.8

56

4.6

2558

113.2

-8.0

-0.4

2550

112.8

6

Lbs./Gal.)
53 Ga llons Maximum

30

3.

Ga

llons

(Qua

ntity

used for example)
Pilot and Front Passenger
(Station 34 to 46)
Rear Passengers

4.
5, *Baggage Area 1 (Station
82 to 108; 1 20 Lbs. Max.)

I

6. "Baggage Area 2 (Station
108 to '142; 50 Lbs. Max.)
7. RAMP WEIGHT AND
MOMENT (add columns)

8. Fuel allowance for engine
start, taxi and runup
9. TAKEOFF WEIGHT AND

MOMENT (Subtract Step

8 f rom Step 7)
10.

Locate this point (25 50 at 1 12.8) on the Center of Gravity
Moment Envelope, and since this point fa lls within the
envelope, the load ing is acceptable.

The maximum allowable combined weight capacity for
baggage areas '1 and 2 is 120 pounds.
Figure 6-5. Sample Loading Problem (Sheet 1 of 2)
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YOUR
AIRPLANE

Weight
(lbs.)

Moment
(Lb-ins.

/1000)

sECTtoN

6
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YOUR
AIRPLANE

Weight
(lbs.)

Moment
(Lb-ins.

/1000)

YOUR
AIRPLANE

Weight

Moment

(lbs.)

(Lb-ins.
/ 1 000)

NOTE

When several loading configurations are representalive of your
operations, it may be useful to fill out one or more of the above
columns so specific loadings are available at a glance.
Figure 6-5. Sample Loading Problem (Sheet 2 of 2)

July 8/98
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LOAD MOMENT/1000 (KtLOGRA|V - MILLIVIETERS)

050

100

1

200

400

-- u)>
r/5

,

U)

o

CC

350

o
=
0-

:-

150

5

3oo

I

125 E

(t

q
t

8
)

g

aso

UI

100 B
75

150

50

100

0

510

15 2Q 25 30

35

LOAD TVIOMENT/1000 (POUNDS - TNCHES)

NOTE: LINE REPBESENTING ADJUSTABLE SEATS SHOWS
THE PILOT OR PASSENGER CENTEB OF GRAVIry
ON ADJUSTABLE SEATS POSITIONED FOR AN
AVEBAGE OCCUPANT. REFER TO THE LOADING
ARRANGEIVIENTS DIAGRAM FOR FORWABD AND
AFT LIMITS OF OCCUPANT C.G. BANGE.

0585C1006

Figure 6-6. Loading Graph
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Figure 6-7. Center of Gravity Moment Envelope
July 8/98
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975
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. MILLIIVETERS AFT OF DATUM (STA.

1025 1075 1125 1175
1100 I 1150 l1

O.O)

1

2300

6
o

j

o
g

CE

a
o

zzoa

Y-

F
I

F

fi

I

zroo

=
z

=

2

<
t

2000

G
o

rsoo

q
o
o

o

o
1800

1700

1600
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AIRPLANE C.G. LOCAT ON

. INCHES AFT OF DATUM (STA.

48

O.O)

0585Cr008

Figure 6-8. Center of Gravity Limits
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NO

23-03-A

2304A
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ON WITH G.S,
KX 155A NAV/COII WITH GL]DESLOPE
K] 2O9A INDICATOR WITH GLIDESLOPE
NAV ANTENNA WITH G S COUPLER
CO AX COIV ANTENNA
HARDWARE & CABLE ASSEMBLY
AUDIO/INTECOM/[,4ARKER BEACON INSTL
K[,4A 26 AUDIO/RECEIVER PANEL
HARDWARE 8 CABLE ASSE]\,4BLY
BASIC AVIONICS EQUIP/LESS BLACK BOXES
- MABKER BEACON ANTENNA INSTL
FUSELAGE AND AUDIO WIRING
M CROPHONE NSTL, HAND HELD
. AVN COOLING FAN INSTL
BASIC CIRCUIT BREAKEF PANEL
AVN GFOUND INSTL
MISCELLANEOUS HARDWARE

LBS

NAV/CO]\,4 #2 INSTALLAT

.

2305S

BEF DFAWING

tNs.
17.1'

169 01032 0101
166 03056 0003

192110r

1

1930407

1

166 01155 0201
1900003 2

1960188 1
1921114 1
1970124
1930400 I
1930417 2
1940357,1

I

4.0

12 5

12

13.9

4.2
0.5
4.2
2.5',

61.2
3.5

14 0

19.7'

1.7

14.4

0.8

30.0

11.3'

21.4'

0.5

131.0
26.5
18.0
5.9

79
0.2
1_2

0.4
o.2
0.9

16.5
15.0

l6

0

24. ELECTRICAL POWER
24,01-R

24.42-R

ALTERNATOR. 28 VOLT 60 AMP
BATTERY, 24 VOLT, 12,75 A H. I\,4ANIFOLD
TYPE
POWER JUNCTION BOX (PRECISION
AlRf,4OTlVE CORP. [r1C01 2A) INCLUDES:
. ALTERNATOR CONTROL UNIT
AC2101
IT1ASTER CONTACTOR P/N X61 0007
. STARTER CONTACTOR P/N X61-0012
AMMETER TRANSDUCER P/N CS31OO

1910591

11

10 0

29.0
5.0

1614002 0101

23.2

vco1 2A

6.4'

2.5'

02

3.0

1270101 1
1930400.1
1930417 2

o1
o7

2.4

01

3.0

)514211-1

34.3

)51421 1 5

350

41 5
41 5

151421 1 8

34.8

.{1 5

34.3
35.0
34.8

41 5
41.5
41.5
41.5
41 5

)514219,1

43.3

795

)514219 2
)514219 3
)514219-4

44.3

795

5.2

79.5
54.0

40

540

1270101

1

24

25. EOUIPMENT/FURNISHINGS
25 0r

R

25-42-O

25030
25,04.O

2505S
2s,06-o
25 A1'O

25080
2509S
25

100

25-1 1-O

25120
25 13 R
25 140

PILOT SEAT. CLOTH COVER
PILOT SEAT. LEATHER COVEB
PILOT SEAT, LEATHER/VINYL COVER
PILOT SEAT. M]LLENN]UM COVER
COPILOT SEAT. CLOIH COVER
COPILOT SEAT. LEATHER COVER
COPILOT SEAT. LEATHERiVINYL COVEF
COPILOT SEAT. [,{ILLENNIUM COVER
REAF SEAT, CLOTH COVER
FEAR SEAT, LEATHER COVER
REAR SEAT, LEATHER/VINYL COVEN
REAR SEAT I,4ILLENNIU[,4 COVER
CREW RESTRA NT SYSTEM, INERTIA REEL
CREW RESTRA]NT SYSTEM MANUAL

151421 1 11

)512211

1

151421 1 5

)512211
)512211

A
11

2000031-9,,10
1000031 9, 10

79.5

ADJUST

Figure 6-9. Equipment List Description (Sheet 2 of 8)

May

30/00
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ITEM
NO

25 15-S
25 16

0

25-17,S

25 18

S

25-19-S
25-20-S
25 21 S

25-22.5
25-23-R

25-24 S
25-25-S

2526R

EOI.JIPMENT LIST DESCRIPTION
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BEF DRAWING

REAR SEAT RESTBAINT SYSTEM. INERTIA
REEL
RfAR StAI qtSIRA.N. SY5TL]V, MANUAL
ADJUST
PADDED GLARESHIELD
SUN VISORS
SUN VISOR INSTL MILLENNIU[N
BAGGAGE RESTRAINT NET
CARGO TIE DOWN RINGS
PILOT'S OPERATING CHECKLIST (STOWED
IN I\IAP CASE)
Dll OT S OPfRATING TANDBOO^ AND FAA
APPROVED AIRPLANE FLIGHT IVIANUAL
(STOWED IN PILOT'S SEAT EACK CASE)
FUEL SAI\IPLING CUP (STOWED)
TOW BAR, NOSE GEAR (STOWED)
E[,4ERGFNCY LOCATOR TRANSMITTER
ELT TRANSM]TTER
ANTENNA AND CABLE ASSY

LBS

ABM
tNs.

200003

1

11, 12

5.2

90.0

200003

1

11, 12

40

90.0

1

1.2

2r.0

0514r 66-2

1.1

32.4
95.0
95.0

0500835-1

0.5
4.2
0.3

t500835-

12

500

0.1

r43

t5r4230
J519004

1

2015009 7

t5r5055-6

1

s21A7-1

1501019
394040r

1.1

1

14.3

124 A

r01.0'

1

3000 1 1
3003-45

18

113.3

0.5

122.O

26, FIRE PROTECTION
26 01-S

l50r

FIRE EXTINGUISHER INSTALLATION
FIRE EXT]NGUISHER
IIOUNTING CLAMP

43.8'

01 1 2

4421001 -02A1
1290010 l

4.8
0.5

1506009 1
1513576 4
1510402-16

6.I'

444
42.2

27 - FLIGHT CONTROLS
27 01 S

21

025

RIGHT SEAT CONTROLS
. COPILOT CONTROL WHEEL
. COPILOT RUDDER & BRAKE PEDAL
INSTL,
O LO IS CON I AOI WHFI-I W T* MAP
LIGd
[IIC SWITCH AND JACK

I

2.6

26.O

1.1

6.8

1513576 5

4.2

22.0

33281 2
;100-00-1

0.4

l9

16.5
9.5

28 - FUEL
28-01-R

2802R

FUEL OUANTITY INDICATORS
AUXILIARY FUEL PUN,4P (UNDER
FLOORBOARD)

31-01-s

DIGITAL ELECTBONIC CLOCK/OAT

v18038-2-0/28V-

0.7

r65

3102S

HOUB RECOBDER "HOBBS TIME'
ANNUNCIATOR
PNEUI,4ATIC STALL WARNING SYSTFM

1664503-0103

05

9.1

lsEWcA

0.5
0.4

r

31 - INDICATING/BECOBDING SYSTEM

31-03,R
31

04R

)523112 2

01

6.0
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ARM

LBS

tNs.

34.4'

57.8'

6.2

58.2
54.5
58.2
58.2

32. LANDING GEAR
32 01

R

3202R

WHEEL BRAKE AND TIRE, 6.OO X 6 [/AIN
. WHEEL ASSY, CLEVELAND (EAC].])
BRAKE ASSY. CLEVELAND (EACH)
. TIRF, 6.PLY, 6.00 X 6 BLACKWALL
TUBE (EACH)
WHEEL AND TIRE,5,OO X 5 NOSE
, WHEEL ASSY, CLEVELAND
TIRE, 6,PLY, 5,OO X 5 BLACKWALL

.

32-03-A

TUBE
WHEEL FAIRINGS AND INSTALLATION
. NOSE WHEEL FAIRING
I\,IAIN WHEEL FAIRINGS (SET OF 2)
BRAKE FAiFINGS (SET OF 2)
MOUNTING PLATE (SET OF 2)
PF]fI\.4ItJM TIBFS 6 OO Y 6, '60 MPH RA I '\G,

.

32-04

0

1541200-9,-10
1163001 0104
1163030-1 1r l
:262003 0204

1.8

7.9

i262023-A1A2
)543062 1l
1241156-12
4262003 02A2
t262023,0r 01

9.5',
3.5
4.6

)5412251

16.5'

'|.4

6.8'

-68
6.8
6.8
46 1'

3.5

1543079-3

)541223

1.3

16,

17

10.1

61.1

)541224-t,

-2

1.1

556

)541220

1

2

0.8

59.5

1501166

1

4.1

41.1

EXCHANGE WITH STANDAFD T]RES (NET
CHANGE)

33. LIGHTS
33

0l s

33,02,S

t\,44P

LIGHT lN CONTROL WHEEL (PART OF

27-02-S)
UNDER WING COURTESY LIGHTS (SET OF

(0.2)

t560059

(21 5)

3521101-8

0.5

61.0

12212413,4

0.0

3506003 6

14

J501027.6
c523029 7

3.4
2.4

40.8
204.7
43.3

2)

33-03-S

3304S
3305S
3306S

NAVIGATION LIGHT DETECTORS
FLASHING BEACON
WING TIP STROBE LIGHT
LANDING AND TAXI LIGHT INSTL ]N WING

287

34. NÅV'GATION
34 01 R

INDICATOR. AIRSPEED

s3225-6

0.6

3402S

ALTERNATE STAT C AIR SOURCE

a2

34-03-R
34 04"S
34-05-R

SENSITIVE ALTII\,{ETER
BLIND ALTITUDE ENCODER INSTL
COI\TPASS INSTL. tvIAGNETIC
GYRO, INSTALLATION, BEQUIRES 37 O1 S
DIRECTIONAL GYRO
. ATTITUDE GYRO
- HOSES AND MISC HARDWARE
GYRO INSTL, REQUIF]ES 37 01 S & USED
wtTH 22 02-A OR 22-03-A
, ATTITUDE GYRO
DIRECTIONAL GYRO
HOSES & IVSIC HARDWARE

0501017 2
s3288-1

3406S

34 07-A

16.2
15.5

0.9
0.9
0.5

14.0

3930402 i
a513262-3
0501135 1

6.0'

13.0'

s3330-1

2.5

14.0

2l

14.0

1.5

10.0

3900005

6.5'

13.1'

s3326-1

2.3
2.8

14 0

s3330 2
3900005

1.5

s3326 1
0501135

1

1i.0
14.0

14.0
10.0

Figure 6-9. Equipment Lisi Description (Sheet 4 of 8)
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34,08,O

EOUIPMENT LIST DESCRIPTION

34-10-S

34 11,4

3413S

tNs-

3900016

3.9'

11.8',

s3326-1

2.3
1.5

14.0
10.0

1.0

15.8

3930408 1
066'01072-0014
066 03063-0000

ADF CABLE ASSEIVBLY

GPS INSIALLATION
KING GPS VFR. KLN 89
. GPS ANTENNA
GPS CABLE ASSEMBLY
]\,4ODE C TRANSPONDER INSTL
KT 76C TRANSPONDER

.

34-14-O

LBS

ADF INSIALLATION
KR 87 ADF RECEIVER
KI227 ADF INDICATOR
ADF ANTENNA

.

34124

REF DRAWING

GYRO INSTL, REQUIRES 37.01.S & USED
wlTH 34 14,O
. ATTITUDE GYRO
HOSES & [,4SIC HARDWARE
TURN COORDINATOR INDICATOR
VERTICAL SPEED INDICATOR

.

3409S

CESSNA
MODEL 172S

IRANS CAL BLIND ENCODER

TRANSPONDER ANTENNA
HABDWARE & CABLE ASSE['ALY
HORIZONTAL SITUAT ON ]NDICATOR INSTL
NET WT INCREASE REOUIBES 37-O].S
HSI

.
.
.

GYRO SLAVING METEB
FLUX DETECTOR ]NSTL
RE[,4OTE DIR GYF]O SLAVED
NAV CONVERTER INSTL
WIR]NG
STD GYRO INSTL REIIIOVED
GYRO ]NSIL FOR HSI INSTALLED
REI!4OVE #1 NAV iNDICATOR

39000r6

s3291

1

s3327-1

3960i87-j
3922102

0.8

15.1

10.4',

26.9"

3.2
0.7
4.2

11.4

29.O

1

15.3'

3930408-1

066 01148 1111
3960190 l
3930404-1
066 0r r56-0101

r5.8
39.3

0.3
0.8

12.4
43.5
14.1

4.1',

18.7',

1

2.4
0.9

13.5
10.9

3960191-1

a2

853

3923102
39000r6

1

0.6

28.9

1

r5.3'

84.1'

3.4
0.3
0.7

13.4
15.8

3930402

066,03046-0001
071-01242 0006
3940264
3940265
3940266
39000r 6

5.1

52.6
112.5

1.6

117.A

80

60.7

c50l135

13.6

c501171

11.0

1.6

'1.2

i 3.9

5.4'

1.8'

37. VACUUM
37 01 S

DUAL PUMP ENGINE DR VEN VACUU[,4

SYSTE[I
. AIRBORNE VACUUM PUMP
. AIRBORNE VACUUM PU[,1P

,
.

COOLING SHROUD
COOLING SHROUD
FILTER INSTALLATION
COMBINATION VACUUM
INDICATOR/AI\,lMETER
VACUUI\,4 RELIEF VALVE
NIANIFOLD

3702R COMBlNATION VACUUN,l

GAGE/AJ!,4NNETER

1501135

1.9

-6.5

1.9
0.1

3.9
6.5

0.1

,39

s3280,1

0.3
0.3

5.3
14.3

2H3 48

0.3

4.1

1H5,25

05
n3

14.3

E212CW
1201998-1
1201998 1

1241075-2

i3280

1

-42

Figure 6-9. Equipment List Description (Sheet 5 o{ 8)
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EOIIIPMENT LIST DESCFIPTION

53-01-S

BEFUELING STEPS AND HANDLE INSTL

REF DNAWING

ANM
LBS

INS.

1.7

r6.3

53. FUSELAGE
c513415,2

56 - WTNDOWS

56 01 S

WINDOW BIGHT HAND DOOR.

48.5'

3517001-40

OPENABLE

5602S

WINDOW LEFT HAND DOOF.

58'

48

1523902

2.2

)523902

L1

43.2
83.2

35r7001-39

5'

OPENABLE
57 - WTNGS

57 01

0

HEAVY DUTY FLAPS, WT SHOWN NET
CHG
TWO (2) FLAPS EXCHANGED
- ONE (1)FLAP EXCHANGED

1501165

61 . PROPELLER
61-01-R

6r-02-R

FIXED PITCH PROPELLER INSTALLATION
MCCAULEY 76 INCH PROPELLEF
. IVCCAULEY 3.5 INCH PROPELLER
SPACER
SPINNER INSTALLATION, PROPELLER

.

SPINNER DOIVE ASSEMBLY
FWD SPINNEB BULKHEAD
AFT SPINNER BULKHEAD

61,03

0

t550320-11

38.8'

'38.2'

1A170E/JHA766C

c5464

35.0
3.6

'36.0

t550320-11

1.8'

"41.0'

1550236 14

1.0

J552231 |
155032r-10

0.3

42.6
-40.8
-37.3

POLISHEDSPINNER t\,4lLLENNlUM INSTL 3550371-1

0.4
0.0

38.4

-41.0'

(NET CHANGE)
71

71 01 R
71-02 S

71

03R

. POWERPLANT

AIR INTAKE FILTER, DONALDSON
WINTERIZATION KIT INSTALLATION
(STOWED) (INSIALLED AR[,4 SHOWN)
BFEATHER TUBE INSULATION
, COWL INLET COVEBS (INSIALLED)

- cowL rNLET COVERS (STOWED)
ENGINE, LYCOT\,IlNG lO 360 L2A
. FUEL INJECTOR, PAC RSA 5AD1

P198281
1501128 3
1552011
x552229-3,"4
J552229-3,-4

1550365

1

[,AGNETOS & HARNESS. SLICK

11

040

4371 (SET OF 2)
OIL FILTER AND ADAPTER
(CHAMPION)
SPARK PLUGS (CHAtrrPtON)

STARTER. LAMAB 31822207
MILLENNIUM ENGINE INSTL LYCOIVING
IO.36O-12AS918 INET CHANGE)

cH48110

t550372

1

0.3

0.8'

04

20.3',

0.3

13.8
-32.0

0.3

95.0

297.a'

-18.6',

7.6

9.0

13.9
-5.0

2.5

-18.5

1.9

,13.9

't1.2

-23.0

00

186
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LBS

ABM
NS.

33277 -4

0.6

8

33329-5

1.0

21

REF DRAWING

73. ENGINE FUEL & CONTROL
73-01-S

EGT/FUEL FLOW INDICATOR
77 - ENGINE INDICATING

17 A1 R

RECORDING TACHO[i]ETER ]NSTALLATION
78 - EXHAUST

78 01-R

EXHAUST SYSTEM INSTALLATION
MUFFLEB & TAILPIPE WELD ASSY
SHROUD ASSEN,iBLY, MUFFLER
HEATER

1954100-l
3954000-2
1954r 00-3

16

3'

4.6
0.8

20.4'
22.7
22.7

79 - OtL
79 0r-R
79-02-R

OIL COOLER INSTALLATION
OIL COOLEB, STEWART WARNER
OIL PBESSURE & TEMPERATURE
INOICATOR

1550365

l

1

l.0'

2.3
0.4

11.0
6.5

10.5
0.0

l9 .1

2.1

15.0

1519005 2

2.3

zl.a

l50l i66-t

4.1

+7.1

1550371
1550372

00

41.o',

0.0
0.0
0.0

186

10477 A

s3279

1

90 - MISCELLANEOUS
90 01-A

IT,4ILLENNIUI\4 EOUIPMENT OPTION

.

.
.
-

11 04 O N'ILLENNIUM EXTERIOR
STYLING
25.08 O SUNVISOR INSTALLATION
MILLENNIUIV
M LLENNIUM UPHOLSTERY OPTION
25 03 O P]LOT'S LEATHER/VINYL
SEATS
SIDEWALL ]NSERT MILLENNIUM
UPHOLSTERY
MILLENNIUIV FLOOR MATS (SET
oF 2)
STORAGE CONSOLE INSTALLATION
32.04 O PREIVIU[,4 TIRE INSTL
61 03 O POLISHED SPINNER INSTL
72.02.0 ENGINE INSTL
POLISHED FASTENER INSTL
[,4ILLENNIUM CONTROL WHEEL PAD

t501300 1, 2
1504055-1, -2

l5 .4

1519004-1
1519005

1

1519005-j

.

1519006

1

.

1519005

1

1
1

)552236-1
1219012-1

98. AVIONICS PACKAGES
98 01 S

STANDARD AVIONICS PACKAGE
22.O1.S.WING LEVELER PROVISIONS
N,IARKER BEACON/INTERCOIV

1900003
1900003-1
1930407 1

NAV/CO]V #1 INSTALLATION
C TRANSPONDER

3930407,1
1930407-1

- 23-05-S-BASIC AVtONtCS TNSTL
23 04
INSTL

S

. 23.02.5
34

1900003-j

]] S MODE

28.0
2.2

1r.3

12.2
23.0
27.4

2.5

19.7

t9

;2.7
141

4.1

INSTL

Figure 6-9. Equipment List Description (Sheet 7 of 8)
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98024

98-03-A

EOUIPMENT LIST DESCRIPTION

98-05-A

98-06 A

BEF DRAWING

LBS

ABM
tNs.

NAV I AVIONICS PKG (NET CHANGE OVER
STANDARD AVIONICS PKG)
34 1O A.GPS ]NSTALLAT1ON
23 03 A -NAV/COM INSTL WITH G.S.
34 09 A ADF INSTALLATION

3900004
3930408
3930408
3930408

65

17.1

104

26.9

NAV II AVIONICS PKG (NET CHANGE OVER
SIANDARD AVIONICS PKG)
98 O2.A .NAV I AVN PKG

3900005-

28.s',

21.1'

3900004,

21.3

2r.5

'1900005

72

43.6

NAV II WITH HSIAVION]CS PKG (NET
CHANGE OVER STANDARD AV ONICS PKG)
. 98.O2.A.NAV ] AVN PKG
22 02 A.SINGLE AXIS AUTOPILOT
34 I2.O.HSIGYRO INSTL

3300016

43.8'

41.A'

3900004 l
3900005.1
3900016,1

21.3
7.2

21.5
43.6

15.3

84.1

NAV IJI WITH HS]AVIONICS PKG (NFT
CHANGE OVER STANDARD AVIONlCS PKG)
98 02 A NAV IAVN PKG
- 22-03.4 -2,AXIS AUTOPILOT
34 12 O HSIGYRO INSTL

3900018

56.3'

67.5'

21.3
19.7
15.3

21.5
104.4

NAV III WITHOUT HSIAVIONICS PKG (NET
CHANGE OVER STANDARD AVIONICS PKG)
, 98 02 A NAV IAVN PKG
, 22 03 A 2 AXIS AUTOPTLOT

3900021

41.0'

61.3'

21.3
19.7

21.5

.

98044
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22.02,A SINGLE AXIS AUTOPILOT

3900004
3S00003

3900016

3900004
3900003

21.s',
15.3

1

1

1

84.1

104.4

Figure 6-9. Equipment List Description (Sheet 8 of 8)
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INTRODUCTION
This section provides description and operation of the airplane
and its systems. Some equipment described herein is optional and
may not be insialled in the airplane. Refer to the Supplements,l
Seition 9, for details of other optional systems and equipmbi'rt. I

AIRFRAME
The airplane is an all metal, four-place, high wing, single enginel
airplane equipped with tricycle landing gear and is designed for
general utility and training purposes.

The construction of the fuselage is a conventional formed sheet
metal bulkhead, stringer, and skin design referred to as
semimonocoque. Major items of structure are the front and rear
carry through spars to which the wings are attached, a bulkhead
and forgings for main landing gear attachment at the base o{ the
rear door posts, and a bulkhead with attach fittings at the base of
the Jorward door posts for the lower attachment of the wing struts.
Four engine mounl stringers are also attached to the forward door
posts and extend fonvard to the firewall.

The externally braced wings, containing integral fuel tanks, are
constructed of a front and rear spar with formed sheet metal ribs,

doublers, and stringers. The entire structure is covered with
aluminum skin. The front spars are equipped with wing-tojuselage
and wing-to-slrut attach fittings. The aft spars are equipped with
wing-tojuselage attach fittings, and are partial span spars.
Conventional hinged ailerons and single slot type flaps are attached
to the trailing edge of the wings. The ailerons are construcled of a
forward spar containing balance weights, formed sheet metal ribs
and "V" type corrugated aluminum skin joined together at the
trail ng edge. The flaps are constructed basically the same as the
ailerons, with the exception of the balance weights and the addition
of a formed sheet metal leading edge section.
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The empennage (tail assembly) consists of a conventional vertical stabilizer, rudder, horizontal stabilizer, and elevator. The vertical
stabilizer consists of a spar, formed sheet metal ribs and reinforcements, a wraparound skin panel, formed leading edge skin and a
dorsal. The rudder is constructed of a formed leading edge skin and
spar with attached hinge brackets and ribs, a center spar, a wrap
around skin, and a ground adjustable trim tab at the base of the
trailing edge. The top of the rudder incorporates a leading edge extension which conlains a balance weight.

The horizontal stabilizer is constructed o{ a forward and aft spar,
ribs and stiffeners, center, left, and right wrap around skin panels,

and formed leading edge skins. The horizontal stabilizer

also

contains the elevator trim tab actuator.

Construction of the elevator consists of formed leading edge
skins, a forward spar, aft channel, ribs, torque tube and bellcrank,
left upper and lower "V" type corrugated skins, and righ't upper and
lower "V" type corrugated skins incorporating a trailing edge cutout

for the trim tab. The elevator tip leading edge

extensions
of a

incorporate balance weights. The elevator trim tab consists
spar, rib, and upper and lower "V" type corrugated skins.

FLIGHT CONTROLS
The airplane's flight control system (Refer to Figure 7-1) consists
of conventional aileron, rudder, and elevator control surfaces. The
control surfaces are manually operated through cables and
mechanical linkage using a control wheel for the ailerons and
elevator, and rudder/brake pedals for the rudder.
TRIM SYSTEM

A manually operated elevator trim system is provided (Refer

to

Figure 7-1). Elevator trimming is accomplished through the elevator
trim tab by utilizing the vertically mounted trim control wheel in the
cockpit. Forward rotation of the trim wheel will trim nose down;
conversely, aft rotation will trim nose up.
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RUDDEB CONTBOL SYSTEM
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Figure 7-1. Flight Control and Trim Systems (Sheet 1 of 2)
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ELEVATOR CONTROL SYSTEM

ELEVATOR TBIM
CONTBOL SYSTEM

0585Xr018

Figure 7-1. Flight Control and Trim Systems (Sheet 2 of 2)
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INSTRUMENT PANEL
The instrument panel (Refer to Figure 7-2) is of

all-metal

construction, and is designed in segments to allow related groups

instruments, switches and controls to be removed without
the entire panel. For specific details concerning lhe
instruments, switches, circuit breakers, and controls on the
instrument panel, refer to related topics in this section.

of

removing

PILOT SIDE PANEL

LAYOUT

T

Flight inslruments are contained in a single panel located in front

of the pilot. These instruments are designed around the basic "T"
configuration. The gyros are located immediately in front of the
pilot, and arranged vertically over the control column. The airspeed
indicator and altimeter are located to the left and right oJ the gyros,
respectively. The remainder of the flight instruments are clustered_
around thd basic "T". An annunciatoi panel is located above thel
altimeter and provides caution and warning messages for fuel'
quantity, oil pressure, low vacuum and low voltage situations.

To the right of the flight instruments is a sub panel which
contains engine tachometer and various navigational heading
instruments. To the left of the flight instruments is a sub panel_
which contains a lefvright tudl quantity indicator, an oill
temperature/ojl pressure in"dicator, a vacuuin gage/ammeter, an I
EGT/fuel flow indicator, a digital clock /O.A.T. indicator and the
avionics circuit breaker panel.

Below the engine and flight instruments are circuit breakers and
switches for the airplane systems and equipment. Master, Avionics
Master and ignition switches are also located in lhis area of the
panel. The parking brake control is positioned below the switch
and circuit breaker panel.
CENTER PANEL LAYOUT

The center panel contains various avionics equipment arranged
in a vertical rack. This arrangement allows each component to be
removed without having to access the backside o{ the panel. Below
the panel are the throttle, mixture, alternate static air and lighting
controls.
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1.

OilTemperalure and Oil
Pressure lndicator

23.

Hour Meter

2.
3.
4.
5.

Vacuum Gage and Ammeier

24.
25.
26.
27.

Glove Box

6.
7.
L
9-

Turn Coordinator

Fuel Quanlity lndicalor
EGT/Fuel Flow lndicalor
Digital Clock / O.A.T.

lndicator
Airspeed lndicalor
Directional Gyro
Attilude lndicator

Cabin Heat Control
Cabin Air Conlrol
FIap Switch and

Position lndicator

28. Mixture Control
29. Allernate Static Air Control
30. Throitle Control
31. Radio and Panel Dimming
Control

'10. Tachometer

32.

Glareshield and Pedestal
Dimming Control

11,

33.
34.
35.

Fuel Shutofi Valve Control

Vertical Speed lndicalor

'12. Altimeter

13. Annunciator
14.
15.

Panel

ADF Bearing lndicalor
Course Deviation and Glide
Slope lndicators

16. Audio Control Panel
17. GPS Receiver
18. Nav/Com Radio #'l

Fuel Selector
Elevator Trim Conlrol
and Position lndicalor

36. Avionics Masier Switch
37. Circuit Breakers and
Switch/Breakers

38. Master Swilch
39. lgnilion Switch
40. Avionics Circuit

Breaker

Panel

'19. Nav/Com Hadio #2

20.

ADF Receiver

41.
42.

21.
22.

Transponder

43.

Hand Held Microphone
12 VDC Power Port

(Location may vary)
Parking Brake

ELT Remote Test Button

Figure 7-2. lnstrument Panel (Sheet 2)
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PANEL LAYour

The RH panel contains the hour meter, ELT switch, and room for
expansion of indicators and other avionics equipment. Below this
sub panel are the glove box, cabin heat and cabin air controls, and

wing f lap switch.
CENTEB PEDESTAL LAYOUT

The center pedestal, located below the center panel, contains the
elevator trim control wheel, position indicator, handheld microphone
bracket and fuel shutoff valve control. The fuel selector valve handle

lis located at the base of the oedestal.
I
GROUND CONTROL
Effective ground control while taxiing is accomplished through
nose wheel steering by using the rudder pedals; left rudder pedal to
steer left and right rudder pedal to steer right. When a rudder pedal
is depressed, a spring loaded steering bungee (which is connected
to lhe nose gear and to the rudder bars) will turn lhe nose wheel

through an arc of approximately 10' each side of center. By
applying either lefi or right brake, the degree of turn may be
increased up to 30" each side of center.

Moving the airplane by hand is most easily accomplished by
attaching a tow bar to the nose gear strut. lf a tow bar is not
available, or pushing is required, use the wing struts as push points.
Do not use the vertical or horizontal surfaces to move lhe airplane. lf
the airplane is to be towed by vehicle, never lurn the nose wheel
more than 30" either side of center or structural damage to the
nose gear could result.

The minimum turning radius of the airplane, using differential
rbraking and nose wheel steering during taxi, is approximately 27
lfeet. To obtain a minimum radius turn during ground handling, the
airplane may be rotated around either main landing gear by
pressing down on a tailcone bulkhead just forward of the horizontal
stabilizer to raise the nose wheel off the ground. Care should be
exercised to ensure that pressure is exerled only on the bulkhead
larea and not on skin between the bulkheads. Pressing down on the
lhorizontal stabilizer is not recommended.
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WING FLAP SYSTEM
The single slot type wing flaps (Fefer to Figure 7-3), are
extended or retracted by positioning the wing flap switch lever on
the instrument panel to the desired flap deflection position. The
switch lever is moved up or down in a slotted panel that provides

mechanical stops at the 10', 20" and 30' positions. To changel
flap setting, the flap lever is moved to the right io clear
mechanical stops at the 10' and 20" positions. A scale and
pointer to the left of the flap switch indicates flap travel in
degrees. The wing flap system circuit is protected by a 10 ampere
circuit breaker, labeled FLAP, on the left side of the control panel.

l;i;'r:.
'+ : "'i,

0585X1021

Figure 7-3. Wing Flap System
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LANDING GEAR SYSTEM
The landing gear is of the tricycle type, with a steerable nose
wheel and two main wheels. Wheel fairings are standard equipment
for both the main and nose wheels. Shock absorption is provided by
the tubular spring steel main landing gear struts and the airloil nose

gear shock strut. Each main gear wheel is equipped with a
hydraulically actuated disc type brake on the inboard side of each
wheel.

BAGGAGE COMPARTMENT
The baggage compartment consists of two areas, one extending
from behind the rear passengers seat to the afl cabin bulkhead, and
an additional area aft of the bulkhead. Access to both baggage
areas is gained through a lockable baggage door on the left side of
the airplane, or trom within the airplane cabin. A baggage net with
tiedown straps is provided for securing baggage and is attached by

tying the straps to tiedown rings provided in the airplane. For
baggage area and door dimensions, refer to Section 6.

SEATS
The seating arrangement consists of two vertically adjusting crew
seats for the pilot and front seat passenger, and a single bench seat
with adjustable back for rear seat passengers.
Seats used for the pilot and front seat passenger are adjustable
fore and aft, and up and down. Additionally, the angle of the seat
back is infinitely adjustable.

I

Fore and aft adjustment is made using the handle located below
the center of the seat trame. To position the seat, lift the handle,
slide the seat into position, release the handle and check that the
seat is locked in place. To adjust the height of the seat, rotate the
large crank under the right hand corner of the seat until a
comfortable height is obtained. To adjust the seat back angle, pull
up on the release button, located in the center front of seat, just
under the seat bottom, position the seat back to the desired angle,
and release the button. When the seat is not occupied, the seat
back will automatically fold forward whenever the release button is
pulled up.
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The rear passengers' seat consists of a fixed, one piece seat
bottom and a three-position, reclining back. The reclining back is
adlusted by a lever located below the center of the seat frame. To
adjust the seat back, raise the lever, position the seat back to the
desired angle, release the lever and check that the back is locked in
place.

Headrests are installed on both the front and rear seats. To
adjust the headrest, apply enough pressure to it to raise or lower it
to the desired level.

INTEGRATED SEAT BELT/SHOULDER HARNESS
All seat positions are equipped with integrated seal

belts/shoulder harness assemblies (Fefer to Figure 7-4). The design
incorporates an overhead inertia reel for the shoulder portion, and a
retractor assembly for the lap portion of the belt. This design allows
for complete freedom of movement of the upper torso area while
providing restraint in the lap belt area. In the event of a sudden
deceleration, reels lock up to provide positive restraint for the user.
In the front seats, the inertia reels are located on the centerline of
located
outboard of each passenger in the upper cabin.

the upper cabin. ln the rear seats, the inertia reels are

To use the integrated seat belt/shoulder harness, grasp the link
with one hand, and, in a single motion, extend the assembly andinsert into the buckle. Positive locking has occurred *hen al
distinctive "snap" sound is heard.

Proper locking of the lap belt can be verified by ensuring that the
belts are allowed to retract into the retractors and the lap bell is
snug and low on the waist as worn normally during flight. No more
than one additional inch of belt should be able to be pulled out ot
the retractor once the lap belt is in place on the occupant. lf more
than one additional inch of belt can be pulled out of the retractor,
the occupant is too small for the installed restraint system and the_
aircraft ihould not be occupied until the occupa;t is properlyl
restrained.

Removal is accomplished by lifting the release mechanism on
the buckle or by pressing the release button on the buckle and
pulling out and up on the harness. Spring tension on the inertia reel
will automatically slow the harness.

[,4ay 30/00
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VERTICAL
(HEIGHT)
ADJUSTMENT
CRANK

SEAT BACK
ANGLE
BUTTON
FORE AND AFT
ADJUSTMENT
LEVE R

VAILABLE MANUAL

i
PRESS TO
RELEASE
(PUSH BUTTON)

BUCKLE
(NON ADJUSTABLE)

ADJUSTMENT
PUSH BUTTON
RELEASE

0514T1004

Figure 7-4. Crew Seats, Seat Belts and Shoulder Harnesses
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manually adustable seat belt/shoulder harness assembly

ts

available for all seats.

To use the manually adjustable seat belt/shoulder harness,
first. Lengthen the

fasten and adjust the seat belvshoulder harness

seat belt as required by pulling on the release strap on the belt.
Snap the connecting link firmly into the buckle, then adjust to
length. A properly adjusted harness will permit the occupant to lean
lorward enough to sit erect, but prevent excessive forward
movement and contact with objects during sudden deceleration.
Also, the pilot must have the freedom to reach all controls easily.
Disconnecting the manually adjustable seat belt/shoulder harness
is accomplished by pushing the butlon on the buckle to release the
connecting link.

ENTRANCE DOORS AND CABIN WINDOWS
Entry to, and exit from the airplane is accomplished

through
either of two entry doors, one on each side of the cabin at the front
seat positions (refer to Section 6 for cabin and cabin door
dimensions). The doors incorporate a recessed exterior door handle,

a conventional interior door handle, a key operated door lock (left
door only), a door stop mechanism, and openable windows in both
the left and right doors.
NOTE

The door latch design on this model requires that the
outside door handle on the pilot and front passenger doors

be extended out whenever the doors are open.

When

closing the door, do not attempt to push the door handle in
until the door is fully shut.

To open the doors from outside the airplane, utilize the recessed
door handle near the aft edge of either door by grasping the forward
edge of the handle and pulling outboard. To close or open lhe doors
from inside the airplane, use the combination door handle and arm
rest. The inside door handle has three positions and a placard at its
base which reads OPEN, CLOSE, and LOCK. The handle is spring
loaded to the CLOSE (up) position. When the door has been pulled
shut and latched, Iock it by rotating the door handle forward to the
LOCK posilion (flush with the arm rest). When the handle is rotated

to the LOCK position, an over center action will hold it in that
position. Both cabin doors should be locked prior to flight, and
should not be opened intentionally during flight.

l
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NOTE

Accidental opening of a cabin door in flight due to improper
closing does not constitute a need to land the airplane. The

best procedure is to set up the airplane in a trimmed
condition at approximately 75 KIAS, momentarily shove the
door outward slightly, and force{ully close and lock the door.

Exit lrom the airplane is accomplished by rotating the door
handle from the LOCK position, past the CLOSE position, aft to the
OPEN position and pushing the door open. To lock the airplane,
lock the right cabin door with the inside handle, close the left cabin
door, and using the ignition key, lock the door.

The left and right cabin doors are equipped with openable
windows which are held in the closed position by a detent equipped
latch on the lower edge of the window frame. To open the windows,
I rotate the latch upwård. Each window is equippåd with a springloaded retaining arm which will help rotate the window outward, and
hold it there. lf required, either window may be opened at any
speed up to 163 KIAS. The rear side windows and rear windows are
of the fixed type and cannot be opened.

CONTROL LOCKS
A control lock is provided to lock the aileron and elevator control
surfaces to prevent damage to these systems by wind bu{fetjng
while the airplane is parked. The lock consists of a shaped steel rod
and flag. The flag identities the control lock and cautions about its
removal before starting the engine. To install the control lock, align
the hole in the lop of the pilot's control wheel shaft with the hole in
the top of the shaft collar on the instrument panel and insert the rod
into the aligned holes. lnstallation of the lock will secure the ailerons
in a neutral position and the elevators in a slightly trailing edge
down position. Proper installation of the lock will place the flag over
the ignition switch. In areas where high or gusty winds occur, a
control surface lock should be installed over the vertical stabilizer
and rudder. The control lock and any other type of locking device
should be removed prlor to starting the engine.
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ENGINE
The airplane is powered by a horizontally opposed, four cylinder,
overhead valve, air-cooled, fuel-inlected engine with a wet sump
lubrication system. The engine is a Lycoming N/odel lO-360-L2A
and is rated at 180 horsepower al 2700 RPM. Malor accessories
include a starter and belt driven alternator mounted on the front o{
the engine, and dual magnetos, dual vacuum pumps, and a full flow
oil filter mounted on the rear of the engine accessory case.

ENGINE CONTROLS
Engine power is controlled by a throttle located on the switch andcontroi panel above the center pedestal. The throttle is open in thel
lull forward position and closed in the full aft position. A friclion lock,
which is a round knurled knob, is located at the base of the throttle
and is operated by rotating the lock clockwise to increase friction or
counterclockwise to decrease it.

The mixture control, mounted adjacent to the throttle conlrol, is a

red knob with raised points around the circumference and

is

equipped with a lock button in lhe end of the knob. The rich position
is full loMard, and Iull aft is the idle cutoff position. For small
adjustments, the control may be moved forward by rotating the knob
clockwise, and aft by rotating the knob counterclockwise. For rapid
or large adjustments, the knob may be moved forward or aft by
depressing the lock button in the end of the control, and then
positioning the control as desired.
ENGINE INSTRUMENTS

Engine operation is monitored by the following instruments: oil
pressure/oil temperature indicator, tachometer and exhaust gas
temperature (EGT) indicalor. ln addilion, the annunciator panel
contains a red OIL PRESS annunciator which comes on when the
oil pressure is low.

See Section 2, Limitations, for engine operating limitations and
instrument markings.

Revision 4
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I_ Orl

pressure signals are generated from an oil pressure
line/transducer combination. An oil pressure line is routed from the
upper front of the engine case to the rear engine baffle. At the
.baffle. the oil pressure line is connected to a transducer. This

Itransducer produces an electrical signal which is translated into a
lpressure reading by the oil pressure gage located on the LH

I instrument panel.

ln addition, a separate low oil pressure indication js provided
through the panel annunciator. This annunciator is wired to a
pressure switch located on the rear of the engine accessory case.
When oil pressure is below 20 PSl, the switch grounds and
completes the annunciator circult, illuminating the red OIL PRESS
light. When pressure exceeds 20 PSl, the ground is removed and
the OIL PRESS annunciator goes out.
NOTE

The low oil pressure switch is also connected to the
hour (Hobbs) meter. When pressure exceeds 20
PSl, a ground is supplied to the hour meter,
completing the hour meter circuit.

Oil temperature signals are generated from a resistance-type
probe located in the engine accessory case. As oil temperature
changes, the probe resistance changes. This resistance is
translated into oil temperature readings on the cockpit indicator.

The engine driven mechanical tachometer is located on the
instrument panel to the right of the pilot's control wheel. The
instrument is calibrated in increments of 100 RPM and indicates
both engine and propeller speed. An hour meter in the lower section
of the dial records elapsed engine time in hours and tenths.
Instrument markings include the normal operating range (green arc)
f rom I900 to 2400 RPM.
The exhaust gas temperature (EGT) indicator is located on the
LH instrument panel as part of the EGT/Fuel Flow indicator. Since
exhaust gas temperature varies with fuel-air ration (mixture), density
altitude, throttle position and RPM, the instrument is a useful aid in
adjusting the mixture for best economy or performance. The EGT
indicator allows the pilot to lean (reduce the proportion of fuel in the
fuel-air mixture) to a known value using the maximum or "peak"
exhaust gas temperature as a reference. An index pointer which
can be positioned manually is provided for the pilot to mark the
location of the peak. Never lean using EGT when operating at
more than 75o/o power.
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The EGT system uses a thermocouple in the engine exhaust
(tailpipe) to supply a voltage proportional to exhaust gas
temperature. The EGT indicator responds to the voltage developed
by the thermocouple. As the mixture is leaned (from full rich), the
exhaust gas temperature will increase to a maximum value as the
stoichiomelric (most chemically etficient) fuel-air ratio is achieved
and will decrease ii the mixture continues to be leaned.

NEW ENGINE BBEAK-IN AND OPEBATION

The engine underwent a run in at the faclory and is ready for the

full range of use. lt is, however, suggested that cruising be

accomplished at 75% power as much as practicable until a total of
50 hours has accumulated or oil consumption has stabilized. This
will ensure proper seating of the piston rings.
ENGINE LUBRICATION SYSTEM

The engine utilizes a lull-pressure, wel'sump type lubrication
system with aviation-grade oil used as the lubricant. The capacity of
the engine sump (located on the bottom of the engine) is eight
quarts. Oil is drawn from the sump through an oil suction strainer
screen into the engine-driven oil pump. From the pump, oil is routed
to a bypass valve. lf the oil is cold, the bypass valve allows the oil to
bypass the oil cooler and go directly from the pump to the full flow
oil filter. lf the oil is hot, the bypass valve routes the oil out of the
accessory housing and into a flexible hose leading to the oil cooler
on the right, rear engine baffle. Pressure oil from the cooler returns
to the accessory housing where it passes through the full flow oil
filter. The filter oil then enters a pressure relief valve which
regulates engine oil pressure by allowing excessive oil to return to
the sump while the balance of the oil is circulated to various engine
parts for lubrication. Besidual oil is returned to the sump by gravity
flow.

An oil filler cap/oil dipstick is located at the right rear of the
engine. The filler cap/ dipstick is accessible through an access door
on the top right side of the engine cowling. The engine should not
be operated on less than five quarts of oil. For extended flight, fill to
eight quarts (dipstick indication only). For engine oil grade and
specifications, refer to Section 8 of this handbook.
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IGNITION AND STARTER SYSTEM

Engine ignition is provided by two engine-driven magnetos, and
two spark plugs in each cylinder. The right magneto fires the lower
right and upper left spark plugs, and the left magneto fires the lower
left and upper right spark plugs. Normal operation is conducted with
both magnetos due to the more complete burning of the fuel/air
mixture with dual ignition.

lgnition and starter operation is controlled by a rotary type switch
located on the leit switch and control panel. The switch is labeled
clockwise, OFF, R, L, BOTH, and START. The engine should be
operated on both magnetos (BOTH position) except for magneto

checks. The R and L positions are for checking purposes and
emergency use only. When 'the switch is rotated to the spring
_loaded START position, (with the master switch in the ON position),
Ithe starter contactor is closed and the starter, now energized, will
crank the engine. When the switch is released, it will aulomatically
return to the BOTH position.

AIR INDUCTION SYSTEM

The engine air induction system receives ram air through an
intake on the lower front portion of the engine cowling. The intake is
covered by an air filter which removes dust and other foreign matter
from the induction air. Airflow passing through the filter enters an air
box. The air box has a spring-loaded alternate air door. lf the air
induciion filler should become blocked, suction created by the

engine will open the door and draw untiltered air from inside the

lower cowl area. An open alternate air door will result in an

approximate '107. power loss at full throttle. After passing through
the air box, induction air enters a fuel/air control unit under the
engine, and is then ducted to the engine cylinders through intake
mani{old tubes.
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EXHAUST SYSTEM
Exhaust gas from each cylinder passes through riser assemblies

to a muffler and tailpipe. Outside air is pulled in around shrouds
which are constructed around the outside of the mutfler to form
heating chambers which supply heat to the cabin.
COOLING SYSTEM

Bam air for engine cooling enters through two intake openings in
the front of the engine cowling. The cooling air is directed around
the cylinders and other areas of the engine by baffling, and is then
exhausted through an opening at the bottom aft edge of the cowling.
No manual cowl flap cooling system control is required.

PROPELLER
The airplane is equipped with a two bladed, fixed pitch, onepiece forged aluminum alloy propeller which is anodized to retard
corrosion. The propeller is 76 inches in diameter.

FUEL SYSTEM
The airplane fuel system (see Figure 7-6) consists of two vented
integral fuel tanks (one tank in each wing), a three-position selector_
valvå, auxiliary fudl pump, fuel shutoff iialve, fuel strainer, engin{
driven luel pump, fuel/air control unit, fuel distribution valve and fuel
injection nozzles.

Iwanrurruc
UNUSABLE FUEL LEVELS FOR THIS AIRPLANE

WERE DETEBMINED IN ACCORDANCE WITH
FEDERAL AVIATION REGULATIONS. FAILURE
TO OPERATE THE AIRPLANE IN COMPLIANCE
WITH FUEL LIMITATIONS SPECIFIED IN
SECTION 2 MAY FURTHER REOUCE THE
AMOUNT OF FUEL AVAILABLE IN FLIGHT.
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TANKS
Two

FUEL LEVEL TOTAL
(OUANTITY
EACH TANK)

FUEL

Full (28.0)

56.0

CESSNA
IVIODEL 172S

TOTAL
TOTAL USABLE
UNUSABLE
ALL FLIGHT
CONDITIONS
3.0

53.0

Figure 7-5. Fuel Quantity Data in U.S. Gallons
FUEL DISTRIBUTION

Fuel flows by gravity from the two wing tanks to a three-position
selector valve, labeled BOTH, RIGHT and LEFT and on to the
reservoir tank. From the reservoir tank fuel flows through the
auxiliary fuel pump, past the fuel shutoff valve, through the fuel
strainer to an engine driven luel pump.
From the engine-driven fuel pump, fuel is delivered to the fuel/air
control unit, where it is metered and directed to a fuel distribution
valve (manifold) which distributes it to each cylinder. Fuel flow into
each cylinder is continuous, and flow rate is determined by the
amount of air passing through the tuel/air control unit.

Stafting at serial number 17259491 and on, and alrplanes
lincorporating NlK172-28-01, a fuel return system was added to

I

promote smooth engine operation on the ground during hot weather.
The return system carries a metered amount of fuel from the engine
fuel-air control unit to the fuel reservoir tank. The increased fuel
flow due to the return system results in lower luel temperatures at
the engine inlet, and helps to minimize the amount of fuel vapor
generated in the fuel lines during high OAT operations.
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FUEL INDICATING

Fuel quantily

.!,

is

measured

by two float type {uel

quantity

transmitters (one in each tank) and indicated by an electrically
operated fuel quantity indicator on the left side o.f the instrument
panel. The gauges are marked in gallons of fuel. An empty tank is
indicated by a red line and the number 0. When an indicator shows
an empty tank, approximately 1.5 gallons remain in each tank as
unusable fuel. The indicators should not be relied upon for accurate
readings during skids, slips, or unusual attitudes.

Each fuel tank also incorporates warning circuits which can
detect low fuel conditions and erroneous transmitter messages.
Anytime fuel in the tank drops below approximately 5 gallons (and
remains below this level for more than 60 seconds), the amber LOW
FUEL message will flash on the annunciator panel for approximately
10 seconds and then remain steady amber. The annunciator cannot
be turned off by the pilot. lf the left tank is low, the message will

read L LOW FUEL. lf the right tank is low, the message will read
LOW FUEL R. ll both tanks are low, the message will read L LOW
FUEL R.

.

ln addition to low fuel annunciation, the warning circuitry is
designed to report failures with each transmitter caused by shorts,
opens or transmitter resistance which increases over time. lf the
circuitry detects any one of these conditions, the fuel level indicator
needle will go to the OFF position (below the 0 mark on the fuel
indicator), and the amber annunciator will illuminate. lf the left tank
transmitter has failed, the message will read L LOW FUEL. lf the
right tank transmitter has failed, the message will read LOW FUEL
R. lf both tanks lransmitters have failed, the message will read L
LOW FUEL R.

-_

Fuel pressure is measured by use of a transducer mounted near

'the fuel manifold. This transducer produces an electrical signal
which is translated for the cockpit-mounted indicator in gallons-per
hour.

:

.--,
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FUEL VENTING

Fuel system venting is essentaal to system operation. Blockage
of the system will result in decreasing tuel flow and eventual engine
stoppage. Venting is accomplished by an interconnecting line from

the right fuel tank to the lett tank. The lett fuel tank is vented
overboard through a vent line, equipped with a check valve, which
protrudes from the bottom surface of the left wing near the wing
strut. Both iuel filler caps are also vented.
REDUCED TANK CAPACITY

The airplane may be serviced to

a

reduced capacity to permit

heavier cabin loadings. This is accomplished by filling each tank to
the bottom edge of the fuel filler tab, thus giving a reduced fuel load

of 17.5 gallons usable in each tank.
FUEL SELECTOR VALVE

The fuel selector valve should be in the BOTH position lor
takeoff, climb, landing, and maneuvers that involve prolonged slips
or skids of more than 30 seconds. Operation from either LEFT or
RIGHT tank is reserved for cruising flight.
NOTE

When the fuel selector valve handle is in the BOTH position

in cruising flight, unequal luel flow from each tank may
occur if the wings are not maintained exactly level.
Resulting wing heaviness can be alleviated gradually by
turning the selector valve handle to the tank in the "heavy"
wing. lt is not practical to measure the time required to
consume all of the luel in one tank, and, alter swilching to

the opposite tank, expect an equal duration from the
remaining fuel. The airspace in both fuel tanks is
interconnecled by a vent line and, therelore, some sloshing
of fuel between tanks can be expected when the tanks are
nearly full and the wings are not level.

7
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NOTE

When the fuel tanks are 1/4 full or less, prolonged
uncoordinated flight such as slips or skids can uncover the
fuel tank outlets. Therefore, if operating with one fuel tank
dry or if operating on LEFT or RIGHT tank when 114 full or
less, do not allow the airplane to remain in uncoordinated

flight for periods in excess of 30 seconds.

FUEL DRAIN VALVES
The fuel system is equipped with drain valves to provide a means

for the examination of fuel in the system for contamination

and

lf any evidence of

fuel

grade. The system should be examined before each flight and after
each refueling, by using the sampler cup provided to drain fuel from
each wing tank sump, the fuel reservoir sump, the fuel selector

drain and the fuel strainer sump.

contamination is found, it must be eliminated in accordance with the
Preflight lnspection checklist and the discussion in Section 8 of this
publication. ll takeoff weight limitations for the next flight permit, the
fuel tanks should be filled after each flight to prevent condensation.

7
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BRAKE SYSTEM
The airplane has a

single-disc, hydraulically actuated brake on

each main landing gear wheel. Each brake is connected, by a
hydraulic line, to a master cylinder attached to each of the pilot's
rudder pedals. The brakes are operaled by applying pressure to the
top of either the left (pilofs) or right (copilot's) set of rudder pedals,
which are interconnected. When the airplane is parked, both main
wheel brakes may be set by utilizing the parking brake which is
operated by a handle under the left side of the instrument panel. To
apply the parking brake, set the brakes with the rudder pedals, pull
the handle aft, and rotate it 90" down.

For maximum brake life, keep the brake system

properly

maintained, and minimize brake usage during taxi operations and
landings.

-

Some of the symptoms of impending brake failure are: gradual
decrease in braking action after brake application, noisy or dragging
brakes, soft or spongy pedals, and excessive travel and weak
braking action. lf any of these symptoms appear, the brake system

is in need of

\-.

immediate attention.

lf, during taxi or landing

roll,

braking action decreases, let up on the pedals and then reapply the
brakes with heavy pressure. lf the brakes become spongy or pedal
travel increases, pumping the pedals should build braking pressure.
ll one brake becomes weak or fails, use the other brake sparingly
while using opposite rudder, as required, to offset the good brake.

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
The airplane is equipped with a 28-volt, direct current electrical.
system (Refer to Figure 7 7). fhe system is powered by a belt-l
driven,60-amp alternator and a 24-volt battery, located on the left
forward side of the firewall. Power is supplied to mosl general
electrical circuits through a split primary bus bar, with an essential
bus wired between the two primaries to provide power for ther
I
master switch, annunciator circuits and nterior lighting.
Each primary bus bar is also connected to an avionics bus bar

via a single avionics master switch. The primary buses are
anytime the master switch is turned on, and are not affected

on

by

slarler or external power usage. The avionics buses are on when
the master switch and avionics master switch are in the ON
position.

l,4ay 30/00
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The airplane uses a power distribution module (J-Box), located
on lhe left forward side of the firewall, to house all relays used
throughout the airplane electrical system. ln addition, the alternator
control unit and the external power connector are housed within the
module.

ANNUNCIATOB PANEL

An annunciator panel (with integral toggle switch) is located on
the left side of the instrument panel and provides caution (amber)
and warning (red) messages for selected portions of the airplane
systems. The annunciator is designed to flash messages for
approximately 10 seconds to gain the attention of the pilot betore
changing to steady on. The annunciator panel cannot be turned off
by the pilot.

Inputs to the annunciator come from each fuel kansmitter, the
low oil pressure switch, the vacuum transducers and the alternator
control unit (ACU). lndividual LED bulbs illumlnate each message

and may be replaced through the rear of the

annunciator.

lllumination intensity can be controlled by placing the toggle switch
in either the DIM or BRT positions (earlier serial number airplanes)
or the DAY or NIGHT positions (later serial number airplanes).

The annunciator panel can be tested by placing the lMaster
switch in the ON position and holding the annunciator panel test
switch in the TST (earlier serial number airplanes) or the TEST
(later serial number airplanes) positlon. All amber and red
messages will flash until the switch is released.
NOTE

When the Master switch is turned ON, some annunciators
will f lash for approximately 10 seconds before illuminating
steadily. When the annunciator panel test switch is held in
the TST (earlier serial number airplanes) or the TEST (later
serial number airplanes) position, all remaining lights will
flash until the switch is released.
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MASTER SWITCH

The master switch is a split-rocker type switch labeled MASTER,
and is ON in the up position and OFF in the down position. The
right half of the switch, labeled BAT, controls the battery power to
the airplane. The left half, labeled ALT, controls the alternator.

I

caurroru

PRIOR TO TURNING THE MASTER SWITCH ON
OR OFF, STARTING THE ENGINE OR APPLYING
AN EXTEBNAL POWER SOURCE, THE AVIONICS
MASTER SWITCH SHOULD BE TURNED OFF TO
PBEVENT ANY HABMFUL TBANSIENT VOLTAGE
FROM DAMAGING THE AVIONICS EOUIPMENT,

Normally, both sides

of the master switch should be

used

simultaneously; however, the BAT side of the switch could be turned
on separately to check equipment while on the ground. To check or
use avionics equipment or radios while on the ground, the avionics

power switch must also be turned on. The ALT side of the switch,_
lhe alternator from thel
electrical system. With this switch in the OFF position, the entirel
electrical load is placed on the battery. Continued operation with the_
alternator switch in the OFF position will reduce båttery power lowl
i,vhen placed in the OFF position, removes

enough

to open the battery contactor, remove power from the

alternator field, and prevent alternator restart.
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AVIONICS MASTER SWITCH
Electrical power for each Avionics Bus is supplied from a primary
Electrical Bus. For airplane serial numbers 17238001 through
17258703, except for certain non-U.S. certified airplanes, both
Avionics Buses are controlled by a single section rocker-type
Avionics Master switch. At serial number 17258704 and on, a twosection or "split" rocker-type Avionics N/laster switch controls power
to each Avionics Bus independently. Placing the rocker in the up
(ON) positjon provides power to the Avionics Bus. Placing the
rocker in the down (OFF) position removes power from the Avjonics
Bus. The Avionics Master switch is located on the lower leit side of
the instrument panel.
NOTE

For airplane serial numbers 17258001 through 17258703,
aircraft certilied outside the United States can have a twosection or "split" Avionics Master switch. The two-section
Avionics Master switch enables independent operation of
Avionics Bus 1 and Avionics Bus 2.
With the Avionics Master rocker in the OFF position, no electrical
power is provided to the avionics, even when the lvlaster switch or
the individual avionics component equipment switches are in their
ON positions. The Avionics lvlaster switch (both sides, if two section)
should be placed in the OFF position before switching the Master

switch ON or OFF, sta(ing the engine, or applying an external
power source.

Each avionics bus also incorporates a separate circuit breaker
installed between the primary bus and the avionics master switch. In
the event of an electrical malfunction, this breaker will trip and take
the effected avionics bus otf line.
AMMETER

The ammeter/vacuum gage is located on the lower left side of the
instrument panel. lt indicates the amount of current, in amperes,
from the alternator to the battery or from the battery to the airplane
electrical system. When the engine is operatinq and the master
switch is turned on, the ammeter indicates the charging rate applied
to the battery. In the event the alternator is not functioning or the
electrical load exceeds the output of the alternator, the ammeter
indicates the battery djscharge rate.
7-34
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LOW VOLTAGE ANNUNCIATION

The low voltage warning annunciator is incorporated in thel

annunciator panel;nd activaies when voltage falls bblow 24.5 volts.l
lf low voltagå is detected, the red annunciaiion VOLTS will flash forr
approximately 10 seconds before illuminating sieadily. The pilot
cannot turn off the annunciator.

ln the event an overvoltage condition occurs, the alternatorcontrol unit automatically op;ns the ALT FLD circuit breaker,l
removing alternator tleld current and shutting off the alternator. Thd
battery will then supply system current as shown by a discharge
rate on the ammeter. Under these conditions, depending on
electrical system load, the low voltage warning annunciator will
illuminate when system voltage drops below normal. The alternator
control unit may be reset by resetting the circuit breaker. lJ the lo\(l

voltage warning annunciator extinguishes,
normal alternatorl
"the
charging has råsumed; however, if
annunciator illuminate{
agaii, å malfunction has occuried, and the flight should bel
terminaled as soon as

practicable.

I

NOTE

lllumination of the low voltage annunciator and ammeter
discharge indications may occur during low RPM conditions
with an electrical load on the system, such as during a low
RP[,4 taxi. Under these conditions, the light will go out at

I

higher RPM.
CIRCUIT BFEAKERS AND FUSES

All circuit breakers inside the airplane are of the "push to reset"
or "switch/breaker" type. The power distribution module uses spade
type (automotive style) fuses and one glass type {use (controlling
the clock).

Spare fuses for the power distribution module are located inside
the module. lf one of the spare fuses is used, a replacement spare
should be obtained and reinstalled before the next fliqht.
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exreRrual PowEB BEcEpTAcLE

I

I An external power receptacle is integral to the power distribution
lmodule and allows the use of an external electrical power source for
cold weather starting, and during lengthy maintenance work on
_electrical and avionics equipment. The receptacle is located on the
Itett side of the engine cowling, just forwård of the firewall and
lmidway up the side. Access to the receptacle is gained by
I removing the cover plate (earlier serial number airplanes) or
lopening the hinged access door (later serial number airplanes).
The power distribution module (J-Box) incorporates a circuit
which will close the battery contactor when external power is
applied through the ground service plug receptacle with the master
switch turned on. This feature is intended as a servicing aid when
battery power is too low to close the contactor, and should not be
used to avoid performing proper maintenance procedures on a low
battery.
NOTE

o lf no avionics equipment is to be used or serviced,
the avionics master switch should be in the OFF
position. lf maintenance is required on the avionics
equipment, use a regulated external power source
to prevent damage to the avionics equipment by
transient voltage. Do not crank or start the engine

I

with the avionics master switch in the ON position.

I

o Before connecting an external power source
(generator type or battery cart), the avionics master
switch and the master switch should be turned off.
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LIGHTING SYSTEMS
EXTERIOR LIGHTING
Exterior lighting consists of navigation lights on the wing tips and
top of the rudder, a dual landing/taxi light con{iguration located in
the left wing leading edge, a flashing beacon mounted on top of the
vertical fin, and a strobe light on each wing tip. In addition, two
courtesy lights are recessed into the lower surface of each wing and
provide illumination for each cabin door area.

The exterior courtesy lights (and the rear cabin dome light) are
turned on by pressing the rear cabin light switch. Pressing the rear

cabin light switch again will extinguish the three lights. The
remaining exterior llghts are operated by breaker/switches located
on the lower left instrument panel. To activate these lights, place
switch in the UP position. To deactivate light, place in the DOWN
position.
NOTE

The strobes and flashing beacon should not be used when
flying through clouds or overcast; the flashing light reflected

from water droplets or particles in the atmosphere,
particularly at night, can produce vertigo and loss of
orientation.
INTERIOR LIGHTING

lnterior lighting is controlled by a combination of flood lighting,
glareshield lighting, pedestal lighting, panel lighting, radio lighting
and pilot control wheel lighting.

Flood lighting is accomplished using two lights in the front and a
single dome light in the rear. All flood lights are contained in the

overhead console, and are turned on and off with push type
swilches located near each light. The lwo front lights are individually
rotatable, providing directional lighting for the pilot and front
passenger. The rear dome light is a fixed position light and provides
for general illumination in the rear cabin area.

July 8/98
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Glareshield lighting is provided by either a fluorescent light or a

lseries

of

LED lights recessed into the lower surface of the

glareshield. This light is controlled by rotating the GLARESHIELD
LT dimmer, located below the nav indicators. Rotating the dimmer

clockwise increases light intensity, and rotating

the

dimmer

counterclockwise decrease light intensity.

Pedestal lighting consists of a single, hooded light located above
the fuel selector.This light is controlled by rotating the PEDESTAL
LT dimmer, located below the nav indicators. Rotating the dimmer
clockwise increases light intensity, and rotating the dimmer
counterclockwise decreases light intensity.

Panel lighting is accomplished using individual lights mounted in
each instrument and gauge. These lights are wired in parallel and
are controlled by the PANEL LT dimmer, located below the nav
indicators. Rotating the dimmer clockwise increases light intensity,
and rotating the dimmer counterclockwise decreases light intensity.

I

Pilot control wheel lighting rs accomplished by use of a rheostat
land light assembly, located underneath the pilot control wheel. The

I liqht provides downward illumination f rom the bottom of the control
wheel to the pilot's lap area. To operate the light, first turn on the
NAV light switch, then adjust the map light intensity with the knurled

rheostat knob. Rotating the dimmer clockwise increases light
intensity, and rotating the dimmer counterclockwise decreases light
intensity.

ln addition to the RADIO LT dimmer, lighting intensity for the
avionics displays and the NAV indicators (pilot's panel) is controlled
by the annunciator panel test switch. When the switch is in the BRT
position (earlier serial number airplanes) or the DAY position (later
serial number airplanes), this lighting may be off regardless ot the
RADIO LT dimmer position.

Regardless of the light system in question, the most probable
cause ot a light failure is a burned out bulb. However, in the event
any of the lighting systems fail to illuminate when turned on, check
the appropriate circult breaker. lf the circuit breaker has opened,
and there is no obvious indication of a short circuit (smoke or odor),
turn off the light switch of the affected light, reset the breaker, and
turn the switch on again. lf the breaker opens again, do not reset it.
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CABIN HEATING, VENTILATING AND
DEFROSTING SYSTEM
The temperature and volume of airflow into the cabin can be
regulated by manipulation of the push pull CABIN HT and CABIN
AIR controls (Refer to Figure 7-8). Both controls are the double
button locking type and permit intermediate settings.

For cabin ventilation, pull the CABIN AIR knob out. To raise the
air temperature, pull the CABIN HT knob out approximately 1/4 to
112 inch lor a small amount of cabin heat. Additional heat is
available by pulling the knob oul farther; maximum heat is available
with the CABIN HT knob pulled out and the CABIN AIR knob
pushed full in. When no heat is desired in the cabin, the CABIN HT
knob is pushed full in.

Front cabin heat and ventilating air is supplied by outlet holes
spaced across a cabin manifold just forward of the pilot's and
copilot's feet. Rear cabin heat and air is supplied by two ducts from
the manifold, one extending down each side of the cabin to an
outlet just afi of the rudder iedals at floor level. Windshield defrostl
air is also supplied by two ducts leading from the cabin manifold to
defroster outlets near the lower edge of the windshield. Two knobs
control sliding valves in either defroster outlet to permit regulation of
defroster airflow.

Separate adjustable ventilators supply additional air; one near
each upper corner of the windshield supplies air for the pilot and
copilot, and two ventilators are available for the rear cabin area to
supply air to the rear seat passengers. There are additional
veniilalors located in various posilions in the cockpit.
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Figure 7-8. Cabin Heating, Ventilatjng and Defrosting System.
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PITOT-STATIC SYSTEM AND INSTRUMENTS
The pitot-static system supplies ram air pressure to the airspeed
indicator and static pressure to the airspeed indicator, vertical speed
indicator and altimeter. The system is composed of a heated pitot
tube mounted on the lower surface of the left wing, an external
static port on the lower lefl side of the foMard fuselage, and the
associated plumbing necessary to connect the instruments to the
sources.
The heated pitot system consists of a heating element in the pitot
tube, a s-amp switch/breaker labeled PITOT HEAT, and associated
wiring. The switch/breaker is located on the lower lett side o{ the
instrument panel. When the pitot heat switch is turned on, the
element in the pitot tube is heated electrically lo maintain proper
operation in possible icing conditions.

A static

pressure alternate source valve

throttle, and can

is installed below the

be used if the external static source

is

malfunctioning. This valve supplies static pressure from inside the

cabin instead of the external static port.

lf erroneous instrument readings are suspected due to water or
ice in the pressure line going to the standard external static
pressure source, the alternate static source valve should be pulled
on.

Pressures within the cabin will vary with open heater/vents and
windows. Refer to Section 5 tor the effect of varying cabin pressures
on airspeed readings.
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AIRSPEED INDICATOR

The airspeed indlcator is calibrated in knots. lt incorporates a
true airspeed window which allows true airspeed to be read off the
face of the dial. ln addition, the indicator incorporates a window at

the twelve o'clock position which displays pressure

altitude

overlayed with a temperature scale.

Limitation and range markings (in KIAS) include the white arc
(40 to 85 knots), green arc (48 to 129 knots), yellow arc (129 to 163
knots). and a red line ( 1 63 hnots).

To find true airspeed, first determine pressure altitude

and

outside air temperature. Using this data, rotate the lower left knob
until pressure altitude aligns with outside air temperature in the
twelve o'clock window. True airspeed (corrected for pressure and
temperature) can now be read in the lower window.

VEBTICAL SPEED INDICATOR

The vertical speed indicator depicts airplane rate of climb or
descent in feet per minute. The pointer is actuated by atmospheric
pressure changes resulting from changes of altitude as supplied by
the static source.
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ALTIMETER

Airplane altitude is depicted by a barometric type altimeter. A
knob near the lower left portion of the indicator provides adjustment
of the instrument's barometric scale to the current altimeter setting.

VACUUM SYSTEM AND INSTRUMENTS
The vacuum system (Befer

to

Figure 7-9) provides suction

necessary to operate the attitude indicator and the directional
indicator. The system consists of two engine-driven vacuum pumps,
two pressure switches for measuring vacuum available through

each pump, a vacuum relief valve, a vacuum system air filter,
vacuum operated instruments, a vacuum gauge, low vacuum
warning on the annunciator, and a manifold with check valves to
allow for normal vacuum system operation if one of the vacuum
pumps should lail.

ATTITUDE INDICATOR

The attitude indicator is a vacuum airdriven gyro that gives a
visual indication ol flight attitude. Bank attitude is presented by a
pointer at the top of the indicator relative to the bank scale which
has index marks at 10', 20',30', 60", and 90'either side of the
center mark. Pitch and roll attitudes are presented by a minialure
airplane superimposed over a symbolic horizon area divided into
two sections by a white horizon bar. The upper "blue sky" area and
the lower "ground" area have pitch reference lines useful for pitch
attitude control. A knob at the bottom of the instrument is provided
for injlight adjustment of the symbolic airplane to the horizon bar
for a more accurate flight attitude indication.
DIBECTIONAL INDICATOR

A directional indicator is a vacuurn air-driven gyro that displays
airplane heading on a compass card in relation to a fixed simulated
airplane image and index. The indicator will precess slightly over a
period of time. Therefore, the compass card should be set with the
magnetic compass just prior to takeoff, and readjusted as required
throughout the flight. A knob on the lower left edge of the instrument
is used to adjust the compass card to correct for precession. A knob
on the lower right edge of the instrument is used to move the
heading bug.
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Figure 7-9. Vacuum System
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GAGE

I

The vacuum gage is part of the vacuum gage/ammeter, locatedl
on the lower lett corner of the instrument panel. lt is calibrated in
inches of mercury and indicates vacuum air available for operation
of the attitude and directional indicators. The desired suction range
is 4.5 to 5.5 inches of mercury. Normally, a vacuum reading out of

this range may indicate a system malfunction or

improper

adjustment, and in this case, the attitude and directional (heading)l
indicators should not be considered reliable. However, due to lower
atmospheric pressures at higher altitudes, the vacuum gage mayl
jndicate as low as 4.0 in. Hg. at 20,000 feet and still be adequate

for normal system operation.
LOW VACUUM ANNUNCIATION

Each engine driven vacuum pump is plumbed to a common
manifold, located forward of the firewall. From the tee, a single line
runs into the cabin to operate the various vacuum system
instrumenls. This tee contains check valves to prevent back flow
into a pump if it fails. Transducers are located just upstream of the
tee and measure vacuum output of each pump.
lf output of the left pump falls below 3.0 in. Hg., the amber L VAC
message will flash on the annunciator panel for approximately 10
seconds before turning steady on. lf output of the right pump falls
below 3.0 in. Hg., the amber VAC R message will flash on the

annunciator panel for approximately 10 seconds before turning
steady on. If output of both pumps falls below 3.0 in. Hg., the amber
L VAC R message will flash on the annunciator panel for
approximately 10 seconds before turning steady on.
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lcr-ocx / o.A.T. tNDrcAToR
An integrated clock / O.A.T. / voltmeter is installed in the upper
left side of the instrument panel as standard equipment. For a
lcomplete description and operating instructions, refer to the
I Supplements. Section 9.

STALL WARNING SYSTEM
The airplane is equipped with a pneumatic type stall warning
system consisting of an inlet in the leading edge of the left wing, an
lair-operated horn near the upper left corner of the windshield, and
associated plumbing. As the airplane approaches a stall, the low
pressure on the upper surface of the wings moves forward around

the leading edge of the wings. This low pressure creates a
differential pressure in the stall warning system which draws air
through the warning horn, resulting in an audible warning at 5
knots above stall in all flight conditions.

to

10

STANDARD AVIONICS
Standard avionics for the Model 172S airplanes include the
following equipment:
KX.155A
KT-76C
KIVA-26
3000-11

Nav/Com Radio with

Kl 208 or Kl

209A

lndicator Head
Transponder
Audio Panel
Emergency Locator Transmitter (ELT)

For complete operating instructions on the standard and optional
lavionics systems, refer to the Supplements, Section 9.

7
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AVIONICS SUPPORT EOUIPMENT
Avionics operations are supported by the avionics cooling fan,
microphone and headset installations and static discharge wicks.
AVIONICS COOLING FAN

An avionics cooling fan is installed on the left side of the interior
firewall. The system utilizes a single electric fan and associated
ductwork to force-cool the center stack radios.
Power to the electric fan is supplied through the AVN FAN circuit
breaker. The fan operates whenever the- l,4aster and Avionicsl
l/aster switches are both ON.
I
MICROPHONE AND HEADSET INSTALLATIONS

Standard equipment for the airplane includes

a

hand-held

microphone, an overhead speaker, two remote-keyed microphone

switches

on the

control wheels, and provisions

mic/headsets at each pilot and passenger station.

The hand-held microphone contains an integral

for

boom

push-to talk

switch. This microphone is plugged into the center pedestal and is
accessible to both the pilot and front passenger. Depressing the
push-to-talk switch allows audio transmission on the Com radios.

The overhead speaker is located in the center overhead console.
Volume and output for this speaker is controlled through the audio
panel.

Each control wheel contains a miniature push-to-talk switch. This
switch allows the pilot or fronl passenger to transmit on the Com
radios using remote mics.

Each station of the airplane is wired for aviation style headsets.
Mic and headphone jacks are located on each respective arm rest
and allow for communications between passengers and pilot. The_
system is wired so that microphones are åll voice-åctivated.l
Additional wiring provisions inside the audio panel ensure that only
the pilot or front passenger can transmit through the com radios.
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NOTE

To ensure audibility and clarity when transmitting with the
handheld microphone, always hold it as closely as possible
to the lips, then key the microphone and speak directly into
it. Avoid covering opening on back side ot microphone for
optimum noise canceling.
STATIC DISCHABGERS

Static wicks (static dischargers) are installed at various points
the airframe to reduce interference from precipitation
static. Under some severe static conditions, loss o{ radio signals is
possible even with static dischargers installed. Whenever possible,
avoid known severe precipitation areas to prevent loss of
dependable radio signals. lf avoidance is impractical, minimize
airspeed and anticipate temporary loss of radio signals while in

throughout

these areas.

Static dischargers lose their elfectiveness with age,

and

therefore, should be checked periodically (at least at every annual
inspection) by qualified avionics technicians, etc.

7
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CABIN FEATURES
EMEBGENCY LOCATOR TRANSMITTER (ELT)

A remote switch/annunciator is installed on the top center
location of the copilot's instrument panel for control of the ELT from
the flight crew station. The annunciator, which is in the center of
the rocker switch, illuminates when the ELT transmitter is
transmitting. The ELT emits an omni-directional signal on the
international distress f requencies of '121 .5 lvlHz and 243.Q MHz.
General aviation and commercial aircrafl, the FAA and CAP monitor
121 .5 MHz, and 243.0 MHz is monitored by the military. For a
basic overview of the ELT, refer to the Supplements, Section

9.

I

CABIN FIRE EXTINGUISHEB

A

portable Halon

121

1

(Bromochlorodif luoromethane) flre

extinguisher is standard and is installed on the floorboard near lhe

pilot's seat where it would be accessible in case of fire. The
extinguisher has an Underwriters Laboratories classification of 5B:C. lf installed, the extinguisher should be checked prior to each
flight to ensure that its bottle pressure, as indicated by the gauge on

the boltle, is within the green arc (approximately 125 psi) and the
operating lever lock pin is securely in place.
To operate the fire extinguisher:

1. Loosen retaining clamp(s) and remove extinguisher from
bracket.

2. Hold extinguisher upright, pull operating ring pin, and press
lever while directing the discharge at the base o{ the fire at the
near edge. Progress toward the back of the fire by moving the
nozzle rapidly with a side to side sweeping motion.

N/ay 30/00
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VENTILATE THE CABIN PBOMPTLY AFTER
SUCCESSFULLY EXTINGUISHING THE FIBE TO
REDUCE THE GASES PRODUCED BY THERMAL
DECOMPOSITION,

3.

Anticipate approximately eight seconds

duratron.

Fire extinguishers should be recharged by

a

of

discharge

qualitied fire

extinguishel agency after each use. Such agencies are listed under
"Fire Extinguisher" in the telephone directory. After recharging,
secure the extinguisher to its mounting bracket; do nol allow it to lie
loose on shelves or seats.
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INTRODUCTION
This section contains factory recommended procedures for
proper ground handling and routine care and servicing of your.
airplane. lt also identifies certain inspection and maintenancel
requirements which must be followed if your airplane is to retain that
new airplane performance and dependability. lt is important to follow
a planned schedule of lubrication and preventive maintenance
based on climatic and flying conditions encountered in your local
area.

Keep in touch with your local Cessna Service Station and take
advantage of their knowledge and experience. Your Cessna Service
Station knows your airplane and how to maintain it, and will remind
you when lubrications and oil changes are necessary, as well as
other seasonal and periodic services.

The airplane should be regularly inspected and maintained in
accordance with information found in the airplane maintenance
manual and in company issued service bulletins and service
newsletters. All service bulletins pertaining to the aircrafl by serial
number should be accomplished and the airplane should receive
repetitive and required inspections. Cessna does not condone
modifications, whether by Supplemental Type Certificate or
otherwise, unless these certificates are held and/or approved by
Cessna. Other modifications may void warranties on the airplane
since Cessna has no way of knowing the full effect on the overall
airplane. Operation of an airplane that has been modified may be a
risk to the occupants, and operating procedures and performance
data set forth in the operating handbook may no longer be
considered accurate for the modified airplane.
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IDENTIFICATION PLATE
All correspondence regarding your airplane should include the
Serial Number. The Serial Number, Model Number, Production
Certificate Number (PC) and Type Certificate Number (TC) can be
found on the ldentification Plate, located on the aft left tailcone. A
secondary ldentification Plate is installed on the lower part of the lett
lorward doorpost on earlier serial number airplanes. The Finish
and Trim Plate, located on the lower part ol the lelt forward
doorpost, contains a code describing the exterior paint configuration
for the airplane. The code may be used in conjunction with an
applicable lllustrated Parts Catalog il linish and trim information is
needed.

CESSNA OWNER ADVISORIES
Cessna Owner Advisories are sent to Cessna Aircraft FAA
of record at no charge to inform them about
mandatory and/or beneficial aircraft service requirements and
product changes. Copies of the service bulletins are available from
Registered owners

Cessna Service Stations and Cessna Customer Service.
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UNITED STATES AIRPLANE OWNERS

lf your airplane is registered in the U. S., appropriate Cessna
Owner Advisories will be mailed to you automatically according to
the latest aircralt registration name and address which you have
provided to the FAA. Therefore, it is important that you provide
correct and up-to-date mailing information to the FAA.

lf you

require

a

duplicale Owner Advisory

to be sent to

an

address different from the FAA aircraft registration address, please
complete and return an Owner Advisory Application (otherwise no
action is required on your part).
INTERNATIONAL AIBPLANE OWNERS

To receive Cessna Owner Advisories, please complete and return
an Owner Advisory Application.
Receipt of a valid Owner Advisory Application will establish your
Cessna Owner Advisory service lor one year, after which you will be
sent

a

renewal notice.

lt is important that you respond promptly

to

update your address for this critical service.

PUBLICATIONS

Various publications and flight operation aids are furnished in the
airplane when delivered from the factory. These items are listed
below.

.
.
.
.
.

Customer Care Program Handbook

Pilot's Operating Handbook and FAA Approved Airplane
Flight Manual
Pilot's Checklist
Passenger Briefing Card
Cessna Sales and Service Directory

To obtain additional publications or Owner Advisory information,
you may contact Cessna's Product Support Department at (316)
5rz-saob. Fax (316) 942-9006 or write to Thå Cessna Aiicratil
Company, P.O. Box 7706, Wichita, KS 67277,Dep1751C.
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The following additional publications, plus many other supplies
that are applicable to your airplane, are available from your local
Cessna Service Station.

lnformation l\y'anual (contains Pilot's Operating Handbook
Information)

Maintenance Manual, Wiring Diagram Manual and
lllustrated Parts Catalog

Your local Cessna Service Station has a Customer Care Supplies

and Publications Catalog covering all available items, many

of

which the Service Station keeps on hand. The Service Station can
place an order lor any item which is not in stock.
NOTE

A

Pilot's Operating Handbook and FAA Approved Airplane
Flight l\,4anual which is lost or destroyed may be replaced by
contacting your local Cessna Service Station. An affidavit

_
I

contalning the owneas name, airplane serial number and
reason for replacement must be included in replacement
requests since the Pilot's Operating Handbook and FAA
Approved Airplane Flight Manual is ioentified for specific
såiiat numberåd airplan-es onty.

AIRPLANE FILE
There are miscellaneous data, information and licenses that are a
part of the airplane file. The following is a checklist for that file. ln
addition, a periodic check should be made of the latest Federal
Aviation Regulations to ensure that all data requirements are met.
To be displayed in the airplane at all times:
1 . Aircraft Airworthiness Certificate (FAA Form 8100-2).
2. Aircratl Registration Certificate (FAA Form 8050 3).

3. Aircraft Radio Station License (if applicable).

86
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To be carried in the airplane at all times:

1. Current Pilot's Operating Handbook

and FAA

Approvedl

Airplane Flight Manual.
2. Weight and Balance, and associated papers (latest copy of the
Repair and Alteration Form, FAA Form 337, if applicable).
3. Equipment List.
To be made available upon request:

1. Airplane Logbook.

2. Engine Logbook.
Most of the items listed are required by the United States Federal
Aviation Regulations. Since the Regulations of other nations may
require other documents and data, owners of airplanes not
registered in the United States should check with their own aviation
officials to determine their individual requirements.

Cessna recommends that these items, plus the Pilot's Checklists,
Customer Care Program Handbook and Customer Care Card, be
carrred in the airplane at all times.

AIRPLANE INSPECTION PERIODS
FAA BEQUIRED INSPECTIONS
As requjred by U.S. Federal Aviation Regulations, all civil aircraft
of U.S. registry must undergo a complete inspection (annual) each
twelve calendar months. ln addition to the required annual
inspection, aircraft operated commercially (for hire) must have a
complete inspection every I00 hours of operation.

The FAA may require other inspections by the issuance

of

airworthiness directives applicable to the airplane, engine, propeller

and components. lt is the responsibility of the owner/operator lo
ensure compliance with all applicable airworthiness directives, and
when the inspections are repetitive, to take appropriate steps to.
prevent inadvertent

[.4ay 30/00
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CESSNA INSPECTION PROGBAMS

ln lieu of the 100 hour and annual inspection requirements, an
.airplane may be inspected in accordance with a Progressive Care
llnspection Program or a Phaseoard Inspection Program. Both
programs offer systems which allow the work load to be divided into
smaller operations that can be accomplished in shorter time
periods.

I Th" C"."n"

Progressive Care Inspection Program allows an

airplane to be inspected and maintained in four operations. The four

operations are recycled each 200 hours and are recorded

in

a

specially provided Aircraft lnspection Log as each operation is
conducted.

I

The Phasecard lnspection Program offers a parallel syslem for
high-utilization flight operations (approximately 600 flight hours per
year). This system utilizes 50 hour intervals (Phase 1 and Phase 2)

to inspect high-usage systems and components. At 12 months or
600 flight hours, whichever occurs first, the airplane undergoes a
complete (Phase 3) inspection.
Regardless of the inspection method selected, the owner should
keep in mind that FAR Part 43 and FAR Part 91 establishes the
requiremenl that properly certified agencies or personnel
accomplish all required FAA inspections and most of the
manufacturer recommended inspections.
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CESSNA CUSTOMER CARE PBOGFAM

Specific benefits and provisions of the Cessna Warranty plus
other important benefits for you are contained in your Customer
Care Program Handbook supplied with your airplane. The Customerl
Care Program Handbook should be thoroughly reviewed and kept inl
the airplane at all times.
You will also want to return to your Cessna Service Station either

at 50 hours for your first Progressive Care Operation, or at 100
hours for your first 100 hour inspection depending on which
program you choose to establish for your airplane. While these
important inspections will be performed for you by any Cessna
Service Station, in most cases you will prefer to have the Cessna
Service Station from whom you purchased the airplane accomplish
this work.

PILOT CONDUCTED PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
A certified pilot who owns or operates an airplane not used as an

air carrier is authorized by FAR Part 43 to perform
maintenance on his airplane. Refer to FAR Part 43 for
specific maintenance operations which are allowed.

limited

a list of the

NOTE

Pilots operating airplanes of other than U.S. registry should
refer to the regulations oi the country of certiJication for
informatjon on preventive maintenance that may be
performed by pilots.
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A Maintenance Manual must be obtained prior to performing any
preventive maintenance to ensure that proper procedures are
followed- Your local Cessna Service Station should be contacted for
further information or for required maintenance which must be
accomplished by appropriately licensed personnel.

ALTERATIONS OR REPAIRS
It is essential that the FAA be contacted prior to any alterations
on the airplane to ensure that airworthiness of the airplane is not
violated. Alterations or repairs to the airplane must be accomplished
by licensed personnel, utilizing only FAA Approved components and
FAA Approved data, such as Cessna Service Bulletins.

GROUND HANDLING
TOWING

The airplane is most easily and safely maneuvered by hand with
the tow bar attached to the nose wheel (the tow bar is stowed on
the side of the baggage area). When towing with a vehicle, do not
rexceed the nose gear turning angle of 30" either side of center, or
ldamage to the nose landing gear will result.

[,

crurroru

BEMOVE ANY INSTALLED BUDDEB LOCK BEFOBE
TOWING.

lf the airplane is towed or pushed over a rough surface during
hangaring, watch that the normal cushioning action ot the nose strut
does not cause excessive vertical movement of the tail and the
resulting contact with low hangar doors or structure. A flat nose tire
or deflated strut willalso increase tail height.
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PARKING

When parking the airplane, head into the wind and set theparking brake. Do not set the parking brake during cold weatherf
when accumulated moisture may freeze the brakes, or when the
brakes are overheated. Install the control wheel lock and chock the
wheels. In severe weather and high wind conditions, tie the airplane
down as outlined in the following paragraph.
TIE-DOWN
Proper tie-down procedure is the best precaution against damage

to the parked airplane by gusty or strong winds. To tie-down the
airplane securely, proceed as follows:

1. Set the parking brake and install the control wheel lock.
2. lnstall a surface control lock over the fin and rudder.
3. Tie sulficiently slrong ropes or chains (700 pounds tensile
strength) to the wing, tail and nose lie-down fittings and
secure each rope or chain lo a ramp tie-down.
4. lnstall a pitot tube cover.
JACKING

When a requirement exists to jack the entire airplane off the
ground, or when wing jack points are used in the jacking operation,

refer

to the

Maintenance Manual

for specific procedures

and

equipment required.

lndividual main gear may be jacked by using the lack pad which

is incorporated in the main landing gear strut step bracket. When
using the individual gear strut jack pad, flexibility of the gear strut
will cause the main wheel to slide inboard as the wheel is raised,
tilting the jack. The jack must then be lowered for a second jacking
operation. Do not jack both main wheels simultaneously using the
individual main gear jack pads.

[/ay 30/00
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DO NOT APPLY PRESSURE ON THE ELEVATOR

OR

HOBIZONTAL STABILIZER SURFACES.

WHEN PUSHING ON THE TAILCONE, ALWAYS
APPLY PBESSURE AT A BULKHEAD TO AVOID
BUCKLING THE SKIN.

lf nose gear maintenance is required, the nose wheel may be
raised off the ground by pressing down on a tailcone bulkhead, just
forward of the horizontal stabilizer, and allowing the tail to rest on
the tail tie-down ring.

To assist in raising and holding the nose wheel off the ground,
ground anchors should be utilized at the tail tie down polnt.
NOTE

Ensure that the nose will be held off the ground under all
conditions by means of suitable stands or supports under
weight supporting bulkheads near the nose ol the airplane.
LEVELING
Longitudinal leveling of the airplane is accomplished by placing a
level on leveling screws located on the left side ol the tallcone.
Deflate the nose tire and/or lower or raise the nose strut to properly
center the bubble in the level. Conesponding points on both upper
door sills may be used to level the airplane laterally.

FLYABLE STORAGE
Airplanes placed in non operational storage for a maximum of 30
days or those which receive only intermittent operational use for the

first 25 hours are considered in flyable storage status.

Every

seventh day during these periods, the propeller should be rotated by

hand through five revolutions. This action "limbers" the oil and
helps prevent any accumulation of corrosion on engine cylinder

walls.

lu,,
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FOR MAXIMUM SAFETY, CHECK THAT

THE

IS

THE

IGNITION SWITCH IS OFF, THE THROTTLE IS
CLOSED, THE MIXTURE CONTROL IS IN THE
IDLE CUT OFF POSITION, ANO THE AIRPLANE

SECURED BEFOBE ROTATING

PROPELLER BY HAND. DO NOT STAND WITHIN
THE ARC OF THE PROPELLER BLADES WHILE
TURNING THE PROPELLER.

After 30 days, the airplane should be flown for 30 minutes or a
ground runup should be made just long enough to produce an oil
temperature within the lower green arc range. Excessive ground
runup should be avoided.
Engine runup also helps to eliminate excessive accumulations of
water in the fuel system and other air spaces in the englne. Keep
fuel tanks full to minimize condensation in the tanks. Keep the
battery fully charged to prevent the electrolyte from freezing in cold
weather. lf the airplane is to be stored temporarily, or indefinitely,
refer to the Maintenance Manual for proper storage procedures.

SERVICING
In addition to the Preflight lnspection covered in Section 4 of this
handbook, complete servicing, inspection and test requirements for
your airplane are detailed in the l\.4aintenance Manual. The

Maintenance N4anual outlines all items which require attention at
specific intervals plus those items which require servicing,
inspection, and/or testing at special intervals.

Since Cessna Service Stations conduct all service, inspection,
and test procedures in accordance with applicable f,4aintenance
Manuals, it is recommended that you contååt your local Cessnal
Service Slation concerning these requirements and begin
scheduling your airplane for service at the recommended intervals.

Cessna Progressive Care ensures that these requirements are
accomplished at the required intervals to comply wiih the 100 hour
or annual inspection as previously covered.
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Depending on various flight operations, your local Government
Aviation Agency may require additional service, inspections, or
tests. For these regulatory requirements, owners should check with
local aviation officials where the airplane is being operated.

For quick and ready relerence, quantities, materials

and

specifications for frequently used service items are as lollows.

otL
OIL SPECIFICATION

I

N4|L-L-6082 or SAE J1966 Aviation Grade Straight Mineral Oil:
Used when the airplane was delivered from the factory and should
be used to replenish the supply during the first 25 hours. This oil

should be drained and filter replaced after the first 25 hours of
operation. Refill the engine and conlinue to use until a total of 50
hours has accumulated or oil consumption has stabilized.

I

H/ltf-f-zzaSl or SAE J1899 Aviation Grade Ashless Dispersant
Oil: Oil conforming to Textron Lycoming Service lnstruction No.

1014, and all revision and supplements thereto, must be used after
first 50 hours, or when oil consumption has stabilized.
RECOMMENDED VISCOSITY FOB TEMPERATURE RANGE

Multiviscosity or straight grade oil may be used throughout the
year for engine lubrication. Refer to the followlng table for
temoerature verses
MtL,L-6082
OT

Temperat!re

SAE J1966
Straight
Mineral Oil
SAE Grade

MIL-L 22851 or
SAE J 1899
Ashless Dispersant
SAE Grade

Above 27'C (80'F)

60

Above 16'C (60'F)

50

'1'C (30'F)

32'c (90'F)

40

40

18"C (0'F) to 21'C (70"F)

30

30.40 or 20W-40

Below -12'C (10'F)

20

30 or 20W 30

(0'F)

20w-50

20W 50 or 15W-50

-18.C

to

32"C (90'F)

All Temperatures

814
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CAPACITY OF ENGINE SUMP

The engine lubrication system has a total capacity of 9 quarts of
oil, with the oil filter accounting for 1 quart of that total. The engine
oil sump (crankcase) has a capacity ol 8 quarts. The engine must
not be operated with less than 5 quarts in the sump. For extended
flights, the engine oil level should be at

I

quarts.

OIL AND OIL FILTER CHANGE

After the first 25 hours of operation, drain the engine oil sump
and replace the filter. Refill sump with straight mineral oil and use
until a total of 50 hours has accumulated or oil consumption has
stabilized; then change lo ashless dispersanl oll. Ashless dispersant
oil (and oil filteO should then be changed at time intervals set forth
by the engine manufacturer.
NOTE

During the first 25 hour oil and filter change, a general
inspeclion of the overall engine compartment is required.

Items which are not normally checked during

a

preflight

inspection should be given special attention. Hoses, metal
lines and fittings should be inspected for signs ol oil and

fuel leaks, and checked for abrasions, chafing, security,
proper routing and support, and evidence of deterioration.
lnspect the intake and exhaust systems for cracks, evidence

of leakage, and security of attachment. Engine controls and
linkages should be checked for freedom ol movement
through their full range, security of attachment and evidence

of wear. lnspect wiring for security, chafing, burning,
defective insulation, loose or broken terminals, heat
deterioration, and corroded terminals. Check the alternator
belt in accordance with Maintenance Nilanual instructions.
and retighten if necessary. A periodic check of these items
during subsequent servicing operations is recommended.
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FUEL
APPROVED FUEL GRADES (AND COLORS)
'1

00LL Grade Aviation Fuel (Blue).
100 Grade Aviation Fuel (Green).
NOTE

lsopropyl alcohol or diethylene glycol monomethyl ether
(DiEGME) may be added to the fuel supply in quantities not
to exceed 1% (alcohol) or 0.15% (DiEGIVE) of total volume.
Refer to Fuel Additives in later paragraphs for addltional
inJormation.

FUEL CAPACITY

I

so.o u.s. cattons Totat:

28.0 U.S. Gallons per tank.
NOTE

To ensure maximum fuel capacity when refueling

and

minimize cross feeding, the fuel selector valve should be

placed in either the LEFT or RIGHT position and the
airplane parked in a wings level, normal ground attitude.
Refer to Figure 1- 1 for a definition of normal ground attitude.

Service the fuel system after each flight, and keep fuel tanks
full to minimize condensation in the tanks.

FUEL ADDITIVES

Strict adherence to recommended preflight draining instructions
called for in Section 4 will eliminate any free water
accumulations f rom the tank sumps. Whjle small amounts of water
may still remain in solution in the gasoline, it will normally be

as

consumed and go unnotjced in the operation of the engine.

8-r 6
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One exception to this can be encountered when operating under

the combined effect of: (1) use of certain fuels, with (2)
humidity conditions on the ground (3) followed by flight at

high
high

altitude and low temperature. Under these unusual conditions, small
amounts of water in solulion can precipitate from the fuel stream
and freeze in sufficient quantities to induce partial icing of the
engine fuel system.
While these conditions are quite rare and will not normally pose a
problem to owners and operators, they do exist in certain areas of
the wodd and consequently must be dealt with, when encountered.

Therefore, to help alleviate the possibility of fuel icing occurring
under these unusual conditions, it is permissible to add isopropyl
alcohol or diethylene glycol monomethyl ether (DiEGME) compound
to the fuel supply.

The introduction of alcohol or DiEGME compound into the fuel
provides two distinct effecls: (1) it absorbs the dissolved water from
the gasoline and (2) alcohol has a freezing temperature depressant
effect.
NOTE

When using fuel additives, it must be remembered that the
final ooal is to obtain a correct f uel-to-additive ratio in the
tank, and not just with fuel coming out of the refueling
nozzle. For example, adding l5 gallons of correctly
proportioned fuel to a tank which contains 20 gallons of
untreated fuel will result in a lower-than'acceptable
concentration level to the 35 gallons of fuel which now
reside in the tank.

Alcohol, if used, is to be blended with the fuel in a concenlration

of 1% by volume.

Concenlrations greater than 1%

are

not

recommended since they can be detrimental to fuel tank materials.

The manner in which the alcohol is added 1o the fuel is
it is completely
dissolved in the fuel. To ensure proper mixing, the following is
significant because alcohol is most effective when
recommended:

1.

For best results, the alcohol should be added during the
fueling operation by pouring the alcohol directly on the
fuel stream issuing from the fueling nozzle.
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Figure 8-1. Fuel Mixing Ratio
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2. An alternate method that may be used is to premix the
complete alcohol dosage with some fuel in a separate clean
container (approximately 2-3 gallon capacity) and then
transferring this mixture to the tank prior to the fuel operation.

Diethylene glycol monomethyl ether (DiEGME) compound must
be carefully mixed with the fuel in conceniralions between 0.10%
(minimum) and 0 .15% (maximum) of total fuel volume. Refer to
Figure 8-1 for a DiEG[/E{ojuel mixing chart.

A

caurroru
ANTI.ICING ADDITIVE IS OANGEROUS TO

HEALTH WHEN BREATHED AND/OR ABSORBED
INTO THE SKIN.

[,
MtxtNG

caurrolr

oF D|EGME W|TH FUEL tS

EXTBEMELY I

IMPORTANT. A CONCENTRATION IN EXCESS OF
THAT RECOMMENOED (0.15% BY VOLUME
MAXIMUM) MAY BESULT IN DETRIMENTAL
EFFECTS TO THE FUEL TANK SEALANT, AND
DAMAGE TO O-RINGS AND SEALS USED IN THE
FUEL SYSTEM AND ENGINE COMPONENTS. A

CONCENTBATION OF LESS THAN THAT
RECOMMENDED (0.10% By TOTAL VOLUME
MINIMUM) WILL RESULT IN INEFFECTIVE

I

TREATMENT. USE ONLY BLENOING EOUIPMENT
THAT IS RECOMMENDED BY THE
MANUFACTURER TO OBTAIN PROPER
PBOPORTIONING.
Prolonged storage of lhe airplane will resull in a water buildup in
the .fuel which "leeches oul" the additive. An indication of this is
when an excessive amount of water accumulates in the fuel tank
sumps. The concentration can be checked using a differential
refractometer. lt is imperative that the technical manual for the
differential refraclometer be followed explicitly when checking the

additive concentration.
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FUEL CONTAMINATION

Fuel contamination is usually the result of foreign material
present in the fuel system, and may consist of water, rust, sand, dirt,
microbes or bacterial growth. ln additlon, additives that are not
compatible with fuel or fuel system componenls can cause the fuel
to become contaminated.
Before each flight and after each refueling, use a clear sampler
cup and drain at least a cupful of fuel from each fuel tank drain
location and from the fuel strainer quick drain valve to determine if
contaminants are present, and to gnsure the airplane has been
fueled with the proper grade of fuel.

I

lf contamination is detected, drain all fuel drain points including the
fuel reservoir and fuel selector quick drain valves and then gently
rock the wings and lower the tail to the ground to move any
-additional contaminants to the sampling points. Take repeated
lsamples from all fuel drain points until ai iontamination has been
removed. lf, after repeated sampling, evidence of contamination still
exists, the airplane should not be flown. Tanks should be drained
and system purged by qualified maintenance personnel. All
evidence of contamination must be removed before further flight. lf
the airplane has been serviced with the improper fuel grade, defuel
completely and refuel with the correct grade. Do not fly the ajrplane
with contaminaled or unapproved fuel.

ln addition, Owners/Operators who are not acquainted with a
particular fixed base operator should be assured that the fuel supply
has been checked for contamination and is properly filtered before
allowjng the airplane to be serviced. Fuel tanks should be kept full

between flights, provided weight and balance considerations will
permit, to reduce the possibility of water condensing on the walls of
partially f illed tanks.

To further reduce the possibility of contaminated fuel, routine
maintenance of the fuel system should be performed in accordance

with the airplane Maintenance Manual. Only the proper fuel, as
recommended in this handbook, should be used, and fuel additives
should not be used unless approved by Cessna and the Federal
Aviation Administration.
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LANDING GEAR
Consult the following table for servicing intormation on the
landing gear.

COMPONENT

SERVICING CRITERIA

Nose Wheel (5.00'5, 6'Ply Rated Tire)

45.0 PSI

Main Wheel (6.00-6.6 Ply Rated Tire)

38.0 PSI

Brakes

MIL-H 5606

Nose Gear Shock Strut

MIL-H-5606; 45.0 PSI -

*

Keep strut filled with lVlL-H-5606 hydraulic fluid per
filling ins'tructions placard, and with no load on the
strut, inllate with air to 45.0 PSl. Do not over inflate.

CLEANING AND CARE
WINDSHIELD AND WINDOWS

The plastic windshield and windows should be cleaned with an
aircraft windshield cleaner. Apply the cleaner sparingly with soft
cloths, and rub with moderate pressure until all dirt, oil scum and
bug stains are removed. Allow the cleaner to dry, then wipe it off
with sofl f lannel cloths.

A caurroru
NEVER USE GASOLINE, BENZENE, ALCOHOL,
ACETONE, FIRE EXTINGUISHER, ANTI-ICE FLUID,

LACQUER THINNER OR GLASS CLEANER TO CLEAN
THE PLASTIC. THESE MATERIALS WILL ATTACK THE
PLASTIC AND MAY CAUSE IT TO CRAZE.

lf a

windshield cleaner

is not available, the plastic can

be

cleaned with soft cloths moistened with Stoddard solvent to remove
oil and grease.
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Follow by carefully washing with a mild detergent and plenty of
water. Rinse thoroughly, then dry with a clean moist chamois. Do
not rub the plastic with a dry cloth since this builds up an
electrostatic charge which attracts dust. Waxing with a good
commercial wax will finish the cleaning job. A thin, even coat ol
wax, polished out by hand with clean soft flannel cloths, will fill in
minor scratches and help prevent further scratching.
Do not use a canvas cover on the windshield unless freezinq rain
plastic
surface.

or sleet is anticipated since the cover may scratch the
PAINTED SURFACES

The painted exterior sur{aces of your new Cessna have

a

durable, long lasting Iinish.

Generally, the painted surfaces can be kept bright by washing
with water and mild soap, followed by a rinse with water and drying
wilh cloths or a chamois. Harsh or abrasive soaps or detergents
which cause corrosion or scratches. should never be used. Remove

stubborn oil and grease with a cloth moistened with Stoddard
solvent. Take special care to make sure that the exterior graphics
.are not touched by the solvent. For complete care of exterior
lgraphics reler to the l\4aintenance l\4anual.

To seal any minor surface chips or scratches and protect against
corrosion, the airplane should be waxed regularly with a good
automotive wax applied in accordance with the manufacturer's
instructions. lf the airplane js operated jn a seacoast or other salt
water environment, it must be washed and waxed more frequently to
assure adequate protection. Special care should be taken to seal
around rivet heads and skin laps, which are the areas most
susceptible to corrosion. A heavier coating of wax on the leading
edges of the wings and tail and on the cowl nose cap and propeller
spinner will help reduce the abrasion encountered in these areas.
Reapplication of wax will generally be necessary after cleaning with
soap solution or after chemical deicjng operations.
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When the airplane is parked outside in cold climates and it is
necessary to remove ice before flight, care should be taken to

protect the painted surfaces during ice removal with chemical

liquids. lsopropyl alcohol will satisfactorily remove ice accumulations
without damaging the paint. However, keep the isopropyl alcohol
away from the windshield and cabin windows since it will attack the
plastic and may cause it to craze.
PBOPELLER CAFE
Prellight inspeclion of propeller blades for nicks, and wiping them
occasionally with an oily cloth to clean off grass and bug stains will
assure long blade life. Small nicks on the propeller, particularly near
the tips and on the leading edges, should be dressed out as soon
as possible since these nicks produce stress concentrations, and i{
ignored, may result in cracks or lailure of the propeller blade. Never
use an alkaline cleaner on the blades; remove grease and dirt with
Stoddard solvent.
ENGINE CARE

The engine may be cleaned, using

a

suitable solvent,

in

accordance with instructions in the airplane l/aintenance Manual.
Most efficient cleaning is done using a spray type cleaner. Before
spray cleaning, ensure that protection is afJorded for components

which might be adversely affected by the solvent. Refer to the
Maintenance l\.4anual lor proper lubrication of controls and
components after engine cleaning. The induction air filter should be
replaced when its condition warrants, not to exceed 500 hours.
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INTERIOR CARE

To remove dust and loose dirt from the upholstery and carpet,
clean the interior regularly with a vacuum cleaner.

Blot up any spilled liquid promptly with cleansing tissue or rags.
Do not pat the spot; press the blotting material firmly and hold it for
several seconds. Continue blotting until no more liquid is taken up.
Scrape off sticky materials with a dull knife, then spot clean the
area.

Oily spots may be cleaned with household spot removers, used
sparingly. Before using any solvent, read the instructions on the

container and test it on an obscure place on the fabric to be
cleaned. Never saturate the tabric with a volatile solvent; it may
damage the padding and backing materials.

Soiled upholstery and carpet may be cleaned with foam type
detergent, used according to the manufacturer,s instructions. To
minimize wetting the fabric, keep the foam as dry as possible and
remove .t with a vacuum cleaner.

I

For complete information related to interior cleaning, refer to the

I Maintenanc'e N,1anual.
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SUPPLEMENTS
INTRODUCTION
The supplements in this section contain expanded operational
procedures for both standard and optional equipment installed in the
airplane. Operators should refer to each supplement to ensure that

all limitations and

procedures appropriate

for their airplane

are

observed.

A Log Ol Approved Supplements is provided, for convenience
only, beginning on page Log 1 and is a numerical list of all
supplements applicable to this airplane by name, number and
revision level. This log should be used as a checklist to ensure all
applicable supplements have been placed in the Pilot's Operating
Handbook (POH). Supplements may be removed from the POH
provided the equipment is not installed on the airplane. lf equipment

is installed on the airplane, however, the supplement(s) must ber

issued. I
its own Log of Effective,

retained and updated as revisions to each supplement are

Each individual supplement contains
Pages. This log lists the page number and effective date of every
page in the supplement. The log also lists the dates on which
revisions to lhe supplement occurred. Additionally, the part number
of the supplement provides information on the revision level. Refer
to the following example:

172SPHUS.S1-04

T--

Level of Supptement

""uision

Supplement Number
Type of Airplane Supplement Applies To

[.4ay 30/00

9-1/(9'2 blank)
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SU

SECTION 9
PPLEMENTS

LOG OF APPROVED SUPPLEMENTS
NOTE

IT IS THE AIBPLANE OWNER'S RESPONSIBILITY TO MAKE SUFE THAT
HE OR SHE HAS THE LATEST REVISION TO EACH SUPPLEMENT OF A
PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK AND THE LATEST ISSUED 'LOG OF

APPROVED SUPPLEMENTS.' THIS 'LOG OF

APPROVED

SUPPLEMENTS' WAS THE LATEST REVISION AS OF THE DATE IT WAS

SHIPPED

BY CESSNA; HOWEVEH, SOME

CHANGES

MAY

HAVE

OCCURRED AND THE OWNER SHOULD VERIFY THIS IS THE LATEST,

MOST UP-TO-DATE VERSION BY CONTACTING CESSNA CUSTOMER
suPPoRT AT (316) 517-5800.
SUPP.

SUPPLEMENT NAME

NO.
1

BendixiKing KX 155A VHF
NAV/COMM with Kl 208 or Kl 209A
lndicator Head

2

Bendix/King KT 76C Transponder
with Blind Encoder

3

Bendix/King KMA 26 Audio Selector

BEVISION EQUIPMENT

LEVEL

INSTALLED

0x

Panel
4

Pointer Model 3000-11 or l,4odel
4000-1 1 Emergency Locator
Transmitter (ELT)
Bendixi King KLN 898 Global
Positioning System (GPS)

6

Bendix/King KR 87 Automatic
Direction Finder (ADF)

7

Bendix/King Kap 140
Single Axis Autopilot

8

Winterization Kit

0

I

Davtron Model 803 Clock/OAT

0

10

Bendix/King KLN 89 Global
Positioning System (GPS)

11

Reserved

1

172SUSLOG11

22 December 2004

U,S, LOG
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LOG OF APPROVED SUPPLEMENTS
SUPP.
NO,

12

'13

SUPPLEMENT

Canadian

NAME

REVISION EQUIPMENT

LEVEL

Supplement
Slaved

0

Bendix/King KCS-SSA
Compass System with Kl-525A
Horizontal Situation lndicator

INSTALLED

-

1

(HSr)

14

'15

Reserved
Bendix/King KAP

140

5

2 Axis Autopilot

I
I

t

O

17

.18

19
20

Bendix/King KT 73 Mode S
Transponder
Reserved
Reserved
Bendix/King KLN 94 Global
Positioning System
Bendix/King KMA 28 Audio
Panel

21
22
24

Bendix/King KMD 550
Display
1

2 Volt Cabin Power

Selector O

Multi-Functjon

System

x

0

Q

x

Astrotech Model TC-2
Clock/OAT/Volt lndicator

25

Bendix/King KX 1654 VHF

26

Bendix/King KDR 510 Fljght
Information Services (FlS)

NAV/COIV]

172SUSLOG1

LOG

2

U.S.

1

22 December 2004

Z.t

1l

Cessna
Pilot's Operating Handbook and
FAA Approved Airplane Flight Manual

CESSNA MODEL 172S
AIRPLANES 17258001 AND ON

SUPPLEMENT

1

BENDIX/KING KX 1554
VHF NAV/COMM
with Kl 208 or Kl 2094 INDICATOR HEAD
SEFIAL NO,
AEGISTRÅTION

This supplement must be inseried into Section

I of the

Pilot's Operaiing

Handbook and FAA Approved Airplane Flight l/anual.
FAA APPROVAL
FAA APPROVEO I'NDER FAR 2! SUSPART J

Th. C.csrr Ahcrall Co
Måndiclurår CEn

ExGutiv! Ehgrnllr
1S93

Ø
coPYR orT o r99e
CESSNA A FCBAFICOMPANY
WCH TA. MNSAS, L]SA
172SPHllS Sr 00

Member o{ GAMA

8 July 1998
s1
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SUPPLEMENT

1

BENDIX/KING KX 155A VHF NAV/COMM with KI
208 or KI2O9A INDICATOR HEAD
The followlng Log of Effective Pages provides the date of issue
for original and revised pages, as well as a listing of al1 pages in

the Supplement. Pages which are alfected by the

current

revision will carry the date of that revision

Revision Level

Oate of lssue

0 (Original)

July 8, 1998

LOG OF EFFECTIVITY PAGES
PAGE

Title (S1-1

S1-2
S1-3
S1-4
S1-5
51-6
S1-7
S1-8

DATE

)

July 8/98
J uly 8/98
J uly 8/98
J uly 8/98
uly
J uly
J uly
J uly
J

B/98

8/98
8/98
8/98

PAGE
S1-9
51-1 0
51 11
51-12
51-1 3
S1-14
S1-1 5
S1-16

DATE
July 8/98
July 8/98
July 8/98

July8/98

Blank

July
July
July
July

B/98

8/98
8/98
8/98

SERVICE BULLETIN CONFIGURATION LIST
The following is a list of Service Bulletins that are applicable to
the operation of the airplane, and have been incorporated into
this supplement. This list contains only those Service Bulletins
that are currently active.

Airplane

Number

s1-2

Title

Unit

Revision

Elfectivitv lncorporation

lncorporated
ln Airplane

J

uly 8/98
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SUPPLEMENT
BENDIX/KING KX 1554 VHF NAV/COMM with
K|208 or Kl209A INDICATOR HEAD
SECTION 1
GENERAL
The Bendix/King KX 1554 VHF Nav/Comm, shown in Figure 1 ,
consists of a panel-mounted receiver-transmitter and a Kl 208 or Kl
2094 Indicator.
The set includes a 760-channel VHF communications receivertransmitler and a 200 channel VHF navigation receiver. A 40channel glide slope receiver is also included if the Kl 209A
indicator is used. The communicalions receiver-transm tter receives
and transmits signals between 1 18.00 and 136.975 I/Hz with 25kHz spacing. Optional 8.33 kHz (2280 channel) Comm is available.
The navigalion receiver receives VOR and localizer signals between
108.00 and 117.95 I/Hz in 50-kHz steps. The glide slope receiver
is automatically tuned when a localizer frequency is selected. The
circuits required to interpret the VOR and localizer signals are also
an integral part of the Nav receiver.

Large self-dimming gas discharge readouts display both the

communications and navigation operating frequencies. The KX-

1554's "flipjlop" preselect feature enables you to store one
frequency in the standby display while operating on another and
lhen interchange them inslantly with the touch of a button. Both the
active (CONIL4) and the standby (STBY) frequencies may be
displayed at all times and are stored in nonvolatile memory without
drain on the aircraft battery. KX 155A has 32 programmable comm
channels, a stuck microphone alert and transmilter shutdown,
Bearing To/From radial mode, course deviation indicator mode and
an elapsed limer mode.

July 8/98
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Bendix/King KX 1 55A VHF NAV/COMM with Kl 208 or
Kl 209A Indicator Head (Sheet 1 of 7)
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NAV FUNCTION DISPLAYS

IDg,ED

- 1- -- -- --

U]D

VOR MODE: ACTIVE/BEARING, CDI FORMAT

IDg ED
F

"e

U=E

LHE

VOR MODE: ACTIVE/BEARING, FLAG DISPLAY

IEE ED

D3n'o

VOR MODE: ACTIVE "BEARING TO" FUNCTION DISPLAY

TO

IBg ED
VOR MODE: ACTIVE/BEARING, FLAG DISPLAY

un.9n
--t-----

LDr

LOCALIZER IVODE: FREQUENCY/CDl FORI\4AT

Figure 1. Bendix/King KX 155A VHF NAV/CO[/t\4 with Kl 208 or
Kl 2094 Indicator Head (Sheet 2 oJ 7)
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1. OPEFATING COIVI\4 FREOUENCY DISPLAY
Displays
COMI\,4 ACTIVE and COMM STANDBY frequencies with a "T"
between them to indicate TRANSM lT and an "R" to indicate
RECEIVE modes of operation.

2. OPERATING NAV FREQUENCY DISPLAY The right
portion of the display is allocated to NAV receiver ACTIVE and
STANDBY information. The frequency channeling is similar lo
the COMM when operating in the frequency mode. The NAV
ACTIVE and STANDBY frequencies are stored in the memory
on power down and return on power up.

3. NAV STAN DBY/OBS/Bearing/Rad allTimer Display - The righl
side of the NAV display is controlled by the l\,4ODE
SELECTOR BUTTON (see #7 below). With an active VOR
frequency, this portion of the display shows the STANDBY
frequency, OBS setting for the internal CDl, the bearing to the
VOR station, radial from the VOR station, or a count up/count,
down timer. With an active localizer frequency, this portion of
the display shows the slandby frequency, the letters "LOC", or
count-up/count-down timer.

4. NAV FREQUENCY SELECTOR KNOB (SMAIL) -- Operates
in 50 kHz steps. The NAV receiver's lower and upper
requency limits are 108.00 MHz and 1 1 7.95 MHz. Exceeding
the upper limit o{ frequency band will automatically return to
the lower limit and vice versa. A clockwise rotation will
increase (inc) the previous frequency while a counterclockwise
f

rolation will decrease (dec) the previous frequency.

5. NAV FREQUENCY SELECTOF KNOB (LARGE) - Operates
in 1 MHz steps. The frequency inc/dec operates the
STANDBY frequency display. A clockwise rotation will
increase the previous frequency while a counterclockwise
rotation will decrease the previous frequency. Exceeding the
upper limit of the frequency band will automatically return to
the lower Iimit and vice versa.
Figure

1

Ju ly 8/98

.

Bendix/King KX 1554 VHF NAV/COIVM with Kl 208 or Kl
2094 Indicator Head (Sheet 3 of 7)
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NAV/FREQUENCY TRANSFER BUTTON (<+
) -.
Interchanges the NAV Active and STANDBY frequencies.
Depressing the NAV frequency lransfer butlon for 2 seconds
or more will cause the display to go into the ACTIVE ENTRY
mode. Only the ACTIVE frequency will be displayed and it can
be directly changed by using the NAV inc/dec knobs. The
display will return to the ACTIVE/STANDBY mode when the
NAV frequency transfer button is pushed.

BUTTON Depressing the mode button
will cause the NAV display to go from the ACTIVE/STANDBY
format to the ACTIVE/CDl (Course Deviation Indicator) format.
ln the CDI mode, the frequency inc/dec knob (pushed in)
channels the ACTIVE frequency. When the ACTIVE window is
tuned to a VOR frequency, the standby frequency area is
replaced by a three digit OBS (Omni Bearing Selector)
dlsplay. The desired OBS course can be selected by pulling
out the inner NAV frequency knob and turning it. This OBS
display is independenl of any OBS course selected on an
external CDl. An "OBS" in the middle of the NAV display will
flash while the inner NAV frequency knob is pulled o!t. The
CDI is displayed on the line below the frequency/OBs. When
the ACTIVE window is tuned to a localizer frequency, the
standby frequency area is replaced by "LOC". When the
received signal is loo weak to ensure accuracy the display will
,FLAG'.

7. IV1ODE SELECTOR

Depressing the mode button again will cause the NAV display
to go from the ACTIVE/CDl format to the ACTIVE/BEARING
format. ln the BEARING mode, the frequency inc/dec knob
channels the ACTIVE frequency window. Depressing the

frequency transfer butlon will cause the ACTIVE trequency to
be placed in blind storage and the STANDBY frequency (in
blind storage) to be displayed in the ACTIVE window display.
In bearing mode, the right hand window of the NAV display
shows the bearing TO the s'lation. When a too weak or invalid
VOR signal is received the display flags (dashes).
Figure

1. Bendix/King KX 155A VHF NAV/COIVM with Kl 208 or Kl
2094 lndicator Head (Sheet 4 of 7)
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Another push of the mode button will cause the NAV dlsplay

to go from the

ACTIVE/BEARING format

to

the

ACTIVE/RADIAL format. ln the RADIAL mode, the frequency

inc/dec knobs channel the ACTIVE frequency window and
depressing the frequency transfer button will cause the
ACTIVE frequency to be placed in blind storage and the
STANDBY frequency (in blind storage) to be displayed in the
ACTIVE window display. ln radial mode of operalion, the right
hand window of NAV display shows the radial FBOM the
station. When a too weak or invalid VOR signal is received
the display flaos (dashes).

Another push of the mode bulton will cause the unit to go nto
the TIMEF mode. When the unit is turned on, the e apsed
timer (ET) begins counting upwards trom zero. The timer can
be stopped and reset to zero by pushlng the NAV frequency
transfer bulton for 2 seconds or more causing the ET on the
display to flash. ln this state, the timer can be set as a
counldown limer or the elapsed timer can be restarted. The
countdown limer is set by using the NAV frequency inc/dec
knobs lo set the desired time and then pushing the NAV
frequency transfer button to start the timer. The large knob
selects minutes, the small knob in the "in" position selects 10
second intervals, and the small knob in the "out" position
selects individual seconds. After the countdown timer reaches
zero, the counler will begin to count upwards indefinitely while
flashing for the first 15 seconds. When the elapsed timer is
reset to zero it may be restarted again by momentarily
pushing the NAV frequency transfer button.

8. NAV/VOLUIVE CONTROL (PULL IDENT) -- Adjusts volume of
navigation receiver audio. When the knob is pulled out, the
ldent signal plus voice may be heard. The volume of
voice/ident can be adjusted by turning this knob.

Figure 1. Bendix/King KX 1554 VHF

NAV/CO|\,11\4 with Kl 208 or Kl
2094 Indicator Head (Sheet 5 of 7)
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9. COMN4 FREQUENCY SELECTOR KNOB (|NNER) -- This
smaller knob is designed to change the indicated frequency in
steps of 50-kHz when it is pushed in, and in 25-kHz steps
when it rs pulled out. For 8.33 kHz versions, channels are
incremented in 25 kqz steps with the knob pushed in and
8.33 kHz with the knob pulled out.
10. COMI\4 FREOUENCY SELECTOR KNOB (OUTER)

--

ThE

outer, larger seleclor knob is used to change the l\4Hz portion
of the frequency display. At either band edge of the 118-136

MHz frequency spectrum, an otfscale rotalion will wrap the
display around to the other frequency band edge (i.e., 196
MHz advances to 118 l\4Hz).
1'1.

CHANNEL BUTTON -- Pressing the CHAN button {or 2 or
more seconds will cause the unit to enler the channel program
(PG) mode. Upon entering the channel program mode, the

channel number

will flash indicating that it can

be

programmed. The desired channel can be selected by turning
the comm kHz knob. The channel frequency can be entered
by pushing the comm transfer button which will cause the
standby frequency to flash. The comm frequency knobs are
then used to enter the desired frequency. lf dashes (located
between 136 MHz and 118 MHz) are entered instead of a
frequency, the corresponding channe is skipped in channeL
selection mode. Additional channels may be programmed by
pressing the COMM transfer button and using the same
procedure. The channel information is saved by pushing the
CHAN button which will also cause the unit to return to the
previous frequency entry mode.

The channel selection mode (CH) can then be entered by
momenlarily pushing the CHAN button. The comm frequency
knobs can be used to select the desired channel. The unit will
automatically default to the previous mode if no channel is
selected within 2 seconds after enterlng the channel selection
mode. The unit is placed in the transmit mode by depressing
a mic button.

Figure

s1
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.

Bendix/King KX 155A VHF NAV/CON/l\4 with Kl 208 or Kl
2094 lndicator Head (Sheet 6 of 7)
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( <+
) ..
Interchanges the frequencies in the USE and STANDBY

12. COI\,4M FFEQUENCY TRANSFEF BUTTON

displays. To tune the radio to the desired operating frequency,

the desired frequency must be entered inlo the

standby

display and then the transfer button must be pushed. This will

trade the conlents of the active and slandby displays. The
operating frequency can also be entered by accessing the
ACTIVE ENTRY (direct tune) mode which is done by pushing
the colvlN4 TRANSFER button for 2 0r more seconds. In the
direct tune mode, only the active part of the display is visible.
The desired frequency can be directly entered into the display.
Push the COI\,4i/ TRANSFER button again to return to the
active/standby display.

The transceiver is always tuned to the frequency appearing

lt is, therefore,

in

possible to have two
different frequencies slored in the ACTIVE and STANDBY
displays and to change back and forth between them at the
simple push of the transfer button.

the ACTIVE display.

13. COwM VOLUME CONTROL (OFF/PULL/TEST) -- Rotate the
VOL knob clockwise from the OFF position. Pull the VOL knob
out and adjust for desired listening level. Push the VOL knob
back in to actuate the automatic squelch. The VOL knob may
also be pulled out to hear particularly weak signals.
14. VOR/Localizer Needle or CDI needle.
1

5. Glideslope Flag

16. TO-FROM.NAV FLAG
'1

7. Azimuth Card

18. OBS Knob
19. Glideslope Needle

Figure

1. Bendix/King KX 155A VHF NAV/COMM with Kl 208 or Kl
209A Indicalor Head (Sheet 7 of 7)
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SECTION 2
LIMITATIONS
There is no change to the airplane lim tations when this avionic
equipment is installed.

SECTION 3
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
There is no change to the airplane emergency procedures when

this avionic equipment is installed. However, if the

frequency

readouts fail, the radio will remain operational on the last frequency
selected. lf either frequency transier button js pressed and held
while power is applied to the un jt, the unil wakes up with 120.00
lvlHz in the COMM use trequency and 110.00 MHz in the NAV

active frequency, with both CON4N4 and NAV in the active entry
mode. This will aid the pilot in blind tuning the radio.

SECTION 4
NORMAL PROCEDURES
COMI\4UNICATION RECEIVER-TRANSIMITTER OPERATION:

1. OFF/PULUTEST Volume Control -- Turn clockwise; pull out
and adjust to desired audio level; push control back in to
activate the automatic squelch.

2. MIC Selector Switch (on audio control panel) -- SET to

CONilNil

1.

3. SPEAKER Selector (on audio control panel) -- SET to desired
mode.

4. COMIV Frequency Selector Knobs -- Select desired operating
frequency.

5. COMM Transfer Button
f

s1-12

--

to

PRESS
transfer desired
requency frorn the STBY display into the COMM display.
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[,4ic Button:

a. To transmit Press button and speak ln microphone.
NOTE

During COMM transmlssion, a lighted "T" will appear
between the "COMM" and "STBY" displays to indicate that
the transceiver is operating in the transmit mode.

b. To Beceive -- BELEASE mike button.
NAVIGATION RECEIVER OPEBATION:

1. NAV Frequency Selector Knobs -- SELECT desired operating
frequency in "STBY" display.

-'

PRESS to transfer desired
frequency from the "STBY" display into the "NAV" display.
3. Speaker Selector (on audio control panel) -'SET to desired
mode..
4. NAV Volume Control
a. ADJUST to desired audio level.
b. PULL out to identify station.

2. NAV TRANSFER BUTTON

VOR OPERATION:

Channel the NAV Receiver to the desired VOR and monitor the
audio to positively identify the statlon. To select an OBS course,
turn the OBS knob to sel the desired course under the lubber line,
When a signal is received, the NAV flag will pull oul of view and
show a "TO" or "FROf,4" flag as appropriate for the selected
course.
LOC OPERATION

Localizer circuitry is energized when the NAV Receiver is
channeled to an ILS frequency. Monitor the LOC audio and
positively identify the station. The NAV flag w ll be out of view when
the signal is of sufficient strength 1o be usable.

Ju ly 8/98
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GLIDESLOPE OPERATION

The glideslope receiver is automatically channeled when

a

localizer frequency is selected. A separate warning flag is provided
to indicate usable signal conditlons.
PILOT CONFIGURATION

This mode can be accessed by pressing and holding the NAV
Mode Button for more than 2 seconds and then pressing the Nav
Frequency Transfer Button for an additional 2 seconds, while
continuing to hold the NAV Mode Button. When the Pilot Config
l\4ode is entered the unit will show the "SWRV" mnemonic which is
the unit sottware revision level. Adjustrnent pages can be accessed
by MODE button presses.

The pilot may adjust two parameters in the pilot configuration, the
display minimum brightness and sidetone volume level. lvlinimum
Brightness (BRIM) will have a range of 0 255. The dimmest is 0
and the brightesl is 255. Sidetone volume level is adjusted when
SIDE is displayed. Values from 0-255 may be selected with 0 being
least volume, 255 being the greatest.

Adjustment

Mnemonic

Software Revision Number

SWRV

Mjnimum Display Brightness
Sidetone Level

s1-14

Min Level

Max Level

BR IM

0

255

SIDE

0

255

July 8/98
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Subsequent presses of the N,4ODE button sequences through
SWBV, BRllV, SIDE, and then back to SWBV.

Pressing

the NAV Transfer Button

momentarily exits Pilot

configuration mode. The NAV returns to its pre-Pilot Config state
with the new brightness and sidetone levels stored in nonvolatile
memory.

SECTION 5
PERFORMANCE
There is no change to the airplane performance when this
avionic equipment is installed. However, lhe installation of an
externally mounted antenna, or several related antennas, may result
in a minor reduction in cruise performance.
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SERVICE BULLETIN CONFIGURATION LIST
The following is a ljst of Service Bulletins that are appljcable to
the operation of the airplane, and have been incorporated into
this supplement. This list contains only those Service Bulletins
that are currently actlve.

Airplane

Number

Title

Unit

Revision

Ellectivitv lncorporation

lncorporated
ln Airplane
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SUPPLEMENT
BENDIX/KING KT 76C TRANPONDER
With BLIND ENCODER
SECTION

1

GENERAL
The Bendix/King Transponder (Type KT 76C), shown in Figure
is
, the airborne component of an Air Traffic Control Radar Beacon
System (ATCRBS)- The transponder enables the ATC ground
'1

controller to "see" and identify more readily the aircraft on lhe
radarscope. The blind encoder (SSD120-20) (also shown in Figure
1) enables the transponder to automatically report aircraft altitude to
ATC.

The Bendix/King Transponder system consisls of

a

panel-

mounted unit and an externally-mounted antenna. The transponder
receives inlerrogating pulse signals on '1030 MHz and lransmits

coded pulse-train reply signals on 1090 MHz. lt is capable of
replying to Mode A (aircraft identification) and also to Mode C
(altitude reporting) interrogations on a seleclive reply basis on any
of 4096 information code selections. When a panel-mounted
SSD120-20 Blind Encoder (not part ol KT 76C Transponder
system) is included in the avionic configuration, the transponder can
provide altitude reporting in 1O0joot increments belween 1000 and
+20,000 feet.

The KT 76C features microprocessor and LSI (Large

Scale

Integrated) control. Mode and code selection are performed using
the rotary knob and numeric buttons and all {unctions including the
flight level altitude are presented on a gas discharge display. All

display segments are automatically dimmed by

a

photocell type

sensor.

July 8/98
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A VFR programming sequence, described in Section 4, allows
the pilot to preprogram any single code such as "1200" into the KT
76C. Pressing the VFR button instantly returns the KT 76C to the
preprogrammed code wilhout having to manually enter "1200".
All Bendix/King Transponder operating controls are tocated on
the front panel of the unit. Functions of the operating controls are
described in Figure 1.

s2-4
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IPNE

1. IDENT BUTTON (lDT) When depressed, selects special
identifier pu se to be transmitted with transponder reply to
effecl jmmediate identlfication of the arrplane on the ground
controller's display. ("R" will illuminate steadily for
approximately 18 seconds. Button illumination is controlled by
the avionic light dimming rheostat.

2. ALTITUDE DISPLAY - Displays the pressure alt tude on the
left side of the display. The display s in hundreds of feet.
"FL" is annunciated to lndicate Flight Level altitude. Flight
Level is a term to indicate that the altitude is not true altitude,
but barometric altitude which is not corrected for local
pressure. For Example, "FL-040" corresponds to an altitude
of 4000 feet, meaning sea level pressure of 29.92 inches of
mercury.

The Flight Level altitude is only displayed when the altitude
reporting is enabled, i.e. in Altitude mode. lf an invalid code
from the allimeter is detecled dashes will appear in the
altitude window. Altitude reporting ls disabled if the altitude
window is blank or has dashes.
Figure

1. Bendix/King

KT 76C Transponder with Blind Encoder

(Sheet 1 of 2)
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3.

N4ODE
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2

ANNUNCIATORS Displays the operating mode of the

transponder.

4. REPLY INDICATOR (R) "R" is illuminated momentarily when
lhe transponder is replying to a valid jnterrogation and during
the 18 12 seconds following the initiation of an ldent.

5. N/ODE SELECTOR KNOB - Controls applicatlon of power

and

selects transponder operating mode as Iollows:

SBY OFF

Turns set off.

Turns set on for standby power and code selection.
"SBY" is annunciated.

TST

-

Self-test function. The lransmitter

is disabled.

All

display segmenls will illuminate.
ON

-

Turns set on and enables transponder 10 transmit
lMode A (aircraft identlfication) reply pulses. ON is
annunciated.

ALT

-

Turns sel on and enables transponder to transmit
either lvlode A (aircraft identification) reply pulses and

Mode

C

(altitude reporting) pulses

automatically by the interrogating

selected

signal. ALT is

annu nciated.

6. VFR CODE BUTTON (VFR) - Pressing the VFR Button will
cause a pre-programmed lMode A reply code to supersede
whatever N4ode A reply code was previously in use. Butlon
illumination is controlled by the RADIO LT dimming rheostat

7. CLEAR BUTTON (CLR) -- Pressing the CLR button will delete
the last

N,4ode

A code digit entered.

8. NUMERIC KEYS 0-7 - Selects assigned

N4ode A reply code.
The new code will be transmitted after a s,second delay.

Figure

1. Bendix/King KT 76C Transponder with Blind Encoder
(Sheet 2 of 2)
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SECTION 2
LIMITATIONS
There is no change to the airplane limitatjons when this avlon c
equipment is inslalled.

SECTION 3
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
TO TFANSIVIIT AN EN/EBGENCY SIGNAL:
1 . lvlode Selector Knob -- ALT.
2. Numeric Keys 0 7 SELECT 7700 operaling code.

.

TO TRANSMIT A SIGNAL REPRESENTING LOSS OF ALL
COIVIIVIUNICATIONS (WHEN IN A CONTROLLED
ENVIRONMENT):

1. Mode Selector Knob -- ALT.
2. Numeric Keys 0-7 -- SELECT 7600 operating code.

SECTION 4
NORMAL PROCEDURES
BEFORE TAKEOFF:

1. Mode Selector Knob

-

SBY.

TO TRANSMIT MODE A (AIRCRAFT IDENTIFICATION) CODES IN
FLIGHT:
'1

. Numeric Keys 0-7 -- SELECT assigned code..

July 8/98
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Krob
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ON

NOTES

.

During normal operation with Mode Selector Knob

in ON position, reply indicator flashes, indicating
transponder replies to interrogations.

.l\4ode A reply codes are transmitted in ALT also;
however, Mode C codes are suppressed when the
l\4ode Selector Knob is positioned to ON.

3. IDT Button DEPRESS momentarily when instructed by
ground controller to "squawk IDENT' ("R' will illuminate
steadily indicating IDENT operation).

TO TRANSMTT MODE C (ALT|TUDE REPORTING) CODES

tN

FLIGHT:
1 . Transponder Code Selector Knob -- SELECT assigned code.
2. Mode Selector Knob --ALT

NOTES

.

When djrected by ground controller to "stop
altitude squawk", lurn Mode Selector Knob to ON
for Mode A operation only.

.

Aititude transmitted by the transponder for altitude

squawk and displayed on the KT 76C panel is
pressure altitude (referenced to 29.92") and
conversion to indicated altitude is done in the
ATC computers.
TO SELF-TEST TRANSPONDER OPERATION:

1. l\4ode Selector Knob -- TST Check all displays.
2. lvlode Selector Knob -- SELECT deslred function.

s2-8
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TO PROGBAN,,I VFR CODE:

\_.

1 . Mode Selector Knob -- SBy.
2. Numeric Keys 0-7 SELECT desired VFR code.
3. IDT Button -- PRESS AND HOLD.
a. VFR Code Button - PRESS (white still hotding IDT button)
to place new VFR code in nonvolatile memory foi

subsequent call up.

SECTION 5
PERFORMANCE
There is no change to the airplane performance when lhis
avionic equipment is installed. However, the installation of an
externaliy mounted antenna, or related external antennas, may
result in a minor reduction in cruise oerformance.
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SERVICE BULLETIN CONFIGURATION LIST
The following is a list of Service Bulletjns that are applicable to
the operation of the airplane, and have been incorporated into
this supplement. This list contains only those Service Bulletins
that are currently active.

Alrplane

Number Title

Unit

Revision
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lncorporated
lnAirplane
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SUPPLEMENT
BENDIX/KING KMA 26 AUDIO SELECTOR PANEL
SECTION 1
GENERAL
The Bendix/Kinq KMA 26 Audlo Selector Panel is a combination
audio amplifier, an audio distribution panel intercom, and a marker
beacon receiver. The audio amplifier is for amplification of the
audio signals for the speaker system. All receiver audio distnbution

functions are controlled by two rows of pushbultons. A rotary
selector switch on the right side of the console connects the
microphone to either EMG, Com 1, Com 2, Com 3 or PA (Unused
posilion). All operating controls are shown and described in Figure
1.

A crystal-controlled superheterodyne marker beacon receiver
with 3-light presentation is incorporated within the unit. Dimming
circuitry for the marker lamps automatically adjusts brightness
appropriate to the cockpil ambient light level. Hi and Lo sensitivity
and lamp test functions are also provided.

Light dimming for the audio control panel is manually controlled
by the RADIO light rheostat knob.

MARKER FACILITIES
MARKER

lnner,

IDENTIFYING TONE

LIGHT-

Cont nuous 6 dots/sec (3000 Hz)

White

Alternate dots and dashes (1300 Hz)

Amber

2 dashes/sec (400 Hz)

Blue

Airway &
Fan

Middle
Outer

.When the idenliiying
tone is keyed, the
respective indicating light will blink
accordingly.

July 8/98
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1. MARKER BEACON ANNUNCIATOR LIGHTS -- The three-light
marker beacon receiver built into the KIMA 26 gives a visual
and aural signal when the ship's antenna passes over a Z5
MHz beacon. The blue, amber, and whlte lights on the
faceplate, as well as the audio tones, identify the beacon type.
INNER, AIRWAY and FAN -- Light illuminates white to indicate
passage of ILS inner, airway or fan marker beacons.

OUTER

-- Light illuminates blue to indicate passage of

outer

marker beacon.

l\4lDDLE

--

Light illuminates amber

to

indicate passage of

midd e marker beacon.

2. PHOTOCELL FOR AUTOI\4ATIC DIN/IMING OF MARKER

BEACON LIGHTS AND SELECT BUTTON -- The photocell in
the faceplate auiomatically dims the marker lights as well as
the green annunciators in the Speaker Audio Select Buttons
for night operation.

Figure

s3-4

1. Bendix/King

KN4A 26

Aldio Selector Panel (Sheet 1 of 4)
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3. IVIARKER BEACON SENSITIVITY LAT,4P AND TEST SWITCH

--The "N,4KR" Audio Select button must be pushed so that the
green annunciator is illuminated for the marker beacon to
receive to provide an audio signal ai beacon passage. When
this switch is on "Hl SENS" (upper) position, the hioh
sensitivity is selected which permils you to hear the outer
marker tone about a mile out. At this point you may select the
the "LO SENS" (middle) position to temporarily silence the
tone. lt will start lo sound again when you are closer to the
marker, giving you a more precise indication of its location.

BUTTONS Push button audio selection is
for three Communications receivers ("COlr,'1 1",

4. AUDIO SELECT

available

2', and "COM 3"), two Navigation receivers ('NAV 1'
and "NAV 2"), the internal Marker Beacon receiver ("[,4KR"),
one DNIE, one ADF, and one additional auxiliary receiver
("AUX"). The "AUX" position could be used, for example, for
a second DME or ADF. When a receivef s audio is selected,
the green annunciator illuminates at the bottom of the button.
Push the button again to deselect the receiver's audio.
'COl\,{

5. I/ICROPHONE SELECTOR SWITCH (lV1lC) - Used to select
the desired transmitter for the cockpit microphones. The
"C1', "C2", and "C3" positions are for transmitting on the
Com 1, Com 2, and Com 3 communications lransceivers,
respectively. The "Et\,4G" (emergency) position ls used to
bypass lhe K[,44 26's audio amplifier and directly connects
Com 1 to the pilot's microphone and headphones. Th s
provides a fail-safe method of communication should the unit
fail. The "PA" position may be selecled when the aircraft s
configured with a passenger address capability. The "Auto
Com" feature always provides automatic headphone audio
selection to match the Com transmitter in use. To add
speaker audio, simply push the Speaker Selecl Switch (inner
right knob) to the "in" position. Pulling the switch to the "out"
positlon removes speaker audio.

Figure

1. Bendix/King KMA 26 Audio Selector Panel (Sheet

Ju ly 8/98

2 of 4)
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SWTTCH With

the

Speaker Selecl Switch pushed in, both headphone and cabin
speaker audio will be heard. Headphone audio is active full-

time. Headphone audio cannot be dese ected.
7.

MONITOR SELECT (l/ONl) BUTTON -- When activated, if
Com 1 is selected on the Microphone Selector Switch then
Com 2 audio is automatically routed to the speaker. Or if
Com 2 is selected on the f/icrophone Selector Switch, then
Com 1 is routed to the speaker. Pressing the "lvloNl" button
again will disable the feature. lnitially when "MONl" is
selected the green annuncialors in the button flash for
approximately 5 seconds, then remains steady while the Com
annunciation returns to its previous state.

8.

CREW INTERCOM VOLU|/E (VOL CREW) KNOB

and
TNTERCOM VOX SENStTtVtTy SET (|NTERCO|V pUSH VOX)

SWITCH lnside knob adjusls Pilot and

Copi 01 intercom

volume. Intercom operation is voice activated (VOX), where
inlercom becomes active automatically when a crew member
or passenger begins to speak. Set the intercom VOX squelch
by momentarily pressing and releasing the left inner knob
when no one is speaking.
9. PASSENGER TNTERCO|\,4 VOLUME

(VOL PASS) KNOB

--

Adjust6 passenger intercom volume.

Figure 1. Bendix/King KMA 26 Audio Selector Panel (Sheet 3 of 4)
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SWITCH Has three modes
"ALL', 'CREW', AND "PlLOT" which are selected with the
toggle switch on the lower lett side on the faceplate. ln the

10. INTERCOI\,1 |\,4ODE SELECT

"ALL" position the pilot, copiloi, and passengers are all on the
same intercom "loop" and everyone hears the rados. In the

"CREW" position the pilot and copilot are on one intercom
loop and can hear the radios while the passengers have their
own dedicated intercom and do not hear the radios. ln the
"PILOT" mode the pilot hears the radios but is isolated from
the inlercom while the copilot and passengers are on the
same intercom loop and do not hear the radios.

When either the "ALL"

or

"CREW" intercom modes are

selected, the pilot's and copilot's intercom volume is controlled
by rotating the Crew Intercom Volume Knob (left inner knob)
while the passengeas volume is controlled by rotating the
Passenger Intercom Volume Knob (left outer knob). When the

"PlLOT" intercom mode

is

selected,

the copilol's

and

passenger's volume is controlled with the Passenger lntercom
Volume Knob. Remember, the volume knobs on the Kl,4A 26
conlrol intercom volume only, not the receiver's volume.
11. MARKER MUTE
beacon audio.

Figure

1

July 8/98

.

BUTTON

l\,4utes currently

active marker

Bendix/King KMA 26 Audio Selector Panel (Sheet 4 of 4)
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SECTION 2
LIMITATIONS
There is no change to the airplane limitations when this avionic
equipment is installed.

SECTION 3
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

I

tn tne event of a failure of the audio amplifier in the KMA 26, as
evidenced by the inability to transmit n CO[,4 1, 2 or 3.

1. MIC Selector Switch

-

EMG.

NOTE

This action bypasses the KMA 26 audio amplifier
connects the pilot's mic/head set direcly to COM

'l

and

.

SECTION 4
NORMAL PROCEDURES
AUDIO CONTROT SYSTEN/ OPERATION:

1. l\4lC Selector Switch -- Turn to desired transmitter.

2. SPEAKER and Audio Select Button(s) -- SELECT desired
receiver(s).
NOTES

Rotation of the l\4lC selector switch selects the Com audto
autornatically.

s3-8
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MARKER BEACON RECEIVER OPERATION:

1. TEST Position

-

HOLD loggle down momentarily to verify all

lights are operalional.

2. SENS Selections -- Select Hl sensitivity for airway flying or LO
lor ILS/LOC approaches.

SECTION 5
PERFORMANCE
There is no change to the airplane performance when this
avionic equipment is installed. However, the installation ol an
externally mounled antenna or related external antennas, may result
in a minor reduction in cruise performance.
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SERVICE BULLETIN CONFIGURATION LIST
The following is a list of Service Bulletins that are applicable to
the operation of the airplane, and have been incorporated inlo
this supplemenl. This list contains only those Service Bulletins
that are currently active.

Airplane

Number Title
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Revision
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lncorporated
lnAirplane
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SUPPLEMENT 4
POINTER MODEL 3OOO-11

OR MODEL 4OOO-11

EMERGENCY LOCATOR TRANSMTTTER (ELT)
SECTION

1

GENERAL
This supplement provides information which must be observed
when operating the Poinler N,4odel 3000-11 or Model 4000-11
Emergency Locator Transmitter. The Pointer NIodel 4000-111
Emergency Locator Transmitter is approved for use only in the USA.I
I
Canada and

Japan.

Both the Pointer Model 3000-11 ELT (which incorporates the
english placard) and Model 4000-11 ELT (which incorporates the
bilingual placard) consist of a self-contained dualJrequency solidstate transmitter powered by a battery pack consisting of five
alkaline "C" cell batteries and is aulomatically activated by a
deceleration sensing inertia "G" switch, which is designed to
activate when the unit senses longitudinal inertia forces as required
in TSO-C914. AIso, a remote switch/annu nciator is installed on the
top right hand side of the copilot's instrument panel for control of
the ELT from the flight crew station. The annunciator, which is in
the center of the rocker switch, illuminates when the ELT transmitter
is transmitting. The ELT emits an omni-directional srgnal on the
international dislress f requencies of 121 .5 MHz and 243.0 MHz.
General avialion and commercial aircraft, the FAA and CAP monitor
121 .5 MHz, and 243.0 l\,4 Hz is monitored by the military.
The ELT is contained in a high impact, fire retardant, glass filled
Lexan case with carrying handle and is mounted behind the att
cabin partition wall on the right side oi the tailcone. To gain access
to the unil, unfaslen the turn fasteners on the a{l cabin partition.
The ELT is operated by a control panel at the foMard facing end of
the unit or by the remote switch/ann unciator located on the top right
hand portion of the copilot's inslrument panel (see Figure 1).
Power for the transmitter is provided by an alkaline batlery pack
inside the transmitler case.

Revision 2
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SUPPLEMENT 4 - FAA

ln accordance with FAA regulations, the ELT's battery pack must

be replaced after 2 years shelf or service Iife or for any of the

following reasons:

a. After the lransmitter has been used in an emergency situation
(including any inadvertent aclivation of unknown duralion).

b. After the transmitter has been operated for more lhan one
cumulative hour (e.9. time accumulated in several tests and
inadvertent activation of known duration).

c. On or before batlery replacement date. Battery replacement
date is marked on the battery pack and the label on the
transmitter.

;fik

;or

A
U

T

o

Figure 1 . Poinler [,4odel 3000 1 1 Emergency Localor Transmilter

,

to

REIVOTE CABLE JACK
Connecls
ELT remote
switch/annunclator located on the copilot's instrumenl panel.
2. ANTENNA RECEPTACLE -- Connects to anlenna mounted on
top of tailcone.
1.

TRANSMITTER ANNUNCIATOR LIGHT -- lltuminates red to
indicate the transmitter is transmitting a distress signal.
4. MASTER FUNCTION SELECTOR SWITCH (3-position toggte
switch):
AUTO -- Arms transmitter for automatic activation if "G"
switch senses a predetermined deceieration level.
ON -Actrvates transmilter instantly. Used for test
purposes and if "G" switch is inoperative. The ON
position bypasses the automatic activation switch.
(The red annuncialor in the center of the remote
switch/annunciator should illuminate).

l.o-o
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OFF/RESET -- Deactivates

transmitter during

handlino,

following rescue and to reset the automatic
activation function. (The red annunciator in the
center of the remote switch/an nunciator should
extinguish).

5. REIVOTE SWITCH/ANNUNCIATOR (3 positron rocker switch):
ON -Remotely activates the transmitter for tesl or
emergency situations. Red annunciator in
center of rocker switch illuminates to indicate
that the transmilter is transmitting a distress
AUTO

--

RESET

--

signal.

Arms transmitter for automatic activation il "G',
switch senses a predetermined deceleralion
level.

Deactivates

and rearms

transmitter after

automalic activation by the "G" switch. Red
annunciator in center of rocker switch should
extinguish.

flrlF
5

3
Fig ure 2.

(

Pointer Model 4000-1 1 Emergency Locator Transmitter
(ELr).

l.REMOTE CABLE JACK

,-

Connects

Io ELT remot

switch/an nunciator localed on the copilot's instrument panel.

2. ANTENNA RECEPTACLE -- Connects to antenna mounled o
lop of tailcone.
3. TRANSIVITTER ANNUNCIATOR LIcHT -- llluminates red t
indicate the transmitter is transmitting a distress signal.

Revision
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4. MASTER FUNCTION SELECTOR
switch):
ON

--

Activates transmifier instantly. Used for test
purposes and if "G" swjtch is inoperative. The
ON position bypasses the automatic activation
switch. (The red annuncialor in the cenler of

the remote
AUTO

SWTTCH (3-position toggte

--

switch/an

nuncialor

should

illuminate).

Arms transmitler for automatic activation if "G"
switch senses a predetermined deceleration
level.

OFF/RESET -- Deactivales

transmitter during

handling,

following rescue and to reset the automatic
activation function. (The red annunciator in the
center of the remote switch/ann unciator should
exting

5.

u

ish).

REIVOTE SWITCH/ANNUNCIATOR (3 position rocker switch):
Remotely activates the transmitter for test or

ON

--

AUTO

emergency situations. Red annunciator in
cenler of rocker swilch illuminates to indicate
that the transmitter is transmilling a distress

--

RESET

--

s

jg

nal.

Arms transmilter for automatic activation if "G"
switch senses a predetermined deceleration
level.

Deactivates and rearms transmitler alter
automatic activation by the "G" switch. Red
annunciator in center o{ rocker switch should
extinguish.

SECTION 2
LIMITATIONS
Refer to Section 2 of the Pilofs Operating Handbook (POH).

l.o

u
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SECTION 3
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
Before perlorming a forced landing, especially in remote and
mountainous areas, activate the ELT transmitter by positioning the
remote switch/an n u nciator to the ON position. The annuncialor in
center of the rocker switch should be illuminated.
lmmediately after a forced landing where emergency assistance
is required, the ELT should be utilized as follows:
NOTE

The ELT remote switch/annunciator system could be
inoperative iJ damaged during a forced landing. lf
inoperalive, the inertia "G" switch will activate aulomatically.
However, to lurn the ELT OFF and ON again requires
manual switching of the master function selector switch
which is located on the ELT unit.

1. ENSURE ELT ACTIVATION:
a. Position remote switch/annu nciator to the ON posilion even
if annunciator lighl is already on.

b. lf airplane radio is operable and can be safely used

(no

threat of tire or explosion), turn ON and select 121 .5 MHz.
lf the ELT can be heard transmitting, il is working propedy.
c. Ensure that antenna is clear of obslructions.
NOTE

When the ELT is activaled, a decreasing tone will
be heard before the typical warbling tone begins.

2. PRIOR TO SIGHTING RESCUE AIRCRAFT - Conserve
airplane battery. Do not activate radio transceiver.
3. AFTER SIGHTING RESCUE AIRCRAFT -- Position remote
switch/annu ncialor to the RESET position and release to the
AUTO position to prevent radio interference. Attempt conlact
with rescue aircrarl with the radio transceiver set to a
frequency of 121.5 MHz. lf no contacl is established, return
the remote switch/annu nciator to the ON position immediately.

4. FOLLOWING RESCUE Position remole switch/annunciator
to the AUTO position, terminating emergency transmissions.
Revision

1
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SECTION 4
NORMAL PROCEDURES
As long as the remole swltch/annunciator is in the AUTO position
and the ELT masler function selector switch remains in the AUTO
position, the ELT automatically activales when the unit senses
longitudinal inertia forces as required in TSO-C91A.

Following a lightning strike, or an exceplionally hard landing, lhe
ELT may activate although no emergency exists. lf the remole
switch/annunciator illuminates, the ELT has inadvertently aclivated
itself. Another way to check is to select 121.5 MHz on the radio
lransceiver and listen for an emergency lone lransmission. lf the
remole switch/annunciator is illuminated or an emergency lone is
heard, position the remote switchiannunciator in the RESET position
and release to the AUTO position.

The ELT must be serviced in accordance with FAR Pan

91 .207

.

INSPECTION/TEST

1. The emergency locator transmitter should be tested every 100
hours.

NOTE

Test should only be conducted within the flrsl

5

minules of each hour.

2. Disconnect antenna cable from ELT.
3. Turn airplane battery switch and avionics power switches ON.
4. Turn airplane transceiver ON and set frequency to 121 .5 MHz.
5. Place remote switch/annunciator in the ON position. The
annunciator should illuminate. Permit onlv three emergency
tone transmissions, then immediately reposition the remole
switch/annunciator to the RESET position and release to the
AUTO position.

6. Place the ELT master lunction selector switch in the ON
position. Verify that the lransmitter annunciator light on the
ELT and the remote switch/annuncialor on the instrument
panel are illuminated.

lro

u
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7. Place the ELT master function selector switch in the
OFF/RESET position.

8. Reposition ELT master function selector switch to AUTO.
9. Reconnect anlenna cable to ELT.

A

I

wnnrurruo

TEST WITH THE ANTENNA CONNECTED
SHOULD BE APPROVED AND CONFIRMED BY
THE NEAREST CONTROL TOWER.

._-

NOTE

Without its antenna connected, the ELT will produce
sufficient signal to reach the airplane transceiver,
yet it will not disturb olher communications or
damage outpul circuitry.

After accumulated test or operation time equals
battery pack replacement is required.

\.-,

t

hour,

tN-FLtGHT MON|TOBtNG AND BEPORTTNG

Pilot's are encouraged 10 monilor 121 .5 MHz and/or 243.0 MHz
to assist in identifying possible emergency ELT
lransmissions. On receiving a signal, report the following
inJormation to the nearest air lrallic control facility:

while in flight

._

1. Your position at the time the signal was lirst heard.
2. Your position at the time the signal was last heard.
3. Your position at maximum signal slrength.
4. Your flight altitude and Jrequency on which the emergency
signal was heard - 121 .5 MHz or 243.0 l\,4H2. l.f possible,
positions should be given relative to a navigation aid. lf the
aircraft has homing equipment, provide the bearing to the
emergency signal with each reported position.

SECTION 5
PERFORMANCE
There is no change in airplane performance when the ELT is
inslalled.
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SERVICE BULLETIN CONFIGURATION LIST
The following is a list of Service Bulletins that are applicable to
the operation of the airplane, and have been incorporated into
this supplement. This list contains only those Service Bulletins
that are currently active.
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SUPPLEMENT
BENDIX/KING KLN 898
GPS NAVTGATTON SYSTEM (tFR)
SECTION 1
GENERAL

[,unntruC
THE KLN 898 IS NOT AUTHORIZED

FOR

INSTRUMENT APPBOACHES UNLESS THE

OPERATIONAL REVISION STATUS

IS

UPGRAOED TO "ORS O2'' OR LATER, AS READ

ON THE POWEB-ON PAGE, AND THE HOST
SOFTWARE IS UPGRADED TO ''HOST OO88OOOO4'' OB LATEB, AS READ ON THE KLN 898
OTH 6 PAGE.

The KLN 89B GPS (clobal Positioning System) is a

three-

dimensional precision navigation system based on 24 earth orbitinq

satellites. Receiver Autonomous lntegrity Monitoring (RAIM) is a
function that every IFR-certified GPS receiver must continuously
perform to assure position accuracy. RAIM is available when 5 or
more of these satellites are in view, or 4 satellites are in view and a
barometrically corrected altitude input from the airplane's altimeter
is made. Annunciation is provided if there are not enough satellites
in view to assure position integrity.
Operational guidance for the KLN B9B GPS Navigation System is
provided with the Bendix/King KLN 898 Pilot's Guide (supplied with
the airplane). This Pilot's Guide should be thoroughly studied and
VFR operations conducted so that you are totally familiar with the
GPS syslem of navigation before aclually using this equipment in
IFR conditions.

s5-4
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The database card is an electronic memory containing
information on airports, navaids, intersections, SID s, STAR's,
instrument approaches, special use airspace, and other items of
interest to the pilot.

'-

Every 28 days, Bendix/King receives new database information
from Jeppesen Sanderson for the North American database region.
This informalion is processed and downloaded onto the database
cards. Bendix/King makes these database card updates available
to KLN 898 GPS users.

[,

caurrol,r

THE DATABASE MUST BE UPDATED ONLY
WHILE THE AIRCRAFT IS ON THE GROUND.
THE KLN 898 DOES NOT PERFORM ANY
NAVIGATION FUNCTION WHILE THE DATABASE
IS BEING UPDATED.
NOTE

A current database is required by regulation in order to

use the KLN 898 GPS system for

nonprecision

approaches.

Provided the KLN 898 navigation system is receiving adequate
usable signals, it has been demonstrated capable of and has been
shown to meet the accuracy specifications of: VFR/lFR en route

oceanic and remote, en roule domestic, terminal, and instrument
approach (GPS, Loran-C, VOR, VOR-D|\,4E, TACAN, NDB, NDBDl\4E, RNAV) operation within the U.S. National Airspace System,
North Atlantic Minimum Navigation Performance Specifications
(MNPS) Airspace and latitudes bounded by 74" North and 60'
South using the WGS 84 (or NAD 83) coordinate reference datum in
accordance with the criteria of AC 20 138, AC 91-49, and AC 12033. Navigation data is based upon use of only the globa
positioning system (GPS) operated by the Uniled States.

May 21/99
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NOTE

Aircraft using GPS for oceanic IFR operations may use the

KLN 898 to replace one ol the other approved means of
long range navigatjon. A single KLN 89B GPS installation
may also be used on short oceanic routes which require
only one means ol long-range navigation.
NOTE

FAA approval

of the KLN 898 does not necessarily

constitLte approval for use in toreign airspace.
NOTE

When the KLN 898 contains receiver software RCVR
01621-0001 (or higher dash number), as verified on the
OTH 6 page, the unil is qualified for BRNAV (Basic Area
Navigation) operation in the European region in accordance
with the criteria of AC 90-96. (Reference ICAO Doc 7030
Regional Supplementary Procedures, JAA Technical
Guidance Leaflet Al\4J20X2 and Eurocontrol RNAV
Standard Doc 003 93 Area Navigation Equrpmenl
Operational Requirements and Functional Requlrements
(RNAV).)
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1.

GPS N/ESSAGE (MSG) ANNUNCIATOR LIGHT - MSG will
begin flashing whenever the message prompt (a large "M" on
the left side of the screen) on the KLN 898 GPS unit begins
flashing to alert the pilot that a message is waiting. Press the
Message (MSG) key on the GPS to display the message. l{ a
message condition exists which requires a specific action by
the pilot, the message annunciator wjll remain on but will not
flash.

2.

GPS WAYPOTNT (WPT) ANNUNCTATOR LTGHT -- cps
WAYPOINT annunciator will begin to flash approximately 36
seconds prior to reaching a Direct-To waypoint. Also, when
turn anticipation is enabled in the KLN 898 GPS unit, the
annunciator will begin to flash 20 seconds prior to the
beginning oJ turn anticipation, lhen illuminate steady at the
very beginning of turn anticipation.

Figure
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1. GPS Annunciatotswitch (Sheet 1 of 3)
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Iwentnre
TURN ANTICIPATION IS AUTOMATICALLY

DISABLED FOR FAF WAYPOINTS AND THOSE
USED EXCLUSIVELY IN SID/STARS WHERE
OVERFLIGHT IS REQUIRED. FOR WAYPOINTS
SHARED BETWEEN
SID/STARS AND
PUBLISHED EN ROUTE SEGMENTS (REQUIRING
ovEBFL|GHT tN THE StD/STARS), pROpER
SELECTION ON THE PBESENTED WAYPOINT
PAGE IS NECESSABY TO PROVIDE ADEOUATE
ROUTE PROTECTION ON THE SID/STARS.

3. GPS APPBOACH (GPS, APR) SWITCH -- Pressing the cPS
APPROACH switch manually se ects or disarms the approach
ARM mode and also cancels the approach ACTV mode afier
being automatically engaged by the KLN 898 GPS system.
The white background color of the GPS APPROACH
annunciator makes il visible in daylight.

4. ABM ANNUNCIATOR LIGHT -- ABM annunciator will
illuminate when the KLN 898 GPS system automatically
selects the approach ARM mode or when the approach ARM
mode is manually se ected. The approach ARM mode will be
aulomatically selected when the airplane is within 30 NM of an
airport, and an approach is loaded in the flight plan for that
airport. The approach ABM mode can manually be selected
at a greater distance than 30 NM from the airport by pressing
the GPS APPROACH switch; however, this will not change the
CDI scale until the airplane reaches the 30 NM point. The
approach ARM mode can also be disarmed by pressing the
GPS APPROACH switch.

5. ACTIVE (ACTV) ANNUNCIATOR LIcHT ACTV annunciator
will illuminate when the KLN 898 GPS system automatically
engages the approach ACTV mode (the ACTV mode can only
be engaged by the KLN 898 GPS system which is automatic.)
To cancel the approach ACTV mode, press the GPS
APPROACH switch; this will change the mode to the approach
ARM annunciator.

ARI\,'I mode and illuminate the

Figure

lru
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1. GPS Annuncialor/Switch (Sheet 2 of 3)
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NAV/GPS SWITCH -- Toggles from Nav 1 to cPS and vlce
versa to control the type of navlgation data to be displayed on
the CDI (Course Devialion Indicato0. The No. 1 CDI Omni
Bearing Selector (OBS) provides ana og course input to the

KLN 898 in OBS mode when the

switch/an nunciator

NAV/GPS

is in GPS. When the NAV/GPS switch

annunciation is in NAV, GPS course selection in OBS mode is
digital through the use of the controls and display at the KLN
898.
NOTE

lVanual CDI course centering in OBS mode using the
control knob can be difficult, especially at long
dislances. Cenlering the Course Deviation Indicator
(CDl) needle can best be accomplished by pressing the
Direct-To button and then manually setting the No. 1
CDI course to the course value prescribed in the KLN
898 displayed message.
NOTE

The Directional Gyro heading (H DG) bug must also be
set to provide proper course datum to the autopilot if
coupled to the KLN 898 in LEG or OBS. (When the
optional HSI is installed, the HSI course pointer provides
course datum to the autopilot.)

SOURCE (NAV) ANNUNCIATOR -- The NAV
annunciator will illuminate steady to intorm the pilot that NAV
1 information rs being displayed on the NAV 1 CDl.

7. NAVIGATION

NAVIGATION SOURCE (GPS) ANNUNCIATOR -- The GPS
annunciator will illuminate steady to inform the pilot that GPS
information is being displayed on the NAV 1 CDl.

Figure 1. GPS Annunciator/Switch (Sheet 3 of 3)
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SECTION 2
LIMITATIONS
1.

The KLN 898 GPS Pilofs Guide, P/N 006-08786-0000, dated
May, 1995 (or later applicable revision) musl be available to the
Ilight crew whenever IFR GPS navigalion is used. The
Operatronal Revision Slatus (ORS) of the Pilot's Guide must
match the ORS level annunciated on the Se f Test page.
IFR Navigation is restricted as follows:

a. The system must utilize ORS level 01 or later FAA approved
revtston.
b. The data on the self test page must be verified prior to use.

en route and terminal navigation is prohibited unless the
pilot verifies the currency of the database or verifies each
selected waypoint for accuracy by reference to current

c. IFR

approved data.
d. The system must utilize ORS Level 02

or later FAA approved
revision to conduct nonprecision instrument approaches. ln
additjon, the software level status found on page OTH 6 must
be "HOST 00880-0004'or later. Instrument approaches must
be accomplished in accordance with approved instrument
approach procedures that are retrieved from the KLN 898
database. The KLN 89B database must incorporate the
current update cycle.

1)The KLN 898 Quick Reference, P/N 006-08787-0000,
dated 5/95 (or later applicable to revision) must be
available to the flight crew during instrument approach
operations.

2) Inslrument approaches must be conducted in the approach
mode and RAll\,4 must be available at the Final Approach
Fix.

s5-10
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3) APF ACTV mode must
Approach Fix.
4) Accomplishment
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be annunciated at the

Final

of lLS, LOC, LOC-BC, LDA, SDF,

and

MLS approaches are not authorized.

5) When an alternate airport is required by the applicable
operating rules, it must be served by an approach based
on other than GPS or Loran-C navigalion.
6) The KLN 898 can only be used for approach guidance if
the reference coordinate datum system for the instrument
approach is WGS-84 or NAD-83. (All approaches in the

KLN 89B database use the WGS-84 or the NAD-83

geodetic datum).

e. For BRNAV operalions

in the European region:

1) With 23 (24 if the altitude input to the KLN 898 is not
available) or more satellites projected to be operational for
the flight, the aircraft can depart w thout further action.

2) WiIh 22 (23 if the altitude input to the KLN 898 is not
available) or fewer salelliles projected to be operational tor
the flight, the availability of the cPS integrity (FAIM) should
be confirmed for the intended flight (route and time). This
should be obtained from a prediclion program run outside
of the aircraft. The prediction program must comply with
the criteria of Appendix 1 of AC90-96. ln the event of a
predicled continuous loss of RAll\,4 of more than 5 minules
for any part of the intended flight, the flight should be
delayed, cancelled, or rerouted on a track where FAIM
requirements can be met.
NOTE

Alliedsignal's Preflight, Version 2.0 or later computer based
prediction program may be used for the RAIM prediction.

Alternate methods should be submilted for approval

in

accordance with Advisory Circular AC90-96.

May 21/99
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aircraft must have other approved navigation equipment
I- t. ffre
aporopriate to the roLte of f.igl-l installed and operatiolal.

SECTION 3
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
There are no changes

to the basic

airplane emergency

procedures when the KLN 898 GPS is installed.

1. lf the KLN 898 GPS information is not availab e or invalid, utilize
remaining operational navigation equipment as required.

2.

lf a

"RAIM NOT AVAILABLE" message is displayed while
an instrument approach, terminate the approach.

conducting

Execule a missed approach if required.

3. lf a "RAllM NOT AVAILABLE" message is displayed in the en
route or terminal phase of flight, continue to navlgate using the
KLN 898 or revert to an aternate means of navigation
appropriate to the route and phase of fight. When continuing to
use the KLN 89B for navigation, position must be verified every
15 minutes using another IFR approved navlgation system.

4. Refe|to the KLN 898 Pllot's Guide, Appendices B and C, for
appropriate pilot actions to be accomplished in response 1o
annunciated messages.

SECTION 4
NORMAL PROCEDURES
OPEFATION
Normal operating procedures are outljned in the KLN 898 GPS
Pilot's Guide, P/N 006'08786 0000, dated lVay, 1995, (or later
applicable revision). A KLN 898 Quick Reference, P/N 006-087870000, dated May, 1995 (or later applicable revision) containing an
approach sequence, operating tips and approach related messages
is intended as well for cockpit use by the pilot familiar with KLN 898
operations when conducting instrument approaches.
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TO

[,

wlnrurruc
PBEVENT THE POSSIBILITY

OF

TURN

ANTICIPATION CAUSING POTENTIALLY
MISLEADING NAVIGATION WHEN THE
AIRCRAFT IS NOT ON COUBSE, VERIFY THE CDI
COURSE AND CDI NEEDLE PRESENTATION IS

PBOPER PRIOR TO TAKEOFF AND DO NOT
SWITCH FROM OBS TO LEG WITH GREATER
THAN 1 NM CROSSTRACK EBBOR (XTK).

IF

MISLEADING DATA IS SUSPECTED, A
DIBECT-TO OPEBATION TO YOUR DESIFED
WAYPOINT WILL CLEAR ANY PREVIOUS OBS
edUnSETruo cANcEL TURN ANTIcrpATroN.
NOTE

Afler the above Direct-To operation, further reorientation to

the

nearest

leg of the active flight plan may

be

accomplished by pressing the Direct-To bulton followed by
pressing the Clear button and finally the Enter Butlon.

Refer to the Pilot's Guide section 4.2.2 for an explanation of
turn anticipation, and Appendix A - Navigation Terms for the
defrnition of cross track error (XTK).
AUTOPILOT COUPLED OPEBATION

The KLN 898 may be coupled to the KAP 140 autopilot by first
selecting GPS on the NAV/GPS swi'tch. Manual selection of the
desired track on the pilot's DG heading bug is required 10 provide
course dalurn to the KAP 140 autopilot. (Frequenl course datum
changes may be necessary, such as in the case of flying a DNIE

arc.) The autopilot approach mode (APR) should be used when
conducting a coupled GPS approach.
NOTE

Select HDG mode for Dl\,4 E arc intercepts. NAV or APF
coupled Dl\,4 E arc intercepts can result in excessive
overshoots (aggravated by high ground speeds and/or
intercepts from inside the arc).

May 21199
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APPROACH MODE SEQUENCING AND RAIM PREDICTION

Iwanrurnc
FAMILIARITY WITH THE EN ROUTE OPERATION

OF THE KLN 898 WILL NOT CONSTITUTE

PROFICIENCY IN APPROACH OPERATIONS.
APPROACH OPERATIONS SHOULD NOT BE

IN
IMC (INSTBUMENT
METEOBOLOGTCAL CONDTTTONS) pRtOB TO
ATTATNTNG PROFTCTENCY tN VMC (VtSUAL

ATTEMPTED

METEOBOLOGTCAL CONDTTTONS).
NOTE

The special use airspace alert wili aulomatically be
disabled prior to flying an instrurnent approach to
reduce the potential for message congestion.
1

. Prior to arrival, select a STAR if appropriate from the APT 7
page. Select an approach and an initial approach fix (lAF)
from the APT 8 page.
NOTE
Usjng the outer knob, select the ACT (Active Flight Plan
Waypoints) pages. Pull the inner knob out and scroll to
the destrnation airport, then push the inner knob in and
select the ACT 7 or ACT 8 page.

To delete or replace a SlD, STAR or approach, select
FPL 0 page. Place the cursor over the name of the
procedure, press ENT to change it, or CLR then ENT to
delete it.

lru,o
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2. En route, check for

RAI[,4 availability at the destination airport

ETA on the OTH 3 page.
NOTE

RAIM must be available at the FAF in order to fly an
instrumenl approach. Be prepared to terminate the
approach upon loss of RAlt\,4.

'-

3. At or within 30 nm from the airpo(:
a. Verify automatic annunciation of APRARM.
b. Note automatic CDI needle scaling change from 15.0 nm
to 11.0 nm over the next 30 seconds.

c. Update the KLN 898 altimeter baro setting as required.
d. Internally the KLN 898 will transition from en route

to

terrnlnal lntegrity monitoring.

4. Select NAV 4 page to fly the approach procedure.

a. lf receiving radar vectors, or need to fly a procedure lurn or
holding pattern, fly in OBS until inbound to the FAF.
NOTE

OBS navigation is TO-FROM (like a VOF) without
waypoint sequencing.

[,
..

wnnurHc

TO

PREVENT THE POSSIBILITY OF TURN
ANTICIPATION CAUSING POTENTIALLY
MISLEADING NAVIGATION WHEN THE
AIBCRAFT IS NOT ON COURSE, DO NOT

SWITCH FROM OBS TO LEG WITH GREATEB
THAN 1 NM CROSSTRACK EBBOB (XTK).

'
\-

b. NoPT routes including

Dl\,4E

arc's are flown in LEG. LEG

is mandatory {rom the FAF to the MAP.

May 21/99
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NOTE

for Dl\ilE
NAV or APR
intercepts can reSU in excessive
overshoots (aggravated by high ground speeds and/or

arc

intercepts from inside the arc).

Awnnrurnc
FLYING FINAL OUTBOUND FROM

AIRPOBT VORTAC

ON AN

AN

OFF-

OVERLAY

APPROACH; BEWABE OF THE DME DISTANCE
INCREASING ON FINAL APPROACH, AND THE
GPS DISTANCE-TO-WAYPOINT DECREASING,
AND NOT MATCHING THE NUMBERS ON THE
APPROACH PLATE.

5. Al or before 2 nm from the FAF inbound:
a. Select the FAF as the active wavpoint, if not accomplished
already.

b. Select LEG operation.
6. Approaching the FAF inbound (within 2 nm):
a. Verify APR ACTV.
b. Note aulomatic CDI needle scaling change from

11

.0 nm

t0 10.3 nrn over the 2 nm inbound to the FAF.

c. lnternally the KLN 898 will transitjon from terminal to
approach integrity monitoring.

7. Crossing the FAF and APR ACTV is not annuncialed:
a.
b. Execute the missed approach.

l.u

ru
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8.

[,4issed Approach:

a. Climb.
O. Navrqate

to the

t\.4AP

(in APRARM if APR ACTV is

not

available).
NOTE

There is no automatic LEG sequencing at the MAP.

c. After climbing in accordance with the published missed
approach procedure, press the Direct To button, verify or
change the desired holding fix and press ENT.
GENERAL NOTES

.

The database must be up to daie for instrument approach
operation.

.
.

Only q19 approach can be in the flight plan at a time.

Checking RAll\,4 prediction for your approach while en route using

the OTH

3

page

automatically within
without RAllvl.

.

is recommended. A self check occurs
2 nm of the FAF. APR ACTV s inhibited

Data cannot be altered, added to or deleted from the approach
procedures contained in the database. (DNIE arc intercepts may

be relocated along the arc through the NAV 4 or the FPL

0

pages).

May 21 199
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Waypoint suftixes in the flight plan:

i--

tAF

f -- FAF
M -- N4AP
h -' missed approach holding fix.

.The Dl\4E arc IAF (arc intercept waypoint) will be on your present
position radial off the arc VOR when you load the IAF into the flight
plan, or the beginning of the arc if currently on a radial beyond the
arc limit. To adjust the arc intercepl to be compatible with a
current radar vector, bring up the arc IAF waypoint in the NAV 4
page scanning field or under the cursor on the FPL 0 page, press
CLR, then ENT. Fly the arc ln LEG. Adjust the heading bug (if
autopilot coupled) and CDI course with reference to the desired
track value on the NAV 4 page (it will flash to remind you).
Leruright CDi needle information is relative 10 the arc. Displayed
distance is not along the arc but direct to the active waypoint. (The
Dl\,4E arc radial is also displayed in the lower right corner of the
NAV 4 page.)

.

The DN,4E arc IAF identifier may be unfamiliar. Example: D098G
where 098 stands for the 098' radial oft the referenced VOR,
and G is the seventh letter in the alphabet indicating a 7 DME
arc.

l.
I-

nennnv to APR ACTV is automatic provided that:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

f.

g.

.
.

You are in APRARM {normally aLtomaric).
You are in LEG mode.
FAF is the active waypoint.
Within 2 nm of the FAF.
Ouiside of lhe FAF
Inbound to the FAF.
RAIM is available.

Direct-To operation between the FAF and MAP cancels APR
ACTV. Fly the missed approach in APRARM.

-The

Flagged navigation ins de the FAF may usually be restored (not

guaranteed) by pressing the GPS APR button changing from
ACTV to ARM. Fly the missed approach.

s5-1 8
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The instrumenl approach using the KLN 898 may be essentially
aulomatically started 30 nm out (with a manual baro setting
update) or it may require judicious selection ol the OBS and LEG
modes.
APRARI\r1

may be canceled at any time by pressing the GPS APR

button. (A subsequent press will reselecl it.)

SECTION 5
PERFORMANCE
There is no change to the airplane performance when this avionics

equipment is inslalled. However, installation o{ an externallymounted antenna or related external anlennas, may result in a
minor reduction in cruise performance.
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SUPPLEMENT 6
BENDIX/KING KR 87 AUTOMATIC DIRECTION
FTNDER (ADF)
The following Log of Eftective Pages provldes the date of issue
for original and revised pages, as well as a listing of all pages in
the Supplement. Pages which are affected by the current
revision will carry the date of that revision
Bevision Level

Date ot lssue

0 (Original)

J

uly 8, 1998
May 30, 2000

'1

LOG OF EFFECTIVITY PAGES
PAGE

Title (SO
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56-3
56 4
56 5
56 6

1

)

DATE
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DATE

May 30/00
May 30/00
May 30/00
July 8/98
J uly 8/98
May 30/00

s67
s68

Ju ly 8/98
Ju ly 8/98
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July 8/98
July 8/98
July 8/98
J uly 8/98
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SERVICE BULLETIN CONFIGURATION LIST
The following is a list ot Service Bulletins that are applicable to
the operation of the airplane, and have been lncorporated into
this supplement. Thls list contajns only those Service Bulletins
that are currently active.

Number Title
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AirplaneUnit

Ellectivitv

Revision

Incorporated

lncorporation lnAirplane
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SUPPLEMENT
BENDIX/KING KR 87 AUTOMATIC DIRECTION
FTNDER (ADF)
SECTION 1
GENERAL
The Bendix/King Digital ADF is a panel-mounled, digilally tuned
automatic direction finder. lt is designed to provide continuous 1kHz digital luning in the frequency range of 200-kHz to 1799-kHz

and eliminates the need for mechanical band switching. The
syslem is comprised of a receiver, a built-in electronics timer, a
bearing indicator, and a KA-448 combined loop and sense antenna.
Operating controls and displays for the Bendjx/King Digital ADF are
shown and described in Figure 1. The audio system used in
conjunction with this radio for speaker-phone selection is shown and
described in Supplement 3 of this handbook.

The Bendix/King Digilal ADF can be used for posltion plotting

and homing procedures, and tor aural reception of

amplitude-

modulated (AM) signals.

The "flip-flop" frequency display allows swilching between preselected "STANDBY" and .ACTIVE' frequencies by pressing the
frequency transfer button. Bolh pre-selected frequencies are stored
in a non-volatile memory circuit (no battery power required) and
displayed in large, easy-to-read, self-dimming gas discharge
numerics. The active frequency is continuously displayed in the left
window, while the right window will display either the standby
frequency or the selected readout from the built in electronic timer.
The built-in electronic timer has lwo separate and independent
timing funclions. An automatic flight timer that starts whenever the
unit is turned on. This timer functions up to 59 hours and 59
minules. An elapsed timer which will count up or down for up to 59
minutes and 59 seconds. When a preset time interval has boen
programmed and the countdown reaches :00, the display will flash
for 15 seconds. Since both the flight timer and elapsed timer
operate ndependently, it is possible to monitor either one wilhout
disrupting the other. The pushbutton controls and the bearing
indicalors are internally lighted. lntensity is controlled by the RADIO
lighl dimming rheostat.
filay 30/00
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Figure 1. KR 87 Automatic Direction Finder (ADF) (Sheet 1 of 4)
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1. ANT/ADF IVIODE ANNUNCIATOR
Antenna (ANT) is
selected by the "out" position of the ADF button. This mode
improves the audio reception and is usually used for station
identification. The bearing pointer is deactivated and will park
in the 90" relalive position. Automatic Direction Finder (ADF)
mode is selected by the depressed posit on of the ADF bulton.
This mode activates the bearing pointer. The bearing pointer
will point in the direction of the station relative to the a rcraft
heading.

2. lN-USE FREOUENCY DISPLAY -- The frequency to which the
ADF is tuned is displayed here. The active ADF frequency can

be changed directly when either of the timer functions

is

selected.

3. BFO (Beat Frequency Oscillator) ANNUNCIATOR -- The BFO
mode, activated and annunciated when the "BFO" button is
depressed, permits lhe carrier wave and associated morse
code idenlifier broadcasl on the carrier wave to be heard.
NOTE

CW signals (Morse Code) are unmodulated and no audio
will be heard without use of BFO. This type of signal is not
used in the United States air navigation. lt is used in some
foreign countries and marine beacons.

4. STANDBY FBEQUENCY/FLIGHT TII\4E OB ELAPSED TIN/E
ANNUNCIATION -- When FRO is displayed the STANDBY
frequency is displayed in the right hand display. The
STANDBY frequency is selected using the frequency select
knobs. The selected STANDBY frequency is put into the
ACTIVE frequency windows by pressing the frequency lransfer
button. Either the slandby frequency, lhe flight timer, or the
elapsed time is displayed in this position. The flight timer and
elapsed timer are displayed replacing the standby frequency
which goes into "blind" memory to be called back at any trme
by depressing the FRQ button. Flight time or elapsed time are

displayed and annunciated alternatively by depressing the
FLT/ET button,

Figure 1. KR 87 Aulomat c Direclion Finder (ADF) (Sheet 2 of 4)
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FLIGHT TIN4ER AND ELAPSED TIMER

I\4ODE

ANNUNCIATION -- Either the elapsed time (ET) or flight time
(FLT) mode is annunc ated here.

FREOUENCY SELECT KNOBS -- Selects the standby
trequency when FRQ is displayed and directly selects the
active frequency whenever either of the time lunctions is
selected. The frequency selector knobs may be rotated either
clockwise or counlerclockwise. The small knob is pulled out to
tune the 1's. The small knob is pushed in to lune the 10's.
The outer knob tunes the 100's with rollover into the 1000's
up to 1799. These knobs are also used to set the desired
time when'the elapsed timer is used in the countdown mode.

oN/oFF/VOLUtVE CONTROL SWITCH (ON/OFF/VOL) -,
Controls primary power and audio output level. Clockwise
rotation from OFF position applies primary power to the
receiver; further clockwise rotation increases audio level.
Audio muting causes the audio output to be muted unless the
receiver is locked on a valid station.

SET/RESET FLAPSED TII/ER BUTTON (SET/RST) -- The
sevreset button when pressed resets the elapsed timer
whether it is being displayed or not.

L FLIGHT TIN4ER/ELAPSED TIIVlER IVIODE SELECTOR
BUTTON (FLT/ET) -- The Flight Timer/Elapsed Time mode
selector button when pressed alternatively selects either Flight
Timer mode or Elapsed Timer mode.

Figure
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(FRO) -- The FRQ
lransfer button when pressed exchanges the active and

10. FREOUENCY TRANSFER BUTTON

standby frequencies. The new frequency becomes active and
lhe former active frequency goes into standby.
11.

BFO (Beat Frequency Oscillator) BUTTON - The BFO button
selects the BFO mode when in the depressed position. (See
note under item 3).

12. ADF BUTTON -- The ADF button selects either the ANT mode
or the ADF mode. The ANT mode is selected with the ADF
button in the out position. The ADF mode is selected with the
ADF butlon in the depressed position.

LINE Indicates relative or magnetic heading of the
alrcraft. The heading must be manually input by the pilot with

13. LUBBEF

'the heading (HDG) knob.

-- lvlanually rotatable card that indicales
or magnetic heading of aircrafl, as selected by HDG

14. COI\,'IPASS CARD

relative
kn

ob.

-- lndicates relative or magnetic bearing
lo station as selected by HDG knob. lf the relative heading of
North (N) is manually selected under the lubber line by the
pilot, then the bearing pointer indicates the relative bearing to
lhe station. lf the aircraft's magnetic heading is selected
under the lubber line by the p lot, then the bearing pointer

15. BEARING POINTER

indicates the magnetic bearing to the station.

-

16. HEADING KNOB (HDG)
Rotates card
magnetic heading of aircraft.

Figure
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SECTION 2
LIMITATIONS
There is no change to airplane limitalions when the KR 87 ADF
is installed.

SECTION 3
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
There are no changes

to the

basic airplane

emergency

procedures when the KR 87 ADF is installed.

SECTION 4
NORMAL PROCEDURES
TO OPEBATE AS AN AUTOMATIC DIRECTION FINDER:

1. OFF/VOL Control ON.
2. Frequency Selector Knobs

3.

'-

SELECT desired frequency in

the standby frequency display.
FRQ Bulton -- PRESS to move the desired frequency from the
standby to the active position.

4. ADF Selector Switch (on audio contro panel) -- SELECT as
desired.

5. OFF/VOL

Control

SET to desired volume level and identify

that desired station is belng received.

6. ADF

Button

SELECT ADF mode and note relative bearing

on indicator.
ADF TEST (PRE-FLlcHT or lN-FLlcHT):

1. ADF Button -- SELECT ANT mode and note pointer moves to
90'position.
2. ADF Button -- SELECT ADF mode and note the pointer moves
without hesitation to the station bearing. Excessive polnter
sluggishness, wavering or reversals indicate a signal that is
too weak or a system malfunclion.
s6-8
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TO OPERATE BFO:

1. OFF/VOL Control -- ON.

2. BFO Button -- PRESS on.
3. ADF Selector Buttons (on audio control panel)
desired mode.

-

SET to

4. VOL Control -- ADJUST to desired listening level.
NOTE

\--.

A 1000-Hz tone and Morse Code identif ier is heard
the audio output when a CW signal is received.

in

TO OPERATE FLIGHT TIMER:

1. OFF/VOL

Control

ON.

2. FLflEf Mode Button -- PFESS (once or twice) until FLT
annunciated. Timer will already be counting since it

is
is

activated by turning the unit on.

3. OFF/VOL Control -- OFF and then ON if it is desired to reset
the flrght timer.

\!.

TO OPEBATE AS A COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER ONLY:

1. OFF/VOL Control -- ON.
2. ADF Button'- SELECT ANT mode.
3. Frequency Selector Knobs - SELECT desired frequency

4.

in

the standby frequency display.
FRQ Bulton -- PFESS to move the desired frequency from the
standby to the active position.

5. ADF Selector Butlons (on audio control panel)

-

SET

to

desired mode.

6. VOL Control

July 8/98

-

ADJUST to desired listenrng level.
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TO OPERATE ELAPSED TIME TIMER-COUNT UP MODE:

1. OFF/VOL Conlrol

-

ON.

2. FLTIET Mode Button -- PRESS (once or twice) untit ET

is

annunciated.

3. SET/RST

Button

PRFSS momentarily to reset elapsed ttmer

to zero,
NOTE

The Standby Frequency which is in memory while Flight
Time or Elapsed Time modes are being displayed may
be called back by pressing the FRQ button, then
transferred to active use by pressing the FRQ butlon
again.
TO OPERATE ELAPSED TIME TIMER-COUNT DOWN MODE:
1 . OFF/VOL Control - ON.
2. FLf/Ef Mode Button - PRESS (once or twice) until ET

is

annunciated.

3. SET/RST Button -- PRESS until the ET annunciatlon begins to
flash.

4. FREQUENCY SELECTOR KNOBS SET desired time in the
elapsed time display. The small knob is pulled out to tune the
1's. The small knob is pushed in lo tune the 10's. The outer
knob tunes minules up to 59 minutes.
NOTE

Selector knobs remain in the time set mode for 15
seconds after the last entry or until the SET/RST,
FLT/ET or FRQ button is pressed.

Button PRESS to start counldown. When the
timer reaches 0, it wlll start to count up as display flashes for

5. SET/RST

'15 seconds.

NOTE

Whlle FLT or ET are displayed, the active frequency on
the lett side of the window may be changed, by using
the frequency selector knobs, wjthout any effect on the
stored slandby frequency or lhe other modes.
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ADF OPERATION NOTES:
ERRONEOUS ADF BEARING DUE TO RADIO FREOUENCY
PHENOMENA:

ln the U.S., the FCC, which assigns AM radio frequencies,
occasionaliy will assign the same frequency to more than one
slation in an area. Cerlain conditions, such as Night Effect, may
cause signals from such stations to overlap. This should be taken
into consideralion when using AM broadcast station for navigation.
Sunspots and atmospheric phenomena may occasionally distort
reception so that signals from two stalions on the same frequency

will overlap. For this reason, it is always wise lo make positive
identification of the station being tuned, by switching the function
selector to ANT and listening for station call letters.

ELECTRICAL STORMS:

ln the vicinity of electrical storms, an ADF indicator pointer tends
to swing from the station tuned toward the center of the storm.
NIGHT EFFECT:

This is a disturbance particularly strong just after sunset and jusl
after dawn. An ADF indicator pointer may swing erratically at these
times. If possible, tune to the most powerful slation at the lowesl

frequency.

lf this is not possible,

take the average of pointer

oscillations to determine relative station bearing.

MOUNTAIN EFFECT:
Radio waves reflecling from the surface of mountains may cause
the pointer lo flucluate or show an erroneous bearing. This should
be taken into account when taking bearings over mountainous
terrain.

COASTAL REFRACTION:
Radio waves may be refracted when passing from land to sea or
when moving parallel to the coastline. This also should be taken
into account-

July 8/98
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SECTION 5
PERFORMANCE
There is no change to the airplane performance when this
avionic equipment is installed. However, the installation ol an
externally mounted antenna or related external antennas, may result
in a minor reduction in cruise performance.
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SUPPLEMENT 7
BENDIX/KING KAP 140
SINGLE AXIS AUTOPILOT
SERVICE BULLETIN CONFIGURATION LIST
The following is a list of Service Bulletins that are applicable to the
operation of the airplane, and have been incorporaled into this
supplement. This list contains only those Service Bulletlns that are
currently active.
Airolane

5enål
Number
KC-140-Ml

Tille
KAP 1;O AP

EflEailttv

Revision

Incorporated

lncorooralion lnAirplane
Revision 2

(Honeywell
Service Bulletin)

Revision 2
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SUPPLEMENT 7
BENDIX/KING KAP 140
SINGLE AXIS AUTOPILOT
SECTION

1

GENERAL
The Bendix/King KAP 140 is an all-electric, single-axis

(aileron

control) autopilot system that provides ateral and directional control.
Componenls are a computer, a turn coordinator, an aileron actuator,
a course deviaton indicator, and a dlrectional indlcator or HSI (if
nstalled).

Roll and yaw motions of the airplane are sensed by the turn

coordinator gyro. The computer computes the necessary correction

and siqnals the actuator to move the ailerons to maintain the
airplane in the commanded lateral attitude.

The KAP 140 will provide wing leveler, heading hold, NAV track,
and approach and backcourse laleral modes.

A lockout device prevenls autopilot engagement until the system
has been successfully preflight tested. Automatic preflight self-test
begins with initial power application to the autopilot.
The followjng conditions will cause the autopilot to disengage:

A. Electric power failure.
B. Internal autopilot system failure.
C. Turn coordinator failure (flagged gyro).
D. Computer autopilot monitor

that detects the R (ROLL) axis

annunciator.

The AVIONICS |\,4ASTER switch supplies power to the avionics bus
bar at the radio circuit breakers and the autopilot circuit breaker.
The AVIONICS IVASTER switch also services as an emergency
autopilot (AP) shutoff

Revision 2
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Jhe following circuit breakers are used to protect the listed elements
hf the KAP 140 single axis autopilot:

LABEL
AUTO
PILOT

Supplies power to the KC 140
Computer and the autopilot.

WARN

Supplies power

FUNCTIONS

to the

autopilot

disconnect tone.

5/-t)
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NAV/COM|V

1

CONTROL PANEL
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Figure '1 . Bendix/King KAP 1 40 Autopilot, Operating Controls

and lndicators (Sheet
Revis on

1

1

of 3)
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1. ROLL (R) AXIS ANNUNCIATOR -, When illuminated, indlcates
a failure in the roll axis and prevents engagement or
disengages the autopilot.

2. AUTOPILOT ENGAGE/DISENGAGE (AP) BUTTON -- When
pushed* or pressed and held (approx 0.25 seconds)**,
engages autopilot if all pref ight self test conditions are met.
The autopilol will engage in the basic ROL mode which
funclions as a winqs leveler. The AP button can also be used
to disengage the aulopilot.

3. HEADING (HDG) MODE SELECTOR BUTTON -- When
pushed, will select the Heading mode, which commands the
airplane to turn lo and maintain the heading selected by the
heading bug on the D rectional Gyro or HSI (if installed). A
new heading may be selected at any time and will result in the
airplane turning to ihe new heading. The button can also be
used to toggle between HDG and ROL modes. This button
can also be used to engage the autopilot in HDG mode. For

airplane serials 17258001 thru 172S9128 not incorporaling
Honeywell Service Bullet n KC140-M1, this button will also
engage the autopilot in HDG mode.

Airplare serials 17258001 thru 172S9j28 not incorporating
Honeywerl Service Bulleti't KC 140 M1.

Airplane serials 1 72S800 1 IhrL 17259128 incorooratirro
Honeywell Service Bulletin KC1l.0-M1, and airplane seriali
1

7239129 and on.

Figure
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Bendix/King KAP 140 Autopilot, Operating Controls and
Indicators (Sheet 2 of 3)
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4. NAVIGATION (NAV) MODE SELECTOR BUTTON When
pushed, will seect the Navigation mode. This mode provides
automalc beam capture and tracklng of VOB, LOC, or GPS
signals as selected for presentation on the NAV#1 CDI or HSI
(if installed).

5. APPROACH (APR) MODE SELECTOR BUTTON -- When
pushed, will select the Approach mode. This mode provides
automalic beam capture and tracking of VOR, LOC, or GPS
signals as selecled for presentation on the NAV #1 CDI or HSI
(if installed). The greater tracking sensitivily of the APR mode
ls recommended for instrument approaches.

6. BACK COURSE APPROACH (REV) I\,4ODE SELECTOR
BUTTON This butlon is actlve only when the coupled
navigation receiver is tuned to a LOC/lLS frequency. When
pushed, il will select the Back Course (BC) approach mode.
This mode functions indentlcally to the approach mode except
that the autopilot response to LOC signals ls reversed.

7. HEADING SELECT KNOB (HDG) -- Positions the headino
pointer ("bug") on the compass card. Note that the position o"f I
the heading bug also provides course datum 10 the autopilot
when tracking in NAV, APR, or REV (BC) modes. This is in
addition to its more intuitive use in the HDG mode.

8. OMNI BEABING SELECT KNOB (OBS) -- Selects the desired
course radial to be tracked by the autopilot. (Note that the
HDG bug must also be positioned to the proper course to
capture and track the selecled radial).

9. AUTOPILOT DISCONNECT (A/P DISC) SWITCH When
depressed will disengage the autopilot. The autopilot
disconnect will be annuncialed by a continuous two-second
tone accompanied by a flashing "AP" displayed on the
autopilot computer.
10. AUTOPILOT CIRCUIT BREAKER '- A 5 amp circuit breaker
supplying 28 VDC to the KAP 140 system.

.

Bendix/King KAP 140 Autopilot, Operating Controls and
lndicators (Sheet 3 of 3)
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11.WARN C/B -- Power to the autopilot disconnect horn.
1

2. AUTOPILOT

ENGAGE

]

AFI

Annunciarion-- -- llluninares

whenever the autopilot is engaged. Flashes during pilol
in itiated or automatic disengagement.

*

Airplane seria,s 1/258001 thru 1/259128 not incorporating
Honeywell Service Bulletin KC140 Ml.

.* Airolane serials 17258001 thrL 17259128 incorooraling
Honeywell Service Bullerin KC140-NI1 . and a,rplane' seriali
1

7230129 ancl on

SECTION 2
LIMITATIONS
The following autopilot limitations must be adhered to:

1. The autopilot must be OFF during takeoff and landing.

2. During autopilot operation, the pilot, with seat bet fastened,
must be seated in the left front seat.

3. Continued autopilot system
abnormal

use

is

prohibited following

or malfunctioning operatlon, and prior to

corrective

maintenance.

4. The entjre PREFLIGHT procedure, outlined under Section 4,
including steps 1 through 6, must be success{ully compleled
prior to each flight. Use of the aulopilot is prohibited prior to
completion of these tests.

5. KIVIA

28 audio

amplifier PUSH OFF/EN4G operation

is

prohibited du ring normal operations.
NOTE

During emergency operatjon of the audio amplifier, the
PUSH OFF/EN4G state of the Kl\4A 28 will prevent flight
control system alerls from being heard.

Irr-,0
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SECTION 3
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
The two step procedure listed under paragraph 1 should be
among the basic airplane emergency procedures that are
committed to memory. lt is important that the pilot be proficient
in accomplishing both steps w thoul reference to this manual.

1. ln case of Aulopilol malfunction (accomplish ltems a. and
simultaneously):

a. Airplane Control Wheel
aircraft control.
b. A/P DISC Switch

-

-

b.

GRASP FIRMLY and regain

PRESS and HOLD throughout recovery.
NOTE

The AVIONICS N/ASTER switch may be used as an
alternate means of removing power from the autopilot. ln
addition to the above, power may be removed with the
Engage/Disengage button or the airplane MASTER switch. lf
necessary perform steps a. and b. above, then turn off the

AVIONICS MASTEB switch. Primary attitude, airspeed,
directional and altitude control instruments will remain
operational with either master switch OFF.

[,

wnnrurruc

r DO NOT ATTEMPT TO

RE-ENGAGE THE
AUTOPILOT FOLLOWING AN AUTOPILOT
MALFUNCTION.

r

THE PILOT lN

COMMAND

MUST

CONTINUOUSLY MONITOR THE AUTOPILOT
WHEN IT IS ENGAGED, AND BE PREPABED TO
DISCONNECT THE AUTOPILOT AND TAKE
IMMEDIATE CORRECTIVE ACTION - INCLUDING
MANUAL CONTBOL OF THE AIBPLANE
AND/OB PERFORMANCE OF EMERGENCY
PROCEDURES - IF AUTOPILOT OPERATION IS
NOT AS EXPECTED OR IF AIRPLANE CONTROL
IS NOT MAINTAINED.
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AMPLIFIED EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

The following paragraphs are presented to supply additional
information for the purpose of providing the pilot with a more
complete understanding of the recommended course of action for
an emergency situation.

[,

wanrutrvc

DO NOT ATTEMPT TO RE-ENGAGE THE
AUTOPILOT FOLLOWING AN AUTOPILOT
MALFUNCTION UNTIL CORRECTIVE SERVICE
ACTION HAS BEEN PERFORMED ON THE
SYSTEM.

An autopilot malfunction occurs when there is an uncommanded
deviation in the airplane f ight path or when there is abnormal
control wheel movement. The main concern in reacting to an
autopilot malfunction, or to an automatic disconnect ol the autopilot,
is in maintaining control of the airplane. lmmediately grasp the
control wheel and press and ho d down the A,/p DISC swltch
throughout the recovery. lvlanipulate the controls as required to
safely maintain operation of the airplane within all of its operating
limitations.The AVIONICS MASTER switch may be used as required
to remove all power from the Autopilot. With the AVIONICS
[,1ASTER switch off, all flight instruments will remain operational;
however, communications, navigation, and rdentification equipment
will be inoperative.

Note that the ernergency procedure for any malfunction is
essentially the same: immediately grasp the control wheel and
regain airplane control while pressing and lhe holding the A/P DISC
switch down.

It is important thal all portions of the au'topilot systern are preflight
tested prior to each flight in accordance with the procedures

published herein in order to assure their integrity and continued safe
operation during f light.

A

flashing mode annunciation on the face

of the autopilot is

normally an indlcation of mode loss.

t,,,,
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NOTE

An exception to this is HDG annunciation whrch will flash for
seconds along with steady NAVARM, APRARM, or
REVARM annunciation to remind the pilol to set the HDG

5

bug for course datum use.

1. Flashing HDG -- lndicates a failed heading. PRESS HDG
button lo lerminate flashing. ROL will be displayed.

2. Flashing NAV, APR or REV - lndicates a flagged navigation
source. lf no NAV source is flagged, a failed heading mode
can be the cause. PRESS NAV, APR or REV bullon to
terminate flashing. ROL will be displayed.
NOTE

At the onset of mode annunciator flashing, the autopilol
has already reverted to a defaull mode of operation,
(j.e., ROL mode). An immediate attempt to reengage
the lost mode may be made if the offending navigation
flag has cleared.
Effects of instrument losses upon autopi ot operation:

1. Loss of the artificial horizon -. no effect on the autopilot.
2. Loss of the turn coordinator -- autopilot inoperative.
3. Loss of the Directional Gyro (DG) -- The directiona gyro does
not provide any system valid flag. lf the DG fails to function
properly the autopilot heading and navigation mode will not
function correctly. Under these conditions, the only useable
lateral mode is BOL.

4. Loss of Horizontal Situation Indicator (HSl) (if installed) -- lf the
HSI fails to function properly the autopilot heading and
navigation mode will not function correcty. Under these
conditions, the only usable lateral mode is FOL.

Revislon 2
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SECTION 4
NORMAL PROCEDURES
PREFLIGHT (PERFORM PRIOR TO EACH FLIGHT):

1. GYROS - Allow time for the turn coordinator to come up to
speed, as evidenced by the turn coordinalor flag being pulled
from view.

2, AVIONICS MASTER -- ON.
3. POWER APPLICATION AND SELF TEST
A self test is performed upon power application to the
computer. This test is a sequence of internal checks that
validate proper system operation prior to allowing normal
system operation. The sequence is indicated by "PFT" (preflight test) with an increasing number tor the sequence steps.
Successful completion of self test is identified by all display
segments being illuminated (Display Test) and the disconnect
tone sounding.

4. AUTOPILOT '- ENGAGE by pressing AP button.
5. FLIGHT CONTROLS -- MOVE left and right to verlfy that the
autopilot can be overpowered.
NOTE
Normal use will not require the autopilot to be overpowered.

6. A/P DISC Switch

-- PRESS.

Verify that the autopilot

disconnects and tone sou nds.
BEFORE TAKEOFF:

1. Aulopilot - OFF.
AUTOPILOT ENGAGEMENT:

1. AP Butlon -- PRESS. Nole ROL annunciator on. lf no olher
modes are selected the autopilot will operate in the ROL
mode.
NOTE

Aircraft heading
tu

lrr-'

may change

in

ROL mode due

to

rbulence.

o
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AUTOPILOT ENGAGEMENT:

'- PRESS. Note ROL annunciator on. lf no other
modes are selected the autopilot will operate in the ROL

1. AP Button
mode.

NOTE

Aircraft heading may change

in

ROL mode due

to

turbu lence.

HEADING HOLD

1. Heading Selector Knob -- SET bug to desired heading,

2. HDG Nilode Selector Button PRESS. Note HDG mode
annunciator ON. Autopilot will automatically turn the aircraft to
the selected heading.

coMt\4AND TURNS (HEADING HOLD

r\,4ODE ENGAGED)

1. Heading Selector Knob -- l\,4OVE bug to the desired heading.
Autopilot will automatically turn the aircraft to the new selected
heading.
NAV COU PLING

1. When equipped with DG:

a. NAV#1 OBS Knob SELECT desired course.
b. NAV Mode Selector

c.

Button PBESS.

Note NAVARM

annunciated.
Heading Selector Knob -- ROTATE BUG to agree with OBS
course.
NOTE

When NAV is selecled, the autopilot will flash HDG for 5
seconds lo remind the pilot to reset the HDG bug to the
OBS course. lf HDG mode was in use at the time of NAV
button selection, a 45" intercept angle will then be
automatically established based on the position of the bug.
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NOTE

Ali angle lntercepts compatible with radar vectors may be
accomp ished by selecting ROL mode PRIOR to pressing
the NAV button. The HDG bug must still be positioned to
agree with the OBS course to provide course datum to the
autopilot when using a DG (Directionai Gyro).

1) lf the CDI needle is greater than 2 to 3 dots from center,
the autopilot will annunciate NAV4qy. When the computed
capture point is reached, the ARM annunciator will go out
and the selected course wili be automatical y captured and
tracked.

2) lf the CDI needle is less than 2 to 3 dots from center, the
HDG mode will disengage upon selecting NAV mode. The
NAV annunciator will then illuminate and the capture/track
sequence will automatically begin.

2. When equipped with HSI:
a. Course Bearing Pointer - SET lo desired course.
b. Heading Selector

Knob

SET BUG

intercept angle and engage HDG mode.

c. NAV
'1)

to

provide desired

lvlode Selector Button -- PRESS.

lf the Course Deviatton Bar (D-Bar) is greater than 2 to 3
dots from center, the autopilot will annunciate NAV4RII.
When the computed capture point js reached the ARM
annunciator will go out and the selected course will be
automatically caplured and tracked.

2) lf the D Bar is less than 2 to 3 dots from center, the HDG
mode will disengage upon selecting NAV mode; the NAV
annunciator will illuminate and the capture/track sequence
will automaticaily begin.

lrr-,
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APPROACH (APR) COUPLING: (To enable glideslope coupling on
an ILS and more precise tracking on instrument approaches).
1. When equipped with DG:

a. NAV #1 OBS Knob -- SELECT desired approach course. (For
a localizer, set il to serve as a memory aid.)

\-

b. APB Mode Selector Button

-- PRESS.

Note

APBaRM

annunciated.

c.

Heading Selector Knob
approach.

- ROTATE BUG to agree with desired
NOTE

\-

When APR is selected, the autopilot wlll flash HDG for 5
seconds to remind the pilot to reset the HDG bug to the
approach course. lf HDG mode was in use at the time of
APR button selection a 45" intercept angle will then be
automatically established based on the positon of the bug.
NOTE

All angle intercepts compatible with radar vectors may be
accomplished by selecting ROL mode PRIOB to pressing
the APR button. The HDG bug must still be positioned to
agree with the desired approach course to provide course
datum to the autopilot when using a DG.

1) lf the CDI needle is greater than 2 to 3 dots from center,l
the autopilot will annunclate APRnnu: when the computed
capture point is reached the ARM annunciator will go out
and the selecled course will be automatically captured and
tracked.
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2) lf the CDI needle i6 less than 2 to 3 dots from center, the
HDG mode will disengage upon selecting APR mode; the
APR annunciator will illuminate and the capture/track
sequence will automatically begin.

2. When equipped with HSI:
a. Course Bearing Polnter - SET to desired course.

b. Heading Selector Knob

-- SET BUG to

provide desired

intercept angle.

c. APR Mode Selector Button -- PRESS.

ti lt the D-Bar is greater than 2 to 3 dots from center,

I

the

autopilot will annunciate APR4qt\4; when the computed
capture point is reached the ARM annunciator will go out
and the selected course will be automatically captured and
tracked.

I

2) ll the D-Bar is less than 2 to 3 dots from center, the HDG
mode will disengage upon selecting APR mode; the APR
annunciator will illuminate and the capture/track sequence
will aJtomatical y begin.

d. Airspeed -- MAINTAIN 90 KIAS during autopilot approaches
(recommended).

BACK COURSE (REV) APPROACH COUPLING (i.e., reverse
localizer):

1. When equipped with DG:

a. NAV #1 OBS

Knob

SELECT the localizer course to the

front course inbound (as a memory aid).

b. REV [/ode Selector Button -- PRESS.

c. Heading Selector Knob -- ROTATE BUG to the

heading

corresponding to the localizer front course bound.

lrr-',
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NOTE

When REV is selected, the autopilot will f lash HDG
for 5 seconds to remind the pilot to reset the HDG
bug to the localizer FRONT COURSE INBOUND
heading. lf heading mode was in use at the time of

REV button selection, a 45" intercept angle will
then be automatically established based on the
position of the buq.
o

All angle intercepts compatible with radar vectors
may be accomplished by selecting BOL mode
PRIOR to pressing the REV button. The HDG bug
must still be positioned to 'lhe localizer FRONT
COURSE INBOUND heading to provide course
dalum to the autopilot when using a DG.

1)lf the CDI

needle is greater than 2 to 3 dots from center,l
the autopilot will annunciate REV4pir; when the computed
capture poini is reached the ARM annunciator will go out
and the selected back course will be automatically captured
and tracked.

2) lf the CDI needle is less than 2 to 3 dots from center, thel
HDG mode will disengage upon selecling REV mode; the
REV annuncialor will illumin ate and the capture/track
sequence will automatically begin.
When equipped with HSI:

a. Course Bearing Pointer -- SET to the ILS front course lnbound
head ing.

b. Heading Selector Knob
intercept angle and engage

c.

-- SET
H

BUG

to

provide desired

DG mode.

REV lvlode Selector Bulton -- PRESS.

1) lf the D-Bar is greater than 2 to 3 dots from center, thel
autopilot will annunciate REVIRII; when the computed
capture point is reached the ARM annunciator will go out
and the selected back course \{/ill be automatically caplured
and tracked.
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2\ lf the D Bar is less than 2 to 3 dots from center, the HDG
mode will disengage upon selecting REV mode; the REV
illuminate and
capture/track
sequence will automatically begin.

annunciator
d.

Airspeed

will

MAINTAIN

the

90 KIAS during

autopilot ap-

proaches (recommended).
MISSED APPROACH
1

.

A"/P DISC -- PRESS

to disengage AP.

2. IVISSED APPROACH EXECUTE.
3. AP Button

-

PRESS (if AP operation is desired). Note ROL

annunciator ON. Select optional lateral modes as desired.
BEFORE LANDING

1. A/P DISC

Switch

PRESS to disengage AP.

SECTION 5
PERFORMANCE
There is no change to the airplane performance when the KAP140
Autopilot is installed.
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SUPPLEMENT 8
WINTERIZATION KIT
The following Log of Effeclive Pages provides the dale of issue
for original and revised pages, as well as a listing of all pages in
the Supplement. Pages which are atfected by the current
revision will carry the date of that revision

Level
0 (Original)
Bevision

Date

ol lssue

July 8, 1998

LOG OF EFFECTIVITY PAGES

PAGE
Title (S8-1)
S8-2
SB-3
S8-4

DATE

PAGE

DATE

July 8/98
Ju ly 8/98
Ju ly 8/98
Ju ly 8/98

SERVICE BULLETIN CONFIGURATION LIST
The following is a list of Service Bulletins lhat are appllcable to
the operation of the airplane, and have been incorporated into
this supplement. This list contains only those Service Bulletins
that are currently aclive.

Airplane

Number

s8-2

Title

Unit

Revision

Ellectivitv Incorporalion

lncorporated
ln Airplane

July 8/98

CESSNA
I\,4OD EL 172S

SECTION 9 - SUPPLEMENTS
SUPPLEMENT 8 - FAA APPHOVED

SUPPLEMENT
WINTERIZATION KIT
SECTION 1
GENERAL

'-

The winterization kit consists of two cover plales (with placards)
which attach to the air intakes in lhe cowling nose cap, a placard
silk screened on the instrument panel, and insulation for the
crankcase breather line, This equipment should be installed for
operations in temperatures consistently below 20'F (-7"C). Once
rnslalled, the crankcase breather insulation is approved for
permanent use, regardless of temperature.

SECTION 2
LIMITATIONS

\_

The following information must be presented rn the form
placards when the airplane is equipped with a winterization kit.

1.

On each nose cap cover plate:
REN/OVE WHEN O.A.

2.

L

TXCEEDS

-20

F.

On the instrument panel near the EGT gauge:

WINTERIZATION KIT N/UST BE REI\,4OVED WHEN OUTSIDE
AIR TEMPERATURE IS ABOVE 2O'F,

J

uly 8/98

of

SECTION 9 - SUPPLEMENTS
SUPPLEIV]ENT 8. FAA APPROVED

CESSNA
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SECTION 3
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
There ls no change to the airplane emergency procedures when
the winterization kit is installed.

SECTION 4
NORMAL PROCEDURES
There is no change to the a rplane normal procedures when lhe
winterlzation kit is installed.

SECTION 5
PERFORMANCE
There

is no

change

winterization kil is installed.

s8-4

to the airplane

performance when the

Ju ly 8/98
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SUPPLEMENT 9
DAVTRON MODEL 803 CLOCKiO.A.T.
The following Log of Effective Pages provides the date of issue
for original and revised pages, as well as a listing of all pages rn

the Supplement. Pages which are affected by the

current

revision will carry the date of that revision

Level
0 (Original)
Revision

Date of lssue
July 8, 1998

LOG OF EFFECTIVITY PAGES

PAGE
Title (S9-1)
S9-2
S9-3
S9-4

DATE
July 8/98
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PAGE
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DATE
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SERVICE BULLETIN CONFIGURATION LIST
The following is a list of Service Bulletins that are applicable to
the operation of the airplane, and have been incorporated into
this supplemenl. This list contains only those Service Bulletins
that are currently active.

Airplane

Number

s9-2

Title

Unit

Revision

Elfectivitv lncorporation

lncorporated
ln Airplane

July 8/98

CESSNA
MODEL 172S

SECTION

9.

SUPPLEN4ENT 9

SUPPLEMENTS
FAA APPROVED

SUPPLEMENT
DIGITAL CLOCK/O.A.T.
SECTION 1
GENERAL
The Davtron Model 803 digital clock combines the features of a
clock, outside air temperature gauge (O.A.T.) and voltmeter in a
single unit. The unit is designed for ease of operation with the use
of three buttons. The upper butlon is used lo control sequencing
between temperature and voltage. The lower two buttons control

reading and timing functions related

to the digital clock.

Temperature and voltage funclions are displayed in the upper
portion of the unit's LCD window, and clock/timing functions are
displayed in the lower portion of the un t's LCD window.

The digital display features an internal light (back light) to
ensure good visibility under low cabin lighting conditlons and at
night. The intensity of the back light is controlled by the PANEL LT
rheostat. In addition, the display incorporates a test function which
allows checking that all elements of the display are operating.

SECTION 2
LIMITATIONS
There is no change to the airplane limltations when the digital
clock/O.A.T. is installed.

SECTION 3
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
There is no change to the airplane emergency procedures when
the digital clock/O.A.T. is installed.

July 8/98
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UPPER
BUTTON

O,A,T.

i,

VOLTS

UPPER LCD

W NDOW

- sq'sq

SELECT

CONTROL

0785C1005

CONTFOL

BUTTON

BUTTON

Figure 1. ClocldOAT Gauge

SECTION 4
NORMAL PROCEDURES
TEST MODE

The unit may be tested by holding the SELECT button down
for three seconds. Proper operation is indicated by the display
88:88 and aclivation of all four annunciators.

O.A.T. / VOLTMETER OPERATION

The upper portion of the LCD window is dedicated to O.A.T.
and voLtmeter operations. The voltmeter reading is preselected
upon startup and is indicated by an "E" following the display
reading. Pushing the upper control butlon wi L sequence the
window from voltage to fahrenheit ("F") to centigrade ("C"), and
back again to vo tage.

s9-4
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CLOCK OPEBATIONS

The lower portion of the LCD window is dedicated to clock and
timing operations. Pushing the SELECT button will sequence the
window from universal time (UT) to local time (LT) to f ight time (FT)
to elapsed time (ET), and back again to universal time. Pushing lhe
CONTROL button allows lor timing functions within the four
SELECT menus. Setting procedures are as follows:

SETTING UNIVERSAL TIIVE

Use the SELECT button to select universal time

(UT).

Simultaneously press both the SELECT and the CONTROL buttons
to enter the set mode. The tens of hours digit will start flashing. The
CONTROL button has full control of the flashing digit, and each
button push increments the digit. Once the tens of hours is set the
SELECT button selects the nexl digit to be set. Afler the last digit
has been selected and set with the CONTROL button, a final push
of the SELECT button exits the set mode. The lighted annunciator
will resume its normal flashing, indicating the clock is running in
universal time mode.
SETTING LOCAL TIME
Use the SELECT button to select local time (LT). Simu taneously
press both the SELECT and the CONTROL buttons to enter the set
mode. The tens of hours digit will start flashing. The set operation is
the same as for UT, except that minutes are already synchronized
with the UT clock and cannot be set ln local time.
FLIGHT TIIVE RESET

use the SELECT button to select flight time (FT). Hold the
3 seconds, or until 99:59 appears on
the display. Flight time will be zeroed upon release of the
CONTROL button down for
CONTROL butlon.

July 8/98
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SETTING FLIGHT TIME FLASHING ALARM

Use the SELECT button

to

select flight time

(FT).

Simultaneously press both the SELECT and the CONTROL buttons
to enter the set mode. The tens of hours digit will stan flashing. The
set operation is the same as for UT. When actual flight time equals
the alarm time, the display will flash. Pressing either the SELECT or
CONTROL button will turn the flashing off and zero the alarm time.
Flight time is unchanged and continues counting.

SETTING ELAPSED TIME COUNT UP
Use the SELECT butlon to select elapsed time (ET). Press the
CONTROL button and elapsed time will start counting. Elapsed time
counts up to 59 minutes, 59 seconds, and then switches to hours
and minutes. lt continues counting up to 99 hours and 59 minutes.
Pressing the CONTROL button again resets elapsed time to zero.
SETTING ELAPSED TIN4E COUNT DOWN

Use the SELECT button to select Elapsed Time

(ET).

Simultaneously press both the SELECT and the CONTBOL buttons
to enter the set mode. The tens of hours digit will start fiashing. The
set operation is the same as for UT, and a count down time can be
set from a maximum ot 59 minutes and 59 seconds. Once the last
digit is set, pressing the SELECT button exits the set mode and the

clock

is ready to start the countdown.

Pressing the CONTROL

button now will start the countdown. When countdown reaches zero,

the display will flash. Pressing either the SELECT or CONTROL
button will reset the alarm. After reaching zero, the elapsed time
counter will count up.
Button Select Disable

When there

is no

airplane power applied

to the unit, the

CONTROL and SELECT buttons are disabled.

SECTION 5
PERFORMANCE
There is no change to the airplane performance when this
equipment is installed. However, installat on of this O.A.T. probe
may result in a minor reduction in cruise performance.
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The following Log of Effective Pages provides the date of issue
for original and revised pages, as well as a listing of all pages in
the Supplement. Pages which are affected by the current
revision will carry the date of that revision

Level
0 (Original)
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Revision

Date of lssue
July 8, 1998
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SERVICE BULLETIN CONFIGURATION LIST
The following is a list of Service Bulletins that are applicable to
the operation of the airplane, and have been incorporated into
this supplement. This list contains only those Service Bulletins
that are currently active.

Airptane

Number

s10-2

Title

Unit

Revision

EfJectivilv lncorporation

lncorporated
ln Airplane

May 30/00

CESSNA
MODEL 172S

SECTION 9 - SUPPLEMENTS
1O - FAA APPROVED

SUPPLEMENT

SUPPLEMENT
BENDIX/KING KLN 89
vFR GLOBAL POSTTTONTNG SYSTEM (GPS)
SECTION 1
GENERAL
The Bendix/King KLN 89 is a navigation system based on the
Global Positioning Satellite nelwork. 11 contains a dalabase cartridge

which may be updated by subscriptlon. Complete

descriptive

material on the KLN 89 may be found in the Bendix/King KLN 89

Pilot's Guide supplied with the unit. This pilot guide must be
available during operation of the KLN 89 unit.

SECTION 2
LIMITATIONS
Use of the KLN 89 is limited to VFR operations only. The
following information must be presenled in the form of placards
when the airplane is equipped with a KLN 89 unit:

1.

On the instrument panel near the KLN 89 unit:
GPS NOT APPROVED
FOR IFR NAVIGATION

SECTION 3
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
There is no change to the airplane emergency procedures when
the KLN 89 GPS is installed.

May 30/00
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SECTION 4
NORMAL PROCEDURES
There

is no change to

basic airplane normal

procedures with the KLN 89 GPS installed.

operatrng

SECTION 5
PERFORMANCE
There is no change to the airplane performance when the KLN
89 GPS is installed. However, inslallation of an externally-mounted
antenna or related external antennas may result in a minor
reduction in cruise performance.

s10 4
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The following Log of Effective Pages provides the date of issue
for original and revised pages, as well as a listing of all pages in
the Supplement. Pages which are affected by the current
revision will carry the date of that revision

Level
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SERVICE BULLETIN CONFIGURATION LIST
The following is a lisl of Service Bullelins that are applicable to
the operation of the airplane, and have been incorporated into
this supplement. This list contains only those Service Bulletins
that are currently active.

Airplane

Number

Jtz-z

Title

Unit

Revision

Elfectivitv lncorporation

lncorporated
ln Airplane

Ju ly 8/98

CESSNA

SECTION

9

SUPPLEMENTS

SUPPLEI4ENT 12 - FAA A?PROVEO

MODEL I72S

SUPPLEMENT
CANADIAN SUPPLEMENT

sEcTloN

1

GENERAL
This supplement is required for Canadian operalion of Cessna
I/odel 1 72S.

SECTION 2
LIMITATIONS
The following placard must be installed.

1.

Near the fuel tank filler cap:

FUEL
l OOLU 1OO I\4IN. GRADE AVIATION GASOLINE
cAP. 26.s U.S. GAL. (100 LTTRES) USABLE

CAP 17.5 U.S. GAL. (66 LITBES) USABLE
TO BOTTOI\,4 OF FILLER INDICATOR TAB

Ju ly 8/98
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SECTION 3
EMEBGENCY PROCEDURES
There is no change to the airplane emergency procedures when
used for Canadian operation.

SECTION 4
NORMAL PROCEDURES
There

is no change to

basic airplane normal

operating

procedures when used for Canadian operation.

SECTION 5
PERFORMANCE
There is no change to the airplane performance when used for
Canadian operation.
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SERVICE BULLETIN CONFIGURATION LIST
The following is a list of Service Bulletins that are applicable to
the operation of the airplane, and have been incorporated into
this supplement. This list contains on y those Service Bulletins
that are currently active.

Airplane

Number

JIJ-Z

Title

Unit

Revision

Effectivitv lncorporation

lncorporated
ln Airplane

May 30/00

CESSNA
IVODEL 172S

SECTION 9 . SUPPLEIVENTS

SUPPLEMENT 13 - FAA APPROVED

SUPPLEMENT 13
BENDIX/KING KCS-554 SLAVED COMPASS

SYSTEM WITH KI-5254 HORIZONTAL SITUATION
TNDTCATOR (HSr)

SECTION 1
GENERAL
The Bendix/King KCS-55A Slaved Compass System with Kl5254 HSI Indicator is an additional navigation indicator option. The
KCS-554 compass system includes

a

slaving control

and

compensator unit, magnetic slaving transmitter and a remote
direclional gyro. The information obtained from the KCS 55A
compass system is displayed on the Kl-525A lndicator.

The panel-mounted Kl-5254 indicator combines the

display

functions of both the standard Directional Gyro (Heading Indicator)

and the Course Deviation

Indicator's VOR/LOC/Glideslope

information to provide the pilot with a single visual presental on of
the complete horizontal naviqation situation.

This system also incorporates a slaving accessory and
unit. This unit indicales any difference between the.
displayed heading and the magnetic heading. Up deflectionl
compensalor

indicates a clockwise error of the compass card. Down deflectionl
indicates a counlerclockwise error of the compass card. Whenever
the aircraft is in a turn and the compass card rotates, it ls normal for
this meter to show a full deflection to one side or the other.

N/ay 30/00
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Horizontal Situation Indicator System (Sheet 1 of 2)

1. HORIZONTAL SITUATION INDICATOR (HSl) -- Provides a
pictorial presentation of aircraft deviation relative to VOR/GPS
radials and localizer beams. lt also displays glide slope
deviallons and gives heading reference with respect to
magnetic north. The gyro is remote-mounted and electricdriven

2. NAV FLAG Flag is in view when the NAV receiver signal

is

inadequate.

3. HEADING REFERENCE (LUBBER LINE) l,4agnetic heading
appears under this line when the compass card is slaved or
slewed to the aircraft's magnetic heading.

4. HEADING WARNING FLAG (HDG) When ftag is in view, the
heading display is invalid.

5. COURSE SELECT POINTER -- lndicates VOR/Localizer or
GPS course on the compass card. The selected VOR radial
or localizer heading remains sel on the compass card when
the compass card rotales.

s13 4
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TO/FROIV INDICATOR -- Indicates dlrection of VOR station
relative to the selected course. Displays TO when a LOC
frequency is selected.

7. DUAL GLIDE SLOPE POINTERS Displays devialion of
airplane from an ILS glideslope. Full scale deflection of the
glideslope pointers represenls 10.7 degrees. Pointers will be
out of view if an invalid glideslope signal is received.

8. GLIDE SLOPE SCALES - Indicates displacement from glide
slope beam center. A glide slope deviation bar displacement
of 2 dots represents full scale (0.7") deviation above or below
glide slope beam centerline.

9. HEADING SELECTOR KNOB (F )-- Posrtions the heading
bug on cornpass card by rotating the heading selector knob.
The bug rotates with the compass card.
10. COIVPASS CARD -- Rotates to display heading
with reference to lubber line on HSl.

of

airplane

(f )' Positions the course
bearing polnter on the compass card by rotaling the course
seleclor knob.

11. COURSE SELECTOR KNOB

1

2. COU RSE DEVIATION BAR (D-BAR) - The center portion of
the omni bearing pointer moves laterally to piclorially indicale
the relationship of airplane to the selected course. lt indicales

degrees

of

angular displacement from VOB radials and

localizer beams, or displacement in nautical miles from GPS

desired course.
13. COURSE DEVIATION SCALE

displacement

LOC

of 5 dots

'- A course deviation bar

represents full scale (VOR

= !2-112", GPS = snm

enroute, GPS APR

devialion f rom beam centerline.
14. HEADING

BUG

Moved by

(F)

= 110',

=

.3nm)

knob to select desired

head ing.

15. SYI\,4BOLIC AIRCRAFT - Provides pictorial presentation of the
airplane posilion and intercept angle relative to selected VOR
Radial or localizer course.

Figure 1. Horizontal Situation Indicator System (Sheel 2 of 2)
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Figure 2. KA 51B Slaving Accessory and Compensator Unit

KA-518 SLAVING ACCESSORY AND COMPENSATOR UNIT
Controls the KCS 55A Compass System.
2.

MANUAUAUTOI,IATIC (FREE/SLAVE) COMPASS SLAVE
SWITCH -- Selects either the manual or automatic slaving
mode for the Compass System.

CW/CCW COI\4PASS MANUAL SLAVE SWITCH _ With thE
manual/automatic compass slave switch in the FREE position,
allows manual compass card slaving in either the clockwise or
counterciockwise direction. The switch is spring loaded to the
center position.

-- lndicates the difference between the
displayed heading and the magnetic heading. Up deflection
indicales a clockwjse error of the compass card. Down
deflection indicates a counterclockwise error of the compass

4. SLAVING METER

card.
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SECTION 2
LIMITATIONS
There

is no change to the

airplane limitations when this

inslrument is installed.

SECTION 3
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
There is no change to the airplane emergency procedures when
this instru ment is installed..

SECTION 4
NORMAL PROCEDURES

[, ceurroru
ELECTRICAL POWER MUST BE SUPPLIED TO
THIS INSTHUMENT FOR PROPEB FUNCTIONING.

ABSENCE

OF WHICH WILL

RESULT

IN

UNRELIABLE HEADING INFORMATION,
Normal procedures for operation of this system differ little from

those required for the more conventional Course

Deviation

Indicators. However, several small differences are worth noting.

The rectilinear movement of lhe course deviation bar

in

combination with the rotation of the compass card in response to

heading changes, provides an intuitive picture of the navigation

siluation at a glance when tuned to an ornni station. When tuned to
a localizer frequency, the course select pointer must be set to the
inbound front course for both front and back-course approaches to
retain this pictorial presentation.

.ian 15/99
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For normal procedures with autopilots, refer to the Autopilot
Supplements in the Supplement section of this handbook. A
description of course datum and autopilot procedures for course
datum are incorporated in the appropriate autopilot supplements.

SECTION 5
PERFORMANCE
There

is no

change

lo the airplane performance

when this

instrument is installed.
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SUPPLEMENT 15
BENDIX/KING KAP.I40
2 AXIS AUTOPILOT
SERVICE BULLETIN CONFIGURATION LIST
The following is a list of Service Bulletins that are applicable to the
operation of the airplane, and have been incorporated into this
supplement. This list contains only those Service Bulletins that are
currently active.
AirDlane

-sEnåT
Nu

mber

KC-140-M1

Title
KAP 140 AP

Eff€ctivi-tV

Revision

lncorporated

lncorporation lnAirDlane
Revision 3

(Honeywell
Service Bulletin)
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SUPPLEMENT 15
BENDIX/KING KAP 140
2 AXIS AUTOPILOT
SECTION 1
GENERAL
lThe KAP 140 2 Axis Autopilot provides the pilot with the following
features: Vertjcal Speed mode (VS); Attitude hotd (ALT); Wing

Level (ROL); Heaging select (HDG); Approach (ApR); tLS coupting
backcourse (REV)
modes of operation. The optional KAP 140, 2 Axis Autopilot with

to Localizer (LOC) and clideslope (GS); and

Altitude Preselect (if installed) adds Altitude Alerter and Altitude
Preselect capabilities.

lThe KAP 140 2 Axis Autopilot has an electric trim system

which
provides autotrim during autopilot operation and manuai electric trim
([.4ET) lor the pilot when the autopilot is not engaged. The electric
trim system is designed to be fail safe for any single inflight trim
malfunction. Trim faults are visually and aurally annunciated. -

_A lockout device prevents autopilot or MET engagement until the
lsystem has successfully passed preflight sefitåst. Automatic
preflight self-test begins with initial power application to the
autopilot.

The following conditions will cause the autopilot to disengage:

A. Electric Power failure.
B. lnternal Autopilot System failure.

_
I

C. Pitch accelerations jn excess ot +1.4g or less than +0.69
only when produced by a failure causing servo runaway. The
pilot cannot maneuver the airplane and trip the monitor.
D.

Turn coordinator failure (small square red flag visible

on

instrument).

E. Computer autopilot monitor that detects either the R (ROLL)
or P (PITCH) axis annunciator.

laru

o
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Activation

of A/P

DISC/TRIM INT control wheel switch will also

disconnect the autopilot.

The AVIONICS MASTEB switch supplies power to the avionics bus
bar of the radio circuit breakers and the autopilol circuit breaker.

The AVIONICS MASTER switch also serves as an emergency
AP/MET shutoff.

The following circuit breakers are used to protect the KAP 140
Axis

Autopilo'i:

I

LABEL
AUTO
PILOT

2

FUNCTIONS
Pull-off circuit breaker supplies power to the KC

140 Computer and the autopilot pitch, roll and
pitch trim servos.

WARN

Supplies separate power for autopilot alerting

(PITCH TRIM) on the airplane's annunciator

panel.

At 172S serial number 17259423 and On, automated Roll Steering
functionality has been added to the Bendix/King KLN 94 GPS
Navigation System and the KAP 140 2 Axis Autopilot System. Roll
Steering coupling between the GPS and the Autopilot provides area
navigation with automatic course changes at flight plan waypoints
similar to Flight l\,4anagement System (Fl\,4S) operations, but without
vertical navigation capability. The Roll Steering function is similar
to "turn anticipation" {or the autopilot.

At the noted serial effectivity, the KLN 94 GPS (ORS 03 or later)
has an added Roll Steering signal output. ln order for the GPS Roll
Steering output to be utilized, the KAP 140 Autopilot (-7904 or later)
has an added input for the Roll Steering signal and addilional
system wiring has been added to the airplane to connect the Roll
Steering signal output from the KLN 94 GPS to the Roll Steering
input of the KAP 140 Autopilot.

Bevision 5
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1

NAVIGATION

SOURCE

1

SELECTOR
SWITCH

AILERON
ACTUATOR
ELEVATOR AND
ELEVATOR TRIM

[b?XXl8E.'*o'o*
ANNUNCIATOR
PAN EL

t

b3\q

toR

L ! ) ! ..!O.
I
WARN

c/B
Q7851a26
Figure 1 . Bendix/King KAP 1 40 2 Axis Autopilot Schematic
(Serials 17238348 lhru 17?59422) (Sheet 1 of 2)
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NAV CON,4M

1

NAVIGATION
SOUHCE
SELECTOR
SWITCH

r-----J

ELEVATOR AND
ELEVATOR TRIM

[bil,å188"**o'

roR (cDr)

ACTUATOR

AUIO
PILOT

c/B

i3

4 5 67

DINATOH p611g1ggq1N6

ff

8
11

-

u1-4qN

c/B

07851026

Figure 1 . Bendix/King KAP 140 2 Axis Autopilot Schematic
(Serials 17259423 and On) (Sheet 2)
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K//VG
140

KAP

#DE@rlrr ;l inil

PR

KAP 140 WITHOUT ALTITUDE PBESELECT

1. PITCH AXIS (P) ANNUNCIATOR -- When illuminated,
indicates failure of pitch axis and will either djsengage the
autopilot or not allow engagement of the pitch axis. ln

turbulent ai,

vertical/accelerations.

will

illum

jnate durinq

abnormal

2. AUTOPILOT ENGAGE/DISENGAGE (AP) BUTTON -- When
pushed*, or pressed and held (approx. 0.25 seconds)*.,
engages autopilot if all pre{lighl self-test conditions are met.
The autopilot will engage in the basic roll (ROL) mode which
functions as a wing leveler and the pitch axis vertical speed
(VS) mode. The commanded vertical speed will be displayed
in the upper right corner of autopilot display area. The
captured VS will be the vertical speed present at the moment
the AP button is pressed. The button may also be used to
disengage the autopi ot.

3. ROLL AXIS (R) ANNUNCIATOR -'When illuminated, indicates
failure of the roll axis and disengages the autopilot.

Airplane serials 17258348 thru 17259128 not incorporatinq
Hoireywell Service Bulletin KC140-M

Airplane serials 17258348

1.

tnru

17259128 incorporatinq

Hoheywell Service Bullerin KC14O-M1. and airplane serialå
1

72S0129 and on.

Figure 2. Bendix/King KAP 140 2 Axis Autopilot,
Operating Controls and Indlcators (Sheet 1 ot 4)
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4. HEADING (HDG) MODE SELECTOR BUTTON -' When
pushed, will selecl the Heading mode, which commands the
airplane lo turn to and maintain the heading selected by the
heading bug on the Directional Gyro or HSI (if installed). A
new heading may be selected at any time and will result in
the airplane turning to the new heading. The button can also

be used to toggle between HDG and ROL modes.

For

airplane serials 17238348 thru 17259128 not incorporating
Honeywell Service Bulletin KC140-M1 , this button can also be
used to engage the autopilot in HDG mode.

5. NAVIGATION (NAV) IVODE SELECTOR BUTTON -- When
pushed, will select the Navigation mode. This mode provides
automatic beam capture and tracking of VOB, LOC, or GPS
signals as selected for presentation on the #1 CDl. NAV
mode is recommended for enroute navigation tracking.

6. APPROACH (APR) MODE SELECTOR BUTTON -- When
pushed, will select the Approach mode. This mode provides
automatic beam capture and tracking of VOR, GPS, LOC and

Glideslope (GS) on an lLS, as selected for presentation on #1
CDl. APR mode tracking sensitivity is recommended for
instrument approaches.

7. BACK COURSE APPROACH (REV) MODE BUTTON -- This
button is aclive only when the coupled navigation receiver is
tuned to a LOC/ILS frequency. When pushed will select the
Back Course approach mode. This mode functions identically
to the approach mode except that the autopilot response to
LOC signals is reversed. Glideslope is locked out with REV
mode.

8. ALTITUDE HOLD (ALT) MODE SELECT BUTTON -- When
pushed, will select the altitude hold mode. This mode
provides capture and tracking of the selected altitude. The
selected altitude is the airplane altitude at the moment the
ALT button is pressed. lf the ALT button is pressed with an
established VS rate present, there will be about a 10% (of VS
rate) overshoot. The airplane will return positively to the
selected altitude. For airplane serials 17258348 thru
17259128 not incorporating Honeywell Service Bullelin
KC140-M1, this button can also be used to engage the
autopilot in ALT mode.
Figure 2. Bendix/King KAP 140 2 Axis Autopilot,
Operating Controls and Indicators (Sheet 2)
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9. VERTICAL SPEED (UP/DN) MODE BUTTONS The action
of these buttons depends on the vertical mode present when
pressed. ll VS mode is active (AP plus any lateral mode) and
the UP button is pressed, the autopilot will modify the
displayed VS command (FPM) in the up direction. Single
momentary cycles on either the UP or DN button will
increment the VS command by 100 FPN/ per cycle. When
either button is continuously held in, it will modify the vertical
speed command by 300 fpm per second.

lf ALT mode is active, pressing the UP/DN buttons will modify

the captured altitude by 20 feet per cycle, or if

held

continuously will command the airplane up or down at the rate
of 500 FPIV, synchronizing the ALT reference to the actual
airplane altitude upon button release.
10. AUTO PILOT CIRCUIT BREAKER -- A s-amp pull-otf circuit
breaker supplying 28 VDC to the KAP 140 system.

-- Power to the autopilot disconnect horn and the
airplane's annunciator panel (PITCH TRIM).

11. WARN C/B

12. AUTOPTLOT DTSCONNECT (A/p D|SC/TR|M tNT) SWTTCH --

When depressed will disengage the autopilot and interrupt
manual electric trim (MET) power. An autopilot disconnect
will be annuncjated by a continuous 2 second tone
accompanied by flashing "AP" annunciations on the autopilot
computer display.

13. IVANUAL ELECTRIC TRIM (MET) SWITCHES -- When both
switches are pressed in the same direction, the trjm system
will provide pitch trim in the selected direction. Use of manual
electric trim during autopilot operation will disengage the
autopilot.

Figure 2. Bendix/King KAP 140 2 Axis Autopilot,
Operating Controls and lndicators (Sheel 3)
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14. OMNI BEARING SELECT (OBS) KNOB -- Selects the desired
course to be tracked by the autopilot. (Note: The HDG bug
must also be positioned to the proper course to capture and
track the selected radial or desired track).

-- Positions the heading
card. Note that the position

15. HEADING SELECT KNOB (HDG)

pointer ("bug") on the compass

of the

heading bug also provides course datum to the
or REV (BC) modes.

autopilot when tracking in NAV, APR,

This is in addition to its more intuitive use in the HDG mode.

-- Indicates the direction of
annunciation will {lash if auto trim

16. PITCH TRIM (PT) Annuncialor

required pitch

trim. The

has not satistied the request for trim for a period of 10
seconds. A solid I without an arrowhead is an indication of
a pitch trim fault. Refer to the EN/ERGENCY PROCEDURES
for proper response to a pitch trim fault.

on instrument panel or
glareshield) - llluminates whenever the automated preflight
self test delects a pitch trim fault or the continuous monitoring

17. PITCH TRIM Annunciation (located

a pitch trim fault in flight. Refer to the
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES for proper response to a pitch
kim fault.
system detects

-18. AUTOPILOT ENGAGE E l Annunciation -- llluminates
whenever the autopilot is engaged. Flashes during pilot
initiated or automatic disengagement.
**Airplane serials 17258348 thru 172391 28 incorporating Honeywell
Service Bulletin KC140-lV1 , and airplane serials '1 7259129 and on.

2. Bendix/King KAP 1 40 2 Axis Autopilot,
Operating Controls and lndicators (Sheet 4)

Figure
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KAP 140 WITH ALTITUDE PRESELECT
NOTE

Numbered items apply to the KAP 140 with Altitude
Preselect. Other controls and indicators shown are
the same as those on the KAP 140 without Altitude
Preselect (refer to Figure 2).
'1.

ROTARY KNOBS Used to set the altitude alerter reference
altitude; or may be used immediately after pressing the BARO
button, to adjust the autopilot baro setting to match that of the
airplane's altimeter when manual adjustment is required. (ln
some systems, the baro setting may be automatically synched
to that of the altimeter.)

BAFO SET (BARO) BUTTON When pushed and released,
will change the display from the altitude alerter selected

altitude to the baro setting display (either lN HG or HPA) for 3
seconds. lf pushed and held for 2 seconds, will change the
baro setting display f rom lN HG to HPA or vice versa. Once

the baro setting display is visible the rotary knobs may be
used to adjust the baro setting.

Figure 3. Bendix/King KAP 140 2 Axis Autopilot with Altitude
Preselect, Operating Controls and Indicators (Sheel 1 ot 2)
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3. ALTITUDE ARM (ARM) BUTTON -- When pushed, will toggle

altitude arming on or off . When ALT ARM is annunciated, the
autopilot will capture the altitude alerter displayed altitude
(provided the airplane is climbing or descending in VS to thel
displayed altitude). ALT hold arming when the autopilot is
engaged is automalic upon altitude alerter altitude selection
via the rotary knobs. Note that the alerter functions are
independent of the arming process thus providing full time
alerting, even when the autopilot is disengaged.

4.ALTITUDE ALERTER/VERTICAL SPEED/BARO SETTING
DISPLAY - Normally displays the altilude alerter selected
altitude. ll the UP or DN button is pushed while in VS hold,
the display changes to the command reference for the VS
mode in FPM lor 3 seconds. lf the BARO button is pushed,
the display changes to the autopilot baro setting in either lN
HG or HPA for 3 seconds.
NOTE

This display may be dashed for up to 3 minules on
start up it a blind encoder is installed which requires
a warm'up period.

5. ALTITUDE ALERT (ALERT) ANNUNCIATION -- llluminates
continuously in the region ol from 200 to 1000 feet from the
selected allitude if the airplane was previously outside of this
region. Flashes (1)for two seconds the first time the airplane
crossed the selected allitude and (2) continuously in the 200
1o 1000 feet region if the airplane was previously inside of this

region (i.e. at the selected altitude). Associated with the visual

is an aural alert (5 short tones) which occurs 1000
feet from the selected altitude upon approaching the altitude
alerting

and 200 feet from the selecled altitude on leaving the altitude.

Figure 3. Bendix/King KAP '140 2 Axis Autopilot with Altitude
Preselect, Operating Controls and lndicators (Sheet 2)
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sEcTtoN 2
LIMITATIONS
The following autopilot ljmitations must be adhered to:
'1

. The entire preflight test procedure ou'tllned under Section 4,
paragraph A of this supplement, including steps 1 through 7,
must be successfully completed prior to each flight. Use of
the autopilot or manual electric trim system is prohibited prior
to completion of these tests.

2. During autopilot operation, a pilot with seat belt fastened must
be seated at the left pjlot position.

3. The autopilot must be OFF during takeoff and landing.
4. KMA 28 audio amplifier PUSH OFF/EIVG operation

is

prohibited during normal operations.
NOTE

During emergency operation of the audio ampliiier,

the PUSH OFF/EIVG state of the

KN4A 28 will
prevent flight control system alerts from being heard.

5. The system

is

approved {or Category

(Approach mode selected).

I

operation only

6. Autopilot maximum airspeed limitation -- 140 KIAS.
Autopilot minimum airspeed limitation -- 70 KIAS.
Autopilot minimum approach speed -,80 KIAS.

7. Maximum flap extension -- 10'.
8. The autopilot must be disengaged below 200 feet AGL during
approach operations and below 800 feet AGL for all other
phases of f light.

9. Overriding the autopilot to change pitch or roll attitude is
prohibited. (Disengage wlth ÆP DISC/TRIM INT or AP setect
button.)
10. The AUTO PILOT circuit breaker must be pulled fottowing any

I

inflight illumination

of the red "PITCH TRIM" warning

annunciator (located on the airplane annunciator panel), but
only after first completing the Emergency Procedures (Section

3, paragraph 1.). The manual electric trim and autopilot

autotrim systems will be disabled with the AUTO PILoT circuit
breaker pulled.
s15- 14
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SECTION 3
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
The four step procedure (steps A thru D) listed under paragraph 1l
should be among the basic airplane emergency procedures that are
committed to memory. lt is important that the pilot be prolicient in
accomplishing all four steps without reference to this manual.

1. In case of Autopilot, Autopilot Trim, or N4anual Electric Trim
malfunction (accomplish ltems A and B simultaneously):

A. Airplane Control Wheel

--

GRASP FIRMLY and regain

aircraft control.

B.

A/P DISC/TRIM INT Switch -- PRESS and

HOLD

throughout recovery.
C. AIRCRAFT -- RE-TRIM Manually as Needed.
D. AUTO PILOT Circuit Breaker -- PULL.
NOTE

The AVIONIGS MASTER Switch may be used as an
alternate means of removing all electric power f rom
the autopilot and electric trim systems. lf necessary

perform steps 1A thru 1C above, then turn the
AVIONICS MASTER Switch OFF before locating
and pulling the AUTO PILOT Circuit Breaker. Turn
the AVIONICS MASTER Switch ON as soon as
possible to restore power to all other avionics
equipment. Primary attitude, airspeed, directional
compass, and altitude instruments will remain

I
I

operational at all times.

Iwnnrurruc

DO NOT ATTEMPT TO RE-ENGAGE THE
AUTOPILOT FOLLOWING AN AUTOPILOT,
AUTOTRIM, OB MANUAL ELECTRIC TRIM
MALFUNCTION UNTIL THE CAUSE FOR THE
MALFUNCTION HAS BEEN CORRECTED.
[,4aximum Altitude losses due to autopilot malfunction:
CONFIG

U

RATION

Cruise, Climb, Descent
Maneuvering
Approach

Revision 5

ALT. LOSS
350 rt.
100 ft.
90 ft.

sr
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AMPLIFIED EMEBGENCY PROCEDURES

The following paragraphs are presented to supply additional
information for the purpose of providing the pilot with a more

complete understanding of the recommended course of action for
an emergency situation.

1. An autopilot or autotrim malfunction occurs when there is an
uncommanded deviation in the airplane flight path or when
there is abnormal control wheel or trim wheel motion. In some
cases, and especially for autopjlot trim, there may be little to

no airolane motion, vet the red PITCH TRIM annunciator
lairptane annunciator ianel) may illumlnate and an alert tone

I

may sound.

The primary concern in reacting to an autopilot or autopilot
trim malfunction, or to an automatic disconnect of the
autopilot, is in maintaining control of the airplane. lmmediately
grasp the control wheel and press and hold down the A/P
DISC/TRIM INT switch throughout the recovery. N4anipulate
the controls as required to safely maintain operation o{ the
airplane within all of its operating limitations. Elevator trim
should be used manually as needed to relieve control forces.
Locate and pull the AUTO PILOT circuit breaker on the
right hand circuit breaker panel to completely disable the
autopilot system.

2.

A

manual electric trim malfunction may be recognized by

illumination of the red PITCH TRIM annunciator, accompanied
by an alert tone, or by unusual trim wheel motions with the
autopilot OFF, without pilot actuation of the manual electric
trim switches. As with an autopilot malfunction, the first

concern following

a

manual electric trim malfunction

is

maintaining control of the airplane. Grasp the control wheel
firmly and press and hold down the A/P DISC/TRIN/ INT
switch. Locate and pull the AUTO PILOT circuit breaker on
the right hand breaker panel.

s15-16
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3. Note that the ernergency procedure for any malfunction is
essentially the same: immediately qrasp the control wheel
and regain airplane control while pressing and holding the A/P

DISC/TRIM INT switch down, and retrim the airplane as
needed. After these steps have been accomplished secure
the autopilot electric trim system by pulling the autopilot
(AUTO PILOT) circuit breaker. As with any other airplane
emergency procedure, it is important thai the 4 steps of the
emergency procedure located on Page 15 be committed to
memory.

4. The AVIONICS IVASTER switch may be used to remove all
electric power from the Autopilot and Electric Trim systems
while the circuit breaker is located and pulled. Return the
AVIONICS MASTER switch to the ON position as soon as
possible. With the AVIONICS IVIASTER switch off, all avionics
and autopilot equipment will be inoperable.

5. tt is important that all portions of the autopilol and electric trim
system are preflight tested prior to each flight in accordance
with the procedures published herein in order to assure their
integrity and continued safe operation during flight.

Iwanrurruc
DO NOT RESET AUTOPILOT CIRCUIT BREAKER

FOLLOWING

AN

AUTOPILOT/AUTOTRIM OR

MANUAL ELECTRIC TRIM MALFUNCTION UNTIL

THE CAUSE FOR THE MALFUNCTION

HAS

BEEN CORBECTED.

A flashing
indicates

I

auto trim annunciation on the face of the autopilot

a tdilure of the auto trim function to relleve pitch

servo

loading in a timely manner. This condition should be temporary.
1

. FLASHING ! anruUtCtnrtOtt -- OBSEBVE airptane

pitch

behavior. lf pitch behavior is satisfactory, wait 5-10 seconds

I

for the annunciation to stop.
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2. lf annunciation continues, Airplane Control Wheel -- GRASP
FIRMLY, disengage the autopilot and check for an out of pjtch
trim condition. Manually retrim as required.

3. AUTOPILOT OPERATION-- CONTINUE if satistied that the
out of trim indication was temporary. DISCONTINUE if
evidence indicates a failure of the auto trim function.
A red P or R on the face of the autopilot computeri
'1

. A red P is an indication that the pitch axis of the autopilot has
been disabled and cannot be engaged. DO NOT ENGAGE
INTO A ROLL AXIS ONLY SYSTEM,
NOTE

lf the red P lamo was the result of some abnormal
accelerations on the airplane. the annunciation
should go out within approximately one minute and

I
I
I

normal use of the auropilot will be re-established.

2. A red R is an indication that the roll axis of the autopilot has
been disabled and cannot be engaged. The autopilot cannot
be engaged again.
Flashing mode annunciation in the display of the autopilot computer:

1. Flashing HDG -- Indicates a failed heading. PBESS HDG
button to terminate flashing. ROL will be displayed.

2. Flashing NAV, APB or REV -- Usually an indication of a
flagged naviqation source. PRESS the NAV, APR or BEV
button to terminate flashing. ROL will be displayed. (Select a
valid navigation source.)
NOTE

A flashing NAV, APR or REV annunciation can also
be caused by a failed heading valid input.

s15-18
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3. Flashing GS -- lndication of a flagged glideslope. (GS
rearm automatically if a valid GS signal is received.)
NOTE

. To continue tracking the localizer, observe

the
nonprecision
approach. (Press ALT twice in rapid succession lo

appropriate minimums

for a

terminate the flashing. Control the pitch axis

in

the default VS mode.)
o

At the onset of mode annunciator llashing,

the

autopilot has already reverted to a default mode of

operation, i.e., ROL and or VS mode. An
immediate attempt to reengage to lost mode may
be made if the offending navigation, glideslope or
compass llag has cleared.
EXCEPTION

The HDG annunciation will flash for

5

seconds upon

selection of NAV, APB, or REV modes to remind the pilot to
set the HDG bug for use as course datum.
Effects of instrument losses upon autopilot operation:

1. Loss of the artificial horizon -- no effect on the autopilot.
2. Loss of the turn coordinator -- autopilot inoperative.

3. Loss of the Directional Gyro (DG) -- The directional gyro does
not provide any system valid flag. lf the DG fails to function
properly the autopilot heading and navigation mode will not
function correctly. Under these conditions, the only usable
lateral mode is ROL.

4. Loss of Horizontal Situation lndicator (HSl) (if installed) -- lf
the HSI lails to function properly the autopilot heading and
navigation mode will not lunction correctly. Under these
conditions, the only usable lateral mode is ROL.

5. Loss ot Blind Altitude Encoder -- Altitude Alerter and Altitude
Preselect f unction inoperative.

Revision 5
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NOTE

The {ollowing procedures apply to airplane serials
17258348 thru 17259128 incorporating Honeywell
Service Bulletln KC140-M1, and serials i7ZS9iZ9
and on.

The following voice messages will be annunciated as conditions
warrant;

1. 'TRIM lN MOTION' - Elevator trim running for more than
seconds, message repeats every 5 seconds.

5

2. 'CHECK PITCH TRIM" - An out of trim condition has existed
for approximately 20 seconds, take immediate corrective
action.

a. Airplane Control Wheel

-'

GRASP FIRL4LY and regain

aircraft control.

b.

A/P DISC/TBIM INT Switch PRESS and

HOLD

throug hout recovery.

c. AIRPLANE --RETRIM Manually as Needed.
d. AUTO PILOT Circuit Breaker PUIL.

SECTION 4
NORMAL PROCEDURES
PREFLIGHT (PERFORNil PRIOR TO EACH FLIGHT):

A.

I

t.

12.

AVIONICS MASTER SWITCH -- ON.

POWER APPLICATION AND SELF-TEST -- A self{est is
performed upon power application to the computer. This test
is a sequence of internal checks that validate proper system

operation prior to allowing normal system operation. The
sequence is jndicated by "PFT" with an increasing number for
the sequence steps. Successful completion of self-test is
identified by all display segments being illuminated (Display
Test), external "Pitch Trim" (A/C System Annunciator Panel)
being illuminated, and the djsconnect tone sounding.
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NOTE

Upon applying power to the autopilot, the red P

warning on the tace of the autopilot may illuminate
indicating that the pitch axis cannot be engaged.

This condition should be temporary,

lasting

approximately 30 seconds. The P will extinguish
and normal operation will be available.

I
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IF PITCH TRIM LIGHT STAYS ON, THEN

THE

AUTOTRIM DID NOT PASS PREFLIGHT TEST.
THE AUTOPILOT CIRCUIT BREAKER MUST BE
PULLED. MANUAL ELECTRIC TBIM AND AUTOPILOT ABE INOPERATIVE.

3. MANUAL ELECTRIC TRIM -- TEST as follows:
a. LH SWITCH - PUSH FORWARD to DN position and hold.
OBSERVE NO l\,lOVEMENT of Elevator Trim Wheel.
Release switch to Center OFF Position.
NOTE

lf

movement of the elevator trim wheel is observed

a check of either LH or RH Switch, the
manual eleclric trim system has malfunctioned. The

during

flight may be continued if the AUTOPILoT circuit
Breaker is pulled to the OFF position and secured
until repairs can be made.

b. LH SWITCH -- PULL AFT to UP position and hold.
OBSERVE NO MOVEMENT of the Elevator Trim Wheel.
Release switch to center OFF position.

c. RH SWITCH -- PUSH FORWARD to DN position and hold
lor 5 seconds. OBSEBVE NO MOVEMENT o{ Elevator
Trim Wheel. Verify red ! tignt on the autopilot display.l
Release switch to center OFF posilion.
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NOTE

red i

tignt i. not observed alter holding RH
switch for 5 seconds, the trim monitor system has
failed. The flight may be continued if the
AUTOPILOT Circuit Breaker is pulled to the OFF

ll

position until repairs can be made.

d. RH SWITCH -- PULL AFT to UP position and hold for 5
seconds. OBSERVE NO I\4OVEIVENT of Elevator Trim
Wheel. Verify red ! on the autopilot display. Release
switch to center OFF position.

e.

LH and RH

Switch

PUSH

FORWARD

SIMULTANEOUSLY and HOLD- OBSERVE MOVEMENT
of Elevator Trim Wheel in proper direction (nose down).
While holding LH and RH Switches forward, PRESS and

HOLD A,/P DISC/TRIl!4 INT Switch. OBSERVE NO
MOVE[,4ENT of Elevator Trim Wheel. Continue to hold LH
and RH Switches forward and RELEASE ÆP DISC/TRIM
INT Switch. OBSERVE MOVEIVIENT ot Etevator Trim
Wheel in proper direction. Release LH and RH Switches to
center OFF position.

NOTE

During Steps e. and f., verify movement of elevator
trim tab in proper direction (the elevator trim tab will

move up for nose down trim). lf movement of
Elevator Trim Wheel is observed while the ÆP
DISC/TRIM INT Switch is pressed, the manual
electric trim system has failed. The flight may be
continued if the AUTOPILOT Circuit Breaker is
pulled to the OFF position until repairs can be made.

f.

LH and RH Switch -- PULL AFT SIMULTANEOUSLY and
HOLD. OBSERVE |\4OVEMENT of Elevator Trim Wheet in
proper direction (nose up). While holding LH and RH
Switches aft, PRESS and HOLD A/P DISC/TRll\4 INT
Switch. OBSERVE NO l\,lOVEMENT of Elevator Trim
Wheel. Continue to hold LH and RH Switches aft and
RELEASE A/P DISC/TRIM INT Switch. OBSERVE
MOVEMENT of Elevator Trim Wheel in proper direction.
Release LH and RH Switches to center OFF position.
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4. FLASHING BARO SETTTNG (if insta ed) -- SET proper baro
setting manually (or press BARO to accept the present value).
5. AUTOPILO_T

..

ENGAGE

holdino'* AP button

by pressing.. or pressing

and

6.

FLIGH; CONTROLS -- MOVE fore, aft, teft and rioht to veritv
the autopilot can be overpowered.

7.

A/P DISC/TRIM INT Switch -- pRESS. Verify that
autopilot disconnects.

the

8. TRIM - SET to take off position manually.

I
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THE PILOT lN

r

COMMAND

MUST

CONTINUOUSLY MONITOR THE AUTOPILOT
WHEN IT IS ENGAGED, AND BE PREPARED TO
DISCONNECT THE AUTOPILOT AND TAKE

IMMEDIATE COBRECTIVE

ACTION

INCLUDING MANUAL CONTROL OF THE
AIRPLANE AND/OR PERFORMANCE OF
EMERGENCY PROCEDUBES -- IF AUTOPILOT
OPERATION IS NOT AS EXPECTED OR IF
AIRPLANE CONTROL IS NOT MAINTAINED.

r DUFING ALL AUTOPILOT COUPLED
OPERATIONS, THE PILOT IN COMMAND MUST
USE PROPER AUTOPILOT COMMANDS AND
USE THE PROPER ENGINE POWER TO
ENSURE THAT THE AIRPLANE IS MAINTAINED
BETWEEN 70 AND 140 KIAS. AND DOES NOT
EXCEED OTHEB BASIC AIRPLANE OPERATING
LIMITATIONS.

Airplane serials 17238348 thru 172S9i28 not incorporating
Honeywell Service Bulletin KC140-|V1.

Airplane serials 17238348

thru

Honeywell Service Bulletin KC l40-M
17259129 and on

Revision 5
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NOTE

Autopilot tracking performance
turbulence.

At

will be

degraded

172S Serial number 17259423 and On, Roll

in

Steering

functionality enables the GPS navigation computer to control the
autopilot and automatically perform course changes (turns) and
intercept the course to the next active waypoint (when GPS is
selected as the autopilot navlgatjon source). The GPS navigation
computer uses ground speed, track, and turn rate data to calculate
the required bank angle {or waypoint course changes. The GPS

Roll Steerjng outpul will command the autopilot to turn and
to the new active waypoint without directly

intercept the course

overflying the immediate waypoint (except designated flyover
waypoints). Distance f rom the waypoint for the GPS to initiate the
turn will vary with groundspeed, etc., but will usually be within one
nautical mile of the waypoint. Sequencing to the next waypoint will
occur approximately at the midpoint of the turn (transition segment).
Roll Steering is the default operating mode for the autoflight system
when all of the following conditions are met:

1.

The autopilot is engaged in NAV or APR mode.

2. GPS is selected as the autopilot navigation source.
3. The GPS navigation computer is executing an active flight
plan.
4. The GPS is operating in LEG mode.

1.,, ,o
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1. BEFORE TAKEOFF:

a. A/P DISC/TRIM INT Switch -- PRESS.
b. BARO setting (if installed) -- CHECK.

A caurror,r
CONTINUE TO SET MANUALLY THROUGHOUT
THE FLIGHT EACH TIME THE ALTIMETEB BARO

SETTING REOUIRES ADJUSTMENT, NO
FUFTHER REMINDERS (FLASHING) WILL BE
GIVEN.

c. ALTITUDE SELECT KNOB (if installed) -- ROTATE

\.*

unril

the desired altitude is displayed.
NOTE

.

An altitude alert is annunciated 1000 Jt. prior to
arrival at the selected altitude. Airplane deviations I
greater than 200 feet above or below the selected
altitude will produce an altitude alert. The alert
annunciation is accompanied by a series of short
lones.

\.-

2. AFTER TAKEOFF:
a. Elevator Trim -- VERIFY or SET to place the airplane in a
trimmed condition prior to autopilot engagement.
NOTE

Engaging the aulopilot into a mistrim condition may
cause unwanted attitude changes and a "TRIM
FAIL" annunciation.

b. Airspeed and Rate of Climb -- STABILIZED.
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NOTE

Avoid autopilot engagement into a climb condition
that either cannot be maintained, or is on the
performance limits of the ajrplane for its power and
weight configuration.

- PRESS-, or PRESS and HOLD--. Note ROL
and VS annunciator on. lf no other modes are selected the
autopilot will operate in the ROL and VS modes.

c. AP Button

Iwanrurruo
o WHEN OPEBATING

AT OR NEAR THE

BEST

BATE OF CLIMB AIRSPEED, AT CLIMB POWER
SETTTNGS, AND USTNG VERTTCAL SPEED (VS)
MODE, CONTINUED OPERATION IN VERTICAL
SPEED MODE CAN RESULT IN AN AIRPLANE
STALL, IF NECESSARY, DISCONNECT THE
AUTOPILOT AND RETURN THE AIRPLANE TO

A

STABILIZED CLIMB PRIOR

TO

RE-ENGAGMENT.

r WHEN OPEBATING

AT OR NEAR

THE

MAXIMUM AUTOPILOT SPEED, IT WILL BE
NECESSARY TO BEDUCE POWER IN ORDER

TO

MAINTAIN

THE DESIRED BATE

OF

DESCENT AND NOT EXCEED THE MAXIMUM

AUTOPILOT SPEED.

r

DO NOT HELP THE AUTOPILOT OR HAND-FLY

THE AIBPLANE WITH THE

AUTOPILOT
ENGAGED AS THE AUTOPILOT WILL RUN THE
PITCH TBIM TO OPPOSE CONTROL WHEEL
MOVEMENT. A MISTRIM OF THE AIRPLANE,
WITH ACCOMPANYING LARGE ELEVATOR
CONTROL FORCES, MAY RESULT IF THE
PILOT MANIPULATES THE CONTROL WHEEL

MANUALLY WHILE

THE

AUTOPILOT

IS

ENGAGED.

Airplane serials 172S8348 thru 172S9128 not incorporating
Honeywell Service Bulletin KC

140-l\,41

Airplane serials 17258348

.

thru

17259128 incorporating
, and airplane serials

Honeywell Service Bulletin KC140-M1
'1

72591 29 and on.

l' u-ru
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CLII\,48 OR DESCENT:

a. BARO settino (if installed) -- CHECK.
b. Using Vertical Trim:
1) VERTICAL SPEED Control -- PRESS either the UP or

DN button to select aircraft vertical speed within the

+

1

500 12000 ft. per min command limits.

2) VERTICAL SPEED Control -- RELEASE when desired
vertical speed is displayed. The autopilot will maintain
the selected vertical speed.
NOTE

Avoid selecting a climb rate that either cannot be
maintained or is on the performance limit of the
airplane for its power and weight configuration.

4, ALTITUDE HOLD:
a. Capture preselected altitudes (if installed):
1) ALTITUDE SELECT knob -- ROTATE until the desired
altitude is displayed. Note ARM annunciation occurs
automatically with altitude seleciion when the autopilot is
engaged.

2) ALTITUDE SELECT MODE (ARM)

button

PUSH to

alternately disarm or arm altitude caplure.

3) Airplane

-

ESTABLISH vertical speed necessary to

intercept the selected altitude.
NOTE

It

may be possible to observe minor diiference
betweån the' autopilots' selected altitude and the
airplane altimeter a{ter an altitude capture. These
discrepancies are attributed to the autopilot and
altimeter using different static sources combined
with autopilot system tolerances. Not inputing the

I

proper barometric setting into the autopilot computer
will produce inaccu racies.
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NOTE
Altitude preselect captures are not recommended on

nonprecision approaches

to

capture

the

N/DA.

Glideslope couøing will preclude a preselect altitude
capture on an lLS.

b. Altitude (ALT) Hold Button:
1)

'- PRESS. Note ALT hold
Autopilot will maintain the selected

ALT Hold Selector Button
annunciator

ON.

altitude.
NOTE

It is recommended by the FAA (AC00-248) to use
basic "PITCH ATTITUDE HOLD" mode durtng

operation in severe turbulence. However, since this
autopilot does not use the attitude gyro as a pitch
reference, it is recommended that the autopilot be
disconnected and that the airplane be flown by hand
in severe turbulence.

c. Changing altitudes:
1)

Using Vertical Speed (Recommended

for

altitude

changes less than 100 ft.)

a) VERTICAL SPEED Control - PRESS and HOLD
either the UP or DN button. Vertical Speed will seek
a rate of change of about 500 fpm.

-- RELEASE when
is reached. The autopilot will

b) VERTICAL SPEED Control

desired altitude

maintain the desired altitude.
NOTE

As an alternative, a series of quick

momentary

presses on the UP or DN button will program either
an increase or decrease of the altitude reference,20

feet each time the button is pressed.

l' u-r,
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HEADING HOLD:

a. Headjng Selector Knob SET BUG to desired heading.
b. HDG Mode Selector Button ,- PRESS. Note HDG mode
annunciator ON. Autopilot will automatically turn the_
airplane to the selected

head'ng.

I

NOTE

Airplane heading may change in ROL mode due

to

turbulence.

I

c. Heading Selector Knob -- MOVE BUG to the desired
heading. Autopilot will automatically turn the airplane tol
the new selected heading.

6. NAV COUPLING:
a. When equipped with DG:
1

) OBS Knob -- SELECT desired course.

2) NAV Mode Selector Button

- PRESS. Note NAVARM

annllnciated.

3) Heading Selector

Knob

ROTATE BUG to agree with

OBS cou rse.
NOTE

r

When NAV is selected, the autopilot will f lash HDG
for 5 seconds to remind the pilot to reset the HDG
bug to the OBS course. lF HDG mode was in use

at the time ot NAV button selection, a 45'
intercept angle will then be automatically
established based on the position of the bug.

.

All angle intercepts compatible with radar vectors
may be accomplished by selecting ROL mode
PRIOR to pressing the NAV button. The HDG bug
must still be positioned to agree with the OBS
course to provide course datum to the autopilot
when using a DG (Directional Gyro).
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a) lf the CDI needle is greater than 2 to 3 dots from
center, the autopilot will annunciate NAVARM. When
the computed capture point is reached the ARM
annunciator will go out and the selected course will
be automatically captured and tracked.

b) lf the CDI needle is less than 2 to 3 dots from center,
the HDG mode will disengage upon selecting NAV
mode. The NAV annunciator will then illuminate and
the capture/track sequence will automatically begin.

b. When equipped with HSI:
1) Course Bearing Pointer - SET to desired course.

2) Heading Selector Knob -- SET BUG to provide desired
intercept angle and engage HDG mode.

3) NAV N/ode Selector Button -- PRESS.
a) lf the Course Deviation Bar (D Bar) is greater than 2
to 3 dots from center, the autopilot will annunciate
NAVARM. When the computed capture point is
reached the ARM annunciator will go out and the
selected course will be automatically captured and
tracked.

b) lf the D-Bar is less than 2 to 3 dots from center, the
HDG mode will disengage upon selecting NAV mode.
The NAV annunciator will then illuminate and the
capture/track sequence will automatically begin.

lr,

u-ro
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When Roll Steering is in operaiion, adjusting or changing the
position of the heading bug or the course pointer will have no effect
on heading or course. lt is recommended that both the heading
bug and the course pointer (or NO. 1 OBS) always be set to the
currenl course to enhance situational awareness, especially in the
event of an unexpected autoflight equipment failure. GPS signal
loss requires that the pilot immediately selecl an alternate autopilot
operating mode (such as HDG) or select NAV (NAV1) as the
autopilot navigation source. lf autopilot function is losl, the pilot is
required to resume manual control of the airplane. Keeping the
heading bug and course pointer set to the present course makes
immediate recovery easier.
Roll Steering will not function when lhe GPS is in OBS mode, when
the autopilot is in HDG or ROL mode or when the autopilot is in
NAV mode with NAV selected as the autopilot navigation source.

7. APPROACH (APR) COUPLING: (To enable glideslope
coupling on an ILS and more precise tracking on instrument
approaches).

Roll Steering will operate on instrument approach procedures
selecled from a current GPS aeronautical database only when:

.

The autopilot is engaged in either NAV or APR
mode.

AND
o GPS is selected as the autopilot NAV input.

Ensure that lhe appropriate GPS mode (LEG or OBS) is selected
during each portion ol the approach procedure.

a. When equipped with DG:
1) BABO setting -- CHECK (il installed).
2) OBS Knob -- SELECT desired approach course. (For a
localizer, set it to serve as a memory aid.)

3) APR Mode Selector Button -- PRESS.

Note APR4sy

annunciated.

4) Heading Selector Knob -- ROTATE BUG to agree with
desired approach.
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NOTE

.

When APR is selected, the autopilot will flash HDG
for 5 seconds to remind the pilot to reset the HDG
bug to the approach course. If HDG mode was in
use at the time ot APR button selection, a 45"

will

be

then
automatically
established based on the position of the bug.
intercept angle

o

All angle intercepts compatible with radar vectors
may be accomplished by selecting ROL mode
PRIOR to pressing the APR button.
outton. The HDG bug
buo
must still be positioned to agree with the desired
approach course to provide course datum to the
autopilot when using a DG.

a) lf the CDI needle is greater than 2 to 3 dots from the
center, the autopllot will annunciate APRaRM; when
the computed capture point is reached the ARM
annunciator will go out and the selected course will
be automatically captured and tracked.
b) lf the CDI needle is less than 2 to 3 dots form the
center, the HDG mode will disengage upon selecting
APR mode; the APR annunciator will illuminate and
the capture/track sequence will automatically begin.

b. When equipped with HSI:
1

) BARO Setting

(if installed) -- CHECK.

2) Course Bearing Pointer -. SET to desired course.
3) Heading Selector Knob -- SET BUG to provide desired
intercept anqle.

lr' r.r,
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4) APR Mode Selector Button -- PRESS.

a) lf the D-Bar is greater than 2 to 3 dots from center,
the autopilot will annunciate APBARM; when the
computed capture point is reached the ARM
annunciator will go out and the selected course will
be automatically captured and tracked.

b) lf the D-Bar is less than 2 to 3 dots from center, the
HDG mode will disengage upon selecting APR mode;

the APR annunciator will

illuminate and the

capture/track sequence will automatically begin.

5) Airspeed

--

MAINTAIN

90 KIAS minimum

during

coupled autopilot approaches (recommended).

8. BACK COURSE (REV) APPROACH COUPLING (i.e., reverse
localizer):

a. When equipped with DG:
1) BARO setting (if installed) -- CHECK.
2) OBS Knob - SELECT the localizer course to the front
course inbound (as a memory aid).

3) REV Mode Seleclor Button -- PRESS.

4) Heading Selector Knob ROTATE BUG to the heading
corresponding to the localizer front course inbound.
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NOTE

.

when REV is selected, the autopllot will flash HDG
for 5 seconds to remind the pilot to reset the HDG
bug to the localizer FRONT COURSE INBOUND
heading. lf heading mode was in use at the time
of REV button selection, a 45" intercept angle will
then be automatically established based on the
position of the bug.

.

All angle intercepts compatible with radar vectors
may be accomplished by selecting ROL mode
PRIOR to pressing the REV button. The HDG bug
must still be positioned to the localizer FRONT
COURSE INBOUND heading to provide course
datum to the autopilot when using a DG.

a) lf the CDI needle is greater than 2 to 3 dots from
center, the autopilot will annunciate BEVARM; when
the computed capture point is reached the ARM
annunciator will go out and the selected back course
will be automatically captured and tracked.

b) lf the CDI needle is less than 2 to 3 dots from center,
the HDG mode will disengage upon selecting REV
mode; the BEV annunciator will illuminate and the
capture/track sequence will automatically begin.
When equipped with HSI:

1) BARO Setting (if installed) -- cHEcK.

2) Course Bearing pointer -- SET to the ILS front course
inbound heading.

3) Heading Selector Knob -- SET BUG to provide desired
intercept angle and engage HDG mode.

4) REV l/ode Selector Button -- PBESS.

1., u-ro
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a) lf the D-Bar is greater than 2 to 3 dots from center,
the autopilot will annunciate REVaRM; when the
computed capture point is reached the ARM
annunclator will go out and the selected back course
will be automatically captured and tracked.

b) lf the D-Bar is less than 2 to 3 dots from center, the
HDG mode will disengage upon selecting REV mode;
the REV annunciator will illuminate and the
capture/track sequence will automatically begin.

5) Airspeed

--

MAINTAIN

90 KIAS

minimum during

autopilot coupled approaches (recommended).

9. GLIDESLOPE COUPLING
a. APR Mode ENGAGED, Note GS4py annunciated.
NOTE

Glideslope coupling is inhibited when operating in
NAV or REV modes. With NAV 1 selected to a valid

lLS,

glideslope armed and coupling occurs
in the APR mode when tracking a

automatically
localizer.

b. At Glideslope centering note ARM annunciator goes out.
NOTE

Autopilot can capture glideslope from above or
below the beam.

c. Airspeed -- MAINTAIN 90 KIAS minimum during autopilot
coupled approaches (recommended).
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10. IVISSED APPROACH

a. A/P DISC/TBIM INTER Switch - PRESS to disengage AP.
b. MISSED APPBOACH . EXECUTE.

c.

lf autopilot is desired:
'1

) Elevator Trjm

-- VERIFY or SET.

2) Airspeed and Rate of Climb -- STABILIZED.
NOTE

Avoid autopilot engagement into a climb condition that
either cannot be maintained, or is on the performance limits
of the airplane for its power and weight configuration.

3) AP Button --

PRESS. Note ROL and VS

on. lf no other modes are selected

annunciators

the autopilot will
operate in the ROL and VS modes. Verify that the

_
I

airplane Vertical Speed lndicator (VSl) and thå Autopilot
VS agree.
NOTE

lf tracking the ILS course outbound as part of the missed
approach procedure is desired, use the NAV mode to
prevent inadvertent GS coupling.
11. BEFORE LANDING

a. A/P DISCÆR|M INT Switch -- PRESS.

or

PRESS and

HOLD** lo disengage AP.

SECTION 5
PERFORMANCE
There is no change to the airplane performance when the KAP 140
2 Axis Autopilot is installed.

*

Airplane serials 17258348 thru 17259128 not incorporating
Honeywell Service Bulletin KCl 40-M1.

** Airplane serials 17258348 thru 17259128 incorporating
Honeywell Service Bulletin KC140-l\41, and airplane serials
1

I

I 51

7239'129 and on.
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SERVICE BULLETIN CONFIGURATION LIST
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The following is a list of Service Bulletins that are applicable to the
operation of the airplane, and have been incorporated into this
supplement. This list contains only those Service Bulletins that are
currently active.
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SUPPLEMENT
BENDI)UKING KT 73 MODE S TRANPONDER
SECTION 1
GENERAL
The Bendix/King lvlode S Transponder (KT 73), shown in Figure
516-1 , is the airborne component of the Air Traf{ic Control Radar
Beacon System (ATCRBS). The transponder enables the ATC
ground controller to accurately identily the airplane on the
radarscope.

The KT 73 Transponder system consists of a transponder unit
mounted in the instrument panel, an analog pressure altitude
encoder, and an externally-mounted L-Band antenna. The KT 73
Transponder system installation uses the same antenna, altitude
encoder and mounting hardware as the Bendix/King KT 76C Mode
A/C Transponder. The KT 73 Transponder operates in Mode A
("SaUAWK"), Mode C (altitude reporting), and lVode S (elementary
surveillance/selective interrogation). The transponder receives
interrogating signals on 1030 l\,4 Hz and lransmits coded reply
signals on 1090 MHz. In l\,4ode C operation, the KT 73 provides
altitude inlormation automatically to ATC ground stations. The
transponder reports altitude in 10o-foot increments between -1000
and +20,000 feet MSL. Mode S allows the ground station to
individually interrogate the airplane by the unique 24-bit address
assigned to the airplane.

The KT 73 Transponder features an all solid-state transmitter with
microprocessor controls. Rotary control knobs are used to control
the operating mode and to set the squawk code. The gas discharge
display shows all functions including the flight level (pressure
altitude), airplane identification (SOUAWK), and surveillance
interrogator (Sl) code (airplane call sign). A photocell dims all
display segments automatically.
(Conlinued Next Page)
FAA APPROVED
Original

u.s.
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(Contjnued)

BENDIVKING KT 73 MODE S TRANSPONDER

r'042

**o

-o

1200

"::

(

Figure S16- l

1.

IDENT BUTTON (lDT) - When pushed, a pulse is transmitted

for identilication of the airplane on ATC radar display. IDT
will be displayed steadily and R will flash for approximately
18 seconds when the Function Selector Knob is set to GND,
ON, or ALT. Button brightness is controlled by the avionics
light dimming rheostat.
2.

IVIODE ANNUNCIATOR

-

Displays "FL" on the transponder

when "ALT", "SBY', or "GND" is selected on the Mode
Selector Switch. Displays "lDT" when the IDT button is
pushed.

ALTITUDE DISPLAY (FL) - The Flight Level altitude is
shown on the left side of the display only when the Mode
Selector Switch is set to Altitude mode (ALT). ln ALT mode,
the KT 73 shows the pressure altitude on the left side of the
display area. The altitude is shown in hundreds of feet.
Dashes will appear in the altitude display instead of
numbers if an invalid code is received from the encoder.
(Continued Next Page)
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GENERAL

4.

(Continued)

REPLY INDICATOR (R) - The F will illuminate on the
display panel when the transponder is replying to a valid
interrogation during the following conditions:

'1. Twice per second with valid interrogation on the

ground

in Mode S (cND).

2. Once per second with valid interrogation from ATCRBS
in airborne l/ode S (ON or ALT).
3. During the 18 seconds after pushing the ident button
(rDr).

5.

IVODE SELECT SWITCH

-

Controls application of power

and selects transponder operating mode as follows:

OFF

-

De-energizes the KT 73 Transponder.

FLT lD - The KT 73 shows the airplane's f light identification

code and allows it to be changed. The Flight lD
should be the airplane identification assigned in the
flight plan. When no flight plan is available, the
registration marking of the airplane should be used.
FLT lD is modilied by turning the CRSR Knob to
position the cursor under the character to be
changed then turning lhe FLT lD Knob to select the
desired character. When the CRSR and FLT lD
Knobs have not been turned for 5 seconds or the
Mode Selecl Switch has been turned to the SBY
position, the FLT lD will be saved. The unit does
not transmit in SBY mode.

SBY

-

(Standby) Sets the KT 73 to standby power. While
in the standby mode the transponder identification
code may be selected. SBY is shown on the left
side of lhe display. The airplane identification code
is shown on the right side of the display. SBY
should be used only when the airplane is parked.
(Continued Next Page)
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TST

GND
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Sell-test function. The transmitter is disabled. All
display segments will come on for a minimum ot 4
seconds. If no faults have been detected 'TEST
OK" will be displayed. Refer to the KT 73
Transponder section of the Bendix/King Silver
Crown Plus Pilot's Guide.

- Sets the

transponder to inhibit ATCRBS,
All Call and Mode S-only replies.
The KT 73 Transponder will continue to generate
ATCRBS/N,4ode S

Mode S squitter transmissions and reply to selective

interrogations. The KT 73 Transponder should be
set to the GND position when the airplane is jn
operation on the ground before or after flight.
ON

-

Sets transponder to transmit Mode A,/S (airplane
identitication) reply pulses with altitude information
suppressed. Transponder identtfication code is
annunciated on the right side of the display.

ALT

-

Sets transponder to transmit N4ode A (squawk),
Mode C (altitude squawk) and Mode S (airplane
identification) reply pulses alter receiving the
interrogation signal. FL is shown on the left side of
the display with the pressure altitude in hundreds of
teet. The airplane identitication code is shown on
the righl side of the display.

6.

VFR CODE BUTTON (VFR) - Pushing the "VFR" Button will

replace

the current Mode A reply code with a

pre-

programmed Mode A reply code (usually l200).

7.

CODE SELECTOR KNOBS - Selects assigned Mode A
(squawk) code. Each knob sets a digit of the 4-character
code. The new code will be transmitted after a 5 second
delay.

Refer to the KT 73 Transponder section of the Bendix/King Silver
Crown PIus Pilot's Guide {or additional information.
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GENERAL

1

The AA R V23 is a self-contåined, modu a.,lhree-point reslraint syslem lhat improves protecton from
serious head-impact injury dur ng a sutuivab e a rcrafl crash by rnctus on ol an nflalå bte ai.bag to lhe
lapbelt podion ofthe lhree'poinl rcslra nt. An unbuckled restra nt a rbaa wilrnoi inUale.

sEcTtoN

LIMITATIONS

2

A child satety seri shallnoi be used wth lhe V23 MIR Syslem in the rrontsear (co-pior). A chld saretv
s6ar rdv b. uspd r. .6 'eår sea ooslorconyo,. åcl 19 t-o c- ld <earw h r. aur lia-y.r d sed
buckle. The standad inratabe reslra nl buckle cannot be used to secure a child safety seat
The Auxiriary Child Seal Buck e adapter (P/N 7035-2090112396 (LH) and 7035-2100212396 (RH))
securcs a Ch d Saiety Seal io eiiherlert or right positions olthe RearSeat ror
modets (seewarning
labelbelow) lt is lypicaly slored underihe cushion and is found in the ce.terorthe sear adjåceil to lhe
standard
R End-Release Buckle Assembly. lde.tnab e by part number labove)ånd åtraches ro rhe

a

M

Airbåg Beli portion oi lhe Seatb€lAirbag Assembly (see diagram)

The restrainl in an empty @ pilot or passenger seat mlst noi be buckted so as to prevent initaton ofthe
låpbelt a rbaq in lhe unocc!pied seal.

WAFNING

sEcTtoN

SECTION 4

NORIVIAL PROCEDURES

jon (blck e)lhe three po nt restra nt in lhe same manner as any otherthree poini
empiy co-pilot or passengerseål r€strå nt must not be buckted.

To aclvale the syslem
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PERFORMANCE
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SECTION

6

WEIGHT ANO BALANCE/EAUIPMENT LIST

Forcompiet€ informaiion oilhe AAIR V23 System efiect on weightand batance toading ro rhe aircraft,
please €fer lo AMSAFE Avation s, Weight and Båtance tnfomation Report, Documeni No. E508952.
Below is a slmmary Lrsefultor loading ånd Center ot cravity cålculations:

ilodels 172R.172S
Emotv Weiohl
LOIA
1692.s

Arrn
59.12

Momenr

lbs

Weioht
7.0781bs
Emolv

Arm
58.92

1699.578lbs

New Empty Weisht

417.07

2036.078

AAIR System Oifie.ence Added

tbs

New Empty Weishl

Modets 206H, T206H
Emotv We

10.7
2210

-

AAIR System Ditferenc€ Added

lvlomenl

2029lbs
-

41a4f4

oht

Arm
72 55

Moment

lbs

For åll models, the change is less thån

776.U

AA|R System Dfference Added

2220.71hs

New Empty Weight

% ol the CG la nge åi gross weighl, which is insignificanl and witl
cause no CG issues. Refer to the above reoon for the exå.l d.,clåils

FAAApproved
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SECTION 2
LIMITATIONS
There is no change to the airplane limitations when this avionic
equipment is installed.

SECTION 3
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
TO TRANSMIT AN EMERGENCY SIGNAL
1

.

2.

.

TO TBANSMIT A SIGNAL REPRESENTING LOSS OF ALL
COMMUNICATIONS (WHEN IN A CONTBOLLED ENVIFONMENT)
1

\v

Mode Selector Switch - ALT.
Transponder Code Selector Knobs - SELECT 7700
operating code.

.

2.

l\/lode Selector Switch - ALT.
Transponder Code Selector Knobs - SELECT 7600
operating code.

TO PROGRAM FLIGHT IDENTIFICATION CODE

\:'

1

.

2.

Mode Selector Switch - ALT

Transponder Code Selector Knobs

- SET

assigned

SQUAWK code.

SECTION 4
NORMAL PROCEDURES
DURING TAXI

1.

N,4ode

Selector Switch - GND.
(Continued Next Page)
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NORMAL PROCEDURES

(continued)

TO TRANSMTT MODE AJS (A|RPLANE tDENT|F|CAT|ON) CODES
IN FLIGHT

1.

2.

Transponder Code Selector Knobs - SET assigned code.
[,4ode Selector Switch - ON.
NOTE

.

During normal operation with Mode Selector
Switch in ON position, reply indicator flashes,
indicating transponder replies to interrogations.

.

Mode A reply codes are transmitted in ALT also;

however, Mode C codes are suppressed when
the Mode Selector Switch is positioned to ON.

3.

IDT Button - PUSH when instructed by ground controller to
"SQUAWK IDENT' (R will come on steadily indicating
IDENT operation).

TO TRANSMIT MODE A"/C/S (ALTITUDE BEPORTING) CODES IN
FLIGHT

1.

2.

Transponder Code Selector Knobs

SELECT assigned

code.

[/ode Selector Switch - ALT.
NOTE

.

When directed by ground controller to "STOP
ALTITUDE SQUAWK", turn lvlode Setector
Switch to ON {or l\,4ode A"/S operation only.

.

Altitude transmitted by the transponder and
displayed on the KT 73 panel is pressure
altitude (referenced to 29.92 inches Hg (1013
hPa)). The conversion to indicated altitude is
done in the ATC computer.
(Continued Next Page)
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NORMAL PROCEDURES

(continued)

TO SELF-TEST TRANSPONDER OPERATION

\--

1

.

Mode Selector Switch - TST.

2. Check all displays come on.
3. TEST OK displayed. lf not refer to the KT 73 Transponder
section of the Bendix/King Silver Crown Plus Pilot's Guide.
4. l\,4ode Selector Switch - SELECT desired function.
SECTION 5
PERFORMANCE
There

\_,

is no

change

to the airplane perlormance when this

avionic equipment is installed.
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SUPPLEMENT 19
BENDIX/KING KLN 94
GLOBAL POSTTTONTNG SYSTEM (rFR)
SERVICE BULLETIN CONFIGURATION LIST
The following is a list of Service Bulletins that are applicable 1o
the operation of the airplane, and have been incorporated inlo
this supplement. This list contains only those Service Bulletins
that are currently active.
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SUPPLEMENT 19
BENDIX/KING KLN 94
GLOBAL POStTtONtNG SYSTEM (tFR)
SECTION

1

GENERAL
The KLN 94 Global Positioning System (GPS) is

a

three-

dimensional precision navigation system based on 24 earth orbiting
satellites. Receiver Autonomous lntegrity Monitoring (RAIM) is a
function that every IFR-certified GPS receiver must continuously
perform to assure position accuracy. RAIM is available when 5 or
more ot these satellites are in view, or 4 satellites are in view and a
barometrically corrected altitude input from the airplane's altimeter
is made. Annunciation is provided if there are not enough satellites
in view to assure position integrity.

Operational guidance for the KLN 94 GPS Navigation System is
provided with the Bendix/King KLN 94 Pilot's Guide (supplied with
the airplane). This Pilot's Guide should be thoroughly studied and
VFR operations conducted so that you are totally familiar with GPS
navigation before actually using this equlpment in IFR conditions.

At

172S serial number 17259423 and On, automated Roll

Steering functionality has been added to the Bendix/King KLN 94
GPS Navigation System and the KAP 140 2 Axis Autopilot System.
Roll Steering coupling between the GPS and the Autopilot provides

area navigation with automatic course changes at flight

plan

waypoints similar to Flight lvlanagement System (FMS) operations,
but without vertical navigation capability. The Roll Steering function
is similar to "turn anticipation" for the autopilot.

At the noted serial etfectivity, the KLN 94 GPS (ORS 03 or later)
has an added Roll Steering signal output. In order for the GPS Roll
Steering output to be utilized, the KAP 140 Autopilot (-7904 or later)
has an added input for the Roll Steering signal and additional
system wiring has been added to the airplane to connect the Roll
Steering signal output from the KLN 94 GPS to the Roll Steering
input of the KAP 140 Autopilot.
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Every 28 days, Bendix/King receives new aeronautical database
information lrom Jeppesen Sanderson for each database region.
This information is processed and downloaded onto the da'tabase
cards. Bendix/King makes these database card updates available
to KLN 94 GPS users.

The database card is an electronic memory

containing

in{ormation on airports, navaids, intersections, DPs, STARS,
instrument approaches, special use airspace, and other items of
interest to the pilot.

A ceurroru
THE DATABASE MUST BE UPDATED ONLY
WHILE THE AIBPLANE IS ON THE GROUND.
THE KLN 94 OOES NOT PEBFOBM ANY
NAVIGATION FUNCTION WHILE THE DATABASE
IS BEING UPDATED.
NOTE

A current database is required by regulation in order
to use the KLN 94 GPS system for non-precision
approaches.

Provided the KLN 94 navigation system is receiving adequate
usable signals, it has been demonstrated capable of and has been
shown to meet the accuracy specifications of: VFR/IFR enroute

oceanic and remote, enroute domestic, terminal, and instrument
approach (GPS, Loran-C, VOR, VOF-DIVE, TACAN, NDB, NDBDNIE, RNAV) operation within the U.S. National Airspace System,
North Atlantic lvlinimum Navigation Performance Specifications
(MNPS) Airspace and latitudes bounded by 74" North and 60'
South using the WGS-84 (or NAD 83) coordinate reference datum in
accordance with the criteria of AC 20-138, AC 91-49, and AC 12033. Navigation data is based upon use of only the global
positioning system (GPS) operated by the United States.

Revision 4
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NOTE

.

Airplanes using GPS for oceanic IFR operations
may use the KLN 94 to replace one of the other
approved means of long range navigation. A single
KLN 94 GPS installation may also be used on
short oceanic routes which reqirire only one means
of long-range navigation.

r

FAA approval of the KLN 94 does not necessarily
conslitute approval for use in foreign airspace.

o

The KLN 94 is quali{ied for BRNAV (Basic Area
Navigation) operation in the European region in
accordance with the criteria of AC 90-96.

(Reference ICAO Doc 7030
Supplementary Procedures,

JAA

Regional

Technical

Guidance Leaflet AMJ20X2 and Eurocontrol RNAV
Standard Doc 003-93 Area Navigation Equipment

Operational Requirements

and

Functional

Requirements (RNAV).)
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1.

GPS MESSAGE (MSG) ANNUNCIATOR LIGHT -' MSG will
begin flashing whenever the message prompt (a large "M" on
the left side of lhe screen) on the KLN 94 GPS unit beoins
tlashing to alert the pilot lhat a message is waiting. Press the
Message (MSG) key on the GPS to display lhe message. lf a
message condition exists which requires a specific action by
the pilot, the message annunciator will remain on but will not
flash.

GPS WAYPOINT (WPT) ANNUNCIATOR

LIGHT

GPS

WAYPOINT annunciator will begin to flash approximately 36
seconds prior to reaching a Direct-To waypoint. Also, when
turn anticipation is enabled in the KLN 94 GPS unit, the

annunciator will begin to flash 20 seconds prior to the
beginning o, turn anljcipation, then illuminate steady at the

very beginning of turn anticipation.

Figure 1. GPS Annunciator/Switch

(Serials 17258372 thru 17258703) (Sheet 1 of 3)
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TURN ANTICIPATION IS

AUTOMATICALLY
DISABLED FOR FAF WAYPOINTS AND THOSE
USED EXCLUSIVELY IN DP/STARS WHERE
OVERFLIGHT IS REQUIRED. FOR WAYPOINTS
SHABED BETWEEN DP/STARS AND PUBLISHED

ENROUTE SEGMENTS

(REOU|B|NG

OVERFLIGHT IN THE DP/STABS), PBOPER
SELECTION ON THE PBESENTED WAYPOINT
PAGE IS NECESSARY TO PROVIDE ADEOUATE
ROUTE PROTECTION ON THE DP/STARS.

3. GPS APPROACH (GPS, APR) SWITCH -- Pressing the cPS
APPROACH switch manually selects or disarms the approach
ARM mode and also cancels the approach ACTV mode after
being automatically engaged by the KLN 94 GPS system.
The white background color of the GPS APPROACH
annunciator makes it visible in daylight.

4. ARM ANNUNCIATOR LIGHT -- ARM annunciator witt
illuminate when the KLN 94 GPS system automatically selects
the approach ARM mode or when the approach ARM mode is

manually selected. The approach ARM mode will be

automatically selected when the airplane is within 30 NM of an
airport, and an approach is loaded in the flight plan for that
airport. The approach ARM mode can manually be selected
al a greater distance than 30 NM from the airport by pressing
the GPS APPROACH switch j however, this will not change the
CDI scale until the airplane reaches the 30 NL4 point. The
approach ARM mode can also be disarmed by pressing the
GPS APPROACH switch.

5. ACTIVE (ACTV) ANNUNCIATOR LIGHT ACTV annunciator
will illuminate when the KLN 94 GPS system automatically
engages the approach ACTV mode (the ACTV mode can only
be engaged by the KLN 94 GPS system which is automatic).
To cancel the approach ACTV mode, press the GPS
APPROACH switch; this will change the mode to the approach
AR|\il mode and illuminate the ARM annunciator.

I
|
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Figure 1 . GPS Annunciator, Swirch
(Serials 17258372 thru 17258703) (Sheet 2 of 3)
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NAV/GPS SWITCH -- Toggles from Nav I to GPS and vice
versa to control the type of navigation data to be displayed on
the Course Deviation lndicator (CDl). The No. 1 CDI Omni
Bearing Selector (OBS) provides analog course input to the
KLN 94 in OBS mode when the NAV/GPS switch/annunciator
is in GPS. When the NAV/GPS switch annunciation is in
NAV, GPS course selection in OBS mode is digital through
the use of the controls and display at the KLN 94.
NOTE

.

[,4anual CDI course centering in OBS mode using
the control knob can be difficult, especially at long
distances. Centering the Course Deviation lndicator
(CDl) needle can best be accomplished by pressing
the DireclTo button and then manually setting the
No. 1 CDI course to the course value prescribed in

I

the KLN 94 displayed message.

.

The Directional Indicator heading (HDG) bug must
also be set to provide proper course datum to the
autopilot if coupled to the KLN 94 in LEG or OBS.
(When the optional HSI is installed, the HSI course

I

pointer provides course datum to the autopilot.)

NAVIGATION SOURCE (NAV) ANNUNCIATOR -- The NAV
annunciator will illuminate steady to inform the pilot that NAV
1 information is being displayed on the NAV l CDl.
8. NAVIGATION SOURCE (GPS) ANNUNCIATOR

-- The GPS

annunciator will illumjnate steady to inform the pilot that GPS
inlormation is being displayed on the NAV 1 CDl.

Figure 1. GPS An nunciator/Switch
(Serials 17258372 thru 17258703) (Sheet 3 of 3)
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1. HSI ANNUNCIATOR LIGHT -- This label is present when the
optional HSI is installed. The HSI course pointer provides
course datum to the autopilot.
2. NAVIGATION SOURCE (NAV) ANNUNCIATOR

-- The NAV

annunciator will illuminate steady to inform the pilot that NAV
1 information is being displayed on the NAV 1 CDl.

-

NAVIGATION SOURCE (GPS) ANNUNCIATOR
The cPS
annunciator will illuminate steady to inform the pilot that GPS
informatlon is being displayed on the NAV 1 CDl.

-- Toggles lrom Nav 1 to GPS and vice
versa to conlrol the type of navigation data to be displayed on

4. NAV/GPS SWITCH

the CDI (Course Deviation lndicator). The No. 1 CDI Omni
Bearing Selector (OBS) provides analog course input to the
KLN 94 in OBS mode when the NAV/GPS switch/annunciator
is in GPS. When the NAV/GPS switch annunciation is in
NAV, GPS course selection in OBS mode is digital through
the use of the controls and display at the KLN 94.

I
s19-1 0

Figure 2. GPS Annunciator/Switch
(Serials 17258704 and On) (Sheet 1 of 2)
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NOTE

using

I

The Directional lndicator heading (HDG) bug must
also be set to provide proper course datum to the
autopilot if coupled to the KLN 94 in LEG or OBS.
(When the optional HSI is installed, the HSI course

I

.N,4anual CDI course centering in OBS mode

the control knob can be difficult, especially at long
distances. Centering the Course Deviation
lndicator (CDl) needle can best be accomplished
by pressing the Direct'To button and then manually
setting the No. 1 CDI course to the course value
prescribed in the KLN 94 displayed message.

.

pointer provides course datum to the autopilot.)

Figure 2. GPS Annunciator/Switch
(Serials 17238704 and On) (Sheet 2 of 2)
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SECTION 2
LIMITATIONS
1. The KLN 94 GPS Pilot's Guide, P/N 006-18207-0000, dated

September 2000 (or later applicable revision) must be
available to the flight crew whenever IFR GPS navigation is
used. The operational Revision status (oRS) of the Pilot's
Guide must match the ORS level annunciated on the Sell-Test
page.

is prohibited within 60 nautical miles oi the North
and South Poles (i.e., at greater than 89' north and south

2. Navigation

latitude).

3. IFR Navigation is restricted

as follows:

a. The system must utilize ORS level 01

or later

FAA

approved revision.

b. The data on the Self-Test page must be verified prior to
USE.

c. IFR enroute and terminal navigation is prohibited unless
the pilot verifies the currency of the database or verifies
each selected waypoint for accuracy by reference to
current approved data.

d. lnstrument approaches must

be

accomplished

in

accordance with approved instrumeni approach procedures
that are retrieved from the KLN 94 database. The KLN 94
aeronautical database must incorporate the current update
cycle.

1)The KLN 94 Quick Reference, P/N 000-18228-0000,
Revision 1, dated August 2000 (or later appljcable
revision) must be available to the ilight crew during
instrument approach operations.

be conducted in the
approach mode and RAIN4 must be available at the Final
Approach Fix.

2) lnstrument approaches must

s19-12
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3) APR ACTV mode must

be annunciated at the

Final

Approach Fix.

4) Accomplishment of lLS, LOC, LOC-BC, LDA, SDF, and
MLS approaches are not authorized.

5) When an alternate airport is required by the applicable
operating rules, it must be served by an approach based
on other than GPS or Loran-C navigation.

6) The KLN 94 can only be used for approach guidance if

the

reference coordinate datum system for the
instrument approach is WGS-84 or NAD-83. (All
approaches in the KLN 94 database use the WGS-84 or

the NAD-83 geodetic datum.)

e. for BRNAV operations

in the European region:

23 (24 if the altitude input to the KLN 94 is not
available) or more satellites prolected to be operational
for the flight, the airplane can depart without furtherl

1) With

action.

4

Wiltr 22 (23 if the altitude input to the KLN 94 is not
available) or fewer satellites projected to be operational
for the flight, the availability of the GPS integrity (RAIM)
should be confirmed for the intended flight (route and
time). This should be obtained from a predictionl
program run outside of the airplane. The prediction
program must comply with the criteria of Appendix 1 of
AC 90-96. ln the event of a predicted continuous loss of
RAIM of more than 5 minutes for any part of the
inlended flight, the flight should be delayed, cancelled,
or rerouted on a lrack where RAIM requirements can be
met.

f.

lf a "RAIM NOT AVAILABLE" message is displayed in the
enroute or terminal phase of flight, continue to navigate

using the KLN 94 or revert to an alternate means of
navigation appropriate to the route and phase of flight.
When continuing to use the KLN 94 for navigation, position
must be verified every 15 minutes (or as required by
applicable country's operating rules) using another IFR
approved navigation system.
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NOTE

Honeywell's Preflight, Version 2.0 or later computer
based prediction program may be used for the RAIM
prediction. Alternate methods should be submitted
for approval in accordance with Advisory Circular AC
90-96.

g. The airplane must have other approved navigation
equipment appropriate to the route of fliqht installed and
operational.

SECTION 3
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
There are

no

changes

to the

basic airplane

procedures when the KLN 94 GPS is installed.

emergency

1. If the KLN 94 GPS information is not available or invalid,
utilize remaining operational navigation equipment as
required.

2. lf

a "RAIM NOT AVAILABLE" message is displayed while
conducting an instrument approach, terminate the approach.
Execute a missed approach il required.

3. lf a "RAIM NOT AVAILABLE" message is dlsplayed in the en
route or terminal phase of flight, continue to navigate using the
KLN 94 or revert to an alternate means ot navigation
appropriate to the route and phase of llight. When continuing
to use the KLN 94 for navigation, position must be verilied
every 15 minutes (or as required by applicable country's
operating rules) using another IFR approved navigation
system.

4. Refer to the KLN 94 Pilot's Guide, Appendices B and C, for
appropriate pilot actions to be accomplished in response to
annunciated messages.

sl9-14
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SECTION 4
NORMAL PROCEDURES
OPERATION

Normal operating procedures are outlined in the KLN 94 GPS
Pilofs Guide, P/N 006'18207-0000, dated September 2000 (or later
applicable revision). A KLN 94 Quick Reference, P/N 006-182280000, dated August 2000 (or later applicable revision) containing an
approach sequence, operating tips and approach related messages
is intended as well for cockpit use by the pilot familiar with KLN 94
operations when conducting instrument approaches.
AUTOPILOT COUPLED OPERATION

The KLN 94 may be coupled to the KAP 140 autopilot when|
engaged in NAV mdde by se'lecting GPS on the NAV/cpS switch. I
Ma-nuål selection of the desired course on the NO. 1 OBS or HSll
course pointer is required to provide course datum to the KAP 140l
autopilot. (Frequent course datum changes may be necessary,
such as in the case of flying a DN/E arc.) The autopilot approach
mode (APR) should be used when conducting a coupled GPS
approach.
NOTE

NAV or APR coupled Dl\4E arc intercepts can result
in excessive overshoots (aggravated by high ground
speeds and/or intercepts from inside the arc).

At

172S serial number 17259423 and On, Roll Steering

functionality enables the GPS navigation compuler to control the
autopilot and automatically perform course changes (turns) and
intercept the course to the next active waypoint (when GPS is
selected as the autopilot navigation source). The GPS navigation
computer uses ground speed, track and turn rate data to calculate
the required bank angle for waypoint course changes. The GPS

Roll Steering output will command the autopilot to turn and
to the new active waypoint without directly

intercept the course

overflying the immediate waypoint (except designated flyover
waypoints). Distance f rom the waypoint for the GPS to initiate the
turn will vary with ground speed, etc., but will usually be within one
nautical mile of the waypoint. Sequencing to the next waypoint will
occur approximately at the midpoint of the turn (transition segment).
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Roll Steering is the default operating mode for the autoftight system
when all of the following conditions are met:
1. The autopilot is engaged in NAV or APR mode
2. GPS is selected as the autopilot navigation source
3. The GPS navigation computer is executing an active flight
plan
4. The GPS is operatlng in LEG mode.

When Roll Steering is in operation, adjusting or change in the
position of the heading bug or the course pointer will have no effect
on heading or course. lt is recommended that both the heading bug

and the course pointer always be set to the currenl course to
enhance situational awareness, especially in the event of
unexpected auto{light equipment failure. GPS signal loss requires
that the pilot immediately select an alternate autopilot navigation
source. l{ autopilot function is lost, the pilot is required to resume
manual control of the airplane. Keeping the heading bug and
course pointer set to the present course makes immediale recovery
easier.

Roll Steering will not function when the GPS is in OBS mode,
when the autopilot is in HDG or ROL mode or when the autopilot is
in NAV mode with NAV selected as the autopilot navigation source.
APPROACH I\4ODE SEQUENCING AND RAIM PREDICTION

[,

wnnHrnc

FAMILIARITY WITH THE ENFOUTE OPERATION

OF THE KLN 94 DOES NOT

CONSTITUTE
PROFICIENCY IN APPBOACH OPERATIONS. DO
NOT ATTEMPT APPROACH OPERATIONS IN IMC
(INSTRUMENT METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS)
PBIOR TO ATTAINING PROFICIENCY IN THE
USE OF THE KLN 94.

lr,

r,,

u
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NOTE

The special use airspace alert will automatically be
disabled prior to flying an instrument approach to
reduce the potential for message congestion.

Roll Steering will operate on

a

procedures selected from

instrument approach
current GPS aeronautical

database only when:

.

The autopilot is engaged in either NAV or APR
mode

AND

r GPS is selected as the autopilot NAV input.

Ensure that the appropriate GPS mode (LEG or

OBS)

is

selected during each portion

approach procedure.

of

the

1. Prior to arrival, select a STAR if appropriate from the APT 7
page. Select an approach and an initial approach fix (lAF)
from the APT 8 page. The most efficient means of getting to
these pages is jnitiated by pressing the PRoc (PBOCEDURE)
button on the KLN 94.

a. Press PROC button.
b. Select Approach, Arrival or Departure.
c. Select the airport from the list or enter the desired airport
identifier.

d. The APT 7 or APT

I

page will be displayed as appropriate.
NOTE

To delete or replace a DP, STAR or approach, select
FPL 0 page. Place the cursor over the name oJ the
procedure, press ENT to change it, or CLR then ENT
to delete it.

2. En route, check for RAI[,4 availability at the destination airport
ETA on the OTH 3 page.
NOTE

RAIM must be available at the FAF in order to fly an
instrument approach. Be prepared to terminate the
approach upon loss of RAlN,4.
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3. At or within 30 nm from the airport:
a. Verify automatic annunciation o.f APRARM.
b. Note automatic CDI needle scaling change f rom :! 5.0 nm
to 11.0 nm over the next 30 seconds.
c. Update the KLN 94 altimeter baro setting as required.
d. Internally the KLN 94 will transition from en route to
terminal integrity monitoring.

4. Select NAV 4 page to fly the approach procedure.
a. lf receiving radar vectors, or need to tly a procedure turn or
holding pattern, fly in OBS until inbound to the FAF.
NOTE

OBS navigation is TO-FROM (like a VOR) without
waypoint sequencing.

b. lf receiving radar vectors, choose VECTORS as the lAF,
activate vec'tors when the first vector for the approach is
received and leave the unit in LEG mode.

c. NoPT routes including DME arc's are flown in LEG.

LEG

is mandatorv f ron the FAF to the MAP.
NOTE

NAV or APR coupled DN4E arc intercepts can result
jn excessive overshoots (aggravated by high ground
speeds and/or intercepts from inside the arc).

[,

wanrurlc

FLYING FINAL OUTBOUND FROM

AIRPORT VOBTAC

ON AN

AN

OFF.

OVEBLAY

APPROACH; BEWARE OF THE DME DISTANCE
INCFEASING ON FINAL APPBOACH, ANO THE
GPS DISTANCE-TO-WAYPOINT DECREASING,
AND NOT MATCHING THE NUMBERS ON THE
APPBOACH PLATE.

l.r n-r,
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5. At or before 2 nm from the FAF inbound:

a. Select the FAF as the active wavDoint, if not accomplished
already.

b. Select LEG operation.
6. Approaching the FAF inbound (within 2 nm):

a. Verify APR ACTV.
b. Note automatic CDI needle scaling change from 11.0 nm
to 10.3 nm over the 2 nm inbound to the FAF.

c. lnternally the KLN 94 will transition from terminal

to

approach integrity monitoring.
7. Crossing the FAF and APR ACTV is

lqlannunciated:

a. Do not descend.
b. Execute the missed approach.
8. Missed Approach:
a. Climb.
b. Nåvigate

to the MAP (in APR ARN/ if APR ACTV is

not

available).
NOTE
There is no automatic LEG sequencing at the lrilAP.

After climbing in accordance with the published missed
approach procedure, press the Direct To button, verify or
change the desired holding fix and press ENT.
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GENERAL NOTES

.

The aeronautical database must be up to date for instrument
approach operation.

.
.

Only

q!9 approach can be

in the flight plan at a time.

Checking RAIM prediction for your approach while enroute using

the AUX

3

page

automatically within

is recommended. A sell check occurs
2 nm of the FAF. APR ACTV is inhibited

without RAIM.

.

Data cannot be altered, added to or deleted from the approach
procedures contained in the database. (DME arc intercepts may

be relocated along the arc through the NAV 4 or the FPL

0

pages.)

Waypoint suffixes in the flight plan:
i -I,
M-.
h-

tAF
FAF
MAP

missed approach holding fix.

The DN/E arc IAF (arc intercept waypoint) will be on your present
position radial otf the arc VOR when you load the IAF into the
flight plan, or the beginning of the arc if currently on a radial

beyond the arc

limit. To adjust the arc intercept to

be

compatible with a current radar vector, bring up the arc IAF
waypoint in the NAV 4 page scanning field or under the cursor
on the FPL 0 page, press CLR, then ENT. Fly the arc in LEG.
Adjust the heading bug (if autopilot coupied) and CDI course with
reference to the desired track value on the NAV 4 page (it will
flash to remind you). Lefvright CDI needle information is relative
to the arc. Displayed distance is not along the arc but direct to
the active waypoint. (The DME arc radial is also displayed in the
lower right corner of the NAV 4 page.)

l.r

n-ro
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The DL4E arc IAF identifier may be unfamiliar. Example: D098G
where 098 stands for the 098" radial off the referenced VOR,
and G is the seventh letter in the alphabet indicating a 7 DME
arc.
APRART,4

to APR ACTV is automatic provided that:

a. You are in APRARi,4 (normally automatic).
b. You are in LEG mode.
c. The FAF is the active waypoint.

d. Within 2 nm of the FAF.
e. outside of the FAF.
f. lnbound to the FAF.
s. RAIM is available.

Direct-To operation between the FAF and l\,44P cancels APR
ACTV. Fly the missed approach in APRARM.
Flagged navigation inside the FAF may automatically bring up
the message page stating:
PRESS PBOC BUTTON NOW FOR NAVIGATION

Pressing the PROC button will usually restore navigalion (not
guaranteed) by changing f rom APR ACTV to APR
missed approach.

.

ARM. Fly the

The instrument approach using the KLN 94 may be essentially
automatic starting 30 nm out (with a manual baro selting update)
or it may require judicious selection of the OBS and LEG modes.

SECTION 5
PERFORMANCE
There is no change to the airplane performance when this avionics

is installed. However, installation of an externallymounted antenna or related external antennas, will result in a minor
reduction in cruise performance.

equipment
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SUPPLEMENT 20
BENDIXiKING KMA 28 AUDIO SELECTOR PANEL
The following Log of Effective Pages provides the date of issue
for original and revised pages, as well as a listing of all pages in
the Supplement. Pages which are affected by the current
revision wilL carry the date of that revision

Level
0 (Original)
Revision

Date of lssue
Dec. 30,2000

LOG OF EFFECTIVITY PAGES

PAGE
Title (S20

520-2
520'3
S20 4
520-5
520-6

DATE
1)
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Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
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30/00
30/00
30/00
30/00
30/00
30/00

PAGE
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520-9
520-10
520-1 1
520-12

DATE
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Dec
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30/00
30/00
30/00
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SERVICE BULLETIN CONFIGURATION LIST
The following is a list of Service Bulletins that are applicable 10
the operation of the airplane, and have been incorporated into
this supplement. This list contains only those Service Bulletins
that are currently active.

Airplane

Number

s20 2

Tltle

Unit

Revision

Eflectivity lncorporation

lncorporated
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SUPPLEMENT
BENDIX/KING KMA 28 AUDIO SELECTOR PANEL
SECTION 1
GENERAL
The Bendix/King KN4A 28 Audio Selector Panel is a combinaton
audio selector panel, cabin intercom, audio amplifier and marker
beacon receiver. The audio amplifier powers the cockpit overhead
speaker when selected.

Receiver audio

is

selecled using

ten back-lit

pushbutton

switches. Selected receivers can be identified by the illuminated
green LED on the appropriale switch pushbutton. The rotary
microphone selector swilch aulomatically supplies the audio for the
transceiver selected; The Com 1 and Com 2 switches permil the
user to monitor or "guard" the audio from the other lransceiver. All
operating controls are shown and described in Figure 1.
An unamplified and unswitched stereo audio input is provided for
entertainment audio source (Walkman or similar Portable
Electronic Device (PED)). The Entertainment audlo input is located
on the lower half of the cockpit center pedestal; the 3.5 mm stereo
lack is labeled 'AUX AUDIO lN". The KMA 28 includes the Soft
Mute feature that lowers the audio level of the entertainment signal
whenever radio or intercom audio is present. Refer to 14 CFR Part
91 .21 and Advisory Circular No. 91.21-10 "Use of Portable
Electronic Devices Aboard Aircraft" for further information and
requirements regarding the use of portable electronic devices in

an

aircraft.

The cabin intercom uses the IntellivoxrM automatic squelch circuit
to minimize non-voice signals. The intercom audio level is set using
the front-mounted intercom volume control; audio levels for the
receivers and entertalnment are controlled at the source.

Dec 30/00
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NOTE

ln this stereo installatlon, all headset locations are wired in

parallel. lf a monaural headsel is plugged ln at

any

will lose one audio channel. The monaural headset

will

localion, one intercom channel will be shorted. Although no
damage to the intercom will result, all stereo headset users
perform normally.

A crystal-controlled superheterodyne marker beacon receiver
with 3-light presentation is incorporated within the unit. Dimming
circuitry for the marker beacon lamps automatically adjusts
brightness appropriate to the cockpit ambient light level. Hl and LO
sensitivity and lamp test/receiver audio mute (T/M) functions are
also provided.

Lighl dimming for the audio control panel is manually controlled

by the RADIO right rheostat (nob.

MARKER FACILITIES
MARKER
lnner,
Airway &

IDENTIFYING TONE

LIGHT*

Continuous 6 dots/sec (3000 Hz)

While

Middle

Alternate dots and dashes (1300 Hz)

Amber

Outer

2 dashes/sec (400 Hz)

Blu e

Fan

.When

the identifying tone is keyed, the
respective indicating light will blink
accordingly.
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1.

MARKER BEACON ANNUNCIATOR LIGHTS -' The three'light marker
beacon rece ver built nto the KMA 28 gives a visual and aura signal
when the shlps antenna passes over a 75 MHz beacon. The blue,
amber, and white lighls on the faceplate, as well as the audio lones,
idenliiy lhe beacon type.
OUTER
beacon.

[O]

[/IDDLE l\.4]

Light illum nates blue to indicate passage ol outer marker

-

Light lluminates amber

lo

ndicate passage of mjddle

marker beacon.

INNER, AIRWAY and FAN

ll -

Lighl ilumlnates white

passage of ILS inner, airway or fan marker beacons.

2.

to

indicate

MARKER BEACON SENSITIVITY & TEST/I4UTE SELECT SWITCH --

The three-position switch is used to sel the receiver senstvily and to
lesl the annunciator lamps. When ths swtch s on "Hl" (upper)
positlon, the hlgh sensitivly is selecled which permits you to hear lhe
ouier marker tone aboui a m le out. Al thls point you may select lhe
"LO' (mddle) posilon to give you a more accurale location oi lhe
Ny'arker. When used only ior approach markers, many pilots choose to
leave the switch in the LO sensilivity postlon. The "T/M' (bottom)
posilion ls a momentary switch that w ll iluminate all three lamps
simultaneously to assure they are in working order. This swtch also
has a Marker Beacon "mute" iuncton. Pushng the switch to the T/M
positlon whle receivng a marker beacon signal wi lcause the audio 10
be temporariiy s lenced. No action is required to restore the audio in
lime lor the next beacon.

Figure

1. Bendix/King

Dec 30/00

KNIA 28 Audio Selector Panel (Sheet 1 of 5)
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-- Push bltton audio selection is
available for two Comrnunications receivers ("COM 1', "COM 2"), two

3. RECEIVE AUDIO SELECT BUTTONS

Navigation receivers ("NAV 1" and "NAV 2"), the inlernal Marker
Beacon receiver ("MKR"), one DME, one ADF, one addltional auxliary
receiver ("AUX") and a speaker amplilier ("SPR"). The "AUX" position
could be used, lor example, lor a second DME or ADF. When a
receivers audio is selected, the green annunciator llluminates at the
side ol the button. Push the button again to deselect the receiver's
audio. These buttons are "lalched" type switches. When one of these
buttons is pressed, it will slay in the "ln" position until the bulton s
pressed again and it will be put in the "o!t" position and rernoves thal
receiver irom the audio. To provide additonal ieedback for button
operation, aclivale the key "click" by pushing and holding both COM l
and COM 2 recelver buttons for five seconds, and release. Repeat to
deieat the click.

MICROPHONE SELECTOR SWITCH (MlC) - Used to setect rhe
desired transmitter lor the cockpit microphones. The "COM 1", "COM
2", and "COM 3" positions are ior transm tting on the Com 1, Com 2,
and Com 3 communications transceivers, respectively. When the rnc
selector switch is in the COM 1 position, both pilot and copilot will be
connecled to the COM 1 lransceiver. Only the person who presses
their Push-to-Talk (PTT) switch, will be heard over the aircraft radio.
Turning the rotary switch to the COM 2 position will place pilot and
copilot on COM 2. The KN,4A 28 gives priorty to the pilot's PTT. ff the
copilot is transmitting, and the pilot presses his PTT, the pilot's
mlcrophone will be heard over the seecled COM transmitter. Turning
the mic selector counterclockwlse to COM 3 places both the pilol and
copilot on COM 3. Com 3 receiver audio is automatically placed in the
headset (and speaker il selected). COM 1 and/or COM 2 receivet
audio can be seected lo monitor those transceivers. Audio from the
selecled transceiver is automatically heard in the headsets. Ths
iunction can be checked by switching irom COM 1 to COM 2 and
watching the selected audio ight on the seeclor change trom COM
to COM 2. This ensures the pilot will always hear the aldio Jrom the
lransce ver he is lransmilling on. When transmitting, the COM 1 or
COM 2 LED audio selector w I blink as a further indication of the
selected transmitter. When switching the mic selector switch from
COM 1 to CON,4 2, il the CON,I 1 audio has been setected, CON.4 1 audio
wi I continue to be heard. When switchino from CON,4 1 to COM 2 if
CON4 ' has NOI been selecled, COM 1 aJdio w I be swircled oll.
1

Fjgure
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TELEPHONE MODE (fEL)
this installation.

'The

teephone rnode ls not available on

SPLIT |\,4ODE (COM 1/2 OR COM 2/1)

-'

Moving the m c selector switch

to COM 1/2 paces the KMA 28 into "split mode". This paces the plot
on Com 1 and the copilot on Com

2.

Switching to

CON,4

2/1 will reverse

the "spit mode" radio selection. For more lnlormation regarding splt
mode operations, consult the Bendix/King Sllver Crown Plus Avionics
Systems Piiot's Guide, P/N 006'181 10-0000.

SWAP NDICATOR -- The swap lunclion is not available on this
insta lation.
TRANStr,,llT INDICATOR - This lndicator illuminates when either Push
to'Talk (PTT) switch is pressed.

SPEAKER SWITCH (SPR) -- This sw tch w ll place all selected audio on
the cockp t speaker when selected.

CREW ICS/MUSIC

1

MUTE BUTTON (lCS)

-

The front panel

ICS

button conlrols muting of the entertainment source. Pushing this bulton
places lhe ICS in Karaoke (or sing along) mode, which inhibits the sofi

mule leature. The solt mute leature assures that the aircraft rado
wil fot be missed due to entertainment playng. When
there is radlo recept on or ntercom conversation, the m!sic leve is
dropped to background evel. When the radio or ntercom traflic
ceases, the leve gradualy relurns lo norma. Karaoke a ows the
music to contlnue uninterrupted by lntercom or radio lraffic when
cockpit workload is appropriale. Pushing the butlon agan wi release
transnriss ons

the mute inhibit funct on.

ln split mode, the pi ot and copilol are lsolated from each olher on the
intercom, smultaneousy using lher respective radios. Depressing lhe
ICS butlon ln spit mode wi I aclivale VOX intercom between the plot
and copilol positions. This perrnits intercommunication when desired
between the crew. Pressing the ICS button again disables the crew
intercom iuncllon.
9.

PHOTOCELL FOR AUTOMAT C DII\,4MING OF I"4ARKER BEACON
LIGHIS AND SELECT BUTION -- The pholocell n the faceplale
automatically dims the marker lights as well as the green annunciators
in the Speaker Audio Select Buttons ior nlght operation.

Figure

1. Bendix/King KMA 28 Audio Selector Panel (Sheet

Dec 30/00

3 ol 5)
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10. INTERCOM l\,4ODE SELECT {lSO ALL CREW) -switch that allows the piLot to tailor the intercom

A three-posit on mode
lunction to besl meet

the current cockpit situation.

ISO - (Up Position ) The pilot is solated from the intercom and rs
connected only to the aircrait radio syslem. The pilot will hear the
aircra{l radio reception (and sidetone during radio kansmssions). The
copilot will hear passenoer's inlercom and Enlertainment, while
passengers will hear copiol intercom and Entertainment. Neither wil
hear aircralt radio receptions or pilot transmissions.

- (N,4ldd e Position) All parlies will hear the aircrail radio and
lntercom. Crew will hear Enterra nment, passengers will hear
Entertainment. During any radio or iftercom cornmunications, the
music volume automatical y decreases. The music volume increases
Cradual y back to the original level aller communications have been
ALL

completed.

-- (Down Postion) Pilot and cop ot are connected on one
iftercom channe and have exclusive access to the aircrait radios.
CREW

They may also llsten to Entertainment. Passengers can continue to
communicate among themse ves without inlerrupting lhe crew and also
may listen to Entenainment. Anytime the KN4A 28 is in either the COM
1/2 or COM 2/1 spit modes, the pilot and copilot intercom is contro ed

with rhe lcs

butlon

The

passengers

will

ma ntain

intercommunications, but never hear aircratt radios.
MODE

P LOT HEABS

COPILOT I]EAFS

PASSENGER
HEARS

COMN4ENTS

This mod€ a ows lhe p ol
10 communicate w thout lhe
olhers boihe.ed by lh€ con
versalofs. Copilol and passengers can conlinue to
comrnun cale and Lsien lo
Tlris rnode allows å 10 hear
rådlo reception as we las
cornmun cale on lhe inler
com. lvusic and inlercom is
mut€d du.ing inlercom and
rådio communicallons.
Copl ot

Copilot

Figure

s20-8
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.

Th s mode allows the pilot

and copilol lo concenlrale
on fy ng while lhe Passen
gers can communicale

Bendix/King KMA 28 Audio Selector Panel (Sheet 4 of 5)
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11,VOLUME CONTROUPOWER SWITCH/EMERGENCY OPEBATION
KNOB

-

The KMA 28 unit is turned on and off by pushing the volume

knob. ln the OFF or EMG (Emergency) posilion, the piol is connecled
directly lo Com 1. Ths alTows communication capability regardless of
u^it conoilion. Any time power is removed or turned olf. lhe audo
selector will be placed in the emergency mode. The power swilch also

controls the audio selector panel luncljons, intercom, and marker
beacon receiver. Unless the mic selector is in Com 3 mode, at leasl
one ol the selected audio LED'S will be on (Com 1 or Com 2). Turn
the outer area of the knob to adjust the loudness of the intercom for
the pilol and copilot only. It has no etfect on selected radio levels,
music input levels or passenger's volume level. Adiust the radios and
intercom volume ior a corniortable istening level lor the pilot.

Passenqer volufire can be adjusled at the headsel. All passenger
headsels are connecled in parallel. Thereiore, if a monaural headset
is plugged inlo a stereo KMA 28 installalion, one channel wll be
shorled. Although no damage 10 the unit wil occur, all passengers will
lose one channel.

NOTE

During KMA 28 operation in the OFF or EMG position, the

is

disabled preventing installed system alerts
heard. The marker
beacon receiver audjo and annunclalor lights will be

audio

(autopilot disconnect tone) from being

inoperative.

Figure

1

.

Dec 30/00
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SECTION 2
LIMITATIONS
1. PUSH OFF/EIV]G operation
operalions.

is

prohibited during normal

2. Use of the Entertainment audio input (and PED) is prohibited
during takeoff and landing.

3. Use of the Entertainment audio input (and PED) is prohibited
under IFR unless the operator of the aircraft has determined
that the use ot the 12 VDC power supply and the connected
portable electronic device(s) will not cause interference with
the navigation or communication system of the airplane.
NOTE

During KMA 28 operation in the OFF or EMG position, the

audio

is

disabled preventing installed system alerts
heard. The marker
beacon receiver audio and annunciator liohts will be
(autopilot disconnect tone) from being

inoperative.

SECTION 3
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
ln the event of a failure of the KIMA 28, as evidenced by the
inability to transmit in COM 1 , 2 or 3.

1. Volume Control/Power Sw tch/Emergency Operation Knob -Push OFF.
NOTE

This action bypasses the KlvlA 28 and connects the pilot's
mic/headset directly to CON4

s20-10
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SECTION 4
NORMAL PROCEDURES
AUDIO CONTROL SYSTEI\,{ OPERATION:
'1. MIC Selector Switch

-

Turn to desired transmitter.

2. SPEAKEF and Audio Select Button(s)
receiver(s).

-

SELECT desired

NOTES

Rotation of the

[,41C

selector switch selects the Com audio

automatically.
I\,,IARKER BEACON RECEIVER OPERATION:
1

. TEST Position - HOLD toggle down mornentarily to verify

all

lights are operational.

2. SENS Selections Select

H

I sensitivity for airway f lying or LO

for ILS/LOC approaches.

The Entertainment audio input ("AUX AUDIO lN") is unswitched,
so there is no means of deselecting the entertainment source except
by unplugging the Audio Input connector. ln the event of failure of
the "Soft l\,4ute" function or during periods of high pilot workload
and/or heavy radio traffic,
may be wise
disable the
Entertainment audio to eliminale a source of distraction for the flight

it

to

crew.

NOTE

Use caution with audio cables in the cab n to avoid
entangling occupants or cabin furnishings and to prevent
damage to cables.

Dec 30/00
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NOTE

Disconnect the audio cable trom the Entertainment audio

input jack whenever the PED is not in use.
NOTE

Passenger briefing should specify that Entertainment audio
input (and PED) use is permitted only during the enroule
phase of tlight.

SECTION 5
PERFORMANCE
There is no change to the airplane performance when this
avionic equipment is inslalled. However, the installation of an
externally mounted antenna or related external antennas, will result
in a minor reduction in cruise performance.

s20-12
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SUPPLEMENT 21
BENDIX/KING KMD 550 MULTI.FUNCTION DISPLAY
The following Log of Effective Pages provides the date of issue
for original and revised pages, as well as a listing of all pages in
the Supplement. Pages which are affected by the current
revision will carry the date of that revision

Level
0 (Original)
Bevision

Date

ol lssue

Dec. 30,2000

LOG OF EFFECTIVITY PAGES

PAGE

DATE

PAGE DATE
Title (S21 1)
Dec 30/00 S21-6
Dec 30/00
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Dec 30/00
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SERVICE BULLETIN CONFIGURATION LIST
The following is a list of Service Bulletins that are applicable to
the operation of the airplane, and have been incorporated into
this supplement. This list contains only those Service Bulletins
that are currently active.

Airplane

Number

Title

Unit

Revision

Effectivitv lncorporation

lncorporated
ln Airplane
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SUPPLEMENT
BENDIX/KING KMD 550 MULTI-FUNCTION DISPLAY
SECTION 1
GENERAL

[,

wnnrurruc

NEVER REMOVE THE DATABASE CABD WHILE

THE UNIT IS SWITCHED ON AND NEVER
ATTEMPT TO SWITCH THE UNIT ON WHEN
THERE IS NO DATABASE CARD INSTALLED,

The KIVID 550 is a multijunction display that combines an
inlernal aeronautical and cartographic database with external GPS
data to display current aircraft position on a 5 inch diagonal screen.
ln addition to position, the KNiID 550 can display weather avoidance
information when optional sensor equipment is installed. The KMD
550 is powered from the AVIONICS MASTER BUS 1 switch and is
current-protected by the

G

PS circuit breaker.

The KMD 550 is operated via a loystick, a series of five Power
Keys that are localed along the right side of the unit, a series of
Function Select Keys located along the bottom, and an inner and
outer Control Knob. The joystick allows movement of the poinler in
L4AP mode and is used to select and change setup fields. The
appropriate key labels for a particular page are configured in
software and displayed alongside the appropriate key. The rotary
brightness control is used for adjusting the brightness of the screen.
Operalional guidance for the KNID 550 lvlultijunction Display s
provided with lhe Bendix/King KIVD 550 Pilot's Guide (supplied with
the alrplane). This Pilot's Guide provides a detailed explanation of
each of the display screen pages, with a step by step lutorial on
each of them.

Dec 30/00
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NOTE

The KMD 550 is designed to be used as a supplemental
navigation system. You should always careJully compare
indications from your KMD 550 unit with the information
available from all other navigation sources including NDB's,
VOR's, DME's, visual sightings, charts,

etc.

For safety, any

discrepancies observed should be resolved immediately.

[,

cnurroru

THIS EQUIPMENT IS NOT A REPLACEMENT FOR
YOUR CHABT. IT IS INTENDED AS AN AID TO
NAVIGATION ONLY.

Awnnlnrc
NEVEB USE THE WEATHER DISPLAYED ON
THIS EQUIPMENT AS YOUR SOLE REFERENCE
FOB WEATHER AVOIDANCE.
CHANGING THE DATABASE CARD
To change the data card follow these simple steps:

1. Turn off the KN/D 550.

2. Grasp the data card and pull it straight out o{ ifs socket.
3. With the card facing upward, as indicated on its label, insed
the new data card being careful to align the card with the
socket then press the new card firmly into place.

4. Turn the unit on and check for correct operation. lt the new
data card contains a newer version of operatjng software the
unit will update the operating system to this newer version.
Status bars will be displayed during the update process.

s2'1-4
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l.BRIGHTNESS CONTFOL -- Clockwise rotation will increase
the brightness of the display. Cou nterclockwise rotation
decreases lhe display brightness.

2. DATABASE CARD -- The database card contains the
aeronautical and topographical database for the KlvlD 550.
Updated database cards are available by subscription every
28 days. The KI\4D 550 is not an IFR primary-means-of
navigation syslem. Therefore, its use as an advisory
navigation system does not mandate that the database be
current. However, it is strongly recommended lrom a safety
viewpoint that you continue to keep your database current.

3. DISPLAY -- The K[/lD 550 utilizes a 5" diagonal, color active
matrix liquid crystal display.

4. AVAILABLE FUNCTIONS LEGEND -- These icons indicate
what {unctions are available and their current status. The
icons shown depend on what optional sensor equipment is
installed and how it ls configured.

F gure

1. Bendix/King KMD 550 lvlulti-Function Display
(Sheet 1 of 3)

Dec

30/00
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CONTROL Rotating clockwise to the "ON,, position
provides power to the K[/D 550. Rotating counter clockwise
10 the "OFF" position removes power f rom the unit.

5. ON/OFF

-- When a function key is
pressed, the Function Select lndicator above it will illuminate
to show that this lunction is presently being displayed.

6. FUNCTION SELECT INDICATORS

7. FUNCTION SELECT

-

KEYS These kevs are used to select
available data soLrces {as indicated on'the (ey) for disp,ay.
Pressing the same key multiple limes will sequence through
the avaiiable pages associaled wrth that function.

8. CONTROL KNOB -- The inner and outer Control Knobs,
located in the lower right of the unit are not functional in this
installation.

9. POWER LABELS -- When the Power Label is illuminated on
the right side of the key, that key's function is dedicated to the
function described by the label and that funclion js active.
The following is a list of the dedicated functions:

MODE

Pressing this key will sequence through all
available modes assocjated with the displayed
page.

RNG.A

Pressing this key will increase the range scale one

level on the displayed page. Range scales on

other pages will not be affected.

RNGV -- Pressing this key will decrease the range scale
one level on the displayed page. Range scales on
other pages wjll not be affected.

VIEW -. Pressing this key will sequence through the
available views associated with the displayed
page.

Figure 1. Bendix/King KMD 550 lvluiti-Fu nction Disptay
(Sheet 2 of 3)
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OVLY

--

Pressing the Overlay Key allows data lrom more
than once source to be displayed simultaneously
on the screen. Soft labels will indicate whlch data
sources are available for overlay.

10. SOFT LABELS

-

Soft Labels are located to the left of the
Power Keys in the display area. The description indicated in
the label describes the key's present function related to the

displayed page. Whenever a new function is selected, by
pressing a key with a Soft Label, a new display is shown
along with its new key labels.

11. JOYSTICK -- This a pointing devrce thal moves a mouse-like
pointer around the d splay. lt is primarily used for pointing at
items on the map for further information and for measuring
range and bearing to specific points. The joystick is also used
to modify configuration settings on the AUX setup pages.

12. POWER KEYS -- These five keys are used to manipulate the
page being displayed. Their presenl functionality can be
indicated by the use of Soti Labels on the left side of the key
or Power Labels on the righl slde of the key.

13. FAULT INDICATOR -- The Fault Indicator is localed between
the Range buttons. lf thrs small "F" is illuminated, a system
hardware problem exists. This could be caused by the unit
failing a self-test or an improper installation configuration. lf
the Fault lndicator appears, cyce the unit power. lf the fault
reoccurs, the unit needs to be taken lo an authorized service
center to correct the configuration or repair the unit.
NOTE

lf the fault indicator is lit, refer to

Kl\,4D

550 Pilot's Guide for

service instruclions.

Figure

Dec 30/00

1. Bendix/King

KN/D 550 Multi-Function Display
(Sheet 3 of 3)
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STABTUP DISPLAY

This display will be seen after power up. The Stormscope logo
will be present if a Stormscope is installed and enabled. The selftest results are also displayed. Pressing the OK soft key will show
the next display. The expiration date of the Jeppesen database
must be acknowledged by again pressing the OK soft key.
POP-UP HELP DISPLAYS

Pop-up status displays are shown if a Function Key or available
Power Key is pressed and held for longer than two seconds. These
can help provide a reference for monitoring the status of selected
functions and overlays.
GPS DATA SOURCES

The KMD 550 accepls GPS data from the KLN

94. The active

flight plan and waypoints are imported directly from the KLN 94.

DISPLAY ICONS

When showing any map screen airports, navalds, towns,
intersections, user waypoints and many other data classes are
represented by symbols or icons, some of which are user selectable
in the Map Setup Screens. Please refer to Map Setup in the
Getting Started seclion of the KN4D 550 Pilot's Guide for further
delails.

SECTION 2
LIMITATIONS
The KI/D 550 Multi-Function Display Pilot's Guide must

be

readily available to the llight crew when operating the KIMD 550.
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SECTION 3
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
There is no change to the airplane emergency procedures when
the KMD 550 lvlulti-Function Display is installed.

SECTION 4
NORMAL PROCEDURES
There is no change to the airplane normal procedures when the
KIVID 550 lvlulti-Function Display is installed.

SECTION 5
PERFORMANCE

\-

There is no change to the airplane performance when the KMD
550 [/ulti-Function Display is inslalled.

Dec 30/00
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The following Log of Etfective Pages provides the date of issue
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SERVICE BULLETIN CONFIGURATION LIST
The following is a list of Service Bulletins that are applicable to
the operation of the airplane, and have been incorporated into
this supplement. This lrst contains only those Service Bulletins
that are currently active.

Airplane

Number Title

Unit

Revision

Elfectivitv lncorporation
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SUPPLEMENT
12 VOLT CABIN POWER SYSTEM

SECTION 1
GENERAL
The 12 Volt Cabin Power System provides passenger access to

a fixed direct current (DC) voltage for powering portable electronic
devices (PED). The remote power outlet (RPO), labeled "CABIN
PWR 12V', is located on the lower portion of the cockpit center
pedestal (See Figure 1). The RPO conforms to ARINC 628 Part 2
requirements for commercial airline in-seat power connectors,
except that the Cabin Power System supplies automotivetype 12
VDC, in lieu of the 15 VDC provided by the airlines.

CABIN POWEF
12V

Figure

Dec 30/00

1.

1

2 Volt Cabin Power System Connector
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RELEASE

BUTION

Figure

2.

Mating Ptug

The mating plug is a plastic g-pin cjrcular connector with a quick
disconnecl push button release (Hypertronics D02PBMRTH-002S or
equivalent) (See Figure 2). Adapter cable assemblies are avajlable

a standard automotive
ogarette lighter socket (Radio Shack, Cat. No. 270-1580 or similar).
l\4ost laptop computer manufacturers and a number of accessory
manufacturers (Absolute Battery, Mobility Electronics, USl, Extended
lvlicrodevices, etc.) can provide suitable power cables for these
devices. A light-colored mating plug is preferred for visibility.
that feature the ARINC 628 plug wilh

Plug Contact Assignments

t-l H::::
I : I H::::

I sI
IoL
I 7 LJ

Not Lrsed
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N4ating Plug Wiring
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Power is supplied to the 12-volt Cabin Power System from a DC
to DC power converter located in the tailcone of the aircraft. The
power converter receives 28 VDC power from the "CABIN
LTS/PWR' circult breaker located on the electrical switch/circuit
breaker panel. By using two small signal pins located in the Cabin
Power System connector, the power converter will not supply power
to the Cabin Power connector when there is nothing plugged in.
Refer to 14 CFR 91 .21 and Advisory Circular No. 91 .21 10 "Use
Portable Electronic Devices Aboard Aircraft" for further
portable
lnformalion and requirements regarding the use
electronic devices in a1rcrafl.

of

of

SECTION 2
LIMITATIONS
The following limitations must be adhered to:

1. The 12 Volt Cabin Power System s not certifled for supplying
power to flighlcritical communications or navigation devices.

2. Use of the 12 Volt Cabin Power System is prohibited during
takeoff and landing.

3. Use of the 12 Volt Cabin Power Syslem is prohibited under
IFR unless the operator of the aircraft has determined that the
use of the 12 VDC power supply and the connected portable
electronic device(s) will not cause in'ierference wilh the
navigation or communication systems of the airplane.

SECTION 3
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
There is no change to the airplane emergency procedures when

the 12 Volt Cabin Power Syslem rs installed. The system

is

disabled by unplugging the power or adapter cable from the 12 Volt
Cabin Power System connector. ln the event of an allernator
failure, load shedding of nonessential auxiliary equipment may be
accomplished by simply unplugging equipment from the connector.

Dec 30/00
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SECTION 4
NORMAL PROCEDURES
The pilot must be familiar with the location of the 12 Volt Cabin
Power System connector and with the operation of locking and
release features common to the connector and powetadapter
cables.

A crurroru
USE CAUTION WITH POWER/ADAPTER CABLES
IN THE CABIN TO AVOID ENTANGLING
OCCUPANTS OR CABIN FURNISHINGS AND TO
PREVENT DAMAGE TO CABLES SUPPLYING
LIVE ELECTRIC CURRENT.
1.

12 volt power shall be limited to a maximum of 10 amps. lf a
load in excess of this limit is applied to the Cabin Power
System connector the "CABIN LTS/PWR' circuit breaker may
open or the protection circuitry in the DC to DC power
conveTter may limit the excess power by lowering the supplied
voltage below 12 volts.

The 12 volt Cabin Power System may not be used to charge
lilhium batteries.

A ceurrol
CHARGING OF LITHIUM BATTERIES MAY CAUSE
THE LITHIUM BATTERIES TO EXPLODE.
NOTE

Take care

to

observe

the

rnanufacturefs power

requirements prior to plugging any device into the 12 volt
Cabin Power System connector.

>21 0
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NOTE

During passenger briefing, it must be explained that use of
the PED (porlable eleclronic device) is not permitted during
takeoffs and landings.
NOTE

\-

Disconnect the power/adapter cable from the Cabin Power
System connector whenever the PED (portable electronic
device) is not in use.

SECTION 5
PERFORMANCE
There

is no

change to the airplane perlormance when this

equipment is installed.

Dec 30/00
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ASTROTECH MODEL TC-2 CLOCK/OAT/VOLT
INDICATOR
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SERVICE BULLETIN CONFIGURATION LIST
The following is a list of Service Bulletins that are applicable to
the operation of the airplane, and have been incorporated inlo
this supplement. This list contains only those Service Bulletins
that are currently active.
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Number
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Title

Serial

Revision

Effectivity lncorporation

lncorporated
ln Airplane
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SUPPLEMENT
DIGITAL CLOCK/OAT/VOLT INDICATOR
SECTION 1
GENERAL
The Astrotech l\ilodel TC-2 digital clock combines the features of

a clock, outside air temperature gauge (OAT) and voltmeter in a
single unit. The unil is designed for ease of operation with a four
button control system. The upper butlon is used to control
sequencing belween temperature and voltage. The lower three
buttons control reading and timing functions reiated to the dlgital
clock. Temperature and voltage functions are displayed in the
upper portion of the unlt's LCD window, and clocldtiming functrons
are displayed in the lower portion of the unit's LCD window.
The digital display features an internal light (back light) to ensure
good visibility under low cabin lighting conditions and at night. The
intensity of the back light is controlled by the PANEL LT rheostat.

.lan 31/O2
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UPPER LCD
W]NDOW

Figure 1. Astrotech lVodel TC-2 Clock/OAT/Volt lndicator

1. OAT/VOLT BUTTON - Volts are displayed at power up. When
the button is pressed, the display switches to outside air
temperature in "F. Pressing the button again selects outside air
temperature in'C. Pressing the button a third time selects
voltage.

2. ST/SP (ADV) BUTTON - When the ST/SP (StaruStop) button is
pressed in the Clock Mode, the date is displayed for 1.5 seconds
and then the display returns to the clock. During the set function
the button is used to advance the count of the digit currently
being set. When in the Timer Mode, the button alternately starts
and stops the elapsed counter with each push.

3.

BUTTON The MODE button toggLes between clock and
Each time the button is pressed the mode changes.
While in the Timer Mode the word "Tll/ER" is displayed below
|\,4ODE

timer.

the digits (as shown in Figure 1).

4. RESET (SET) BUTTON When the RESET button is pressed in
the Timer N4ode, it resets the limer to 00:00. ln the Clock lvlode,
the button jnitiates the set function for setting the dale and time
of day. The set function can be recognized by the N,4onth (lett
two) digits flashing. lf the set function is not desired the MODE
button may be pressed to exit from the set operation.

s24-4
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SECTION 2
LIMITATIONS
There is no change to the airplane limttations when the dioital
clock/OAT/volt indicator is inslalled.

sEcTtoN

3

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
There is no change to the airplane emergency procedures when
the clock/OAT/volt indicator is installed.

SECTION 4
NORMAL PROCEDUBES
OAT/VOLTMETER OPEBATION

The upper'LCD window is dedicated to OAT and voltmeter
operalions. The voltrneter reading is preselected upon startup and
is indicated by an "E" following the display reading. Pushing the
OAT/VOLT button will sequence the window from voltage to
Fahrenheit ("F") to Celsius ("C"), and back again lo voltage.

CLOCK OPERATIONS

The lower LCD window is dedicated to clock and timing
operations. Pushing the MODE button loggles between clock and
timer. Each time the button is pushed the mode changes. Time of
day is displayed in hours and minutes in lhe 24-hour format.
Sett ng procedu'es are as follows:

While in the Clock Mode, press the SET (RESET) button and the
left two digits will flash; these are the monlh digits. Press the ADV
(ST/SP) button to change to the current month. Then press the SET
(RESET) button and the righl lwo digits will tlash; these are the day
of the month digits. Press the ADV (ST/SP) button to change to the
current day. Then press the SET (RESET) button and both the
month and day will be displayed.

Jan 31102
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Press the SET (RESET) button and the lefl two digits will fiash,

these are the hour digits. Press the ADV (ST/SP) button to change
to lhe current hour. Press the SET (RESET) button and the rig-ht
two digits will flash; these are the minute digits. press the ADV
(ST/SPJ button to change'to the current mintte. Then press the

SET (RESET) button and both the hour and minutei will be
displayed. lf the minutes were changed, the clock is stopped and
holding. When the time reference being used to set tie clock
reaches the exact minute shown on the display, press the ST/Sp
button. The display will show the date and start the clock running.
lf the minutes were not changed, the mjnutes will continue to run

and not need to be restarted.

When operating in the Timer lvlode the word'TlMER" is shown
y below the dlgits and indlcates that the
elapsed time is being displayed. The timer can be reset to 00:00,
started, stopped, or restarted. lt counts in minutes and seconds for
the first hour and then counts in hours and minutes to 23:59. The
timer continues to keep elapsed time when the display is in the
clock mode. Pushing the ST/SP (ADV) button alternatelt starts and
stops the elapsed counter with each push, The RESET (SET)
button when pushed resets the timer to 00:00.

on the display direc

SECTION 5
PERFORMANCE
There
equipment
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SUPPLEMENT 25
BENDIX/KING KX 165A VHF NAV/COMM
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SERVICE BULLETIN CONFIGURATION LIST
The following rs a list of Service Bulletins that are applicable to
the operaton of the airplane, and have been ncorporated into
this supplement. This lrst contains only those Service Bulletins
that are currently active.
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SUPPLEMENT
BENDIX/KING KX 165A VHF NAV/COMM
SECTION 1
GENERAL
The KX 165A VHF Nav/Comm Transceiver is very similar to the
KX 1554 VHF Nav/Comm Transceiver except, the KX 165A has a
built in VOR/LOC converter, enabling it to directly drive a horizontal
situation indicator (HSl). The KX 165A will only be installed with an
HSl. For detailed information of the HSI refer to the HSI supplement
in this section of the POH (refer to Section 9 index).

The KX 165A includes a 760-channel VHF

communications

receiver-transmilter, a 200-channel VHF navigation receiver, and a

\\-

'.-

40-channel glideslope receiver. The communications receivertransmitter receives and transmits signals between 1 18.00 and
135.975 MHz with 25-kHz spacing. The navigation receiver
receives VOR and localizer signals between 108.00 and 1 17.95
l\i1Hz in 50-kHz steps. The glideslope receiver is aulomatically
tuned when a localizer frequency is selected. The circuits required
to inlerpret the VOR and localizer signals are also an integral part of
the Nav receiver.

Large self-dimming gas discharge readouts display both the
communications and navigation operating frequencies. The KX
1654's "fllpjlop" preselect feature enables you to store one
frequency in the slandby display while operatlng on another and
then interchange lhem instantly with the touch of a button. Both the
active (CON.4tvl) and the standby (STBY) frequencies may be
displayed at all times and are stored in nonvolatile memory without
drain on the aircrafi battery. The KX 165A has 32 programmable
comm channels, a stuck microphone alert and transmitter shutdown,
Bearing To/From radial mode, course deviation indicator mode and
an elapsed timer mode.

Jan 31 lO2
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The Comm portion lncorporates an

automatic

squelch.

To

override the automatic squelch, the Comm volume control knob is

pulled oul. Push the knob back in to reactivale the automatic
squelch. A "T" will be displayed during transmit and "R" durlng
valid signal reception.

The Nav portion uses the pull out feature of the Nav volume
control to receive the Nav signai ldent. Pul the volume control
knob out to hear the ldent signal plus voice. Push the knob in to
attenuate the ldent signal and still hear Nav voice.
A I controls for the Nav/Comm, except those for navigation
course se ectjon, are mounted on the front panel of the receiver
transmitter. Control lighting is provided by NAV/COMM interior
lighting and the instrument panel flood lighting system. For detailed
information of the audio selector panel used in conjunction with this
radio refer to the audio selector panel supplement in this section of
the POH (refer to Seclion 9 index).
NOTE

The unit has a stuck microphone alert feature. lf the
microphone is keyed continuously for greater than
33 seconds, the transmitter stops transmitting and
the aclive Comrn frequency flashes to alert the pilot
of the stuck mic condition.

/JJ.t[ I J;f,.[O I !1.bD f9.5n
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KX 1654 VHF NAV/COMM
Figure '1. Bendix/King KX165A VHF NAV/COlVlvl (Sheet 1 of 2)
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NAV FUNCTION DISPLAYS
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Bendix/King KX 1654 VHF NAV/CON/N/ (Sheet 2 of 2)
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OPERATING COIUI\4 FREQUENCY DISPLAY -- Displays
COMNI ACTIVE and COMN/ STANDBY frequencies with a
"T" between them to indicate TRANSMIT and an "R" to
indicate RECEIVE modes of operation.

2 OPERATING

NAV FREOUENCY DISPLAY

--

The righl

portion of the display is allocated to NAV recetver ACTIVE

and STANDBY information. The frequency channellng is
sjmilar to the COMM when operating in the frequency
mode. The NAV ACTIVE and STANDBY frequencies are
stored in the memory on power down and return on power
up.

STAN D BY/OBS/Bearing/Radial/Timer Display -- The
right side of the NAV display is controlled by the |\4ODE
SELECTOR BUTTON (see #7 below). Wlth an active VOR
frequency, this portion of the display shows the STANDBY
frequency, OBS setting for the internal CDl, the bearing to
the VOR station, radial from the VOR station, or a count
up/count-down timer. With an active localizer frequency,
this portion of the display shows the slandby frequency, the

NAV

letters "LOC", or count-up/count-down timer.

NAV FREQUENCY SELECTOR KNOB

(SMALL)

Operates in 50-kHz

steps. The NAV receiver's lower and
upper frequency limits are 108.00 MHz and 117.95 lvlHz.
Exceeding the upper limit of frequency band will
automatically return to the lower limit and vice versa. A
clockwise rotation will increase (inc) the previous frequency
while a counterclockwise rotation will decrease (dec) the
previous frequency.
5.

NAV FREQUENCY SELECTOR KNOB

(LARGE)

Operates in 1-l\4Hz steps. The frequency inc/dec operates
the STANDBY frequency display. A clockwise rotation wlll

increase the previous frequency while a counterclockwise
rotation will decrease the previous frequency. Exceeding the
upper limit of the frequency band will automatically return to
the lower limit and vlce versa.

s25-6
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NAV/FREQUENCY TRANSFER BUTTON (<------> ) -lnterchanges the NAV ACTIVE and STANDBY frequencies.
Depressing the NAV frequency lransfer button for 2 seconds
or more will cause the display to go into the ACTIVE ENTRY
mode. Only the ACTIVE frequency w ll be displayed and it can
be directly changed by using the NAV inc/dec knobs. The
display will relurn to the ACTIVE/STANDBY mode when the
NAV frequency transfer button is pushed.

-- Depressing the mode bulton
will cause the NAV display to go f rom the ACTIVE/STANDBY
format to the ACTIVE/CDl (Course Deviation lndicator) format.
In the CDI mode, the frequency inc/dec knob (pushed in)
channels the ACTIVE frequency. When the ACTIVE window is
luned to a VOR frequency, the standby frequency area is
replaced by a three digil OBS (Omni Bearing Seleclor)
display. The desired OBS course can be selected by pulling
out the inner NAV frequency knob and turning il. This OBS
display is independent of any OBS course selected on an
external CDl. An "OBS" in the middle of the NAV display will
flash while the inner NAV frequency knob is pulled out. The
CDI is displayed on the line below the frequency/OBS. When
the ACTIVE window is tuned to a localizer frequency, the
standby frequency area is replaced by "LOC". When the
received signal is too weak to ensure accuracy the display will

7. MODE SELECTOR BUTTON

.FLAG".

Depressing the mode button again will cause the NAV display

to go from the ACTIVE/CDl format to the ACTIVE/BEARING
lormat. ln the BEARING mode, the frequency inc/dec knob

channels the ACTIVE frequency window. Depressing the
frequency transfer button will cause the ACTIVE frequency to
be placed 1n blind storage and the STANDBY frequency (in
blind storage) to be displayed in the ACTIVE window display.
ln bearing mode, the right hand window of the NAV display
shows the bearing TO the slation. When a too weak or invalid
VOR signal is received the display flags (dashes).

Jan 31/02
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Another push of the mode button will cause the NAV display

to go from the

ACTIVE/BEARING format

to

the

ACTIVE/RADIAL format. In the RADIAL mode, the frequency

inc/dec knobs channel the ACTIVE frequency window and
depressing the frequency transfer button will cause the
ACTIVE frequency to be placed in blind storage and the
STANDBY frequency (in blind storage) to be displayed in the
ACTIVE window display. In radial mode of operation, the right
hand window of NAV display shows the radial FROlvl the
station. When a too weak or nval d VOR signal is received
the display f lags (dashes).

Another push of the mode button will cause the unit to go into
the T|[,4ER mode. When the unit is turned on, the elapsed
timer (ET) begins counting upwards from zero. The timer can
be stopped and reset to zero by pushing the NAV frequency
transfer button for 2 seconds or more caus ng the ET on the
display to fLash. In this state, the timer can be set as a
counldown timer or the elapsed timer can be restarted. The
countdown timer is set by using the NAV frequency inc/dec
knobs to set the desired time and then pushing the NAV
frequency transfer button to start the timer. The large knob
selects minutes, the small knob in the "in" position selects 10
second intervals, and the small knob in the "out" position
selects individual seconds. After the countdown timer reaches
zero, the counter will begin to count upwards indefinitely while
flashing for the first 15 seconds, When the elapsed timer is
reset to zero it may be restarted again by momentarily
pushing the NAV frequency transfer button.

'- Adjusts volume of
audio. When the knob is pulled oui, the
ldenl srgnal plus voice may be heard. The volume of

NAV/VOLUIME CONTROL (PULL IDENT)

navigation receiver

voice/ident can be adjusted by turning this knob.
9.

CON/M FREQUENCY SELECTOR KNOB (INNER) -- Ihis
smaller knob is desrgned to change the indicated frequency in
steps of 50-kHz when it is pushed in, and in 25-kHz steps
when it is pulled out.

s25-8
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10. COMM FREQUENCY SELECTOR KNOB

(OUTER)

The

ouler, larger selector knob is used to change the l\,4H2 portion
ol the frequency display. At either band-edge of the 118-136

MHz frequency spectrum, an offscale rotation will wrap the
display around to the other frequency band-edge (i.e., 136
l\.4H2 advances to 1 18 [,4H2).
11. CHANNEL BUTTON -- Pressing the CHAN button for 2 or
more seconds will cause the unit to enter the channel program
(PG) mode. Upon entering the channel program mode, the

will flash

that il can

be

channel selection mode. Additional channels may

be

channel number

indicating

programmed. The desired channel can be selected by turning
the comm kHz knob. The channel frequency can be entered
by pushing the COMM TRANSFEF button which w ll cause
the siandby frequency to fash. The comm frequency knobs
are then used to enter the desired frequency. lf dashes
(located between 136 MHz and 1 1 8 t\,4H2) are entered instead
of a frequency, the corresponding channel is skipped in
programmed by pressing the CO[,4N/ TRANSFER button and
using the same procedure. The channel information is saved
by pushing the CHAN button which will also cause the unit to
return to the previous frequency entry mode.

The channel selection mode (CH) can then be entered by
momentarily pushing the CHAN bulton. The comm frequency
knobs can be used to select the desired channel. The unit will
automatically default to the previous mode if no channel s
selected within 2 seconds after entering the channel selection
mode. The unit is placed in the transmit mode by depressing
a mic button.

Jan 31/O2
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(<+)

--

Interchanges the frequencies in the USE and STANDBY
displays. To tune the radio to the desired operating frequency,
the desired frequency must be entered into the standby
display and then the COIVIV TRANSFER button must be
pushed. This will trade the contents of the active and standby
dispays. The operating frequency can also be entered by
accessing the ACTIVE ENTRY (direct tune) mode which is
done by pushing the CON/N/ TRANSFER butlon for 2 or more
seconds. In the direct tune mode, only the active part of the
display is visible. The desired frequency can be directly
entered into the display. Push the COMM TRANSFER button
agaln to return to the active/slandby display.
The transceiver is always tuned to the frequency appearing in

lt is, therefore, possible to have two
different frequencies stored in the ACTIVE and STANDBY
displays and to change back and forth between them at the
the ACTIVE display.

simple push of the COMM TRANSFER butlon.

-

13. COMN/ VOLUI',18 CONTROL (OFF/PULUTEST)
Rotate the
VOL knob clockwise from the OFF position. Pull the VOL knob
out and adjust for desired listening level. Push the VOL knob
back in to actuate the automatic squelch. The VOL knob may
also be pulled out to hear particularly weak signals.

SECTION 2
LIMITATIONS
There is no change to the airplane limitatlons when th s avionic
equipment is installed.
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SECTION 3
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
There is no change to the airplane emergency procedures when

this avionic equipment is installed, However, if the

frequency

readouts fail, the radio will remain operational on the last frequency
selected. lf either frequency transfer button is pressed and held
while power is applied to the unit, the un t wakes up with 120.00
l\,4H2 in the COMM use frequency and 110.00 lvlHz in the NAV
aclive frequency, with both COMI\t1 and NAV in the active entry
mode. This will aid the pilot in blind tuning lhe radio.

SECTION 4
NORMAL PROCEDURES
C

OM M

U N

I

CAT O N
I

R EC E IV

EB,TR AN

S

I\,1

ITT

E

R O P E RAT O N :
I

-- Turn clockwise; pull out
and adjust to desired audio level; push control back in to

1. OFF/PULUTEST Volume Conlrol
activate the automatic squelch.

2. MIC Selector Switch (on audio control panel)

- SET to CON,,lN/

1.

3. SPEAKER Selector (on audio control panel) -- SET to desired
mode.

4. COlVllV Frequency Seleclor Knobs -- Select desired operating
frequency.

TRANSFER Button -- PRESS to transfer desired
frequency from the STBY display into the COMM display.
6. l\4ic Button:
a. To transmit * Press button and speak in microphone.

5.

COI\,4N4

NOTE

During COMM transmission,

a

lighted "T" will appear

between the "COMM" and "STBY" displays to indicate that
the transceiver is operating in the transmit mode.

b. To Receive -- RELEASE mike button.

Jan 31/O2
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NAVIGATION RECEIVER OPERATION:

1. NAV Frequency Selector Knobs -- SELECT desired operat

ng

frequency in "STBY" display.

BUTTON PRESS to transfer desired
frequency from the "STBY" dlsplay into the 'NAV' display.
Speaker Selector (on audio control panel)
SET to desired

2. NAV TRANSFER
3.

-

mode.

4. NAV Volume Control
a. ADJUST to desired audio level.
b. PULL out to ident;fy star,on.
VOR OPERATION:

Channel the NAV Receiver 10 the desired VOR and monitor the
audio to positively identify the station. To select an OBS course,
turn the OBS knob to set the desired course under the lubber ine.
When a signal is received, the NAV flag will pull out of view and
show a "TO" or "FROM" flag as appropriate for the selected
course.
LOC OPERATION:

Localjzer circuitry is energized when the NAV Receiver is
channeled to an ILS frequency. Monitor the LOC audio and
positively identify the station. The NAV flag will be out of view when
the signal is of sufficient strength to be usable.
GLIDESLOPE OPERATION:

The glideslope receiver is automatically channeled when

a

localizer frequency is selected. A separate warning flag is provided
to indicate usable signal cond tions.
PILOT CONFIGURATION:

Thjs mode can be accessed by pressing and holding the NAV
lvlode Button for more than 2 seconds and then pressing the Nav
Frequency Transfer Button

for an additjonal 2 seconds, while

contlnuing to hold the NAV l/ode Button. When the Pilol Config
Mode is entered, the unit will show the "SWRV" mnemon c which is
the unit software revision level. Adjustment pages can be accessed
by MODE button presses.

s25-12
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The pilot rnay adjusi two paramelers in ihe pilot configuration, the
display minimum brightness and sidetone volume eve. Minimum
Brightness (BRIM) will have a range of 0-255. The dimmest is 0
and the brightest is 255. Sidetone volume level is adjusted when
SIDE is dlsplayed. Values from 0 255 may be selected with 0 being
least voJume, 255 being the greatest.

Adjustment

Mnemonic

Soflware Revision Number

SWBV

Min mum Display Brightness

Sidetone Level

Min Level

Max Level

RI[/

0

255

SID E

0

255

B

Subsequent presses of the MODE button sequences through
SWRV, BRINI, SIDE, and then back to SWFV.

Pressing
configuration

the NAV Transfer Button momentarlly exits Pilot
mode. The NAV relurns to ts pre-Pilot Config state

with the new brlghtness and sidetone levels stored in nonvolatile
memory.

SECTION 5
PERFORMANCE
There is no change to the airplane performance when this
avionic equipment is installed. However, the installation ol an
externally mounled anlenna, or several related antennas, will result
in a mlnor reduction in cruise performance.
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SUPPLEMENT 26
BENDIVKING KDR 510
FLTGHT TNFORMATTON SERVTCES (FlS)

SERVICE BULLETIN CONFIGURATION LIST
The following is a list of Service Bulletins that are applicable to the
operation ol the airplane, and have been incorporated into this
supplement. This list contains only those Service Bulletins that are
currently active.

Airolane

senal

Number

Original
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CESSNA
MODEL 172S

SECTION 9 - SUPPLEI\4ENTS
SUPPLEMENT 26 - FAA APPROVED

SUPPLEMENT
BENDIVKING KDR 510
FLIGHT INFORMATION SERVTCES (FtS)
SECTION 1
GENERAL
The . Bendix/King KDR 510 Ftight lnformation Services (FlS)
installation provides wealher information and other flight advisory
information to pilots to enhance situational awareness. ihe serviceå
rely on a network of ground based VHF transmitters that
continuously broadcast data to any aircraft within line-of-sight of the
transmitter. The aircralt must be equipped with a dedicåted VHF
antenna and receiver for FlS. Data is lhen presented to the pilot
using the KMD 550 multijunction disptay. FtS informatioÅ is
intended to be used as a strategic planning tool to help the pilot
avoid inclement weather areas that are beyond his visual range.
FIS lacks the sufficient resolution and update rate necessary Tor
severe weather penetration.
NOTE

Cessna Aircraft Company does not guarantee the
quality, accuracy, or availability of FIS data. Some data
is available to all KDR 510 installations while other data
is available only by subscription. The network of
transmitters may not cover the entire area where the
aircraft is operated, and the aircraft may need to be
above 5000 feet AGL to receive FIS data in areas where
coverage does exist.

SECTION 2
LIMITATIONS
Use of the Bendix/King KDR 510 Flight lnformalion Services (FlS)
lor severe weather penetration is prohibited.

Original
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SECTION 3
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
No additional emergency procedures are required when the KDR
510 Flight lnformation Services (FlS) equipment is installed in the
airplane.

SECTION 4

NORMAL PROCEDURES
Press the WX function select key of the KMD 550 mulliJunction
display to toggle through weather related systems installed on the
aircraft that display on the KMD 550. The MODE button toggles
between dlfferent weather related information displays such as
switching between METARS and PIREPS. lt is highly recommended
that the pilot read the Bendix/King subscription agreement and the
FIS addendum to the KMD 550/850 Pilot's Guide to understand the
entire range of information available. lt is possible that data
availability and subscription services may change over time.

SECTION 5
PERFORMANCE
Airplane performance does not change when the KDR 510 Flight
lnformation Services (FIS) equipment is installed.
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GENERAL

M R V23 s a se f conta .ed, modula.. three-po .t restra ni system ihal mproves protecl on from
serous head-impaci injury during a suruivable ai.c.an crash by inclosion of ån infatab e a rbag lo lhe
lapbell porto. oflhe three porl reslrainl An rnbucked restraidt ånbag wi nol .ilale

The

\__

sEcTtoN

2

LIMITATIONS

A child såfety seåt shållnot be used with lhe V23 AAIR Syslem in lhe fronl seat (co piol). A ch d safety
seal may be used in the rearseat posilons only by altach ng lhe ch ld seat wth an aux iary ch d seat
buckle The siandard nflatable restraint buckle cannol be used to secure a ch d safely seal.
The Alx llary Chid Seai Buckle adapler (P/N 7035 2090112396 (Ll-]) and 703s 2100212396 (RH))
secures a Child Såfely Seåt lo eilher lefl or rghl positions oi the Rear Seat lor all mode s (see wamiig
labelbelow). t is typica ly stored !nder ihe cushion and s lound in the centeroi lhe seat adlace.t lo the
slandard AAIR End-Release Blckle Assemb y. identfiåble by part n!mber (åbove) and anaches lo the
A lbag Bet portion oilhe Seatbeta rbåg Assembly (see diagram)
The reska ni in an emply co pilol or passenger seat hust not be buck ed so ås lo prevent infaiion of the
lapbell åirbag n the unocc!ped seal.

WARNING

Rear Bench Seal lor Models 172 1A2 and 246

sEcTtoN

3

EMERGENCY PROCEOURES

sEcTtoN

4

NORMAL PROCEDURES

To actvale lhe sysiem loin (brckle)lhe three poinl reslrainl n the sarne manner as any other lhree-po nl
sealbelt. An ehptv co-p olor påssenqer seal resirainl musl nol be buckled.
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for
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'rhis supplement miist be attached to the Pilot's operating Handbook and FAA Approved Airplane Flighi
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Manual when the Gomolzig sii"nå,. fit C172R-606550
sA01095wl
or adds to the basic Pilot's operating Handbook and
The information contained in this supplement supersedes
performance' and
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consult the basic Pilot's Operating Handbook and FM
loading information not coniained in this supplement,
Approved AirPlane Flight Manual'
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Section

1

General
ClT2R
This Aircraft is equipped wath a silencer kit "system Gomolzig"

-

606550-

Section 2
Limitations
remain unchanged'
The limitations specified in the pilot operation handbook

Section 3
EmergencY Procedures
All procedures specified in the POH remain unchanged'

CHECKLIST PROCEDURES
All procedures specified in the POH remain unchanged'

AMPLIFIED PROCEDURES
All procedures sPcified in the POH remain unchanged'

FAA Approved
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Section 4
Normal Procedures
All procedures specifed in the POH remain unchanged.

CHECKLIST PROCEDURES
All procedures specifed in the POH remain unchanged.

AMPLIFIED PROCEDURES
All procedures specifed in the POH remain unchanged.

Section 5
Performance
All performances specified in POH remain unchanged

Section 6
Weight & Balance/EquiPment List
Due to the alteration as defined in this document, the changes in the weight and balance sheet must be noted and
observed. All other specifled procedures and data in the POH remain unchanged

Section 7
Airplane & Systems DescriPtion
data in the POH
This aircraft is equipped with a silencer kit "system Gomolzig" C172R - 606550' All other description and
remain unchanged
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Section 8
Handling, Service and Maintenance
followed' All other specifled procedures in the PoH
The Maintenance lnstructions in this document have to be taken
remain unchanged
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